Rajasthan

Rajput (from Sanskrit raja-putra, "son of a king") is a large multi-component cluster of castes, kin
bodies, and local groups, sharing social status and ideology of genealogical descent originating from
the Indian subcontinent. The term Rajput covers various patrilineal clans historically associated with
warriorhood: several clans claim Rajput status, although not all claims are universally accepted.
The term "Rajput" acquired its present meaning only in the 16th century, although it is also
anachronistically used to describe the earlier lineages that emerged in northern India from 6th
century onwards. In the 11th century, the term "rajaputra" appeared as a non-hereditary designation
for royal officials. Gradually, the Rajputs emerged as a social class comprising people from a variety
of ethnic and geographical backgrounds. During the 16th and 17th centuries, the membership of this
class became largely hereditary, although new claims to Rajput status continued to be made in the
later centuries. Several Rajput-ruled kingdoms played a significant role in many regions of central and
northern India until the 20th century.
During the medieval and later feudal/colonial periods, many parts of Northern regions of the Indian
subcontinent were ruled as sovereign or princely states by various dynasties of Rajputs.
The term "Rajput" has been used as an anachronistic designation for several Hindu dynasties that
confronted the Ghaznavid and Ghurid invaders during the 11th and 12th centuries. Although the
Rajput identity did not exist at this time, these lineages were classified as aristocratic Rajput clans in
the later times.

The Gurjara-Pratihara dynasty, also known as the Pratihara Empire, was an imperial power during the Late Classical period
on the Indian subcontinent that ruled much of Northern India from the mid-8th to the 11th century. They ruled first at
Ujjain and later at Kannauj.
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The Gurjara-Pratiharas were instrumental in containing Arab armies moving east of the Indus River. Nagabhata I defeated
the Arab army under Junaid and Tamin during the Caliphate campaigns in India. Under Nagabhata II, the Gurjara-Pratiharas
became the most powerful dynasty in northern India. He was succeeded by his son Ramabhadra, who ruled briefly before
being succeeded by his son, Mihira Bhoja. Under Bhoja and his successor Mahendrapala I, the Pratihara Empire reached its
peak of prosperity and power. By the time of Mahendrapala, the extent of its territory rivalled that of the Gupta Empire
stretching from the border of Sindh in the west to Bengal in the east and from the Himalayas in the north to areas past the
Narmada in the south. The expansion triggered a tripartite power struggle with the Rashtrakuta and Pala empires for
control of the Indian Subcontinent. During this period, Imperial Pratihara took the title of Maharajadhiraja of Āryāvarta
(Great King of Kings of India).
Gurjara-Pratihara are known for their sculptures, carved panels and open pavilion style temples. The power of the
Pratiharas was weakened by dynastic strife. It was further diminished as a result of a great raid led by the Rashtrakuta ruler
Indra III who, in about 916, sacked Kannauj. Under a succession of rather obscure rulers, the Pratiharas never regained their
former influence. Their feudatories became more and more powerful, one by one throwing off their allegiance until, by the
end of the 10th century, the Pratiharas controlled little more than the Gangetic Doab. Their last important king, Rajyapala,
was driven from Kannauj by Mahmud of Ghazni in 1018.

Nilgund inscription (866) of Amoghavarsha mentions that his father Govinda III subjugated the Gurjaras of Chitrakuta
Main article: Origin of the Gurjara-Pratiharas
The origin of the dynasty and the meaning of the term "Gurjara" in its name is a topic of debate among historians. The
rulers of this dynasty used the self-designation "Pratihara" for their clan, and never referred to themselves as Gurjaras. The
Imperial Pratiharas could have emphasized their Kshatriya, instead of Gurjara, identity for political reasons. However, at
local levels Pratiharas were not wary of projecting their tribal (Gurjara) identity. They claimed descent from the legendary
hero Lakshmana, who is said to have acted as a pratihara ("door-keeper") for his brother Rama. K. A. Nilakanta Sastri
theorized that the ancestors of the Pratiharas served the Rashtrakutas, and the term "Pratihara" derives from the title of
their office in the Rashtrakuta court.
Multiple inscriptions of their neighbouring dynasties describe the Pratiharas as "Gurjara". The term "Gurjara-Pratihara"
occurs only in the Rajor inscription of a feudatory ruler named Mathanadeva, who describes himself as a "GurjaraPratihara". Another Pratihara king named Hariraja is also mentioned as a "ferocious Gurjara" (garjjad gurjjara meghacanda)
in the Kadwaha inscription. According to one school of thought, Gurjara was the name of the territory (see Gurjara-desha)
originally ruled by the Pratiharas; gradually, the term came to denote the people of this territory. An opposing theory is that
Gurjara was the name of the tribe to which the dynasty belonged, and Pratihara was a clan of this tribe. Several historians
consider Gurjaras to be the ancestors of the modern Gurjar or Gujjar tribe. The proponents of the tribal designation theory

argue that the Rajor inscription mentions the phrase: "all the fields cultivated by the Gurjaras". Here, the term "Gurjara"
obviously refers to a group of people rather than a region. The Pampa Bharata refers the Gurjara-Pratihara king Mahipala as
a Gurjara king. Rama Shankar Tripathi argues that here Gurjara can only refer to the king's ethnicity, and not territory, since
the Pratiharas ruled a much larger area of which Gurjara-desha was only a small part. Critics of this theory, such as D. C.
Ganguly, argue that the term "Gurjara" is used as a demonym in the phrase "cultivated by the Gurjaras". Several ancient
sources including inscriptions clearly mention "Gurjara" as the name of a country. Shanta Rani Sharma notes that an
inscription of Gallaka in 795 CE states that Nagabhata I, the founder of the Imperial Pratihara dynasty, conquered the
"invincible Gurjaras," which makes it unlikely that the Pratiharas were themselves Gurjaras. However, she does concede
that Imperial Pratiharas were indeed known as Gurjaras, on account of their nationality. She mentions two groups of people
who were known as Gurjaras, and draws a line between them; i.e. Gurjaras who were an ethnic people and Gurjaras who
were nationals of Gurjaradesa (Gurjara Country). According to her, Gujjars are the descendants of ethnic Gurjaras, and
have nothing to do with imperial Pratiharas and Chalukyas who were also known as Gurjaras (due to their Gurjara
nationality).

Among those who believe that the term Gurjara was originally a tribal designation, there are disagreements over whether
they were native Indians or foreigners. The proponents of the foreign origin theory point out that the Gurjara-Pratiharas
suddenly emerged as a political power in north India around 6th century CE, shortly after the Huna invasion of that region.
Critics of the foreign origin theory argue that there is no conclusive evidence of their foreign origin: they were wellassimilated in the Indian culture. Moreover, if they invaded Indian through the north-west, it is inexplicable why would they
choose to settle in the semi-arid area of present-day Rajasthan, rather than the fertile Indo-Gangetic Plain.
According to the Agnivansha legend given in the later manuscripts of Prithviraj Raso, the Pratiharas and three other Rajput
dynasties originated from a sacrificial fire-pit (agnikunda) at Mount Abu. Some colonial-era historians interpreted this myth
to suggest a foreign origin for these dynasties. According to this theory, the foreigners were admitted in the Hindu caste
system after performing a fire ritual. However, this legend is not found in the earliest available copies of Prithviraj Raso. It is
based on a Paramara legend; the 16th century Rajput bards probably extended the original legend to include other
dynasties including the Pratiharas, in order to foster Rajput unity against the Mughals.
The original centre of Pratihara power is a matter of controversy. R. C. Majumdar, on the basis of a verse in the HarivamshaPurana, AD 783, the interpretation of which he conceded was not free from difficulty, held that Vatsaraja ruled at Ujjain.
Dasharatha Sharma, interpreting it differently located the original capital in the Bhinmala Jalor area. M. W. Meister and
Shanta Rani Sharma concur with his conclusion in view of the fact that the writer of the Jaina narrative Kuvalayamala states
that it was composed at Jalor in the time of Vatsaraja in AD 778, which is five years before the composition of HarivamshaPurana.
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Nagabhata I (730–756) extended his control east and south from Mandor, conquering Malwa as far as Gwalior and the port
of Bharuch in Gujarat. He established his capital at Avanti in Malwa, and checked the expansion of the Arabs, who had

established themselves in Sind. In this battle (738 CE) Nagabhata led a confederacy of Gurjara-Pratiharas to defeat the
Muslim Arabs who had till then been pressing on victorious through West Asia and Iran. Nagabhata I was followed by two
weak successors, who were in turn succeeded by Vatsraja (775–805).

The metropolis of Kannauj had suffered a power vacuum following the death of Harsha without an heir, which resulted in
the disintegration of the Empire of Harsha. This space was eventually filled by Yashovarman around a century later but his
position was dependent upon an alliance with Lalitaditya Muktapida. When Muktapida undermined Yashovarman, a tripartite struggle for control of the city developed, involving the Pratiharas, whose territory was at that time to the west and
north, the Palas of Bengal in the east and the Rashtrakutas, whose base lay at the south in the Deccan. Vatsraja successfully
challenged and defeated the Pala ruler Dharmapala and Dantidurga, the Rashtrakuta king, for control of Kannauj.
Around 786, the Rashtrakuta ruler Dhruva (c. 780–793) crossed the Narmada River into Malwa, and from there tried to
capture Kannauj. Vatsraja was defeated by the Dhruva Dharavarsha of the Rashtrakuta dynasty around 800. Vatsraja was
succeeded by Nagabhata II (805–833), who was initially defeated by the Rashtrakuta ruler Govinda III (793–814), but later
recovered Malwa from the Rashtrakutas, conquered Kannauj and the Indo-Gangetic Plain as far as Bihar from the Palas, and
again checked the Muslims in the west. He rebuilt the great Shiva temple at Somnath in Gujarat, which had been
demolished in an Arab raid from Sindh. Kannauj became the center of the Gurjara-Pratihara state, which covered much of
northern India during the peak of their power, c. 836–910.
Rambhadra (833-c. 836) briefly succeeded Nagabhata II. Mihira Bhoja (c. 836–886) expanded the Pratihara dominions west
to the border of Sind, east to Bengal, and south to the Narmada. His son, Mahenderpal I (890–910), expanded further
eastwards in Magadha, Bengal, and Assam.

Bhoja II (910–912) was overthrown by Mahipala I (912–944). Several feudatories of the empire took advantage of the
temporary weakness of the Gurjara-Pratiharas to declare their independence, notably the Paramaras of Malwa, the
Chandelas of Bundelkhand, the Kalachuris of Mahakoshal, the Tomaras of Haryana, and the Chahamanas of Shakambhari.
The south Indian Emperor Indra III (c. 914–928) of the Rashtrakuta dynasty briefly captured Kannauj in 916, and although
the Pratiharas regained the city, their position continued to weaken in the 10th century, partly as a result of the drain of
simultaneously fighting off Turkic attacks from the west, the attacks from the Rashtrakuta dynasty from the south and the
Pala advances in the east. The Gurjara-Pratiharas lost control of Rajasthan to their feudatories, and the Chandelas captured
the strategic fortress of Gwalior in central India around 950. By the end of the 10th century the Gurjara-Pratihara domains
had dwindled to a small state centered on Kannauj.
Mahmud of Ghazni captured Kannauj in 1018, and the Pratihara ruler Rajapala fled. He was subsequently captured and
killed by the Chandela ruler Vidyadhara. The Chandela ruler then placed Rajapala's son Trilochanpala on the throne as a
proxy. Jasapala, the last Gurjara-Pratihara ruler of Kannauj, died in 1036.
Ghateshwara Mahadeva temple at Baroli Temples complex. The complex of eight temples, built by the Gurjara-Pratiharas, is
situated within a walled enclosure.

There are notable examples of architecture from the Gurjara-Pratihara era, including sculptures and carved panels. Their
temples, constructed in an open pavilion style. One of the most notable Gurjara-Pratihara style of architecture was
Khajuraho, built by their vassals, the Chandelas of Bundelkhand.
Māru-Gurjara architecture was developed during Gurjara Pratihara Empire.
Bateshwar Hindu temples, Madhya Pradesh was constructed during the Gurjara-Pratihara Empire between 8th to 11th
centuries.
Baroli temples complex are eight temples, built by the Gurjara-Pratiharas, is situated within a walled enclosure.

Junaid, the successor of Qasim, finally subdued the Hindu resistance within Sindh. Taking advantage of the conditions in
Western India, which at that time was covered with several small states, Junaid led a large army into the region in early 738
CE. Dividing this force into two he plundered several cities in southern Rajasthan, western Malwa, and Gujarat.
Indian inscriptions confirm this invasion but record the Arab success only against the smaller states in Gujarat. They also
record the defeat of the Arabs at two places. The southern army moving south into Gujarat was repulsed at Navsari by the
south Indian Emperor Vikramaditya II of the Chalukya dynasty and Rashtrakutas. The army that went east, after sacking
several places, reached Avanti whose ruler Nagabhata (Gurjara-Pratihara) trounced the invaders and forced them to flee.
After his victory Nagabhata took advantage of the disturbed conditions to acquire control over the numerous small states
up to the border of Sindh.
Junaid probably died from the wounds inflicted in the battle with the Gurjara-Pratihara. His successor Tamin organized a
fresh army and attempted to avenge Junaid’s defeat towards the close of the year 738 CE. But this time Nagabhata, with his
Chauhan and Guhilot feudatories, met the Muslim army before it could leave the borders of Sindh. The battle resulted in
the complete rout of the Arabs who fled broken into Sindh with the Gurjara-Pratihara close behind them.
The Arabs crossed over to the other side of the Indus River, abandoning all their lands to the victorious Hindus. The local
chieftains took advantage of these conditions to re-establish their independence. Subsequently, the Arabs constructed the
city of Mansurah on the other side of the wide and deep Indus, which was safe from attack. This became their new capital
in Sindh. Thus began the reign of the imperial Gurjara-Pratiharas.

In the Gwalior inscription, it is recorded that Gurjara-Pratihara emperor Nagabhata "crushed the large army of the powerful
Mlechcha king." This large army consisted of cavalry, infantry, siege artillery, and probably a force of camels. Since Tamin
was a new governor he had a force of Syrian cavalry from Damascus, local Arab contingents, converted Hindus of Sindh, and
foreign mercenaries like the Turkics. All together the invading army may have had anywhere between 10–15,000 cavalry,
5000 infantry, and 2000 camels.
The Arab chronicler Sulaiman describes the army of the Pratiharas as it stood in 851 CE, "The ruler of Gurjars maintains
numerous forces and no other Indian prince has so fine a cavalry. He is unfriendly to the Arabs, still he acknowledges that
the king of the Arabs is the greatest of rulers. Among the princes of India there is no greater foe of the Islamic faith than he.
He has got riches, and his camels and horses are numerous."
Historians of India, since the days of Elphinstone, have wondered at the slow progress of Muslim invaders in India, as
compared with their rapid advance in other parts of the world. The Arabs possibly only stationed small invasions

independent of the Caliph. Arguments of doubtful validity have often been put forward to explain this unique phenomenon.
Currently it is believed that it was the power of the Gurjara-Pratihara army that effectively barred the progress of the
Muslims beyond the confines of Sindh, their first conquest for nearly three hundred years. In the light of later events this
might be regarded as the "Chief contribution of the Gurjara Pratiharas to the history of India".

The Chahamanas of Shakambhari, colloquially known as the Chauhans of Sambhar, were an Indian dynasty that ruled parts
of the present-day Rajasthan and its neighbouring areas between 7th to 12th centuries. The territory ruled by them was
known as Sapadalaksha. They were the most prominent ruling family of the Chahamana (Chauhan) clan, and were
categorized among Agnivanshi Rajputs in the later medieval legends.
The Chahamanas originally had their capital at Shakambhari (present-day Sambhar). Until the 10th century, they ruled as
Pratihara vassals. When the Pratihara power declined after the Tripartite Struggle, the Chahamana ruler Simharaja assumed
the title Maharajadhiraja. In the early 12th century, Ajayaraja II moved the kingdom's capital to Ajayameru (modern Ajmer).
For this reason, the Chahamana rulers are also known as the Chauhans of Ajmer.
The Chahamanas fought several wars with their neighbours, including the Chaulukyas of Gujarat, the Tomaras of Delhi, and
the Paramaras of Malwa. From 11th century onwards, they started facing Muslim invasions, first by the Ghaznavids, and
then by the Ghurids. The Chahamana kingdom reached its zenith under Vigraharaja IV in the mid-12th century. The
dynasty's power effectively ended in 1192 CE, when the Ghurids defeated his nephew Prithviraja III.
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According to the 1170 CE Bijolia rock inscription of Someshvara, the early Chahamana king Samantaraja was born at
Ahichchhatrapura in the gotra of sage Vatsa. Historian R. B. Singh theorizes that the Chahamanas probably started out as
petty rulers of Ahichchhatrapura (identified with Nagaur), and moved their capital to Shakambhari (Sambhar) as their
kingdom grew. Later, they became the vassals of the imperial Gurjara-Pratiharas.
Several mythical accounts of the dynasty's origin also exist. The earliest of the dynasty's inscriptions and literary works state
that the dynasty's progenitor was a legendary hero named Chahamana. They variously state that this hero was born from
Indra's eye, in the lineage of the sage Vatsa, in the solar dynasty and/or during a ritual sacrifice performed by Brahma.
In the later period, the Chahamanas were categorized as one of the Rajput clans, although the Rajput identity did not exist
during their time. A popular medieval account classifies the dynasty among the four Agnivanshi Rajput clans, whose
ancestors are said to have come out of sacrificial fire pit. The earliest source to mention this legend are the 16th century
recensions of Prithviraj Raso. Some colonial-era historians interpreted this myth to suggest a foreign origin of the dynasty,
speculating that the foreign warriors were initiated into the Hindu society through a fire ritual. However, the earliest extant
copy of Prithviraj Raso does not mention this legend at all. Instead, it states that the first ruler of the dynasty was Manikya
Rai, who is said to have been born from Brahma's sacrifice.
The core territory of the Chahamanas was located in present-day Rajasthan. It was known as Sapadalaksha The term
Jangladesha ("rough and arid country") appears to be older, as it mentioned in the Mahabharata. The text does not
mention the exact location of the region. The later Sanskrit texts, such as Bhava Prakasha [hi] and Shabdakalpadruma Kosha

[hi] suggest that it was a hot, arid region, where trees requiring little water grew. The region is identified with the area
around Bikaner.
The term Sapadalaksha (literally "one and a quarter lakhs" or 125,000) refers to the large number of villages in the area. It
became prominent during the Chahamana reign. It appears that the term originally referred to the area around modern
Nagaur near Bikaner. This area was known as Savalak (vernacular form of Sapadalaksha) in as late as 20th century. The early
Chahamana king Samantaraja was based in Ahichchhatrapura, which can be identified with modern Nagaur. The ancient
name of Nagaur was Nagapura, which means "the city of the serpent". Ahichchhatrapura has a similar meaning: "the city
whose chhatra or protector is serpent".
As the Chahamana territory expanded, the entire region ruled by them came to be known as Sapadalaksha. This included
the later Chahamana capitals Ajayameru (Ajmer) and Shakambhari (Sambhar). The term also came to be applied to the
larger area captured by the Chahamanas. The early medieval Indian inscriptions and the writings of the contemporary
Muslim historians suggest that the following cities were also included in Sapadalaksha: Hansi (now in Haryana), Mandore
(now in Marwar region), and Mandalgarh (now in Mewar region).

The earliest historical Chahamana king is the 6th century ruler Vasudeva. According to a mythical account in Prithviraja
Vijaya, he received the Sambhar Salt Lake as a gift from a vidyadhara (a supernatural being). Little is known about his
immediate successors. The 8th century Chahamana ruler Durlabharaja I and his successors are known to have served the
Gurjara-Pratiharas as vassals. In 10th century, Vakpatiraja I made an attempt to overthrow the Gurjara-Pratihara suzerainty,
and assumed the title Maharaja ("great king"). His younger son Lakshmana established the Naddula Chahamana branch.
Vakpatiraja's elder son and successor Simharaja assumed the title Maharajadhiraja ("king of great kings"), which suggests
that he was a sovereign ruler.
The Ana Sagar lake in Ajmer was commissioned by the Chahamana ruler Arnoraja alias Ana
Simharaja's successors consolidated the Chahamana power by engaging in wars with their neighbours, including the
Chaulukyas of Gujarat and the Tomaras of Delhi. The dynasty's earliest extant inscription (973 CE) is from the reign of
Vigraharaja II. During the reign of Viryarama (r. c. 1040 CE), the Paramara king Bhoja invaded the Chahamana kingdom, and
probably occupied their capital Shakambhari for a brief period. Chamundaraja restored the Chahamana power, possibly
with the help of the Naddula Chahamanas.

The subsequent Chahamana kings faced several Ghaznavid raids. Ajayaraja II (r. c. 1110-1135 CE) repulsed a Ghaznavid
attack, and also defeated the Paramara king Naravarman. He moved the kingdom's capital from Shakambhari to Ajayameru
(Ajmer), a city that he either established or greatly expanded. His successor Arnoraja raided the Tomara territory, and also
repulsed a Ghaznavid invasion. However, he suffered setbacks against the Gujarat Chaulukya kings Jayasimha Siddharaja
and Kumarapala, and was killed by his own son Jagaddeva.
Arnoraja's younger son Vigraharaja IV greatly expanded the Chahamana territories, and captured Delhi from the Tomaras.
His kingdom included parts of the present-day Rajasthan, Haryana, and Delhi. It probably also included a part of Punjab (to
the south-east of Sutlej river) and a portion of the northern Gangetic plain (to the west of Yamuna) His 1164 CE Delhi-

Shivalik pillar inscription claims that he conquered the region between the Himalayas and the Vindhyas, and thus restored
the rule of Aryans in Aryavarta. While this is an exaggeration, it is not completely baseless. The inscription was originally
found in Topra village, near the Shivalik Hills (Himalayan foothills). Also, the exiled ruler of Malwa (Vindhyan region)
possibly acknowledged his suzerainty. Thus Vigraharaja's influence extended from the Himalayas to the Vindhyas, at least in
name.
Vigraharaja was succeeded by his son Amaragangeya, and then his nephew Prithviraja II. Subsequently, his younger brother
Someshvara ascended the throne.

The most celebrated ruler of the dynasty was Someshvara's son Prithviraja III, better known as Prithviraj Chauhan. He
defeated several neighbouring kings, including the Chandela ruler Paramardi in 1182-83, although he could not annex the
Chandela territory to his kingdom. In 1191, he defeated the Ghurid king Muhammad of Ghor at the first Battle of Tarain.
However, the next year, he was defeated at the second Battle of Tarain, and subsequently killed.
Muhammad of Ghor appointed Prithviraja's son Govindaraja IV as a vassal. Prithviraja's brother Hariraja dethroned him,
and regained control of a part of his ancestral kingdom. Hariraja was defeated by the Ghurids in 1194 CE. Govindaraja was
granted the fief of Ranthambore by the Ghurids. There, he established a new branch of the dynasty.
The Chahamanas commissioned a number of Hindu temples, several of which were destroyed by the Ghurid invaders after
the defeat of Prithviraja III.
Multiple Chahamana rulers contributed to the construction of the Harshanatha temple, which was probably commissioned
by Govindaraja I. According to Prithviraja Vijaya:
Simharaja commissioned a large Shiva temple at Pushkar
Chamundaraja commissioned a Vishnu temple at Narapura (modern Narwar in Ajmer district)
Prithviraja I built a food distribution centre (anna-satra) on the road to Somnath temple for pilgrims.
Someshvara commissioned a number of temples, including five temples in Ajmer.
Vigraharaja IV was known for his patronage to arts and literature, and himself composed the play Harikeli Nataka. The
structure that was later converted into the Adhai Din Ka Jhonpra mosque was constructed during his reign.

The Chahamana rulers also patronized Jainism. Vijayasimha Suri's Upadeśāmālavritti (1134 CE) and Chandra Suri's
Munisuvrata-Charita (1136 CE) state that Prithviraja I donated golden kalashas (cupolas) for the Jain temples at
Ranthambore. The Kharatara-Gachchha-Pattavali states that Ajayaraja II allowed the Jains to build their temples in his
capital Ajayameru (Ajmer), and also donated a golden kalasha to a Parshvanatha temple. Someshvara granted the Revna
village to a Parshvanatha temple.
The Tomara (also called Tomar in modern vernaculars because of schwa deletion) were an Indian dynasty who ruled parts
of present-day Delhi and Haryana during 9th-12th century. Their rule over this region is attested to by multiple inscriptions
and coins. In addition, much of the information about them comes from medieval bardic legends, which are not historically
reliable. They were displaced by the Chahamanas of Shakambhari in 12th century.

The Tomara territory included parts of the present-day Delhi and Haryana. A 13th century inscription states that the
Tomaras ruled the Hariyanaka (Haryana) country before the Chahamanas and the Shakas (Muslims in this context). A 14th
century inscription states that they built the Dhillika (Delhi) city in the Hariyana (Haryana) country, and that their rule was
followed by that of the Chahamanas and the mlechchha Sahavadina (Shihab ad-Din).
The Tomaras are known from some inscriptions and coins. However, much of the information about the dynasty comes
from medieval bardic legends, which are not historically reliable. Because of this, the reconstruction of the Tomara history
is difficult.

The earliest extant historical reference to the Tomaras occurs in the Pehowa inscription issued during the reign of the
Gurjara-Pratihara king Mahendrapala I (r. c. 885-910 CE). This undated inscription states that Jaula of the Tomara family
became prosperous by serving an unnamed king. His descendants included Vajrata, Jajjuka, and Gogga. The inscription
suggests that Gogga was a vassal of Mahendrapala I. It records the construction of three Vishnu temples by Gogga and his
step-brothers Purna-raja and Deva-raja. The temples were located at Prithudaka on the banks of the river Sarasvati.
No information is available about the immediate successors of Gogga. The Pehowa inscription suggests that this particular
Tomara family was settled around the Karnal area. However, F. Kielhorn suggested that this Tomara family actually resided
in Delhi: they may have visited Pehowa on pilgrimage, and built a temple there.
As the Pratihara power declined, the Tomaras established a sovereign principality around Delhi by the 10th century. The
medieval bardic literature names the dynasty as "Tuar", and classifies them as one of the 36 Rajput clans. According to the
bardic tradition, the dynasty's founder Anangapal Tuar (that is Anangapala I Tomara) founded Delhi in 736 CE. However, the
authenticity of this claim is doubtful. A 1526 CE source names the successors of Anangapala as Tejapala, Madanapala,
Kritapala, Lakhanapala and Prithvipala. The Dravya-Pariksha (1318 CE) of Thakkura Pheru mentions the coins of
Madanapala, Prithvipala and another ruler, Chahadapala.

Soon after gaining independence, the Tomaras became involved in conflicts with their neighbours, the Chahamanas of
Shakambhari. According to a 973 CE inscription of the Chahamana king Vigraharaja II, his ancestor Chandana (c. 900 CE)
killed the Tomara chief Rudrena (or Rudra) in a battle. The Harsha stone inscription states that Chandana's descendant
Simharaja (c. 944-971 CE) defeated a Tomara leader called Lavana or Salavana. Historian R. B. Singh identifies the defeated
ruler as Tejapala. Another fragmentary Chahamana prashasti (eulogistic inscription), now at the Ajmer museum, mentions
that the Chahamana king Arnoraja invaded the Haritanaka country. This country is identified with the Tomara territory.
According to the inscription, Arnoraja's army rendered the waters of the Kalindi river (Yamuna) muddy and the women of
Hartinaka tearful.
The writings of the medieval Muslim historians suggest that a king named Mahipala was ruling Delhi in the 11th century.
Although these medieval historians do not mention the dynasty of this king, he is identified as a Tomara ruler by some
modern historians. Some coins featuring crude depictions of a horseman and a bull, and bearing the name "Mahipala", have
been attributed to this king. These coins are similar to those of Mawdud of Ghazni (r. 1041-50 CE), confirming that
Mahipala must have ruled in the 11th century. The horseman-and-bull were a characteristic of the Kabul Shahi coinage;

Mawdud probably adopted this style after capturing the Shahi territories. Mahipala probably imitated the same style after
capturing Hansi and Thaneshvara regions from Mawdud. Some fragmentary Tomara inscriptions have been discovered from
Mahipalpur near Delhi. Historian Y. D. Sharma theorizes that Mahipala established a new capital at Mahipalapura (now
Mahipialpur).

The Suraj Kund reservoir is said to have been commissioned by a Tomara king named Surajpala.
Multiple (three) Tomara kings seem to have shared the name "Anangapala". One of these is said to have established the Lal
Kot citadel in the Mehrauli area. The construction of the Anang Tal tank and the Anangpur Dam is also attributed to him. His
coins also feature the horseman-and-bull figure, and bear the title "Shri Samanta-deva". These coins are very similar to
those of the Shakambhari Chahamana kings Someshvara and Prithviraja III, indicating that Anangapala was a contemporary
of these 12th century kings. One of the several inscriptions on the Iron Pillar of Delhi mentions Anangapala. A medieval
legend mentioned in a copy of Prithviraj Raso mentions a legend about the pillar: a Brahmin once told Anangapala (alias
Bilan Deo) that the base of the pillar rested on the head of the Vasuki serpent, and that his rule would last as long as the
pillar stood upright. Out of curiosity, Anangapala dug out the pillar, only to find it smeared with the blood of Vasuki.
Realizing his mistake, the king ordered it to be re-instated, but it remained loose ("dhili"). Because of this, the area came to
be known as "Dhilli" (modern Delhi). This legend is obviously a myth.
The bardic legends state that the last Tomara king, Anangpal Tomar (also known as Anangapala), handed over the throne of
Delhi to his son-in-law Prithviraj Chauhan (Prithviraja III of the Chahamana dynasty of Shakambhari; r. c. 1179-1192 CE).
However, this claim is not correct: the historical evidence shows that Prithviraj inherited Delhi from his father Someshvara.
According to the Bijolia inscription of Someshvara, his brother Vigraharaja IV had captured Dhillika (Delhi) and Ashika
(Hansi). He probably defeated the Tomara ruler Anangapala III.
Various historical texts provide different lists of the Tomara kings:

Khadag Rai's history of Gwalior (Gopācala ākhyāna) names 18 Tomara kings, plus Prithvi Pala (who is probably the
Chahamana king Prithviraja III). According to Khadag Rai, Delhi was originally ruled by the legendary king Vikramaditya. It
was deserted for 792 years after his death, until Bilan Dev [Veer Mahadev or Birmaha] of Tomara dynasty re-established the
city (in 736 CE).
The Kumaon-Garhwal manuscript names only 15 rulers of "Toar" dynasty, and dates the beginning of their rule to 789 CE
(846 Vikram Samvat).
Abul Fazl's Ain-i-Akbari (Bikaner manuscript, edited by Syed Ahmad Khan) names 19 Tomara kings. It places the first Tomara
king in 372 CE (429 Vikram Samvat). It might be possible that the era mentioned in the original source used by Abul Fazl was
Gupta era, which starts from 318-319 CE; Abul Fazl might have mistaken this era to be Vikrama Samvat. If this is true, then
the first Tomara king can be dated to 747 CE (429+318), which is better aligned with the other sources.
As stated earlier, the historians doubt the claim that the Tomaras established Delhi in 736 CE.
The Paramara dynasty was an Indian dynasty that ruled Malwa and surrounding areas in west-central India between 9th
and 14th centuries. The medieval bardic literature classifies them among the Agnivanshi Rajput dynasties.

The dynasty was established in either 9th or 10th century. The earliest extant Paramara inscriptions, issued by the 10th
century ruler Siyaka, have been found in Gujarat and suggest that he was a vassal of the Rashtrakutas of Manyakheta.
Around 972 CE, Siyaka sacked the Rashtrakuta capital Manyakheta, and established the Paramaras as a sovereign power. By
the time of his successor Munja, the Malwa region in present-day Madhya Pradesh had become the core Paramara
territory, with Dhara (now Dhar) as their capital. The dynasty reached its zenith under Munja's nephew Bhoja, whose
kingdom extended from Chittor in the north to Konkan in the south, and from the Sabarmati River in the west to Vidisha in
the east.
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The Paramara power rose and declined several times as a result of their struggles with the Chaulukyas of Gujarat, the
Chalukyas of Kalyani, the Kalachuris of Tripuri and other neighbouring kingdoms. The later Paramara rulers moved their
capital to Mandapa-Durga (now Mandu) after Dhara was sacked multiple times by their enemies. Mahalakadeva, the last
known Paramara king, was defeated and killed by the forces of Alauddin Khalji of Delhi in 1305 CE, although epigraphic
evidence suggests that the Paramara rule continued for a few years after his death.
Malwa enjoyed a great level of political and cultural prestige under the Paramaras. The Paramaras were well known for
their patronage to Sanskrit poets and scholars, and Bhoja was himself a renowned scholar. Most of the Paramara kings
were Shaivites and commissioned several Shiva temples, although they also patronized Jain scholars.
The Harsola copper plates (949 CE) issued by the Paramara king Siyaka II establish that the early Paramara rulers were the
feudatories of the Rashtrakutas of Manyakheta. This inscription mentions a king called Akalavarsha (identified with the
Rashtrakuta ruler Krishna III), followed by the expression tasmin kule ("in that family"), and then followed by the name
"Vappairaja" (identified with the Paramara king Vakpati I). Based on the Harsola inscription, some historians such as D. C.
Ganguly theorized that the Paramaras were descended from the Rashtrakutas. Ganguly also tried to find support for his
theory in Ain-i-Akbari, whose variation of the Agnikula myth (see below) states that the founder of the Paramara kingdom
came to Malwa from Deccan, and that "Aditya Ponwar" was the first sovereign ruler of the dynasty. Moreover, Siyaka's
successor Munja (Vakpati II) assumed titles such as Amoghavarsha, Sri-vallabha and Prithvi-vallabha: these are distinctively
Rashtrakuta titles.

Several historians have been critical of this theory. Dasharatha Sharma notes that the Agnikula myth about the Paramara
origin had come into being by the time of Siyaka's son Sindhuraja. Sharma argues that the Rashtrakuta royal origin of the
Paramaras could not have been forgotten within a generation. K. C. Jain theorizes that Vappairaja's mother was related to
the Rashtrakuta family, because the other Paramara records do not boast of the Rashtrakuta royals as their ancestors.
Siyaka and other Paramara kings before Munja did not adopt any Rashtrakuta titles: Munja may have adopted these titles
to commemorate his predecessor's victory over the Rashtrakutas, and to strengthen his claim over the former Rashtrakuta
territories.
The later Paramara kings claimed to be members of the Agnikula or Agnivansha ("fire clan"). The Agnikula myth of origin,
which appears in several of their inscriptions and literary works, goes like this: The sage Vishvamitra forcibly took a wish-

granting cow from another sage Vashistha on the Arbuda mountain (Mount Abu). Vashistha then conjured a hero from a
sacrificial fire pit (agni-kunda), who defeated Vashistha's enemies and brought back the cow. Vashistha then gave the hero
the title Paramara ("enemy killer"). The earliest known source to mention this story is the Nava-sahasanka-charita of
Padmagupta Parimala, who was a court-poet of the Paramara king Sindhuraja (ca. 997-1010). The legend is not mentioned
in earlier Paramara-era inscriptions or literary works. By this time, all the neighbouring dynasties claimed divine or heroic
origin, which might have motivated the Paramaras to invent a legend of their own.

In the later period, the Paramaras were categorized as one of the Rajput clans, although the Rajput identity did not exist
during their time. A legend mentioned in a recension of Prithviraj Raso extended their Agnikula legend to describe other
dynasties as fire-born Rajputs. The earliest extant copies of Prithviraj Raso do not contain this legend; this version might
have been invented by the 16th century poets who wanted to foster Rajput unity against the Mughal emperor Akbar. Some
colonial-era historians interpreted this mythical account to suggest a foreign origin for the Paramaras. According to this
theory, the ancestors of the Paramaras and other Agnivanshi Rajputs came to India after the decline of the Gupta Empire
around the 5th century CE. They were admitted in the Hindu caste system after performing a fire ritual. However, this
theory is weakened by the fact that the legend is not mentioned in the earliest of the Paramara records, and even the
earliest Paramara-era account does not mention the other dynasties as Agnivanshi.
Some historians, such as Dasharatha Sharma and Pratipal Bhatia, have argued that the Paramaras were originally Brahmins
from the Vashistha gotra. This theory is based on the fact that Halayudha, who was patronized by Munja, describes the king
as "Brahma-Kshtra" in Pingala-Sutra-Vritti. According to Bhatia this expression means that Munja came from a family of
Brahmins who became Kshatriyas. In addition, the Patanarayana temple inscription states that the Paramaras were of
Vashistha gotra, which is a gotra among Brahmins claiming descent from the sage Vashistha.
D. C. Sircar theorized that the dynasty descended from the Malavas. However, there is no evidence of the early Paramara
rulers being called Malava; the Paramaras began to be called Malavas only after they began ruling the Malwa region.

Based on the Agnikula legend, some scholars such as C. V. Vaidya and V. A. Smith speculated that Mount Abu was the
original home of the Paramaras. Based on the Harsola copper plates and Ain-i-Akbari, D. C. Ganguly believed they came
from the Deccan region.
The earliest of the Paramara inscriptions (that of Siyaka II) have all been discovered in Gujarat, and concern land grants in
that region. Based on this, D. B. Diskalkar and H. V. Trivedi theorized that the Paramaras were associated with Gujarat
during their early days.
Historical evidence suggests that between 808-812 CE, the Rashtrakutas of Manyakheta expelled the Gurjara-Pratiharas
from the Malwa region. The Rashtrakuta king Govinda III placed Malwa under the protection of Karka-raja, the Rashtrakuta
chief of Lata (a region bordering Malwa, in present-day Gujarat). Malwa was subsequently ruled by a vassal of the
Rashtrakutas. This vassal could have been a member of the Paramara dynasty, but there is no definitive proof of this. The
start of the Paramara rule in Malwa cannot be dated with certainty, but it is incontestable that they did not rule the Malwa
before the 9th century CE.

Siyaka is the earliest known Paramara king attested by his own inscriptions. His Harsola copper plate inscription (949 CE) is
the earliest available Paramara inscription: it suggests that he was a vassal of the Rashtrakutas.
-----The Gahadavala dynasty was a power from the Indian subcontinent that ruled parts of the present-day Indian states of
Uttar Pradesh and Bihar, during 11th and 12th centuries. Their capital was located at Varanasi in the Gangetic plains, and
for a brief period, they also controlled Kanyakubja (modern Kannauj).
Chandradeva, the first monarch of the dynasty, established a sovereign kingdom sometime before 1090 CE, after the
decline of the Kalachuri power. The kingdom reached its zenith under his grandson Govindachandra who annexed some of
the Kalachuri territories, warded off Ghaznavid raids, and also fought the Palas. In 1194 CE, Govindachandra's grandson
Jayachandra was defeated by the Ghurids, which effectively ended the dynasty's imperial power. The kingdom ceased to
exist when Jayachandra's successors were defeated by the Delhi Sultanate in the 12th century.
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Chandradeva, the first monarch of the dynasty, was a son of Mahichandra and a grandson of Yashovigraha. The Gahadavala
inscriptions state that Yashovigraha "seized the earth and made her fond of the king's sceptre (or justice)". He did not bear
any royal titles, so it appears that he was a petty chief with some military victories to his credit. He probably served a
prominent king, possibly the 11th century Kalachuri king Karna. His son Mahichandra (alias Mahitala or Mahiyala) bore the
feudatory title nṛpa, and is said to have defeated several enemies. He may have been a Kalachuri vassal.
According to the 1093 CE and 1100 CE Chandrawati inscriptions, the Gahadavalas occupied Kanyakubja after the
descendants of Devapala had been destroyed. This Devapala can be identified as the mid-10th century Gurjara-Pratihara
king of Kanyakubja. Chandradeva probably started his career as a feudatory, but declared independence sometime before
1089 CE.
The sudden rise of the Gahadavalas has led to speculation that they descended from an earlier royal house. Rudolf Hoernlé
once proposed that the Gahadavalas were an offshoot of the Pala dynasty of Gauda, but this theory has been totally
rejected now. Another theory identifies the dynasty's founder Chandradeva as the Kannauj Rashtrakuta scion Chandra, but
this theory is contradicted by historical evidence. For example, the Rashtrakutas of Kannauj claimed origin from the
legendary solar dynasty. On the other hand, the Gahadavala inscriptions state they gained power after the destruction of
the solar and the lunar dynasties. Moreover, Kumaradevi, the queen of the Gahadavala ruler Govindachandra came from a
Rashtrakuta branch. Her Sarnath inscription mentions the Gahadavalas and the Rashtrakutas as two distinct families, and
does not indicate that one was a branch of the other.
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Yet another theory identifies Chandradeva as Chand Rai, a "keeper of elephants" according to the medieval Muslim
historian Salman. The Diwan-i-Salman states that a Ghaznavid army led by Mahmud (c. 971-1030) invaded India and
defeated one Jaipal. As a result of this victory, the feudatory chiefs from all over the country lined up to offer allegiance to
Mahmud. Mahmud received so many elephants as gifts from these chiefs that an elephant stable was set up in Kannauj,
with Chand Rai as its manager. According to the theory, Chand Rai acquired the rulership of Kannauj by promising to pay a
tribute to the Ghaznavids. The Ghaznavid raids of the Gahadavala kingdom resulted from the non-payment of this tribute.

The Gahadavalas inscriptions mention a Turushka-danda ("Turkic punishment") tax, which according to the proponents of
this theory, was collected to pay a tribute to the Ghaznavid (Turkic) overlord. This theory can be criticized on several
grounds. First, no Muslim chronicles mention imposition of any tribute on Chand Rai. Secondly, the meaning of Turushkadanda is not certain. Lastly, neither Hindu nor Muslim sources indicate that the Ghaznavid invasions were as a result of nonpayment of tribute.

The etymology of the term "Gahadavala" is uncertain. This dynastic name appears only in four inscriptions of the
Gahadavalas: three inscriptions issued by Chandradeva's grandson Govindachandra (as a prince), and the Sarnath
inscription issued by his wife Kumaradevi. No contemporary inscriptions of the neighbouring dynasties use the term
"Gahadavala" to describe the rulers of Kanyakubja or Varanasi. The dynastic name does not appear in contemporary
literature, including in the works authored by the Gahadavala courtiers Shriharsha and Lakshmidhara (author of KṛtyaKalpataru).
C. V. Vaidya and R. C. Majumdar, who connected the Gahadavalas to the Rashtrakutas, speculated that the dynastic name
might have derived from "Gawarmad", a place-name mentioned in a 1076 CE Kannada language inscription. However, the
term is not mentioned in the early Gahadavala inscriptions. Therefore, if the dynasty's name has any geographical
significance, it points to the newly acquired territories in northern India.
According to the rulers of the Kantit feudal estate, who claimed descent from the Gahadavalas, the term "Gahadavala"
derives from the Sanskrit word grahavāra ("overcomer of the evil planet"). Their fanciful legend claims that Yayati's son
acquired the title grahavāra after defeating the evil planet (graha) Saturn.
The Gahadavala power was concentrated in what is now eastern Uttar Pradesh. At times, their rule extended to the
western parts of Bihar. The 1090 CE Chandrawati inscription of Chandradeva states that he protected the sacred places of
Kashi (Varanasi), Kushika (Kannauj), Uttara Koshala (the area around Ayodhya) and Indrasthaniyaka.
The identity of Indrasthaniyaka is unknown, but because of its similarity to the word "Indraprastha", some scholars have
identified it as modern Delhi. Based on this, historians such as Roma Niyogi have proposed that the Tomara rulers of Delhi
might have been Gahadavala feudatories. If this assumption is true, then the Gahadavala kingdom extended up to Delhi in
the north-west. However, historical evidence suggests that Delhi was under the control of the Chahamanas since
Vigraharaja IV (r. c. 1150-1164 CE), and before that under the Tomara sovereigns. No historical records indicate that the
Gahadavalas ever ruled Delhi. Rahin (or Rahan) village in Etawah district is the furthest point in the north-west where the
Gahadavala inscriptions have been discovered. Some coins attributed to Madanapala are associated with Delhi, but
according to numismatist P. C. Roy these coins were actually issued a Tomara king of same name. According to Roy,
Indrasthaniyaka should be identified with a place other than Delhi.
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The Gahadavalas are associated with two ancient cities: Kanyakubja and Varanasi. According to the medieval legends,
Kanyakubja (Kannauj) was their capital. However, according to Al-Biruni, most of the Kanyakubja city was in ruins by 1030
CE, nearly half a century before the dynasty's founder Chandradeva ascended the throne.

The vast majority of the Gahadavala inscriptions have been discovered in and around Varanasi; only one has been found in
the Kanyakubja area. The majority of these inscriptions state that the king made a grant after bathing in the Ganga river at
Varanasi. This suggests that the Gahadavala kings mainly lived in and around Varanasi, which was their favoured capital.
They probably considered Kanyakubja as a 'capital of honour', since it had been a seat of reputed kingdoms since the
Maukhari period.
A verse in the 1104 CE Basahi inscription of Madanapala states that his father Chandradeva had made Kanyakubja his
capital. However, Madanapala's 1105 CE Kamauli grant omits this verse, although it repeats all the other introductory
verses from the Basahi grant. Other than the 1104 CE Basahi inscription, no other inscription describes Kanyakubja as the
Gahadavala capital.

Historian Roma Niyogi theorized that Chandradeva temporarily moved his seat from Varanasi to Kanyakubja, because
Kanyakubja was reputed as the capital of the earlier imperial powers. However, the Gahadavalas lost Kanyakubja to
Ghaznavids somewhere between 1104 CE and 1105 CE, and Madanapala's son Govindachandra had to wage a war to
recover it. As a result, the Gahadavalas probably moved their capital back to Varanasi soon after Chandradeva's reign. The
writings of the Muslim chroniclers such as Ali ibn al-Athir, Minhaj-i-Siraj, and Hasan Nizami consistently describe the
Jayachandra as the "Rai of Banaras" (ruler of Varanasi), and make no reference to Kannauj (Kanyakubja) in their description
of the Gahadavalas. This further suggests that the Gahadavalas no longer controlled Kanyakaubja by Jayachandra's time.
By the last quarter of the 11th century, the north-central India was a troubled territory as a result of Ghaznavid raids and
the lack of a strong imperial power. The Gurjara-Pratihara Empire had ceased to exist. Their successors, such as the
Paramaras and the Kalachuris, had declined in power. In these times of chaos, the first Gahadavala king Chandradeva
brought stability to the region by establishing a strong government. The 1104 CE Bashai (or Basahi) inscription of his son
Madanapala declares that he saved the distressed earth after the deaths of the Paramara Bhoja and the Kalachuri Karna.
Since the Kalachuris controlled the area around Varanasi before the Gahadavalas, it appears that Chandradeva captured
this territory from them. The Kalachuri king defeated by him was probably Karna's successor Yashah-Karna. Chandradeva's
inscriptions indicate that he also tried to expand his kingdom in the east, but the Pala chronicle Ramacharitam suggests that
his plan was foiled by Ramapala's feudatory Bhimayashas.
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Chandradeva was succeeded by Madanapala, who faced invasions from the Muslim Ghaznavid dynasty. He is identified with
"Malhi", who was the king of Kannauj (Kanyakubja) according to the medieval Muslim chronicles. Diwan-i-Salman by the
contemporary Muslim historian Salman states that Malhi was imprisoned by the Ghaznavids, and released only after the
payment of a ransom. The Gahadavala inscriptions indicate that Madanapala's son Govindachandra led the military
expeditions during his reign. As a result of these expeditions, the Ghaznavids were forced to conclude a peace treaty with
the Gahadavalas. The Kṛtya-Kalpataru, written by his courtier Lakashidhara, suggests that he also killed a Ghaznavid
general.

Govindachandra succeeded his father as the Gahadavala king sometime during 1109-1114 CE. The Gahadavalas became the
most prominent power of northern India as a result of his military conquests and diplomatic relations. His adoption of the
Kalachuri titles and coinage indicate that he defeated a Kalachuri king, probably Yashah-Karna or his successor Gaya-Karna.
As a prince, Govindachandra appears to have repulsed a Pala invasion, sometime before 1109 CE. The Pala-Gahadavala
conflict halted for a few decades as a result of his marriage with Kumaradevi, a relative of the Pala monarch Ramapala.
Epigraphic evidence suggests that there was a revival of the Pala-Gahadavala rivalry in the 1140s CE, during the reign of
Govindachandra and the Pala monarch Madanapala (not to be confused with Govindachandra's father). Although the
identity of the aggressor is not certain, the conflict seems to have happened over control of present-day western Bihar.
Both Pala and Gahadavala inscriptions were issued in this area during this period.
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The last extant inscription of Govindachandra is dated 1154 CE, and the earliest available inscription of his successor
Vijayachandra is dated 1168 CE. Such a long gap is unusual for the dynasty, and may indicate troubled times arising out of
an external invasion or a war of succession after Govindachandra's death. Vijayachandra faced a Ghaznavid invasion, which
he seems to have repulsed sometime before 1164 CE. His focus on guarding the eastern frontiers against the Ghaznavids
may have led to the neglect of the kingdom's western border, which later resulted in a Sena invasion.
Jayachandra, the last powerful king of the dynasty, faced a Ghurid invasion led by Qutb al-Din Aibak. He was defeated and
killed at the Battle of Chandawar in 1194 CE. According to the contemporary Muslim historian Hasan Nizami, the Ghurids
then sacked Varanasi, where they destroyed a number of temples. After Jayachandra's death, several local feudatory chiefs
offered their allegiance to the Ghurids. A legendary account in Prithviraj Raso states that Jayachandra allied with the
Ghurids against Prithviraj Chauhan, who had eloped with his daughter Samyukta. However, such legends are not supported
by historical evidence.
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Jayachandra's son Harishchandra succeeded him on the Gahadavala throne. According to one theory, he was a Ghurid
vassal. However, in an 1197 CE Kotwa inscription, he assumes the titles of a sovereign. According to historian Roma Niyogi,
it is possible that he controlled Kanyakubja, as no contemporary Muslim historians mention that the Ghurids captured the
city at that time. Firishta (16th century) was the earliest writer to claim that the Muslims captured Kannauj in the 1190s, but
his account can be ignored as inaccurate because he flourished around four centuries later, in the 16th century.
Harishchandra may have also retained Varanasi.
Meanwhile, the control of the region around Etawah appears to have been usurped by Jayachandra nephew Ajayasimha.
The 13th century chronicler Minhaj al-Siraj Juzjani refers to a victory achieved by the Delhi Sultanate ruler Iltutmish (r.
1211-1236) at Chandawar; Ajayasimha was probably Iltutmish's enemy in this battle.

The ultimate fate of Harishchandra is not known, but he was probably defeated by the Delhi Sultanate under Iltutmish. A
1237 inscription issued during the reign of one Adakkamalla of Gahadavala family was found in Nagod State (present-day
Satna district of Madhya Pradesh). Adakkamalla may have been the successor of Harishchandra. Another possibility is that
Adakkamalla was from a different branch of the family that ruled a small fief. Nothing is known about Adakkamalla's
successors.
In the medieval period, the Gahadavalas were anachronistically classified as one of the Rajput clans, although the Rajput
identity did not exist during their time.
The bardic chronicles of Rajputana claim that the Rathore rulers of Jodhpur State descended from the family of the
Gahadavala ruler Jayachandra. For example, according to Prithviraj Raso, Rathore was an epithet of Jayachandra
(Jaichand).The rulers of the Manda feudal estate, who described themselves as Rathore, traced their ancestry to
Jayachandra's alleged brother Manikyachandra (Manik Chand). These claims are of later origin, and their historical veracity
is doubtful.
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A Muslim account claims that the Bundelas were descendants of Gaharwar Rajput (Gahadavala) men from Khangar
concubines. The rulers of Bijaipur-Kantit feudal estate near Mirzapur also described themselves as Gahrwars, and claimed
descent from the Gahadavalas.
The Gahadavalas controlled their territory through semi-independent feudatory chiefs, whose various titles included
Rāṇaka, Mahānāyaka, Mahārāja and Rāja.
The king's officials were known as amātyas. Their duties are described in Lakshmidhara's Kṛtya-Kalpataru. The most
important court positions included:
mantrin (minister)
purohita (royal priest)
pratīhāra (chamberlain or palace mayor)
senapati (commander-in-chief)
bhāṇḍāgārika (treasurer or chief revenue-collector)
akṣapatalika (accountant general)
bhiṣak (chief physician)
naimittika (astrologer)
antaḥpurika (incharge of queens' quarters)
dūta (envoy or political agent).
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The yuvaraja (heir apparent) and other princes announced grants in their own name, while the grants made by the queens
were announced by the king.
The Gahadavala kings worshipped Vishnu. For example, according to the 1167 CE Kamauli inscription, Jayachandra was
initiated as a worshipper of Krishna (an incarnation of Vishnu) as a prince. The kings also offered homage to other Hindu

gods, including Shiva and Surya. The Gahadvala inscriptions describe the kings as Parama-Maheshvara ("devotees of
Shiva").
The Gahadavalas were also tolerant towards Buddhism. Two of Govindachandra's queens — Kumaradevi and Vasantadevi
— were Buddhists. An inscription discovered at Bodh Gaya suggests that Jayachandra also showed interest in Buddhism.
This inscription begins with an invocation to Gautam Buddha, the Bodhisattavas, and one Shrimitra (Śrimītra). Shrimitra is
named as a perceptor (diksha-guru) of Kashisha Jayachchandra, identified with the king Jayachandra. The inscription
records the construction of a guha (cave monastery) at Jayapura.
The Gahadavala inscriptions mention a tax called Turushka-danda ("Turkic punishment"). Some scholars, such as Sten
Konow, theorized that this was a tax imposed on Turushkas (Muslim Turkic people), which implies that the Gahadavalas
persecuted the Muslims. However, other scholars have interpreted it as a contribution towards a tribute to be paid to the
Turushkas (Ghaznavids), or towards war expenses involving Turushka enemies.
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The Chandelas of Jejakabhukti were a royal dynasty in Central India. They ruled much of the Bundelkhand region (then
called Jejakabhukti) between the 9th and the 13th centuries.
The Chandelas initially ruled as feudatories of the Gurjara-Pratiharas of Kanyakubja (Kannauj). The 10th century Chandela
ruler Yashovarman became practically independent, although he continued to acknowledge the Pratihara suzerainty. By the
time of his successor Dhanga, the Chandelas had become a sovereign power. Their power rose and declined as they fought
battles with the neighbouring dynasties, especially the Paramaras of Malwa and the Kalachuris of Tripuri. From the 11th
century onwards, the Chandelas faced raids by the northern Muslim dynasties, including the Ghaznavids and the Ghurids.
The Chandela power effectively ended around the beginning of the 13th century, following Chahamana and Ghurid
invasions.
The Chandelas are well known for their art and architecture, most notably for the temples at their original capital
Khajuraho. They also commissioned a number of temples, water bodies, palaces and forts at other places, including their
strongholds of Ajaigarh, Kalinjar and their later capital Mahoba.
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The origin of the Chandelas is obscured by mythical legends. The epigraphic records of the dynasty, as well as contemporary
texts such as Balabhadra-vilasa and Prabodha-chandrodaya, suggest that the Chandelas belonged to the legendary Lunar
dynasty (Chandravansha). A 954 CE Khajuraho inscription states that the dynasty's first king Nannuka was a descendant of
sage Chandratreya, who was a son of Atri. A 1002 CE Khajuraho inscription gives a slightly different account, in which
Chandratreya is mentioned as a son of Indu (the Moon) and a grandson of Atri. The 1195 CE Baghari inscription and the
1260 CE Ajaygadh inscription contain similar mythical accounts. The Balabhadra-vilasa also names Atri among the ancestors
of the Chandelas. Another Khajuraho inscription describes the Chandela king Dhanga as a member of the Vrishni clan of the
Yadavas (who also claimed to be part of the Lunar dynasty).
The later medieval texts include Chandelas among the 36 Rajput clans. These include Mahoba-Khanda, Varna Ratnakara,
Prithviraj Raso and Kumarapala-charita. The Mahoba-Khanda legend of the dynasty's origin goes like this: Hemaraja, a priest

of the Gaharwar king of Benares, had a beautiful daughter named Hemavati. Once, while Hemavati was bathing in a pond,
the moon god Chandra saw her and made love to her. Hemavati was worried about the dishonour of being an unwed
mother, but Chandra assured her that their son would become a great king. This child was the dynasty's progenitor
Chandravarma. Chandra presented him with a philosopher's stone and taught him politics. The dynasty's own records do
not mention Hemavati, Hemaraja or Indrajit. Such legends appear to be later bardic inventions. In general, the MahobaKhanda is a historically unreliable text.
The British indologist V. A. Smith theorized that the Chandelas were of either Bhar or Gond origin. Some other scholars
including R. C. Majumdar also supported this theory. The Chandelas worshipped Maniya, a tribal goddess, whose temples
are located at Mahoba and Maniyagadh. Besides, they have been associated with places that are also associated with Bhars
and Gonds. Also, Rani Durgavati, whose family claimed Chandela descent married a Gond chief of Garha-Mandla. Historian
R. K. Dikshit does not find these arguments convincing: he argues that Maniya was not a tribal deity. Also, the dynasty's
association with Gond territory is not necessarily indicative of a common descent: the dynasty's progenitor may have been
posted as a governor in these territories. Finally, Durgavati's marriage to a Gond chief can be dismissed as a one-off case.
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The Chandelas were originally vassals of the Gurjara-Pratiharas. Nannuka (r. c. 831-845 CE), the founder of the dynasty, was
the ruler of a small kingdom centered around Khajuraho.
According to the Chandela inscriptions, Nannuka's successor Vakpati defeated several enemies. Vakpati's sons Jayashakti
(Jeja) and Vijayashakti (Vija) consolidated the Chandela power. According to a Mahoba inscription, the Chandela territory
was named "Jejakabhukti" after the Jayashakti. Vijayashakti's successor Rahila is credited with several military victories in
eulogistic inscriptions. Rahila's son Harsha played an important role in restoring the rule of the Pratihara king Mahipala,
possibly after a Rashtrakuta invasion or after Mahiapala's conflict with his step-brother Bhoja II.
Harsha's son Yashovarman (r. c. 925-950 CE) continued to acknowledge the Pratihara suzerainty, but became practically
independent. He conquered the important fortress of Kalanjara. A 953-954 CE Khajuraho inscription credits him with
several other military successes, including against Gaudas (identified with the Palas), the Khasas, the Chedis (the Kalachuris
of Tripuri), the Kosalas (possibly the Somavamshis), the Mithila (possibly a small tributary ruler), Malavas (identified with
the Paramaras), the Kurus, the Kashmiris and the Gurjaras. These claims appear to be exaggerated, as similar claims of
extensive conquests in northern India are also found in the records of the other contemporary kings such as the Kalachuri
king Yuva-Raja and the Rashtrakuta king Krishna III. Yashovarman's reign marked the beginning of the famous Chandela-era
art and architecture. He commissioned the Lakshmana Temple at Khajuraho.
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Unlike the earlier Chandela inscriptions, the records of Yashovarman's successor Dhanga (r. c. 950-999 CE) do not mention
any Pratihara overlord. This indicates that Dhanga formally established the Chandela sovereignty. A Khajuraho inscription
claims that the rulers of Kosala, Kratha (part of Vidarbha region), Kuntala, and Simhala listened humbly to the commands of
Dhanga's officers. It also claims that the wives of the kings of Andhra, Anga, Kanchi and Raḍha resided in his prisons as a
result of his success in wars. These appear to be eulogistic exaggerations by a court poet, but suggest that Dhanga did

undertake extensive military campaigns. Like his predecessor, Dhanga also commissioned a magnificent temple at
Khajuraho, which is identified as the Vishvanatha Temple.
Dhanga's successor Ganda appears to have retained the territory he inherited. His son Vidyadhara killed the Pratihara king
of Kannauj (possibly Rajyapala) for fleeing his capital instead of fighting the Ghaznavid invader Mahmud of Ghazni. Mahmud
later invaded Vidyadhara's kingdom; according to the Muslim invaders, this conflict ended with Vidyadhara paying tribute
to Mahmud. Vidyadhara is noted for having commissioned the Kandariya Mahadeva Temple.
The Chandela art and architecture reached its zenith during this period. The Lakshmana Temple (c. 930–950 CE), the
Vishvanatha Temple (c. 999-1002 CE) and the Kandariya Mahadeva Temple (c. 1030 CE) were constructed during the reigns
of Yashovarman, Dhanga and Vidyadhara respectively. These Nagara-style temples are representative of the most fully
developed style at Khajuraho.
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By the end of Vidyadhara's reign, the Ghaznavid invasions had weakened the Chandela kingdom. Taking advantage of this,
the Kalachuri king Gangeya-deva conquered eastern parts of the kingdom. Chandela inscriptions suggest that Vidyadhara's
successor Vijayapala (r. c. 1035-1050 CE) defeated Gangeya in a battle. However, the Chandela power started declining
during the Vijayapala's reign. The Kachchhapaghatas of Gwalior probably gave up their allegiance to the Chandelas during
this period.
Vijayapala's elder son Devavavarman was subjugated by Gangeya's son Lakshmi-Karna. His younger brother Kirttivarman
resurrected the Chandela power by defeating Lakshmi-Karna. Kirtivarman's son Sallakshanavarman achieved military
successes against the Paramaras and the Kalachuris, possibly by raiding their territories. A Mau inscription suggests that he
also conducted successful campaigns in the Antarvedi region (the Ganga-Yamuna doab). His son Jayavarman was of
religious temperament and abdicated the throne after being tired of governance.
Jayavarman appears to have died heirless, as he was succeeded by his uncle Prithvivarman, the younger son of
Kirttivarman. The Chandela inscriptions do not ascribe any military achievements to him; it appears that he was focused on
maintaining the existing Chandela territories without adopting an aggressive expansionist policy.
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Son of Simon Phillip Reinsberg and Rose (Rosa) Vehon Reinsberg

By the time Prithvivarman's son Madanavarman (r. c. 1128–1165 CE) ascended the throne, the neighbouring Kalachuri and
Paramara kingdoms had been weakened by enemy invasions. Taking advantage of this situation, Madanavarman defeated
the Kalachuri king Gaya-Karna, and possibly annexed the northern part of the Baghelkhand region. However, the Chandelas
lost this territory to Gaya-Karna's successor Narasimha. Madanavarman also captured the territory on the western
periphery of the Paramara kingdom, around Bhilsa (Vidisha). This probably happened during the reign of the Paramara king
Yashovarman or his son Jayavarman. Once again, the Chandelas could not retain the newly annexed territory for long, and
the region was recaptured by Yashovarman's son Lakshmivarman.

Jayasimha Siddharaja, the Chaulukya king of Gujarat, also invaded the Paramara territory, which was located between the
Chandela and the Chaulukya kingdoms. This brought him in conflict with Madanavarman. The result of this conflict appears
to have been inconclusive, as records of both the kingdoms claim victory. A Kalanjara inscription suggests that
Madanavarman defeated Jayasimha. On the other hand, the various chronicles of Gujarat claim that Jayasimha either
defeated Madanavarman or extracted a tribute from him. Madanavarman maintained friendly relations with his northern
neighbours, the Gahadavalas.
Madanavarman's son Yashovarman II either did not rule, or ruled for a very short time. Madanavarman's grandson
Paramardi-deva was the last powerful Chandela king.

Paramardi (reigned c. 1165-1203 CE) ascended the Chandela throne at a young age. While the early years of his reign were
peaceful, around 1182-1183 CE, the Chahamana ruler Prithviraj Chauhan invaded the Chandela kingdom. According to the
medieval legendary ballads, Prithviraj's army lost its way after a surprise attack by Turkic forces, and unknowingly camped
at the Chandela capital Mahoba. This led to a brief conflict between the Chandelas and the Chauhans, before Prithviraj left
for Delhi. Sometime later, Prithviraj invaded the Chandela kingdom and sacked Mahoba. Paramardi cowardly took shelter in
the Kalanjara fort. The Chandela force, led by Alha, Udal and other generals, was defeated in this battle. According to the
various ballads, Paramardi either committed suicide out of shame or retired to Gaya.
Prithviraj Chauhan's raid of Mahoba is corroborated by his Madanpur stone inscriptions. However, there are several
instances of historical inaccuracies in the bardic legends. For example, it is known that Paramardi did not retire or die
immediately after the Chauhan victory. He restored the Chandela power, and ruled as a sovereign until around 1202-1203
CE, when the Ghurid governor of Delhi invaded the Chandela kingdom. According to Taj-ul-Maasir, a chronicle of the Delhi
Sultanate, Paramardi surrendered to the Delhi forces. He promised to pay tribute to the Sultan, but died before he could
keep this promise. His dewan offered some resistance to the invading forces, but was ultimately subdued. The 16th century
historian Firishta states that Paramardi was assassinated by his own minister, who disagreed with the king's decision to
surrender to the Delhi forces.

The Chandela power did not fully recover from their defeat against the Delhi forces. Paramardi was succeeded by
Trailokyavarman, Viravarman and Bhojavarman. The next ruler Hammiravarman (r. c. 1288-1311 CE) did not use the
imperial title Maharajadhiraja, which indicates that the Chandela king had a lower status by his time. The Chandela power
continued to decline because of the rising Muslim influence, as well as the rise of other local dynasties, such as the
Bundelas, the Baghelas and the Khangars.
Hammiravarman was succeeded by Viravarman II, whose titles do not indicate a high political status. One minor branch of
the family continued ruling Kalanjara: its ruler was killed by Sher Shah Suri's army in 1545 CE. Another minor branch ruled at
Mahoba: Durgavati, one of its princesses married into the Gond royal family of Mandla. Some other ruling families also
claimed Chandela descent (see Chandel).
The Chandelas are well known for their art and architecture. They commissioned a number of temples, water bodies,
palaces and forts at various places. The most famous example of their cultural achievements are the Hindu and Jain temples

at Khajuraho. Three other important Chandela strongholds were Jayapura-Durga (modern Ajaigarh), Kalanjara (modern
Kalinjar) and Mahotsava-Nagara (modern Mahoba).
---The Guhila dynasty ruled the Medapata (modern Mewar) region in present-day Rajasthan state of India. The Guhila kings
initially ruled as Gurjara-Pratihara vassals between 8th and 10th centuries. Their capitals included Nagahrada (Nagda) and
Aghata (Ahar). For this reason, they are also known as the Nagda-Ahar branch of the Guhilas.
The Guhilas assumed sovereignty after the decline of the Gurjara-Pratiharas in the 11th century. During the 11th-13th
centuries, they were involved in military conflicts with several of their neighbours, including the Paramaras, the
Chahamanas, the Delhi Sultanate, the Chaulukyas, and the Vaghelas.

In the mid-12th century, the dynasty divided into two branches. The senior branch (whose rulers are called Rawal in the
later medieval literature) ruled from Chitrakuta (modern Chittorgarh), and ended with Ratnasimha's defeat against the
Delhi Sultanate at the 1303 Siege of Chittorgarh. The junior branch ruled from Sesoda with the title Rana, and gave rise to
the Sisodia Rajput dynasty.
The history of the Guhilas has been obscured by bardic legends. In the 7th century, three different Guhila dynasties are
known to have ruled in present-day Rajasthan: the Guhilas of Nagda-Ahar, the Guhilas of Kishkindha (modern Kalyanpur),
and the Guhilas of Dhavagarta (present-day Dhor). None of these dynasties claimed any prestigious origin in their 7th
century records. The Guhilas of Dhavagarta explicitly mentioned the Mori (later Maurya) kings as their overlords, and the
early kings of the other two dynasties also bore the titles indicating their subordinate status.
By the 10th century, the Guhilas of Nagda-Ahar were the only among the three dynasties to have survived. By this time,
their political status had increased, and the Guhila kings had assumed high royal titles such as Maharajadhiraja. During this
period, the dynasty started claiming a prestigious origin, stating that its founder Guhadatta was a mahideva (Brahmin) who
had migrated from Anandapura (present-day Vadnagar in Gujarat). The 977 CE Atpur inscription of Shaktikumara lists 20
Guhila kings in an unbroken line of succession, starting with Guhadatta and ending with Shaktikumara.

By the 13th century, having consolidated their rule over the Medapata (Mewar) region, the Guhilas came up with a new
origin myth. Their post-13th century records and the subsequent bardic legends name the dynasty's founder as Bappa
Rawal, who is not mentioned in the Atpur inscription. These accounts state that Bappa Rawal consolidated his rule with the
blessings of the Pashupata sage Haritarashi. Different historians identify Bappa Rawal with different kings mentioned in the
Atpur inscription, including Kalabhoja, Shiladitya, and Khummana. R. C. Majumdar theorizes that Bappa achieved a highly
significant military success, because of which he gained reputation as the dynasty's founder.
According to 1274 CE Chittor inscription and 1285 CE Achaleshwar (Abu) inscription of Vedasharma, Bappa Rawal "changed
his priestly splendour for regal lustre". Based on this, scholars such as D. R. Bhandarkar theorized that the Guhilas were
originally Brahmins. G. H. Ojha, however, believed that the statement in Vedasharma's inscription is a misinterpretation of
the earlier Atpur inscription. The Atpur inscription describes Guhadatta as a "Mahideva", which according to historian R. V.
Somani, can be translated as either "king" or "Brahmin".

The 1274 CE Chittor inscription compares the Guhila ruler Bharttripatta with Rama, describing both of them as "BrahmaKshatras". Based on the identification of Rama with Parashurama, scholars such as D. C. Sircar theorized that the progenitor
of the dynasty had a Brahmin parent and a Kshatriya parent. However, Somani dismisses this theory, arguing that Rama
here refers to Ramachandra, from whose solar dynasty the later Guhilas claimed descent.
The later bardic chronicles mention a fabricated genealogy, claiming that the dynasty's founder Guhaditya was a son of
Shiladitya, the Maitraka ruler of Vallabhi. This claim is not supported by historical evidence.
R. C. Majumdar places Guhadatta in 5th century CE, assuming a 20-year reign for each generation. R. V Somani places him
somewhere before the first quarter of the 6th century.
According to the 977 CE Atpur inscription and the 1083 CE Kadmal inscription, Guhadatta was succeeded by Bhoja, who
commissioned the construction of a tank at Eklingji. The 1285 CE Achaleshwar inscription describes him as a devotee of
Vishnu. Bhoja was succeeded by Mahendra and Nagaditya. The bardic legends state that Nagaditya was killed in a battle
with the Bhils.

/

/
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Nagaditya's successor Shiladitya raised the political status of the family significantly, as suggested by his 646 CE Samoli
inscription, as well as the inscriptions of his successors, including the 1274 CE Chittor inscription and the 1285 CE Abu
inscription. R. V. Somani theorizes that the copper and zinc mines at Jawar were excavated during his reign, which greatly
increased the economic prosperity of the kingdom. The 16th century Buddhist writer Taranatha mentions a reputed artist
named Shringadhara, who was patronized by the king Shila of Maru country. Somani identifies this king as the Guhila king
Shiladitya, although some other historians have identified him as Harshavardhana or the Maitraka king Shiladitya.
Shiladitya was succeeded by Aparajita, who is attested by the 661 CE Kunda inscription. This epigraph records the
construction of a Vishnu temple by Yashomati, the wife of Aparajita's commander Varaha. According to the bardic
chronicles, Aparajita was also killed in a battle with the Bhils. His son Mahendra succeeded him.
Mahendra was succeeded by Kalabhoja, who has been identified as Bappa Rawal by several historians including G. H. Ojha.
The Guhilas originally acknowledged the suzerainty of the Gurjara-Pratiharas. In 10th century, Bhartripatta became an
independent ruler, and assumed the title Maharajadhiraja, as attested by a 943 CE inscription. His successor Allata (reigned
c. 950s CE) killed one Devapala, who according to Majumdar, might have been the Gurjara-Pratihara king Devapala.

Towards the end of the 10th century, Aghata became the second capital of the Guhilas.
In the later half of the 10th century, the Paramara king Munja defeated the elephant forces of the Guhilas, and plundered
their capital Aghata. The defeated Guhila ruler (either Naravahana or his son Shaktikumara) took shelter with Dhavala, the
Rashtrakuta ruler of Hastikundi. As a result of this victory, the Paramaras gained control of the eastern part of Mewar,
including Chittorgarh.
Shaktikumara's son Ambaprasada was defeated and killed by the Chahamana king Vakpati II. Among his successors,
Vijayasimha (r.c. 1108-1116) was a son-in-law of the Paramara king Udayaditya and a father-in-law of the Kalachuri king
Gayakarna.

According to the 15th century text Eklinga-Mahatmaya, the family split into two branches during the reign of Ranasimha
alias Karna: the Rawal (senior) branch of Chittor, and the Rana (junior) branch of Sesoda. The later Sisodia Rajput dynasty of
Sesoda thus descended from the Guhilas of Mewar.
Kshemasimha succeeded his father Ranasimha alias Karna. By 1151, Chittor was under the control of the Chaulukya king
Kumarapala. Kshemasimha's son Samantasimha appears to have achieved military success against Kumarapala's successor
Ajayapala. However, he was defeated by Ajayapala's feudatory Prahladana, the Paramara chief of Abu. The 1231 CE Abu
prashasti inscription states that Prahladana defended the Gurjara king (that is, Ajayapala) after Samantasimha had broken
the king's power on the battlefield.

Shortly later, the Naddula Chahamana king Kirtipala, who was also a Chaulukya feudatory, ousted Samantasimha from
Mewar. Kirtipala probably launched this invasion during 1171-1179 CE, with the approval of his Chaulukya overlord. By
1182, Samantasimha's younger brother Kumarasimha regained the control of his ancestral kingdom by appeasing the
Chaulukya king. This Chaulukya king was probably Ajayapala or his successor Mularaja II.
Kumarasimha was succeeded by Mathanasimha, Padmasimha and Jaitrasimha.
During the reign of Jaitrasimha (r. c. 1213-1252), the Guhilas achieved a high political status. Although the later Ekalinga
Mahatmya mentions his title as Rajakula (Rawal), his own inscriptions call him a Maharajadhiraja ("king of great kings").
The Achaleshvara inscription suggests that Jaitrasimha destroyed Naddula and defeated the Turushkas (Turkic people).
According to historian R. B. Singh, this suggests that the Turkic Ghurid invaders had captured Naddula from the
Chahamanas, and Jaitrasimha defeated their local governor. Later, the Jalor Chahamana king Udayasimha (a relative of
Jayatasimha), gained control of Naddula. However, D. C. Ganguly believes that Jaitrasimha may have plundered Naddula
after Udayasimha's conquest of Jalore.

Early in his reign, the Delhi Sultanate ruler Iltutmish invaded Mewar, and destroyed Nagahrada. Jaitrasimha (alias Jayatala)
suffered heavy losses, but the invaders retreated when the Vaghela chief Viradhavala (a Chaulukya feudatory) marched
northwards to check their advance.
Jaitrasimha seems to have invaded the Chaulukya territory. During an attempt to capture Kottadaka (modern Kotada), his
general Bala was killed by Tribhuvana-Ranaka (identified with the Chaulukya king Tribhuvanapala).
According to one record, Ksehma's son Madana fought with the Panchalagudika Jaitramalla at Utthunaka (modern
Arthuna), on behalf of Jesala. Based on identification of Jesala with Jaitrasimha, historian D. C. Ganguly believes that
Jaitrasimha's general Madana fought with Jaitramalla, who was probably a chief of the Vagada branch of the Guhilas.
The Guhila records also credit Jaitrasimha with military success against the king of Shakambhari. The Chahamana dynasty of
Shakambhari had already ended by this time, therefore, this may be a reference to his victory over their descendants, the
Chahamanas of Ranthambore. Jaitrasimha is also said to have defeated the Sindhuka army, whose identity is uncertain.
Jaitrasimha's son Tejasimha ascended the throne sometime before 1260. The earliest Guhila inscription discovered at
Chittor is from Tejasimha's reign, and refers to "Chitrakuta-maha-durga" (the great fort of Chittor).
Tejasimha's son Samarasimha succeeded him sometime during 1267-1273. He defeated Krishnaraja, a ruler of the Paramara
branch of Abu. He lost control of Abu soon, when Krishnaraja's son Pratapasimha, supported by the Vaghela king

Sarangadeva, conquered it during 1285-1287. Sometime before 1285, Samarasimha helped Sarangadeva repulse a Turushka
(Turkic) invasion of Gujarat (possibly a Delhi Sultanate army during Balban's reign). His Chirwa inscription states that he
"like unto the primaeval boar [...] in a moment lifted the deeply sunk Gurjara land out of the Turushka sea". Towards the
end of the 13th century, when Alauddin Khalji's army invaded Gujarat, Samarasimha saved his kingdom by paying a tribute.
The Rawal branch ended when Ratnasimha was defeated by Alauddin Khalji. The Rana branch survived in form of the
Sisodia dynasty.
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Ruling Rajput dynasties of the Indian Subcontinent:
Amethia of Amethi, Shivgarh, Birsinghpur, Rae bareli.
Baghelas of Rewa, Baghelkhand.
Bhatis of Jaisalmer
Bundelas of Bundelkhand: Ruled Bundelkhand from the 16th century onwards.
Chand dynasty of Kumaon: Ruled much of Uttarakhand
Rao Rajputs of Idar in Gujarat
Songara Chauhan of Ambliara in Gujarat, Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh.
Chawdas of Gujarat.
Chandel of Gidhaur
Charak Dogra dynasty of Jammu and Kashmir
Chudasamas and Sarvaiyas of Kathiawar – a branch of Samma Rajputs of Sindh.

Dogra dynasty of Jammu and Kashmir
Gandhawarias of the Kosi region of Bihar including Sonbarsa Raj.
Gahlots's of Bhavnagar, Palitana, Vala, Lathi and Rajpipla in Saurashtra
Hadas of Bundi, Kota, Baran and Jhalawar, Rajasthan
Jadejas of Kutch, Nawanagar, Gondal and Dhrol.
Jadauns of Karauli, Awagarh, Aligarh and Agra
Jethwas of Porbandar.
Jhala of Kathiawar
Kachwahas of Jaipur, Alwar and Maihar
Khanzada Rajputs of Mewat.
Katoch dynasty of Kangra: Ruled much of Himachal Pradesh and parts of Punjab.
Kindwars of Kharagpur Raj
Lohtamias of Rajnagar, Bihar
Parhar, Parihara and Pratihara dynasties of Kannauj. Conquered Kannauj in 816 AD, which remained its capital for about a
century, declined in the 10th century. Nagod State, Alipura State, Kumharsain, And Rajputana
Pawars of Danta

Raghuvanshis of Kunihar State and Rajgarh State, Himachal Pradesh
Rana dynasty of Nepal
Rathores of Marwar (Jodhpur and Bikaner)
Sarnets/Sirnets of Basti
Sarvaiyas of Keshwada Junagadh and Kathiyawad
Sengars of Bhareh (UP), Jalon (UP), Datia (MP)
Shekhawats of Shekhawati
Sisodias of Mewar (Udaipur)
Deora's of Sirohi (besides udaipur)
Sodhas of Umerkot, Sindh [Sainthwar]s of Gorakhpur Songaras of Ambliara, Gujarat
Taonis of Ambala
Tomars/Tanwar of Sikar and Gwalior
Ujjainiyas of Bhojpur, Bihar including Dumraon Raj.

The Rajput population and the former Rajput states are found in north, west, central and east India.
These areas include Rajasthan, Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh, Haryana, Jammu, Punjab,
Uttarakhand, Madhya Pradesh and Bihar. In Pakistan they are found on the eastern parts of the
country, Punjab, Sindh and Dera Ismail Khan in K.P..

"Resbutos", Rajputs as depicted by the Portuguese in the 16th century Códice Casanatense

The origin of the Rajputs has been a much-debated topic among the historians. Colonial-era writers
characterised them as descendants of the foreign invaders such as the Scythians or the Hunas,
Hunas or Huna was the name given by the ancient Indians to a group of Central Asian tribes who, via the Khyber Pass,
entered India at the end of the 5th or early 6th century. Huna Kingdom occupied areas as far as Eran and Kausambi, greatly
weakening the Gupta Empire. The Hunas were ultimately defeated by the Indian Gupta Empire and the Indian king
Yasodharman.
The Hunas are thought to have included the Xionite and/or Hephthalite, the Kidarites, the Alchon Huns (also known as the
Alxon, Alakhana, Walxon etc.) and the Nezak Huns. Such names, along with that of the Harahunas (also known as the
Halahunas or Harahuras) mentioned in Hindu texts, have sometimes been used for the Hunas in general; while these groups
appear to have been a component of the Hunas, such names were not necessarily synonymous. The relationship, if any, of
the Hunas to the Huns, a Central Asian people who invaded Europe during the same period, is also unclear.
In its farthest geographical extent in India, the territories controlled by the Hunas covered the region up to Malwa in central
India. Their repeated invasions and war losses were the main reason for the decline of the Gupta Empire.

The Mongolian-Tibetan historian deSumpa Yeshe Peljor (writing in the 18th century) lists the Hunas alongside other peoples
found in Central Asia since antiquity, including the Yavanas (Greeks), Kambojas, Tukharas, Khasas and Daradas.
Chinese sources link the Central Asian tribes comprising the Hunas to both the Xiongnu of north east Asia and the Huns who
later invaded and settled in Europe. Similarly, Gerald Larson suggests that the Hunas were a Turkic-Mongolian grouping
from Central Asia. The works of Ptolemy (2nd century) are among the first European texts to mention the Huns, followed by
the texts by Marcellinus and Priscus. They too suggest that the Huns were an inner Asian people.

The Huns were a nomadic people who lived in Central Asia, the Caucasus, and Eastern Europe, between the 4th and 6th
century AD. According to European tradition, they were first reported living east of the Volga River, in an area that was part
of Scythia at the time; the Huns' arrival is associated with the migration westward of an Indo-Iranian people, the Alans. By
370 AD, the Huns had arrived on the Volga, and by 430 the Huns had established a vast, if short-lived, dominion in Europe,
conquering the Goths and many other Germanic peoples living outside of Roman borders, and causing many others to flee
into Roman territory. The Huns, especially under their King Attila made frequent and devastating raids into the Eastern
Roman Empire. In 451, the Huns invaded the Western Roman province of Gaul, where they fought a combined army of
Romans and Visigoths at the Battle of the Catalaunian Fields, and in 452 they invaded Italy. After Attila's death in 453, the
Huns ceased to be a major threat to Rome and lost much of their empire following the Battle of Nedao (454?). Descendants
of the Huns, or successors with similar names, are recorded by neighbouring populations to the south, east and west as
having occupied parts of Eastern Europe and Central Asia from about the 4th to 6th centuries. Variants of the Hun name are
recorded in the Caucasus until the early 8th century.

In the 18th century, the French scholar Joseph de Guignes became the first to propose a link between the Huns and the
Xiongnu people, who were northern neighbours of China in the 3rd century BC. Since Guignes' time, considerable scholarly
effort has been devoted to investigating such a connection. The issue remains controversial. Their relationships to other
peoples known collectively as the Iranian Huns are also disputed.
Very little is known about Hunnic culture and very few archaeological remains have been conclusively associated with the
Huns. They are believed to have used bronze cauldrons and to have performed artificial cranial deformation. No description
exists of the Hunnic religion of the time of Attila, but practices such as divination are attested, and the existence of shamans
likely. It is also known that the Huns had a language of their own, however only three words and personal names attest to
it. Economically, they are known to have practiced a form of nomadic pastoralism; as their contact with the Roman world
grew, their economy became increasingly tied with Rome, through tribute, raiding, and trade. They do not seem to have
had a unified government when they entered Europe, but rather to have developed a unified tribal leadership in the course
of their wars with the Romans. The Huns ruled over a variety of peoples, who spoke various languages and some of whom
maintained their own rulers. Their main military technique was mounted archery.
The Huns may have stimulated the Great Migration, a contributing factor in the collapse of the Western Roman Empire. The
memory of the Huns also lived on in various Christian saints' lives, where the Huns play the roles of antagonists, as well as in
Germanic heroic legend, where the Huns are variously antagonists or allies to the Germanic main figures. In Hungary, a
legend developed based on medieval chronicles that the Hungarians, and the Székely ethnic group in particular, are

descended from the Huns. However, mainstream scholarship dismisses a close connection between the Hungarians and
Huns. Modern culture generally associates the Huns with extreme cruelty and barbarism.
The origins of the Huns and their links to other steppe people remain uncertain: scholars generally agree that they
originated in Central Asia but disagree on the specifics of their origins. Classical sources assert that they appeared in Europe
suddenly around 370. Most typically, Roman writers' attempts to elucidate the origins of the Huns simply equated them
with earlier steppe peoples. Roman writers also repeated a tale that the Huns had entered the domain of the Goths while
they were pursuing a wild stag, or else one of their cows that had gotten loose, across the Kerch Strait into Crimea.
Discovering the land good, they then attacked the Goths. Jordanes' Getica relates that the Goths held the Huns to be
offspring of "unclean spirits" and Gothic witches.

Domain and influence of Xiongnu under Modu Chanyu around 205 BC, the believed place of Huns' origin.
Since Joseph de Guignes in the 18th century, modern historians have associated the Huns who appeared on the borders of
Europe in the 4th century AD with the Xiongnu who had invaded China from the territory of present-day Mongolia between
the 3rd century BC and the 2nd century AD. Due to the devastating defeat by the Chinese Han dynasty, the northern branch
of the Xiongnu had retreated north-westward; their descendants may have migrated through Eurasia and consequently
they may have some degree of cultural and genetic continuity with the Huns. Scholars also discussed the relationship
between the Xungnu, the Huns, and a number of people in central Asia were also known as or came to be identified with
the name "Hun" or "Iranian Huns", the Chionites, the Kidarites, and the Hephthalites (or White Huns) being the most
prominent.
Otto J. Maenchen-Helfen was the first to challenge the traditional approach, based primarily on the study of written
sources, and to emphasize the importance of archaeological research. Since Maenchen-Helfen's work, the identification of
the Xiongnu as the Huns' ancestors has become controversial. Additionally, several scholars have questioned the
identification of the "Iranian Huns" with the European Huns. Walter Pohl cautions that none of the great confederations of
steppe warriors was ethnically homogenous, and the same name was used by different groups for reasons of prestige, or by
outsiders to describe their lifestyle or geographic origin. [...] It is therefore futile to speculate about identity or blood
relationships between H(s)iung-nu, Hephthalites, and Attila's Huns, for instance. All we can safely say is that the name
Huns, in late antiquity, described prestigious ruling groups of steppe warriors.
Recent scholarship, particularly by Hyun Jin Kim and Etienne de la Vaissière, has revived the hypothesis that the Huns and
the Xiongnu are one and the same. De la Vaissière argues that ancient Chinese and Indian sources used Xiongnu and Hun to
translate each other, and that the various "Iranian Huns" were similarly identified with the Xiongnu. Kim believes that the
term Hun was "not primarily an ethnic group, but a political category" and argues for a fundamental political and cultural
continuity between the Xiongnu and the European Huns, as well as between the Xiongnu and the "Iranian Huns".

The name Hun is attested in classical European sources as Greek Οὖννοι (Ounnoi) and Latin Hunni or Chuni. John Malalas
records their name as Οὖννα (Ounna). Another possible Greek variant may be Χοὖνοι (Khounoi), although this group's
identification with the Huns is disputed. Classical sources also frequently use the names of older and unrelated steppe
nomads instead of the name Hun, calling them Massagetae, Scythians and Cimmerians, among other names.
The etymology of Hun is unclear. Various proposed etymologies generally assume at least that the names of the various
Eurasian groups known as Huns are related. There have been a number of proposed Turkic etymologies, deriving the name
variously from Turkic ön, öna (to grow), qun (glutton), kün, gün, a plural suffix "supposedly meaning 'people'", qun (force),
and hün (ferocious). Otto Maenchen-Helfen dismisses all of these Turkic etymologies as "mere guesses". Maenchen-Helfen
himself proposes an Iranian etymology, from a word akin to Avestan hūnarā (skill), hūnaravant- (skillful), and suggests that
it may originally have designated a rank rather than an ethnicity. Robert Werner has suggested an etymology from
Tocharian ku (dog), suggesting based on the fact that the Chinese called the Xiongnu dogs that the dog was the totem
animal of the Hunnic tribe. He also compares the name Massagetae, noting that the element saka in that name means dog.
Others such as Harold Bailey, S. Parlato, and Jamsheed Choksy have argued that the name derives from an Iranian word
akin to Avestan Ẋyaona, and was a generalized term meaning "hostiles, opponents". Christopher Atwood dismisses this
possibility on phonological and chronological grounds. While not arriving at an etymology per se, Atwood derives the name
from the Ongi River in Mongolia, which was pronounced the same or similar to the name Xiongnu, and suggests that it was
originally a dynastic name rather than an ethnic name.

Ancient descriptions of the Huns are uniform in stressing their strange appearance from a Roman perspective. These
descriptions typically caricature the Huns as monsters. Jordanes stressed that the Huns were short of stature and had
tanned skin. Various writers mention that the Huns had small eyes and flat noses. The Roman writer Priscus gives the
following eyewitness description of Attila: "Short of stature, with a broad chest and a large head; his eyes were small, his
beard thin and sprinkled with grey; and he had a flat nose and tanned skin, showing evidence of his origin."
Many scholars take these to be unflattering depictions of East Asian ("Mongoloid") racial characteristics. Maenchen-Helfen
argues that, while many Huns had East Asian racial characteristics, they were unlikely to have looked as Asiatic as the Yakut
or Tungus. He notes that archaeological finds of presumed Huns suggest that they were a racially mixed group containing
only some individuals with East Asian features. Kim similarly cautions against seeing the Huns as a homogenous racial
group, while still arguing that they were "partially or predominantly of Mongoloid extraction (at least initially)."

Some archaeologists have argued that archaeological finds have failed to prove that the Huns had any "Mongoloid"
features at all, and some scholars have argued that the Huns were predominantly "Caucasian" in appearance. Other
archaeologists have argued that "Mongoloid" features are found primarily among members of the Hunnic aristocracy,

which, however, also included Germanic leaders who were integrated into the Hun polity. Kim argues that the composition
of the Huns became progressively more "Caucasian" during their time in Europe; he notes that by the Battle of Chalons
(451), "the vast majority" of Attila's entourage and troops appears to have been of European origin, while Attila himself
seems to have had East Asian features.
The Romans became aware of the Huns when the latter's invasion of the Pontic steppes forced thousands of Goths to move
to the Lower Danube to seek refuge in the Roman Empire in 376. The Huns conquered the Alans, most of the Greuthungi or
Western Goths, and then most of the Thervingi or Eastern Goths, with many fleeing into the Roman Empire. In 395 the
Huns began their first large-scale attack on the Eastern Roman Empire. Huns attacked in Thrace, overran Armenia, and
pillaged Cappadocia. They entered parts of Syria, threatened Antioch, and passed through the province of Euphratesia. At
the same time, the Huns invaded the Sasanian Empire. This invasion was initially successful, coming close to the capital of
the empire at Ctesiphon; however, they were defeated badly during the Persian counterattack.

During their brief diversion from the Eastern Roman Empire, the Huns may have threatened tribes further west. Uldin, the
first Hun identified by name in contemporary sources, headed a group of Huns and Alans fighting against Radagaisus in
defense of Italy. Uldin was also known for defeating Gothic rebels giving trouble to the East Romans around the Danube
and beheading the Goth Gainas around 400–401. The East Romans began to feel the pressure from Uldin's Huns again in
408. Uldin crossed the Danube and pillaged Thrace. The East Romans tried to buy Uldin off, but his sum was too high so
they instead bought off Uldin's subordinates. This resulted in many desertions from Uldin's group of Huns. Uldin himself
escaped back across the Danube, after which he is not mentioned again.
Hunnish mercenaries are mentioned on several occasions being employed by the East and West Romans, as well as the
Goths, during the late 4th and 5th century. In 433 some parts of Pannonia were ceded to them by Flavius Aetius, the
magister militum of the Western Roman Empire.

A nineteenth century depiction of Attila. Certosa di Pavia – Medallion at the base of the facade. The Latin inscription tells
that this is Attila, the scourge of God.
From 434 the brothers Attila and Bleda ruled the Huns together. Attila and Bleda were as ambitious as their uncle Rugila. In
435 they forced the Eastern Roman Empire to sign the Treaty of Margus, giving the Huns trade rights and an annual tribute
from the Romans. When the Romans breached the treaty in 440, Attila and Bleda attacked Castra Constantias, a Roman
fortress and marketplace on the banks of the Danube. War broke out between the Huns and Romans, and the Huns
overcame a weak Roman army to raze the cities of Margus, Singidunum and Viminacium. Although a truce was concluded in
441, two years later Constantinople again failed to deliver the tribute and war resumed. In the following campaign, Hun
armies approached Constantinople and sacked several cities before defeating the Romans at the Battle of Chersonesus. The
Eastern Roman Emperor Theodosius II gave in to Hun demands and in autumn 443 signed the Peace of Anatolius with the
two Hun kings. Bleda died in 445, and Attila became the sole ruler of the Huns.
In 447, Attila invaded the Balkans and Thrace. The war came to an end in 449 with an agreement in which the Romans
agreed to pay Attila an annual tribute of 2100 pounds of gold. Throughout their raids on the Eastern Roman Empire, the
Huns had maintained good relations with the Western Empire. However, Honoria, sister of the Western Roman Emperor

Valentinian III, sent Attila a ring and requested his help to escape her betrothal to a senator. Attila claimed her as his bride
and half the Western Roman Empire as dowry. Additionally, a dispute arose about the rightful heir to a king of the Salian
Franks. In 451, Attila's forces entered Gaul. Once in Gaul, the Huns first attacked Metz, then his armies continued
westwards, passing both Paris and Troyes to lay siege to Orléans. Flavius Aetius was given the duty of relieving Orléans by
Emperor Valentinian III. A combined army of Roman and Visigoths then defeated the Huns at the Battle of the Catalaunian
Plains.

Raphael's The Meeting between Leo the Great and Attila depicts Pope Leo I, escorted by Saint Peter and Saint Paul, meeting with the Hun
emperor outside Rome / Huns in battle with Alans

The following year, Attila renewed his claims to Honoria and territory in the Western Roman Empire. Leading his army
across the Alps and into Northern Italy, he sacked and razed a number of cities. Hoping to avoid the sack of Rome, Emperor
Valentinian III sent three envoys, the high civilian officers Gennadius Avienus and Trigetius, as well as Pope Leo I, who met
Attila at Mincio in the vicinity of Mantua, and obtained from him the promise that he would withdraw from Italy and
negotiate peace with the emperor. The new Eastern Roman Emperor Marcian then halted tribute payments, resulting in
Attila planning to attack Constantinople. However, in 453 he died of a haemorrhage on his wedding night.

After Attila's death in 453, the Hunnic Empire faced an internal power struggle between its vassalized Germanic peoples
and the Hunnic ruling body. Led by Ellak, Attila's favored son and ruler of the Akatziri, the Huns engaged the Gepid king
Ardaric at the Battle of Nedao, who led a coalition of Germanic Peoples to overthrow Hunnic imperial authority. The Amali
Goths would revolt the same year under Valamir, allegedly defeating the Huns in a separate engagement. However, this did
not result in the complete collapse of Hunnic power in the Carpathian region, but did result in the loss of many of their
Germanic vassals. At the same time, the Huns were also dealing with the arrival of more Oghur Turkic-speaking peoples

from the East, including the Oghurs, Saragurs, Onogurs, and the Sabirs. In 463, the Saragurs defeated the Akatziri, or Akatir
Huns, and asserted dominance in the Pontic region.
The western Huns under Dengzich experienced difficulties in 461, when they were defeated by Valamir in a war against the
Sadages, a people allied with the Huns. His campaigning was also met with dissatisfaction from Ernak, ruler of the Akatziri
Huns, who wanted to focus on the incoming Oghur speaking peoples. Dengzich attacked the Romans in 467, without the
assistance of Ernak. He was surrounded by the Romans and besieged, and came to an agreement that they would surrender
if they were given land and his starving forces given food. During the negotiations, a Hun in service of the Romans named
Chelchel persuaded the enemy Goths to attack their Hun overlords. The Romans, under their General Aspar and with the
help of his bucellarii, then attacked the quarreling Goths and Huns, defeating them. In 469, Denzigich was defeated and
killed in Thrace.

After Denzigich's death, the Huns seem to have been absorbed by other ethnic groups such as the Bulgars. Kim, however,
argues that the Huns continued under Ernak, becoming the Kutrigur and Utigur Hunno-Bulgars. This conclusion is still
subject to some controversy. Some scholars also argue that another group identified in ancient sources as Huns, the North
Caucasian Huns, were genuine Huns. The rulers of various post-Hunnic steppe peoples are known to have claimed descent
from Attila in order to legitimize their right to the power, and various steppe peoples were also called "Huns" by Western
and Byzantine sources from the fourth century onward.

The Huns have traditionally been described as pastoral nomads, living off of herding and moving from pasture to pasture to
graze their animals. Hyun Jin Kim, however, holds the term "nomad" to be misleading:

[T]he term 'nomad', if it denotes a wandering group of people with no clear sense of territory, cannot be appplied
wholesale to the Huns. All the so-called 'nomads' of Eurasian steppe history were peoples whose territory/territories were
usually clearly defined, who as pastoralists moved about in search of pasture, but within a fixed territorial space.
Maenchen-Helfen notes that pastoral nomads (or "seminomads") typically alternate between summer pastures and winter
quarters: while the pastures may vary, the winter quarters always remained the same. This is, in fact, what Jordanes writes
of the Hunnic Altziagiri tribe: they pastured near Cherson on the Crimea and then wintered further north, with MaenchenHelfen holding the Syvash as a likely location. Ancient sources mention that the Huns' herds consisted of various animals,
including cattle, horses, and goats; sheep, though unmentioned in ancient sources, "are more essential to the steppe
nomad even than horses" and must have been a large part of their herds. Additionally, Maenchen-Helfen argues that the
Huns may have kept small herds of Bactrian camels in the part of their territory in modern Romania and Ukraine, something
attested for the Sarmatians.

Ammianus says that the majority of the Huns' diet came from the meat of these animals, with Maenchen-Helfen arguing,
on the basis of what is known of other steppe nomads, that they likely mostly ate mutton, along with sheep's cheese and
milk. They also "certainly" ate horse meat, drank mare's milk, and likely made cheese and kumis. In times of starvation, they
may have boiled their horses' blood for food.
Ancient sources uniformly deny that the Huns practiced any sort of agriculture. Thompson, taking these accounts at their
word, argues that "[w]ithout the assistance of the settled agricultural population at the edge of the steppe they could not
have survived". He argues that the Huns were forced to supplement their diet by hunting and gathering. Maenchen-Helfen,
however, notes that archaeological finds indicate that various steppe nomad populations did grow grain; in particular, he
identifies a find at Kunya Uaz in Khwarezm on the Ob River of agriculture among a people who practiced artificial cranial
deformation as evidence of Hunnic agriculture. Kim similarly argues that all steppe empires have possessed both pastoralist
and sedentary populations, classifying the Huns as "agro-pastoralist".

As a nomadic people, the Huns spent a great deal of time riding horses: Ammianus claimed that the Huns "are almost glued
to their horses", Zosimus claimed that they "live and sleep on their horses", and Sidonius claimed that "[s]carce had an
infant learnt to stand without his mother's aid when a horse takes him on his back". They appear to have spent so much
time riding that they walked clumsily, something observed in other nomadic groups. Roman sources characterize the
Hunnic horses as ugly. It is not possible to determine the exact breed of horse the Huns used, despite relatively good
Roman descriptions. Sinor believes that it was likely a breed of Mongolian pony. However, horse remains are absent from
all identified Hun burials. Based on anthropological descriptions and archaeological finds of other nomadic horses,
Maenchen-Helfen believes that they rode mostly geldings.
Besides horses, ancient sources mention that the Huns used wagons for transportation, which Maenchen-Helfen believes
were primarily used to transport their tents, booty, and the old people, women, and children.

The Huns received a large amount of gold from the Romans, either in exchange for fighting for them as mercenaries or as
tribute. Raiding and looting also furnished the Huns with gold and other valuables. Denis Sinor has argued that at the time
of Attila, the Hunnic economy became almost entirely dependent on plunder and tribute from the Roman provinces.
Civilians and soldiers captured by the Huns might also be ransomed back, or else sold to Roman slave dealers as slaves. The
Huns themselves, Maenchen-Helfen argued, had little use for slaves due to their nomadic pastoralist lifestyle. More recent
scholarship, however, has demonstrated that pastoral nomadists are actually more likely to use slave labor than sedentary
societies: the slaves would have been used to manage the Huns' herds of cattle, sheep, and goats. Priscus attests that slaves
were used as domestic servants, but also that educated slaves were used by the Huns in positions of administration or even
architects. Some slaves were even used as warriors.

The Huns also traded with the Romans. E. A. Thompson argued that this trade was very large scale, with the Huns trading
horses, furs, meat, and slaves for Roman weapons, linen, and grain, and various other luxury goods. While MaenchenHelfen concedes that the Huns traded their horses for what he considered to have been "a very considerable source of
income in gold", he is otherwise skeptical of Thompson's argument. He notes that the Romans strictly regulated trade with
the Barbarians and that, according to Priscus, trade only occurred at a fair once a year. While he notes that smuggling also
likely occurred, he argues that "the volume of both legal and illegal trade was apparently modest". He does note that wine
and silk appear to have been imported into the Hunnic Empire in large quantities, however. Roman gold coins appear to
have been in circulation as currency within the whole of the Hunnic Empire.
Christopher Atwood has suggested that the reason for the original Hunnic incursion into Europe may have been to establish
an outlet to the Black Sea for the Sogdian merchants under their rule, who were involved in the trade along the Silk Road to
China. Atwood notes that Jordanes describes how the Crimean city of Cherson, "where the avaricious traders bring in the
goods of Asia", was under the control of the Akatziri Huns in the sixth century.

Hunnic governmental structure has long been debated. Peter Heather argues that the Huns were a disorganized
confederation in which leaders acted completely independently and that eventually established a ranking hierarchy, much
like Germanic societies. Denis Sinor similarly notes that, with the exception of the historically uncertain Balamber, no Hun
leaders are named in the sources until Uldin, indicating their relative unimportance. Thompson argues that permanent
kingship only developed with the Huns invasion of Europe and the near constant warfare that followed. Regarding the
organization of Hunnic rule under Attila, Peter Golden comments "it can hardly be called a state, much less an empire".
Golden speaks instead of a "Hunnic confederacy". Kim, however, argues that the Huns were far more organized and
centralized, with some basis in organization of the Xiongnu state. Walter Pohl notes the correspondences of Hunnic
government to those of other steppe empires, but nevertheless argues that the Huns do not appear to have been a unified
group when they arrived in Europe.

Ammianus said that the Huns of his day had no kings, but rather that each group of Huns instead had a group of leading
men (primates) for times of war. E.A. Thompson supposes that even in war the leading men had little actual power. He
further argues that they most likely did not acquire their position purely heriditarily. Heather, however, argues that
Ammianus merely means that the Huns didn't have a single ruler; he notes that Olympiodorus mentions the Huns having
several kings, with one being the "first of the kings". Ammianus also mentions that the Huns made their decisions in a
general council (omnes in commune) while seated on horse back. He makes no mention of the Huns organization into
tribes, but Priscus and other writers do, naming some of them.
The first Hunnic ruler known by name is Uldin. Thompson takes Uldin's sudden disappearance after he was unsuccessful at
war as a sign that the Hunnic kingship was "democratic" at this time rather than a permanent institution. Kim however
argues that Uldin is actually a title and that he was likely merely a subking. Priscus calls Attila "king" or "emperor"
(βασιλέυς), but it is unknown what native title he was translating. With the exception of the sole rule of Attila, the Huns
often had two rulers; Attila himself later appointed his son Ellac as co-king. Subject peoples of the Huns were led by their
own kings.

A Hunnish cauldron / Detail of Hunnish gold and garnet bracelet, 5th century, A Hunnish oval openwork fibula set with a carnelian and
decorated with a geometric pattern of gold wire, 4th century,

Priscus also speaks of "picked men" or logades (λογάδες) forming part of Attila's government, naming five of them. Some of
the "picked men" seem to have been chosen because of birth, others for reasons of merit. Thompson argued that these
"picked men" "were the hinge upon which the entire administration of the Hun empire turned": he argues for their
existence in the government of Uldin, and that each had command over detachments of the Hunnic army and ruled over
specific portions of the Hunnic empire, where they were responsible also for collecting tribute and provisions. MaenchenHelfen, however, argues that the word logades denotes simply prominent individuals and not a fixed rank with fixed duties.
Kim affirms the importance of the logades for Hunnic administration, but notes that there were differences of rank
between them, and suggests that it was more likely lower ranking officials who gathered taxes and tribute. He suggests that
various Roman defectors to the Huns may have worked in a sort of imperial bureaucracy.

There are two sources for the material culture and art of the Huns: ancient descriptions and archaeology. Unfortunately,
the nomadic nature of Hun society means that they have left very little in the archaeological record. Indeed, although a
great amount of archaeological material has been unearthed since 1945, as of 2006 there were only 200 positively
identified Hunnic burials producing Hunnic material culture. It can be difficult to distinguish Hunnic archaeological finds
from those of the Sarmatians, as both peoples lived in close proximity and seem to have had very similar material cultures.
Kim thus cautions that it is difficult to assign any artifact to the Huns ethnically. It is also possible that the Huns in Europe
adopted the material culture of their Germanic subjects. Roman descriptions of the Huns, meanwhile, are often highly
biased, stressing their supposed primitiveness.
Archaeological finds have produced a large number of cauldrons that have since the work of Paul Reinecke in 1896 been
identified as having been produced by the Huns. Although typically described as "bronze cauldrons", the cauldrons are
often made of copper, which is generally of poor quality. Maenchen-Helfen lists 19 known finds of Hunnish cauldrons from
all over Central and Eastern Europe and Western Siberia. He argues from the state of the bronze castings that the Huns
were not very good metalsmiths, and that it is likely that the cauldrons were cast in the same locations where they were
found. They come in various shapes, and are sometimes found together with vessels of various other origins. MaenchenHelfen argues that the cauldrons were cooking vessels for boiling meat, but that the fact that many are found deposited
near water and were generally not buried with individuals may indicate a sacral usage as well. The cauldrons appear to
derive from those used by the Xiongnu. Ammianus also reports that the Huns had iron swords. Thompson is skeptical that
the Huns cast them themselves, but Maenchen-Helfen argues that "[t]he idea that the Hun horsemen fought their way to
the walls of Constantinople and to the Marne with bartered and captured swords is absurd."
Both ancient sources and archaeological finds from graves confirm that the Huns wore elaborately decorated golden or
gold-plated diadems. Maenchen-Helfen lists a total of six known Hunnish diadems. Hunnic women seem to have worn
necklaces and bracelets of mostly imported beads of various materials as well. The later common early medieval practice of
decorating jewelry and weapons with gemstones appears to have originated with the Huns. They are also known to have
made small mirrors of an originally Chinese type, which often appear to have been intentional broken when placed into a
grave.

Archaeological finds indicate that the Huns wore gold plaques as ornaments on their clothing, as well as imported glass
beads. Ammianus reports that they wore clothes made of linen or the furs of marmots and leggings of goatskin.
Ammianus reports that the Huns had no buildings, but in passing mentions that the Huns possessed tents and wagons.
Maenchen-Helfen believes that the Huns likely had "tents of felt and sheepskin": Priscus once mentions Attila's tent, and
Jordanes reports that Attila lay in state in a silk tent. However, by the middle of the fifth century, the Huns are also known
to have also owned permanent wooden houses, which Maenchen-Helfen believes were built by their Gothic subjects.

Various archaeologists have argued that the Huns, or the nobility of the Huns, as well as Germanic tribes influenced by
them, practiced artificial cranial deformation, the process of artificially lengthening the skulls of babies by binding them.
The goal of this process was "to create a clear physical distinction between the nobility and the general populace". While
Eric Crubézy has argued against a Hunnish origin for the spread this practice, the majority of scholars hold the Huns
responsible for the spread of this custom in Europe. The practice was not originally introduced to Europe by the Huns,
however, but rather with the Alans, with whom the Huns were closely associated, and Sarmatians. It was also practiced by
other peoples called Huns in Asia.
A variety of languages were spoken within the Hun Empire. Priscus noted that the Hunnic language differed from other
languages spoken at Attila's court. He recounts how Attila's jester Zerco made Attila's guests laugh also by the
"promiscuous jumble of words, Latin mixed with Hunnish and Gothic." Priscus said that Attila's "Scythian" subjects spoke
"besides their own barbarian tongues, either Hunnish, or Gothic, or, as many have dealings with the Western Romans,
Latin; but not one of them easily speaks Greek, except captives from the Thracian or Illyrian frontier regions". Some
scholars have argued that the Gothic was used as the lingua franca of the Hunnic Empire. Hyun Jin Kim argues that the Huns
may have used as many as four languages at various levels of government, without any one being dominant: Hunnic,
Gothic, Latin, and Sarmatian.

As to the Hunnic language itself, only three words are recorded in ancient sources as being "Hunnic," all of which appear to
be from an Indo-European language. All other information on Hunnic is contained in personal names and tribal ethnonyms.
On the basis of these names, scholars have proposed that Hunnic may have been a Turkic language, a language between
Mongolic and Turkic, or a Yeniseian language. However, given the small corpus, many scholars hold the language to be
unclassifiable.
The elites of the Huns practiced polygamy, while the commoners were probably monogamous. Ammianus Marcellinus
claimed that the Hunnish women lived in seclusion, however the first-hand account of Priscus shows them freely moving
and mixing with men. Priscus describes Hunnic women swarming around Attila as he entered a village, as well as the wife of
Attila's minister Onegesius offering the king food and drink with her servants. Priscus was able to enter the tent of Attila's
chief wife, Hereca, without difficulty.
Priscus also attests that the widow of Attila's brother Bleda was in command of a village that the Roman ambassadors rode
through: her territory may have included a larger area. Thompson notes that other steppe peoples such as the Utigurs and
the Sabirs, are known to have had female tribal leaders, and argues that the Huns probably held widows in high respect.
Due to the pastoral nature of the Huns' economy, the women likely had a large degree of authority over the domestic
household.

Almost nothing is known about the religion of the Huns. Roman writer Ammianus Marcellinus claimed that the Huns had no
religion, while the fifth-century Christian writer Salvian classified them as pagans. Jordanes' Getica also records that the
Huns worshipped "the sword of Mars", an ancient sword that signified Attila's right to rule the whole world. MaenchenHelfen notes a widespread worship of a war god in the form of a sword among steppe peoples, including among the
Xiongnu. Denis Sinor, however, holds the worship of a sword among the Huns to be aprocryphal. Maenchen-Helfen also
argues that, while the Huns themselves do not appear to have regarded Attila as divine, some of his subject people clearly
did. A belief in prophecy and divination is also attested among the Huns. Maenchen-Helfen argues that the performers of
these acts of soothsaying and divination were likely shamans. Sinor also finds it likely that the Huns had shamans, although
they are completely unattested. Maenchen-Helfen also deduces a belief in water-spirits from a custom mentioned in
Ammianus. He further suggests that the Huns may have made small metal, wooden, or stone idols, which are attested
among other steppe tribes, and which a Byzantine source attests for the Huns in Crimea in the sixth century. He also
connects archaeological finds of Hunnish bronze cauldrons found buried near or in running water to possible rituals
performed by the Huns in the Spring.
John Man argues that the Huns of Attila's time likely worshipped the sky and the steppe deity Tengri, who is also attested as
having been worshipped by the Xiongnu. Maenchen-Helfen also suggests the possibility that the Huns of this period may
have worshipped Tengri, but notes that the god is not attested in European records until the ninth century. Worship of
Tengri under the name "T'angri Khan" is attested among the Caucasian Huns in the Armenian chronicle attributed to
Movses Dasxuranci during the later seventh-century. Movses also records that the Caucasian Huns worshipped trees and
burnt horses as sacrifices to Tengri, and that they "made sacrifices to fire and water and to certain gods of the roads, and to
the moon and to all creatures considered in their eyes to be in some way remarkable." There is also some evidence for

human sacrifice among the European Huns. Maenchen-Helfen argues that humans appear to have been sacrificed at Attila's
funerary rite, recorded in Jordanes under the name strava. Priscus claims that the Huns sacrificed their prisoners "to
victory" after they entered Scythia, but this is not otherwise attested as a Hunnic custom and may be fiction.
In addition to these pagan beliefs, there are numerous attestations of Huns converting to Christianity and receiving
Christian missionaries. The missionary activities among the Huns of the Caucasas seem to have been particularly successful,
resulting in the conversion of the Hunnish prince Alp Ilteber. Attila appears to have tolerated both Nicene and Arian
Christianity among his subjects. However, a pastoral letter by Pope Leo the Great to the church of Aquileia indicates that
Christian slaves taken from there by the Huns in 452 were forced to participate in Hunnic religious activities.

---Tengri (Old Turkic, Bulgarian: Тангра; Modern Turkish: Tanrı; Proto-Turkic, Mongolian script, Modern Mongolian: Tenger), is
one of the names for the primary chief deity used by the early Turkic (Xiongnu, Hunnic, Bulgar) and Mongolic (Xianbei)
peoples.
Worship of Tengri is Tengrism. The core beings in Tengrism are the Heavenly-Father (Tengri/Tenger Etseg) and the Earth
Mother (Eje/Gazar Eej). It involves shamanism, animism, totemism and ancestor worship.
The oldest form of the name is recorded in Chinese annals from the 4th century BC, describing the beliefs of the Xiongnu.
Alternatively, a reconstructed Altaic etymology from *T`aŋgiri ("oath" or "god") would emphasize the god's divinity rather
than his domain over the sky.
The Turkic form, Tengri, is attested in the 8th century Orkhon inscriptions as the Old Turkic form Teŋri. In modern Turkish,
the derived word "Tanrı" is used as the generic word for "god", or for the Abrahamic God, and is used today by Turkish
people to refer to any god. The supreme deity of the traditional religion of the Chuvash is Tură.
Other reflexes of the name in modern languages include Mongolian: Тэнгэр ("sky"), Bulgarian: Тангра, Azerbaijani: Tanrı.
The Chinese word for "sky" 天 (Mandarin: tiān, Classical Chinese: thīn and Japanese Han Dynasty loanword ten) may also be
related, possibly a loan from a prehistoric Central Asian language.
Linguist Stefan Georg has proposed that the Turkic word ultimately originates as a loanword from Proto-Yeniseian *tɨŋgVr"high".
Tengri was the national god of the Göktürks, described as the "god of the Turks". The Göktürk khans based their power on a
mandate from Tengri. These rulers were generally accepted as the sons of Tengri who represented him on Earth. They wore
titles such as tengrikut, kutluġ or kutalmysh, based on the belief that they attained the kut, the mighty spirit granted to
these rulers by Tengri.
Tengri was the chief deity worshipped by the ruling class of the Central Asian steppe peoples in 6th to 9th centuries (Turkic
peoples, Mongols and Hungarians). It lost its importance when the Uighuric kagans proclaimed Manichaeism the state
religion in the 8th century. The worship of Tengri was brought into Eastern Europe by the Huns and early Bulgars.
Tengri is considered to be the chief god who created all things. In addition to this celestial god, they also had minor
divinities (Alps) that served the purposes of Tengri.As Gök Tanrı, he was the father of the sun (Koyash) and moon (Ay Tanrı)
and also Umay, Erlik, and sometimes Ülgen.

Tengri was the main god of the Turkic pantheon, controlling the celestial sphere. Tengri is considered to be strikingly similar
to the Indo-European sky god, *Dyeus, and the structure of the reconstructed Proto-Indo-European religion is closer to that
of the early Turks than to the religion of any people of Near Eastern or Mediterranean antiquity.

Seal from Güyüg Khan's letter to Pope Innocent IV, 1246. The first four words, from top to bottom, left to right, read "möngke ṭngri-yin
küčündür" – "Under the power of the eternal heaven". /

The most important contemporary testimony of Tengri worship is found in the Old Turkic Orkhon inscriptions, dated to the
early 8th century. Written in the so-called Orkhon script, these inscriptions record an account of the mythological origins of
the Turks. The inscription dedicated to Kul Tigin includes the passages (in the translation provided by the Language
Committee of Ministry of Culture and Information of the Republic of Kazakhstan): "When the blue sky [Tengri] above and
the brown earth below were created, between them a human being was created. Over the human beings, my ancestors
Bumin Kagan and Istemi Kagan ruled. They ruled people by Turkish laws, they led them and succeeded"; "Tengri creates
death. Human beings have all been created in order to die" ; "You passed away (lit.: 'went flying') until Tengri gives you life
again".

In Turkic mythology, Tengri is a pure, white goose that flies constantly over an endless expanse of water, which represents
time. Beneath this water, Ak Ana ("White Mother") calls out to him saying "Create". To overcome his loneliness, Tengri
creates Er Kishi, who is not as pure or as white as Tengri and together they set up the world. Er Kishi becomes a demonic
character and strives to mislead people and draw them into its darkness. Tengri assumes the name Tengri Ülgen and
withdraws into Heaven from which he tries to provide people with guidance through sacred animals that he sends among
them. The Ak Tengris occupy the fifth level of Heaven. Shaman priests who want to reach Tengri Ülgen never get further

than this level, where they convey their wishes to the divine guides. Returns to earth or to the human level take place in a
goose-shaped vessel.
According to Mahmud al-Kashgari, Tengri was known to make plants grow and the lightning flash. Turks used the adjective
tengri which means "heavenly, divine", to label everything that seemed grandiose, such as a tree or a mountain, and they
stooped to such entities. Tengri worship by "infidels" was viewed negatively by Kashgari. The non-Muslim Turks' worship of
Tengri was mocked and insulted by al-Kashgari, who wrote a verse referring to them – The Infidels – May God destroy
them!
al-Kashgari claimed that the Prophet assisted in a miraculous event where 700,000 Yabāqu infidels were defeated by 40,000
Muslims led by Arslān Tegīn claiming that fires shot sparks from gates located on a green mountain towards the Yabāqu.
The Yabaqu were a Turkic people.
The Tangra Mountains on Livingston Island in the South Shetland Islands of Antarctica are also named after the deity.
The Bulgars named a large mountain in the Rila mountain range after Tangra, although it was renamed in the 15th
century to Musala ("Mountain of Allah") by the Ottoman Turks.
"Tengrism" is the term for a revival of Central Asian shamanism after the dissolution of the Soviet Union. In Kyrgyzstan,
Tengrism was suggested as a Pan-Turkic national ideology following the 2005 presidential elections by an ideological
committee chaired by state secretary Dastan Sarygulov.
-------

Hun warfare as a whole is not well studied. One of the principal sources of information on Hunnic warfare is Ammianus
Marcellinus, who includes an extended description of the Huns' methods of war:
They also sometimes fight when provoked, and then they enter the battle drawn up in wedge-shaped masses, while their
medley of voices makes a savage noise. And as they are lightly equipped for swift motion, and unexpected in action, they
purposely divide suddenly into scattered bands and attack, rushing about in disorder here and there, dealing terrific
slaughter; and because of their extraordinary rapidity of movement they are never seen to attack a rampart or pillage an
enemy's camp. And on this account you would not hesitate to call them the most terrible of all warriors, because they fight
from a distance with missiles having sharp bone, instead of their usual points, joined to the shafts with wonderful skill; then
they gallop over the intervening spaces and fight hand to hand with swords, regardless of their own lives; and while the
enemy are guarding against wounds from the sabre-thrusts, they throw strips of cloth plaited into nooses over their
opponents and so entangle them that they fetter their limbs and take from them the power of riding or walking.
Based on Ammianus' description, Maenchen-Helfen argues that the Huns' tactics did not differ markedly from those used
by other nomadic horse archers. He argues that the "wedge-shaped masses" (cunei) mentioned by Ammianus were likely
divisions organized by tribal clans and families, whose leaders may have been called a "cur". This title would then have been
inherited as it was passed down the clan. Like Ammianus, the sixth-century writer Zosimus also emphasizes the Huns'

almost exclusive use of horse archers and their extreme swiftness and mobility. These qualities differed from other nomadic
warriors in Europe at this time: the Sarmatians, for instance, relied on heavily armored cataphracts armed with lances. The
Huns' use of terrible war cries are also found in other sources. However, a number of Ammianus's claims have been
challenged by modern scholars. In particular, while Ammianus claims that the Huns knew no metalworking, MaenchenHelfen argues that a people so primitive could never have been successful in war against the Romans.
Hunnic armies relied on their high mobility and "a shrewd sense of when to attack and when to withdraw". An important
strategy used by the Huns was a feigned retreat−pretending to flee and then turning and attacking the disordered enemy.
This is mentioned by the writers Zosimus and Agathias. They were, however, not always effective in pitched battle,
suffering defeat at Toulouse in 439, barely winning at the Battle of the Utus in 447, likely losing or stalemating at the Battle
of the Catalaunian Plains in 451, and losing at the Battle of Nedao (454?). Christopher Kelly argues that Attila sought to
avoid "as far as possible, [...] large-scale engagement with the Roman army". War and the threat of war were frequently
used tools to extort Rome; the Huns often relied on local traitors to avoid losses. Accounts of battles note that the Huns
fortified their camps by using portable fences or creating a circle of wagons.
The Huns' nomadic lifestyle encouraged features such as excellent horsemanship, while the Huns trained for war by
frequent hunting. Several scholars have suggested that the Huns had trouble maintaining their horse cavalry and nomadic
lifestyle after settling on the Hungarian Plain, and that this in turn led to a marked decrease in their effectiveness as
fighters.

The Huns are almost always noted as fighting alongside non-Hunnic, Germanic or Iranian subject peoples or, in earlier
times, allies. As Heather notes, "the Huns' military machine increased, and increased very quickly, by incorporating ever
larger numbers of the Germani of central and eastern Europe". At the Battle of the Catalaunian Plains, Attila is noted by
Jordanes to have placed his subject peoples in the wings of the army, while the Huns held the center.
A major source of information on steppe warfare from the time of the Huns comes from the 6th-century Strategikon, which
describes the warfare of "Dealing with the Scythians, that is, Avars, Turks, and others whose way of life resembles that of
the Hunnish peoples." The Strategikon describes the Avars and Huns as devious and very experienced in military matters.
They are described as preferring to defeat their enemies by deceit, surprise attacks, and cutting off supplies. The Huns
brought large numbers of horses to use as replacements and to give the impression of a larger army on campaign. The
Hunnish peoples did not set up an entrenched camp, but spread out across the grazing fields according to clan, and guard
their necessary horses until they began forming the battle line under the cover of early morning. The Strategikon states the
Huns also stationed sentries at significant distances and in constant contact with each other in order to prevent surprise
attacks.
According to the Strategikon, the Huns did not form a battle line in the method that the Romans and Persians used, but in
irregularly sized divisions in a single line, and keep a separate force nearby for ambushes and as a reserve. The Strategikon
also states the Huns used deep formations with a dense and even front. The Strategikon states that the Huns kept their
spare horses and baggage train to either side of the battle line at about a mile away, with a moderate sized guard, and
would sometimes tie their spare horses together behind the main battle line. The Huns preferred to fight at long range,

utilizing ambush, encirclement, and the feigned retreat. The Strategikon also makes note of the wedge shaped formations
mentioned by Ammianus, and corroborated as familial regiments by Maenchen-Helfen. The Strategikon states the Huns
preferred to pursue their enemies relentlessly after a victory and then wear them out by a long siege after defeat.
Peter Heather notes that the Huns were able to successfully besiege walled cities and fortresses in their campaign of 441:
they were thus capable of building siege engines. Heather makes note of multiple possible routes for acquisition of this
knowledge, suggesting that it could have been brought back from service under Aetius, acquired from captured Roman
engineers, or developed through the need to pressure the wealthy Silk Road city states and carried over into Europe. David
Nicolle agrees with the latter point, and even suggests they had a complete set of engineering knowledge including skills for
constructing advanced fortifications, such as the fortress of Igdui-Kala in Kazakhstan.
The Strategikon states the Huns typically used mail, swords, bows, and lances, and that most Hunnic warriors were armed
with both the bow and lance and used them interchangeably as needed. It also states the Huns used quilted linen, wool, or
sometimes iron barding for their horses and also wore quilted coifs and kaftans. This assessment is largely corroborated by
archaeological finds of Hun military equipment, such as the Volnikovka and Brut Burials.

A late Roman ridge helmet of the Berkasovo-Type was found with a Hun burial at Concesti. A Hunnic helmet of the
segmentehelm type was found at Chudjasky, a Hunnic spangenhelmet at Tarasovsky grave 1784, and another of the
bandhelm type at Turaevo. Fragments of lamellar helmets dating to the Hunnic period and within the Hunnic sphere have
been found at Iatrus, Illichevka, and Kalkhni. Hun lamellar armour has not been found in Europe, although two fragments of
likely Hun origin have been found on the Upper Ob and in West Kazakhstan dating to the 3rd–4th centuries. A find of
lamellar dating to about 520 from the Toprachioi warehouse in the fortress of Halmyris near Badabag, Romania, suggests a
late 5th or early 6th century introduction. It is known that the Eurasian Avars introduced Lamellar armor to the Roman
Army and Migration Era Germanics in the Middle 6th Century, but this later type does not appear before then.
It is also widely accepted that the Huns introduced the langseax, a 60 cm cutting blade that became popular among the
migration era Germanics and in the Late Roman Army, into Europe. It is believed these blades originated in China and that
the Sarmatians and Huns served as a transmission vector, using shorter seaxes in Central Asia that developed into the
narrow langseax in Eastern Europe during the late 4th and first half of the 5th century. These earlier blades date as far back
as the 1st century AD, with the first of the newer type appearing in Eastern Europe being the Wien-Simmerming example,
dated to the late 4th century AD. Other notable Hun examples include the Langseax from the more recent find at
Volnikovka in Russia.

Martyrdom of Saint Ursula, by Hans Memling. The turbaned and armored figures represent Huns./ The Huns (outside) set fire to their own
hall to kill the Burgundians. Illustration from the Hundeshagen Codex of the Nibelungenlied / "Feast of Attila". Hungarian romantic
painting by Mór Than (1870).

The Huns used a type of spatha in the Iranic or Sassanid style, with a long, straight approximately 83 cm blade, usually with
a diamond shaped iron guard plate. Swords of this style have been found at sites such as Altlussheim, Szirmabesenyo,
Volnikovka, Novo-Ivanovka, and Tsibilium 61. They typically had gold foil hilts, gold sheet scabbards, and scabbard fittings

decorated in the polychrome style. The sword was carried in the "Iranian style" attached to a swordbelt, rather than on a
baldric.
The most famous weapon of the Huns is the Qum Darya-type composite recurve bow, often called the "Hunnish Bow". This
bow was invented some time in the 3rd or 2nd centuries BC with the earliest finds near Lake Baikal, but spread across
Eurasia long before the Hunnic migration. These bows were typified by being asymmetric in cross-section between 145–
155 cm in length, having between 4–9 lathes on the grip and in the siyahs. Although whole bows rarely survive in European
climatic conditions, finds of bone Siyahs are quite common and characteristic of steppe burials. Complete specimens have
been found at sites in the Tarim Basin and Gobi Desert such as Niya, Qum Darya, and Shombuuziin-Belchir. Eurasian
nomads such as the Huns typically used trilobate diamond shaped iron arrowheads, attached using birch tar and a tang,
with typically 75 cm shafts and fletching attached with tar and sinew whipping. Such trilobate arrowheads are believed to
be more accurate and have better penetrating power or capacity to injure than flat arrowheads. Finds of bows and arrows
in this style in Europe are limited but archaeologically evidenced. The most famous examples come from Wien-Simmering,
although more fragments have been found in the Northern Balkans and Carpathian regions.
After the fall of the Hunnic Empire, various legends arose concerning the Huns. Among these are a number of Christian
hagiographic legends in which the Huns play a role. In an anonymous medieval biography of Pope Leo I, Attila's march into
Italy in 452 is stopped because, when he meets Leo outside Rome, the apostles Peter and Paul appear to him holding
swords over his head and threatening to kill him unless he follows the pope's command to turn back. In other versions,
Attila takes the pope hostage and is forced by the saints to release him. In the legend of Saint Ursula, Ursula and her 11,000
holy virgins arrive at Cologne on their way back from a pilgrimage just as the Huns, under an unnamed prince, are besieging
the city. Ursula and her virgins killed by the Huns with arrows after they refuse the Huns' sexual advances. Afterwards,
however, the souls of the slaughtered virgins form a heavenly army that drives away the Huns and saves Cologne. Other
cities with legends regarding the Huns and a saint include Orleans, Troyes, Dieuze, Metz, Modena, and Reims. In legends
surrounding Saint Servatius of Tongeren dating to at least the eighth century, Servatius is said to have converted Attila and
the Huns to Christianity, before they later became apostates and returned to their paganism.

The Huns also play an important role in medieval Germanic legends, which frequently convey versions of events from the
migration period and were originally transmitted orally. Memories of the conflicts between the Goths and Huns in Eastern
Europe appear to be maintained in the Old English poem Widsith as well as in Old Norse poem "The Battle of the Goths and
Huns", which is transmitted in the thirteenth-century Icelandic Hervarar Saga. Widsith also mentions Attila having been
ruler of the Huns, placing him at the head of a list of various legendary and historical rulers and peoples and marking the
Huns as the most famous. The name Attila, rendered in Old English as Ætla, was a given name in use in Anglo-Saxon England
(ex. Bishop Ætla of Dorchester) and its use in England at the time may have been connected to the heroic kings legend
represented in works such as Widsith. Maenchen-Helfen, however, doubts the use of the name by the Anglo-Saxons had
anything to do with the Huns, arguing that it was "not a rare name." Bede, in his Ecclesiastical History of the English People,

lists the Huns among other peoples living in Germany when the Anglo-Saxons invaded England. This may indicate that Bede
viewed the Anglo-Saxons as descending partially from the Huns.
The Huns and Attila also form central figures in the two most-widespread Germanic legendary cycles, that of the Nibelungs
and of Dietrich von Bern (the historical Theoderic the Great). The Nibelung legend, particularly as recorded in the Old Norse
Poetic Edda and Völsunga saga, as well as in the German Nibelungenlied, connects the Huns and Attila (and in the Norse
tradition, Attila's death) to the destruction of the Burgundian kingdom on the Rhine in 437. In the legends about Dietrich
von Bern, Attila and the Huns provide Dietrich with a refuge and support after he has been driven from his kingdom at
Verona. A version of the events of the Battle of Nadao may be preserved in a legend, transmitted in two differing versions
in the Middle High German Die Rabenschlacht and Old Norse Thidrekssaga, in which the sons of Attila fall in battle. The
legend of Walter of Aquitaine, meanwhile, shows the Huns to receive child hostages as tribute from their subject peoples.
Generally, the continental Germanic traditions paint a more positive picture of Attila and the Huns than the Scandinavian
sources, where the Huns appear in a distinctly negative light.
In medieval German legend, the Huns were identified with the Hungarians, with their capital of Etzelburg (Attila-city) being
identified with Esztergom or Buda. The Old Norse Thidrekssaga, however, which is based on North German sources, locates
Hunaland in northern Germany, with a capital at Soest in Westphalia. In other Old Norse sources, the term Hun is
sometimes applied indiscriminately to various people, particularly from south of Scandinavia. From the thirteenth-century
onward, the Middle High German word for Hun, hiune, became a synonym for giant, and continued to be used in this
meaning in the forms Hüne and Heune into the modern era. In this way, various prehistoric megalithic structures,
particularly in Northern Germany, came to be identified as Hünengräber (Hun graves) or Hünenbetten (Hun beds).

Beginning in the High Middle Ages, Hungarian sources have claimed descent from or a close relationship between the
Hungarians (Magyars) and the Huns. The claim appears to have first arisen in non-Hungarian sources and only gradually
been taken up by the Hungarians themselves because of its negative connotations. The anonymous Gesta Hungarorum
(after 1200) is the first Hungarian source to mention that the line of Árpádian kings were descendents of Attila, but he
makes no claim that the Hungarian and Hun peoples are related. The first Hungarian author to claim that Hun and
Hungarian peoples were related was Simon of Kéza in his Gesta Hunnorum et Hungarorum (1282–1285). Simon claimed
that the Huns and Hungarians were descended from two brothers, named Hunor and Magor. These claims gave the
Hungarians an ancient pedegree and served to legitimize their conquest of Pannonia.
Modern scholars largely dismiss these claims. Regarding the claimed Hunnish origins found in these chronicles, Jenő Szűcs
writes:
The Hunnish origin of the Magyars is, of course, a fiction, just like the Trojan origin of the French or any of the other origo
gentis theories fabricated at much the same time. The Magyars in fact originated from the Ugrian branch of the FinnoUgrian peoples; in the course of their wanderings in the steppes of Eastern Europe they assimiliated a variety of (especially
Iranian and different Turkic) cultural and ethnic elements, but they had neither genetic nor historical links to the Huns.
Generally, the proof of the relationship between the Hungarian and the Finno-Ugric languages in the nineteenth century is
taken to have scientifically disproven the Hunnic origins of the Hungarians. Another claim, also derived from Simon of Kéza,

is that the Hungarian-speaking Székely people of Transylvania are descended from Huns, who fled to Transylvania after
Attila's death, and remained there until the Hungarian conquest of Pannonia. While the origins of the Székely are unclear,
modern scholarship is skeptical that they are related to the Huns. László Makkai notes as well that some archaeologists and
historians believe Székelys were a Hungarian tribe or an Onogur-Bulgar tribe drawn into the Carpathian Basin at the end of
the 7th century by the Avars (who were identified with the Huns by contemporary Europeans). Unlike in the legend, the
Székely were resettled in Transylvania from Western Hungary in the eleventh century. Their language similarly shows no
evidence of a change from any non-Hungarian language to Hungarian, as one would expect if they were Huns. While the
Hungarians and the Székelys may not be descendents of the Huns, they were historically closely associated with Turkic
peoples. Pál Engel notes that it "cannot be wholly excluded" that Arpadian kings may have been descended from Attila,
however, and believes that it is likely the Hungarians once lived under the rule of the Huns. Hyun Jin Kim supposes that the
Hungarians might be linked to the Huns via the Bulgars and Avars, both of whom he holds to have had Hunnish elements.
While the notion that the Hungarians are descended from the Huns has been rejected by mainstream scholarship, the idea
has continued to excert a relevant influence on Hungarian nationalism and national identity. A majority of the Hungarian
aristocracy continued to ascribe to the Hunnic view into the early twentieth century. The Fascist Arrow Cross Party similarly
referred to Hungary as Hunnia in its propaganda. Hunnic origins also played a large role in the ideology of the modern
radical right-wing party Jobbik's ideology of Pan-Turanism. Legends concerning the Hunnic origins of the Székely minority in
Romania, meanwhile, continue to play a large role in that group's ethnic identity. The Hunnish origin of the Székelys
remains the most widespread theory of their origins among the Hungarian general public.
----

Hungarian prehistory (Hungarian: magyar őstörténet) spans the period of history of the Hungarian people, or Magyars,
which started with the separation of the Hungarian language from other Finno-Ugric or Ugric languages around 800 BC, and
ended with the Hungarian conquest of the Carpathian Basin around 895 AD. Based on the earliest records of the Magyars in
Byzantine, Western European, and Hungarian chronicles, scholars considered them for centuries to have been the
descendants of the ancient Scythians and Huns. This historiographical tradition disappeared from mainstream history after
the realization of similarities between the Hungarian language and the Uralic languages in the late 18th century. Thereafter,
linguistics became the principal source of the study of the Hungarians' ethnogenesis. In addition, chronicles written
between the 9th and 15th centuries, the results of archaeological research and folklore analogies provide information on
the Magyars' early history.

Study of pollen in fossils based on cognate words for certain trees – including larch and elm – in the daughter languages
suggests the speakers of the Proto-Uralic language lived in the wider region of the Ural Mountains, which were inhabited by
scattered groups of Neolithic hunter-gatherers in the 4th millennium BC. They spread over vast territories, which caused
the development of a separate Proto-Finno-Ugric language by the end of the millennium. Linguistic studies and
archaeological research evidence that those who spoke this language lived in pit-houses and used decorated clay vessels.
The expansion of marshlands after around 2600 BC caused new migrations. No scholarly consensus on the Urheimat, or
original homeland, of the Ugric peoples exists: they lived either in the region of the Tobol River or along the Kama River and
the upper courses of the Volga River around 2000 BC. They lived in settled communities, cultivated millet, wheat, and other

crops, and bred animals – especially horses, cattle, and pigs. Loan words connected to animal husbandry from Proto-Iranian
show that they had close contacts with their neighbors. The southernmost Ugric groups adopted a nomadic way of life by
around 1000 BC, because of the northward expansion of the steppes.
The development of the Hungarian language started around 800 BC with the withdrawal of the grasslands and the parallel
southward migration of the nomadic Ugric groups. The history of the ancient Magyars during the next thousand years is
uncertain; they lived in the steppes but the location of their Urheimat is subject to scholarly debates. According to one
theory, they initially lived east of the Urals and migrated west to "Magna Hungaria" by 600 AD at the latest. Other scholars
say Magna Hungaria was the Magyars' original homeland, from where they moved either to the region of the Don River or
towards the Kuban River before the 830s AD. Hundreds of loan words adopted from Chuvash-type Turkic languages prove
the Magyars were closely connected to Turkic peoples. Byzantine and Muslim authors regarded them as a Turkic people in
the 9th and 10th centuries.
--------

An alliance between the Magyars and the Bulgarians in the late 830s was the first historical event that was recorded with
certainty in connection with the Magyars. According to the Byzantine Emperor Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus, the
Magyars lived in Levedia in the vicinity of the Khazar Khaganate in the early 9th century and supported the Khazars in their
wars "for three years". The Magyars were organized into tribes, each headed by their own "voivodes", or military leaders.
After a Pecheneg invasion against Levedia, a group of Magyars crossed the Caucasus Mountains and settled in the lands
south of the mountains, but the majority of the people fled to the steppes north of the Black Sea. From their new
homeland, which was known as Etelköz, the Magyars controlled the lands between the Lower Danube and the Don River in
the 870s. The confederation of their seven tribes was led by two supreme chiefs, the kende and the gyula. The Kabars – a
group of rebellious subjects of the Khazars – joined the Magyars in Etelköz. The Magyars regularly invaded the neighboring
Slavic tribes, forcing them to pay a tribute and seizing prisoners to be sold to the Byzantines. Taking advantage of the wars
between Bulgaria, East Francia, and Moravia, they invaded Central Europe at least four times between 861 and 894. A new
Pecheneg invasion compelled the Magyars to leave Etelköz, cross the Carpathian Mountains, and settle in the Carpathian
Basin around 895.
Scholarly theories about the origin of the Székelys (a subgroup of the Hungarian people) can be divided into four main
groups. Medieval chronicles unanimously stated that the Székelys were descended from the Huns and settled in the
Carpathian Basin centuries before the Hungarians (or Magyars) conquered the territory in the late 9th century. This theory
is refuted by most modern specialists. According to a widely accepted modern hypothesis, the Székelys were originally a
Turkic people who joined the Magyars in the Pontic steppes. Other scholars say, the Székelys were descended from the
border guards of the Kingdom of Hungary who settled in the easternmost region of the Carpathian Basin and preserved
their special privileges for centuries. According to a fourth theory, the Székelys' origin can be traced back to the Late Avar
population of the Carpathian Basin.

Medieval chronicles associated the Székelys with the Huns, also claiming that both the Huns and the Hungarians were
descended from the Scythians. Medieval scholars also agreed that the Székelys had already been present in the Carpathian

Basin before the Hungarians (or Magyars) conquered the territory. The early 13th-century Gesta Hungarorum was the first
to mention that the Székelys "were previously the peoples" of Attila the Hun. According to the same source, the Székelys
"gave their sons as hostages along with diverse gifts" to the Hungarian chieftain, Ősbő, at the Körös River before joining his
campaign against Menumorut.
Simon of Kéza stated that the Székelys were "remnants of the Huns" who "remained on the field of Csigla" after the fall of
the Hunnic Empire. In contrast with the Gesta Hungarorum, Kéza said, the Székelys joined the Hungarians "on the borders
of Ruthenia" when the Hungarians crossed the Carpathian Mountains. All subsequent Hungarian chronicles repeated Kéza's
story and most scholars accepted the identification of the Székelys with the Huns for centuries. The theory was also
mentioned in István Werbőczy's Tripartitum, which was published several times in Székely Land after 1517. As a
consequence, it cannot be decided whether the Székelys' well-documented own tradition of their Hunnic origin is a genuine
part of their folklore, or it is only an adoption of a medieval scholarly fabrication. Most Székelys still regard themselves as
descendants of the Huns, but the majority of modern scholars refute this theory.
There are ... in Transylvania, privileged nobles called Scythuli, originating from the Scythian people when they first came to
Pannonia, whom we call by a corrupt name: Székely. They enjoy quite different laws and customs; they are very skilled in
warfare; and divide up and distribute inheritances and offices among themselves by tribes and kindreds and the lineages of
kindreds, in the manner of the ancients.

The linguist Pál Hunfalvy was the first scholar to question the association of the Székelys with the Huns in the 1870s.
However, scholars have not reached a consensus about the origin of the Székelys. The modern theories can be divided into
three major groups.
Medieval chronicles evidence that the Székelys were regarded as a distinct ethnic group which had settled in the Carpathian
Basin before the Hungarians. Some scholars (especially Gyula László and Pál Engel) say that the Székelys are the direct
descendants of the "Late Avar" population of the region. The "Late Avar" period started around 700 A.D., and lasted for
about a century. Artifacts (mostly buckles and strap ends) decorated with floral patterns and griffins are the most featured
items of the assemblages for this period. László and Engel attribute this new archaeological horizon to a group of Onogurs
who had fled from the Pontic steppes to the West after the Khazars destroyed their empire around 680. According to most
scholars, the Onogurs spoke a Turkic language, but László proposed that they were a Hungarian-speaking group. A charter
of Louis the German, King of East Francia, mentioned the Wangariorum marcas ("Wangars' frontier") around 860, implying
that Onogurs still lived in the westernmost region of the Carpathian Basin in the second half of the 9th century. Most
scholars refute the association of the Székelys with the "Late Avars" or Onogurs.

The Székelys speak the Hungarian language "without any trace of a Turkic substratum", indicating that they did not have a
language shift during their history, according to scholars, who propose that the Székelys were descended from privileged
Hungarian groups. Most place names in Székely Land are of Hungarian origin, showing that the Székelys spoke Hungarian
when they settled in the region. The three main Hungarian dialects of Székely Land are closely connected to the Hungarian
variants spoken along the western and southwestern borders of the medieval Kingdom of Hungary. The dialect of the
Székelys of Marosszék is similar to the dialects spoken by the Hungarian communities near Pressburg (now Bratislava in

Slovakia) and in southern Burgenland. The Hungarian variant of Udvarhelyszék is closely related to the tongue of the
Hungarians in Baranya County and Slavonia. The easternmost Székely communities' dialect is connected to the Hungarian
variant of Burgenland.
According to a widely accepted scholarly theory, the Székelys had originally been a Turkic people who joined the Magyars in
the Pontic steppes (to the east of the Carpathian Basin). Written sources evidence, the Székelys were regarded a separate
ethnic group in the Middle Ages. Simon of Kéza wrote of the "Hungarian and Székely forces" of Andrew II of Hungary; a
charter of William, Bishop of Transylvania, distinguished the Hungarians and Székelys in 1213. The Székelys were listed
along with other peoples in the Middle Ages, also indicating that they were considered an ethnic group. In 1250, a royal
charter enumerated the Saxons, Vlachs, Székelys and Pechenegs when mentioning a campaign against Bulgaria; the 14thcentury Hungarian chronicles wrote of Székelys and Pechenegs participating in the Battle of Olšava.
-------

According to Procopius of Caesarea, they were of the same stock as European Huns "in fact as well as in name", but
sedentary and white-skinned.
The 6th-century Roman historian Procopius of Caesarea related the Huns of Europe with the Hephthalites or "White Huns"
who subjugated the Sassanids and invaded northwestern India, stating that they were of the same stock, "in fact as well as
in name", although he contrasted the Huns with the Hephthalites, in that the Hephthalites were sedentary, white-skinned,
and possessed "not ugly" features:
The Ephthalitae Huns, who are called White Huns [...] The Ephthalitae are of the stock of the Huns in fact as well as in name,
however they do not mingle with any of the Huns known to us, for they occupy a land neither adjoining nor even very near
to them; but their territory lies immediately to the north of Persia [...] They are not nomads like the other Hunnic peoples,
but for a long period have been established in a goodly land... They are the only ones among the Huns who have white
bodies and countenances which are not ugly. It is also true that their manner of living is unlike that of their kinsmen, nor do
they live a savage life as they do; but they are ruled by one king, and since they possess a lawful constitution, they observe
right and justice in their dealings both with one another and with their neighbours, in no degree less than the Romans and
the Persians

The Kidarites, who invaded Bactria in the second half of the 4th century, are generally regarded as the first wave of Hunas
to enter South Asia.
The Gujars are sometimes said to have been originally a sub-tribe of the Hunas.
The religious beliefs of the Hunas is unknown, and believed to be a combination of ancestor worship, totemism and
animism.
Song Yun and Hui Zheng, who visited the chief of the Hephthalite nomads at his summer residence in Badakshan and later
in Gandhara, observed that they had no belief in the Buddhist law and served a large number of divinities."

----On 27 July 1900, during the Boxer Rebellion in China, Kaiser Wilhelm II of Germany gave the order to act ruthlessly towards
the rebels: "Mercy will not be shown, prisoners will not be taken. Just as a thousand years ago, the Huns under Attila won a
reputation of might that lives on in legends, so may the name of Germany in China, such that no Chinese will even again

dare so much as to look askance at a German." This comparison was later heavily employed by British and English-language
propaganda during World War I, and to a lesser extent during World War II, in order to paint the Germans as savage
barbarians.

--------The Hephthalites (or Ephthalites) were a people of Central Asia who were militarily important circa 450–560. They were
based in Bactria and expanded east to the Tarim Basin, west to Sogdia and south through Afghanistan to northern India.
They were a tribal confederation and included both nomadic and settled urban communities. They were part of the four
major states known collectively as Xyon (Xionites) or Huna, being preceded by the Kidarites, and succeeded by the Alkhon
and lastly the Nezak. All of these peoples have often been linked to the Huns who invaded Eastern Europe during the same
period, and/or have been referred to as "Huns", but there is no consensus among scholars about such a connection.

The Sveta Huna who invaded northern India are probably the Hephthalites, but the exact relation is not clear.
The stronghold of the Hephthalites was Tokharistan on the northern slopes of the Hindu Kush, in what is present-day
northeastern Afghanistan. By 479, the Hephthalites had conquered Sogdia and driven the Kidarites westwards, and by 493
they had captured parts of present-day Dzungaria and the Tarim Basin in what is now Northwest China. They expanded into
northwestern India as well.
The sources for Hephthalite history are poor and historians' opinions differ. There is no king-list and historians are not sure
how they arose or what language they spoke.
They seem to have called themselves Ebodalo (ηβοδαλο, hence Hephthal), often abbreviated Eb (ηβ), a name they wrote in
the Bactrian script on some of their coins. The origin of the name "Hephthalites" is unknown, possibly from either a
Khotanese word *Hitala meaning "Strong" or from postulated Middle Persian *haft āl "the Seven".

The Hephthalites formed in Bactria around 450, or sometime before. In 442 their tribes were fighting the Persians. Around
451 they pushed southeast to Gandhara. In 456 a Hephthalite embassy arrived in China. By 458 they were strong enough to
intervene in Persia.
Around 466 they probably took Transoxianan lands from the Kidarites with Persian help but soon took from Persia the area
of Balkh and eastern Kushanshahr.
In the second half of the fifth century they controlled the deserts of Turkmenistan as far as the Caspian Sea and possibly
Merv.
By 500 they held the whole of Bactria and the Pamirs and parts of Afghanistan.

Probably in the late fifth century they took the western Tarim Basin (Kashgar and Khotan) and in 479 they took the east end
(Turfan). In 497–509, they pushed north of Turfan to the Urumchi region. In 509 they took 'Sughd' (the capital of Sogdiana).
Around 557 their empire was destroyed by an alliance of the Göktürks and the Sasanians, but some of them remained as
local rulers in the Afghan region for the next 150 years.

The most reliable information comes from Persian sources: from 442, Yazdegerd II (435–457) fought 'tribes of the
Hephthalites', according to the Armenian Elisee Vardaped. In 453, Yazdegerd moved his court east to deal with the
Hephthalites or related groups.
In 458, a Hephthalite king called Khushnavaz helped Sasanian Emperor Peroz I (458–484) gain the Persian throne from his
brother. The Hephthalites may have also helped the Sasanians eliminate another Hunnic tribe, the Kidarites: by 467, Peroz I,
with Hephthalite aid, reportedly managed to capture Balaam and put an end to Kidarite rule in Transoxiana once and for all.
The Kidarites, weakened, had to take refuge in the area of Gandhara.
Later however, Peroz I fought three wars with his former allies the Hephthalites. In the first two he was captured and
ransomed himself. In the third, at the Battle of Herat (484), he was killed, and for the next two years the Hephthalites
plundered parts of Persia.

With the Sasanian Empire paying tribute to the Hephthalites, from 474, the Hephthalites themselves adopted the winged,
triple-crescent crown of Peroz I to crown their effigy in their own coinage. They thus expressed symbolically that they had
become the legitimate rulers of Iran.
From 484 until the middle of the sixth century, Persia paid tribute to the Hephthalites. In 488, Kavadh I (488–496, 498–531)
made himself king of Persia with Hephthalite help. (He overthrew his uncle, the brother of Peroz). In 496–498, he was
overthrown by the nobles and clergy, escaped and restored himself with a Hephthalite army. Hephthalite troops helped
Kavadh at a siege of Edessa.
The period c. 498–555 is almost blank in the standard English sources. In 552, the Göktürks took over Mongolia, and by 558
reached the Volga. By 581 or before, the western part separated and became the Western Turkic Khaganate.
Circa 555–567, the Turks and the Persians allied against the Hephthalites and defeated them after an eight-day battle near
Qarshi, the Battle of Bukhara, perhaps in 557. The allies then fought each other and c. 571 drew a border along the Oxus.
After the battle, the Hephthalites withdrew to Bactria and replaced king Gatfar with Faghanish, the ruler of Chaghaniyan.
What happened in the Tarim Basin is not clear.

Circa 600, the Hephthalites were raiding the Sasanian Empire as far as Spahan in central Iran. The Hephthalites issued
numerous coins imitating the coinage of Khosrow II, adding on the obverse a Hephthalite signature in Sogdian and Tamgha
symbol. In ca. 606/607, Khosrow recalled Smbat IV Bagratuni from Persian Armenia and sent him to Iran to repel the
Hephthalites. Smbat, with the aid of a Persian prince named Datoyean, repelled the Hephthalites from Persia, and
plundered their domains in eastern Khorasan, where Smbat is said to have killed their king in single combat. Khosrow then
gave Smbat the honorific title Khosrow Shun ("the Joy or Satisfaction of Khosrow"), while his son Varaztirots II Bagratuni
received the honorific name Javitean Khosrow ("Eternal Khosrow").

Small Hephthalite states remained, paying tribute either to the Turks or the Persians. They are reported in the Zarafshan
valley, Chaghaniyan, Khuttal, Termez, Balkh, Badghis, Herat and Kabul. Circa 651, during the Arab conquest, the ruler of
Badghis was involved in the fall of the last Sassanian Shah Yazdegerd III. Circa 705, the Hephthalite rulers of Badghis and
Chaghaniyan surrendered to the Arabs under Qutaiba ibn Muslim.
The name Hephthalites originated with Ancient Greek sources, which also referred to them as Ephthalite, Abdel or Avdel.
To the Armenians, the Hephthalites were Haital, to the Persians and Arabs, they were Haytal or Hayatila ()ةلطايه, while
their Bactrian name was Ebodalo (ηβοδαλο).
In Chinese chronicles, the Hephthalites are usually called Ye-ta-i-li-to (or Yediyiliduo), or the more usual modern and
abbreviated form Yada. The latter name has been given various Latinised renderings, including Yeda, Ye-ta, Ye-Tha; Ye-dā
and Yanda. The corresponding Cantonese and Korean names Yipdaat and Yeoptal , which preserve aspects of the Middle
Chinese pronunciation better than the modern Mandarin pronunciation, are more consistent with the Greek Hephthalite.
Some Chinese chroniclers suggest that the root Hephtha- was technically a title equivalent to "emperor", while Hua was the
name of the dominant tribe.
In Ancient India, names such as Hephthalite were unknown. The Hephthalites were apparently part of, or offshoots of,
people known in India as Hunas or Turushkas, although these names may have referred to broader groups or neighbouring
peoples.

According to most specialist scholars, the spoken language of the Hephthalites was an Eastern Iranian language, but
different from the Bactrian language written in the Greek alphabet that was used as their "official language" and minted on
coins, as was done under the preceding Kushan Empire.
According to Xavier Tremblay, one of the Hephthalite rulers was named "Khingila", which has the same root as the Sogdian
word xnγr and the Wakhi word xiŋgār, meaning "sword". The name Mihirakula is thought to be derived from mithra-kula
which is Iranian for "the Sun family", with kula having the same root as Pashto kul, "family". Toramāna, Mihirakula's father,
is also considered to have an Iranian origin. In Sanskrit, mihira-kula would mean the kul "family" of mihira "Sun", although
mihira is not purely Sanskrit but is a borrowing from Middle Iranian mihr. Janos Harmatta gives the translation "Mithra's
Begotten" and also supports the Iranian theory.
Hephthalite king wearing the crown of Sasanian Emperor Peroz I. Late 5th century CE.

For many years scholars suggested that they were of Turkic stock. Some have claimed that some groups amongst the
Hephthalites were Turkic-speakers. Today, however, the Hephthalites are generally held to have been an Eastern Iranian
people speaking an East Iranian language. The Hephthalites inscribed their coins in the Bactrian (Iranian) script, held Iranian
titles, the names of Hephthalite rulers given in Ferdowsi's Shahnameh are Iranian, and gem inscriptions and other evidence
shows that the official language of the Hephthalite elite was East Iranian. In 1959, Kazuo Enoki proposed that the
Hephthalites were probably Indo-European (East) Iranians as some sources indicated that they were originally from Bactria,
which is known to have been inhabited by Indo-Iranian people in antiquity. Richard Frye is cautiously accepting of Enoki's
hypothesis, while at the same time stressing that the Hephthalites "were probably a mixed horde". More recently Xavier
Tremblay's detailed examination of surviving Hephthalite personal names has indicated that Enoki's hypothesis that they
were East Iranian may well be correct, but the matter remains unresolved in academic circles.

Some According to the Encyclopaedia Iranica and Encyclopaedia of Islam, the Hephthalites possibly originated in what is
today Afghanistan. They apparently had no direct connection with the European Huns, but may have been causally related
with their movement. The tribes in question deliberately called themselves "Huns" in order to frighten their enemies.
White Huns may have been a prominent tribe or clan of the Chionites. According to Richard Nelson Frye:
Just as later nomadic empires were confederations of many peoples, we may tentatively propose that the ruling groups
of these invaders were, or at least included, Turkic-speaking tribesmen from the east and north. Although most probably
the bulk of the people in the confederation of Chionites and then Hephhtalites spoke an Iranian language... this was the last
time in the history of Central Asia that Iranian-speaking nomads played any role; hereafter all nomads would speak Turkic
languages and the millennium-old division between settled Tajik and nomadic Turk would obtain.

The 6th-century Byzantine historian Procopius of Caesarea (Book I. ch. 3), related them to the Huns in Europe:
The Ephthalitae Huns, who are called White Huns [...] The Ephthalitae are of the stock of the Huns in fact as well as in
name, however they do not mingle with any of the Huns known to us, for they occupy a land neither adjoining nor even
very near to them; but their territory lies immediately to the north of Persia [...] They are not nomads like the other Hunnic
peoples, but for a long period have been established in a goodly land... They are the only ones among the Huns who have
white bodies and countenances which are not ugly. It is also true that their manner of living is unlike that of their kinsmen,
nor do they live a savage life as they do; but they are ruled by one king, and since they possess a lawful constitution, they
observe right and justice in their dealings both with one another and with their neighbours, in no degree less than the
Romans and the Persians
As an illustration of how little we know of the Hephthalites, Kurbanov surveyed the literature and found these opinions:
They were named after a king Eftalan or Hephtal. They lived in the Eftali valley (location not given). They called themselves
War or Jabula or Alkhon. They were a political rather than ethnic unit. They, the Xionites and Kidarites were the same
people or three different peoples. They were the ruling class of the Xionites. They were not Xionites. They were not the
White Huns. They were natives of Bactria, or the Pamirs, or the Kundu Kush. They began as the Hua who were subjects of
the Rouran in the Turfan area. They were a branch of the Yuezhi in the Altai area who merged with the Dinglings, defeated

the Yueban and moved south. They arose near the Aral Sea from a fusion of Massagetae and Alans and moved southeast
under the name of Xionites. They were partly Tibetan or Mongol or Tokharian or Huns who returned east after the fall of
Attila. Kurbanov gives a few other theories and makes no attempt to reconcile them.
Ancient Chinese chroniclers, as well as Procopius, wrote various theories about the origins of the people:
They were descendants of the Yuezhi or Tocharian tribes who remained behind after the rest of the people fled the
Xiongnu;
They were descendants of the Kangju;
They were a branch of the Tiele; or
They were a branch of the Uar.

Older Chinese sources (c. 125) refer to them as Hua or Hudun, and describe the Hephthalites as a tribe living beyond the
Great Wall, in Dzungaria. Chinese chronicles state that they were originally a tribe of the Yuezhi, living to the north of the
Great Wall, and subject to the Rouran (Jwen-Jwen), as were some Turkic peoples at the time. Their original name was Hoa
or Hoa-tun; subsequently they named themselves Ye-tha-i-li-to, or more briefly Ye-tha after their royal family, which
descended from one of the five Yuezhi families which also included the Kushan.
The Hephthalite was a vassal state to the Rouran Khaganate until the beginning of the 5th century. Between Hephthalites
and Rourans were also close contacts, although they had different languages and cultures, and Hephthalites borrowed
much of their political organization from Rourans. In particular, the title "Khan", which according to McGovern was original
to the Rourans, was borrowed by the Hephthalite rulers. The reason for the migration of the Hephthalites southeast was to
avoid a pressure of the Rourans. Further, the Hephthalites defeated the Yuezhi in Bactria and their leader Kidara led the
Yuezhi to the south.

They were said to practice polyandry and artificial cranial deformation. Chinese sources said they worshiped 'foreign gods',
'demons', the 'heaven god' or the 'fire god'. The Gokturks told the Byzantines that they had walled cities. Some Chinese
sources said that they had no cities and lived in tents. Litvinsky tries to resolve this by saying that they were nomads who
moved into the cities they had conquered. There were some government officials but central control was weak and local
dynasties paid tribute.
According to Song Yun, the Chinese Buddhist monk who visited the Hephthalite territory in 540 and "provides accurate
accounts of the people, their clothing, the empresses and court procedures and traditions of the people and he states the
Hephthalites did not recognize the Buddhist religion and they preached pseudo gods, and killed animals for their meat." It is
reported that some Hephthalites often destroyed Buddhist monasteries but these were rebuilt by others. According to
Xuanzang, the third Chinese pilgrim who visited the same areas as Song Yun about 100 years later, the capital of
Chaghaniyan had five monasteries.

According to historian André Wink, "...in the Hephthalite dominion Buddhism was predominant but there was also a
religious sediment of Zoroastrianism and Manichaeism." Balkh had some 100 Buddhist monasteries and 30,000 monks.
Outside the town was a large Buddhist monastery, later known as Naubahar.
It is not clear whether the people called Sveta Huna (White Huns) in Sanskrit were the Hephthalites or a related people, the
Xionites. In the northwest of the Indian subcontinent, the Hephthalites were not distinguished from their immediate
Chionite predecessors; both are known as Huna (Sanskrit: Sveta-Hūna, White Huns). In Ancient India, names such as
Hephthalite were unknown. The Hephthalites were apparently part of, or offshoots of, people known in India as Hunas or
Turushkas.

Historians such as Beckwith, referring to Étienne de la Vaissière, say that the Hephthalites were not necessarily one and the
same as the White Huns (Sveta Huna). According to de la Vaissiere, the Hephthalites are not directly identified in classical
sources alongside that of the White Huns.
The Huna had already established themselves in Afghanistan and the modern province of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa of Pakistan
by the first half of the 5th century, and the Gupta emperor Skandagupta had repelled a Hūna invasion in 455 before the
Hephthalite clan came along. These attacks on the Guptas were therefore probably made by the predecessors of the
Hephthalites, the Kidarites.
India was invaded during the 5th century by a people known in the Indian Subcontinent as the Hunas – including the Alchon
Huns and possibly an alliance broader than the Hephthalites and/or Xionites. The Hunas were initially defeated by Emperor
Skandagupta of the Gupta Empire. By the end of the 5th century, however, the Hunas had overrun the part of the Gupta
Empire that was to their southeast and had conquered Central and North India. Gupta Emperor Bhanugupta defeated the
Hunas under Toramana in 510. The Hunas were driven out of India by the kings Yasodharman and Narasimhagupta, during
the early 6th century.
The Hephthalites had their capital at Badian, modern Kunduz, but the emperor lived in the capital city for just three winter
months, and for the rest of the year, the government seat would move from one locality to another like a camp. The
Hephthalites continued the pressure on ancient India's northwest frontier and broke east by the end of the 5th century,
hastening the disintegration of the Gupta Empire. They made their capital at the city of Sakala, modern Sialkot in Pakistan,
under their Emperor Mihirakula. But later the Huns were defeated and driven out of India by the Indian kings Yasodharman
and Narasimhagupta in the 6th century.

A number of groups in Afghanistan and India may be partly descended from the Hephthalites.
Karluks: The 'Karluks' or Qarlughids reported from near Ghazni in the thirteenth century may have arisen from the
Hephthalites. Others say they were Khalachs, the names being similar in Arabic.
Khalachs: The Khalachs or Khalaj people are first mentioned in the 7th–9th centuries in the area of Kabul and Ghazni.
They spoke Turkic, possibly arose from the Hephthalites and later probably merged into the Ghilzai Pashtuns. Their
descendents may have founded the Khalji dynasty (1290) and the Lodi dynasty (1451) of the Delhi Sultanate.

Abdal is a name associated with the Hephthalites. It is an alternate name for the Äynu people of the Tarim Basin and
appears as a sub-tribe of the Chowdur Turkmen, Kazakhs and Volga Bulgars.
Duranni: The Durrani of Afghanistan were called Abdali before 1747.
Rajputs: The Rajputs may have begun as assimilation of Hephthalites in Indian society.
The Pashtuns began as a union of largely East-Iranian tribes which became the initial ethnic stratum of the Pashtun
ethnogenesis, dates from the middle of the first millennium CE and is connected with the dissolution of the Epthalite (White
Huns) confederacy. ... Of the contribution of the Epthalites (White Huns) to the ethnogenesis of the Pashtuns we find
evidence in the ethnonym of the largest of the Pashtun tribe unions, the Abdali (Durrani after 1747) associated with the
ethnic name of the Epthalites — Abdal. The Siah-posh, the Kafirs (Nuristanis) of the Hindu Kush, called all Pashtuns by a
general name of Abdal still at the beginning of the 19th century.

and believed that the Agnikula myth was invented to conceal their foreign origin. According to this
theory, the Rajputs originated when these invaders were assimilated into the Kshatriya category
during the 6th or 7th century, following the collapse of the Gupta Empire.
While many of these colonial writers propagated this foreign-origin theory in order to legitimise the
colonial rule, the theory was also supported by some Indian scholars, such as D. R. Bhandarkar. The
Indian nationalist historians, such as C. V. Vaidya, believed the Rajputs to be descendants of the
ancient Vedic Aryan Kshatriyas. A third group of historians, which includes Jai Narayan Asopa,
theorized that the Rajputs were Brahmins who became rulers.

Several Indian communities and dynasties have legends of fire-born ancestry. Alf Hiltebeitel theorises that the fire-lineage
legends signify a new class of Kshatriya warriors, as opposed to the earlier warriors who claimed descent from the solar and
lunar lineages mentioned in the ancient texts. Among the clans now known as the Rajputs, the legend might have been
invented by Padmagupta, a 10th-century court poet of the Paramara dynasty. His Nava-Sahasanka-Charita is the earliest
source claiming an Agnivanshi origin for the Paramaras. He might have been motivated by the fact that the Paramaras were
the only royal family in their region without a mythical account of heroic or divine origin. The 16th century Rajput bards
might have extended the legend to include other imperial dynasties, in order to foster Rajput unity against Muslims.
Among the dynasties that are now called Rajputs, the Paramara kings of Malwa were the first to claim an Agnikula ("fire
clan") ancestry. Several inscriptions and literary works composed during the Paramara era mention this legend. The earliest
known source to mention this story is the Nava-sahasanka-charita of the Paramara court poet Padmagupta Parimala. The
Sanskrit-language epic was composed during the reign of Sindhuraja (ca. 997-1010). Its version of the legend is as follows:
The Agnikula legend of Nava-Sahasanka-Charita

On Mount Arbuda (Abu), the priest of Ikshvaku royal house (Vashistha) once made a sacred grove. The son of Gadhi
(Vishvamitra) stole the wish-granting cow of Vashistha, just like Kartavirya Arjuna had once stole the cow of Jamadagni. The
barkcloth on the bosom of Arundhati (Vashistha's wife) became soaked with tears. The earliest of the knowers of Atharva
Veda (Vashistha) then made a fire offering with mantras. A hero with a bow, a crown and golden armour emerged from the
fire. He brought back Vashistha's cow. The grateful owner of the cow named this hero "Paramara" ("slayer of the enemy"),
and gave him the power to rule the entire earth. From this hero, who resembled Manu, sprang the (Paramara) dynasty.

Padmagupta's Nava-sahasanka-charita is based on the life of Sindhuraja, but is of little historical value. The legend is not
mentioned in earlier Paramara inscriptions (such as the Harsola copper plates) or literary works (such as Halayudha's
Mritasanjivani). Therefore, K. N. Seth concludes that Padmagupta invented the legend in late 10th century. By this time, all
of the Paramaras' neighbouring dynasties claimed descent from mythical heroes or gods: the Pratiharas from Lakshmana,
the Chahamanas (Chauhans) from Surya (Sun), the Chaulukyas from Brahma's water pot (chaluka), and the Chandelas from
Chandra (Moon). The Paramaras were the only ones without a legend of mythical origin. This might have motivated
Padmagupta to invent a new legend with Sindhuraja's approval.
The post-Sindhuraja Paramara inscriptions and literary works widely mention the Agnikula myth. The Paramara inscriptions
which mention this legend include the Udapur Prashasti inscription, the Nagpur stone inscription, the Vasantagarh
inscription, the Arthuna inscription of Chamundaraja, the Neminath Jain temple inscription, the Donagaragrama inscription,
the Patnarayan inscription and the Jainad inscription. Tilaka-Manjari by Dhanapala, a contemporary of the Paramara king
Bhoja, also supports this account.
The earliest of the Chauhan inscriptions and literary works do not claim Agnivanshi descent. These sources variously state
that the dynasty's legendary founder Chahamana was born from Indra's eye, in the lineage of the sage Vatsa, in the solar
dynasty and/or during a ritual sacrifice performed by Brahma.
Some recensions of Prithviraj Raso, an epic poem by Chand Bardai, contain a legend similar to the Paramara legend.
However, this version does not present the sages Vashistha and Vishwamitra as rivals. It goes like this:
The Agnikula legend of Prithviraj Raso

One day, Agastya, Gautama, Vashistha, Vishwamitra and other great sages started a major sacrificial ceremony on Arbuda
(Mount Abu). The demons interrupted this ceremony by polluting it with flesh, blood, bones and urine. To get rid of these
demons, Vashistha performed a homa ritual (fire offering) . This led to the appearance of a hero named Pratihara ("doorkeeper"), whom Vashistha placed on the road leading to the palace. After this, a hero named Chalukka appeared from the
hollowed palm (chalu) of Brahma. Next, a third hero appeared whom the sage named Pavara (or Para-mara, "slayer of the
enemy"). However, these three heroes were not able to stop the demons. Vashistha then dug up a new yajna-kunda (fire
pit), and made another offering to the fire, to conjure up a new hero. This four-armed hero held a sword, a shield, a bow
and an arrow. Vashistha named him Chahavana (Chauhan), coronated him with Vedic hymns, and then ordered him to fight
the demons. The sage also requested the goddess Ashapura to help the hero. Chahuhvana killed the demon Yantraketu,

while the goddess killed the demon Dhumraketu. On seeing this, the other demons fled. Pleased with Chahuvana's bravery,
the goddess agreed to be his family deity. Prithviraj Chauhan, the hero of Prithiviraj Raso, was born in this family.
Prithviraj Raso is the earliest source that includes four different Rajput dynasties (not just the Paramaras) in this legend.
Scholars such as Dasharatha Sharma and C. V. Vaidya, who analyzed the earliest available copies of Prithviraj Raso,
concluded that its original recension did not contain this legend at all. The earliest extant copy of Prithviraj Raso, dated to
15th century, contains only one sentence regarding the origin of Chauhan dynasty: it states that Manikya Rai was the first
valiant Chauhan, and he was born from Brahma's sacrifice. R. B. Singh believes that the 16th century poets came up with
the legend to foster Rajput unity against the Mughal emperor Akbar.
Adaptions of the Prithviraj Raso legend occur in later works written under the patronage of the various Chauhan dynasties.
One notable adaption is found in Hammira Raso (1728 CE), which describes the life of Hammira-deva, the Chauhan king of
Ranthambore. It was composed by Jodharaja, a court poet of prince Chandrabhana of Neemrana. Its version of the legend is
as follows:
Parashurama slaughtered Kshatriyas (warriors) 21 times. The only escapees were those who disguised themselves as
women, those who fled leaving behind their swords and those who fell at his feet. The absence of any warriors led to a dark
age, where rakshasas (demons) increased in number, Vedas came to be trampled under feet, and Hinduism was forgotten.
The sages then visited Parashurama's cave on Mount Abu. There, all the gods, men and nāgas assembled and came up with
a plan to destroy the demons. Vashistha erected a fire altar and worshipped Shiva, who appeared before the sages. But the
demons disrupted the ceremony by throwing impurities like blood, flesh and garbage on the altar. Twenty sages, including
their leader Vashistha, then invoked Brahma and Shiva. They erected a new altar and conducted a fresh ceremony, singing
hymns from the Sama Veda. Following this, four sword-bearing warriors emerged from the fire pit, and defeated the
demons. Parashurama and Shakti blessed the newly created heroes. Chohan, one of the heroes, was four-armed. The sage
Bhrigu told him that he would be protected by the goddess Shakti in his endeavours to kill the demons. The goddess
protected Chohan from all dangers: every time he fell at her feet, his strength doubled and he was able to slay the demons.
The goddess came to be known as Ashapuri because she fulfilled the hopes ("asha") of the sages.
A slight variation occurs in the writings of Surya Malla Mishrana, the court poet of Bundi. In this version, the various gods
create the four heroes on Vashistha's request. According to the bardic tale of the Khichi clan of Chauhans, the Parwar
(Paramara) was born from Shiva's essence; the Solankhi (Solanki) or Chaluk Rao (Chaulukya) was born from Brahma's
essence; the Pariyar (Parihar) was born from Devi's essence; and the Chahuvan (Chauhan) was born from the fire. The myth
also appears with some variations in the Sisana inscription of the Chauhans of Bedla, and the Khyat of Nainsi.
Dvyasraya-Mahakavya, an account of the Chaulukya dynasty (Solankis) by Hemachandra (c. 1088-1173 CE), mentions the
Agnikula legend while describing the origin of the Paramaras. The Chaulukyas knew about the Agnikula legend, but
associated it with the Paramaras, not themselves.

The Bhavishya Purana, some of whose portions date as late as the 19th century, also contains the legend with some
variations. In this version, the Kanyakubja Brahmins conducted a sacrifice on Mount Abu to appease Brahma. The recital of
the Vedic mantras produced four Kshatriya heroes: Samavedin Paramara, Yajurvedin Chahumana (Chauhan), Trivedin
Shukla and Atharvavedin Parihara (Pratihara).
Abu'l Fazl mentions another variation of the legend in his Ain-i-Akbari: In 761 BCE, a sage called Mahabaha kindled a flame
and established a fire temple, which started attracting several devotees. Later, the Buddhists, unhappy with these
Brahminical rites, managed to get an order prohibiting this style of worship. The fire temple devotees then prayed to seek a
hero who would overthrow Buddhism and restore their traditional faith. The "Supreme Justice" then conjured a hero from
the now-cold fire temple. This hero, called Dhananjaya (or Dhanji), attained power in a short time and restored the
Brahminical rites. He came to Malwa from Deccan, and established a government there. When his fifth-generation
descendant Putaraja died childless, the nobles elected one Aditya Ponwar as his successor. The Paramara dynasty
descended from Ponwar.
Padmagupta's legend appears to be based on a similar story mentioned in Balakanda of the Ramayana. In this story,
Vishvamitra (initially a Kshatriya) snatches Vashistha's Kamadhenu cow (called "Shabala"). With Vashistha's permission, the
cow creates the non-Indo-Aryan warriors who defeat Vishvamitra's army. These warriors include the Barbaras, the
Kambojas, the Pahlavas, the Shakas, and the Yavanas. The Mahabharata repeats this legend with some variations. In this
version, the stolen cow (called "Nandini") retaliates by creating the various mleccha tribes from different parts of her body.
Seeing the power of the Brahmin Vashistha, Vishvamitra decides to become a Brahmin as well.

Some colonial-era historians interpreted the Agnikula myth to suggest a foreign origin for the Agnivanshi Rajputs. According
to this theory, the foreign ancestors of these Rajputs came to India after the decline of the Gupta Empire around 5th
century CE. They were admitted in the Hindu caste system after performing a fire ritual. James Tod, who relied on bardic
legends, was the first to propose this theory. He speculated that the Agnivashi Rajputs, who were of "good-stature and
fair", could not have descended from the "dark, diminutive and ill-favoured" aboriginal natives of India.
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He proposed that their ancestors were Scythians and other groups residing beyond the Hindu Kush mountains. A. M. T.
Jackson proposed a similar theory, but argued that the Rajputs had originated from Gurjars, who according to him, came to
India as part of invading hordes. The basis for his theory was the Agnivanshi myth, and the prevalence of surnames such as
Pavar (Parmar) and Chavan (Chauhan) among Gurjars. The theory was further supported by other British scholars as well as
some Indian scholars, such as D. R. Bhandarkar. William Crooke theorised that the demons referred to in the Agnikula
legend were Buddhist rivals of the Brahmins. He argued that the Kshatriya descent was based on status rather than
descent, and therefore Brahmins conducted a purification or initiation fire ritual to raise the status of foreign warriors who
helped them repress the Buddhists.

The foreign-origin theory has been criticised by several later scholars. Alf Hiltebeitel states that the colonial historians saw
the foreign-origin theory as a way of justifying their own colonial invasion. R. B. Singh criticises Indian supporters of the
theory for having failed to see the "subtle game" of the colonial historians.
Hiltebeitel argues that the Ramayana story cannot be the origin of the Agnikula myth, because it has nothing to do with
birth from fire. There are other mythological legends involving sages and birth of warriors, which do not support the
foreign-origin theory. For example, the Ramayana also mentions that Vashistha and Rishyasringa performed a ceremony
that resulted in the birth of Rama and his three brothers. The Pratisarga-Parvan of Bhavishya Purana mentions a legend
according to which the Brahmins destroyed the mlecchas by pulling them into a sacrificial fire pit (rather than creating them
from it). Besides, the fire-origin legend is not unique to the Rajputs. There are several south Indian legends of fire-born
dynasties and communities:
The Tamil work Purananuru, which predates the Paramaras, mentions a fire-born chief: the ruler of Tuvarai (identified with
Dvārakā). This ruler, who was an ancestor of Pulikatimal Irunkovel of Arayam, came out of "the sacrificial fire-pit of the
Rishi".
An inscription issued during the reign of Kulothunga Chola III (r. c. 1178-1218 CE) also mentions a fire-born legend.
According to it, the Idangai ("left-hand") castes were created from the agni-kunda (fire pit) to protect the sacrificial
ceremony of the sage Kashyapa. They migrated from Antarvedi to the Chola country as attendants of migrant Brahmins,
during the reign of the emperor Arindama.
The legends of the Telugu speaking castes Balijas (including their offshoots Kavarais and Janappans) and Togatas claim that
their ancestors were born from sacrificial fire-pits.

A Vanniyar legend claims that their ancestor Rudra Vanniya Maharaja (or Vira-Vanniyan) was born from the flames of a fire
sacrifice. This sacrifice was performed by the sage Jambava (also Champuva or Shambhu) to ward off the demons Vatapi
and Mahi. Vira-Vanniyan had fours sons, and his family defeated the demons with the help of the goddess Durga.
The 15th century Tamil Mahabharata of Villiputtur Alvar makes three references to Agnivanshi (fire), Suryavanshi (solar)
and Chandravanshi (lunar) dynasties. One particular segment describes the Chola king as from the solar dynasty, the
Pandyan king as from the lunar dynasty and the Chera king as from the fire dynasty. The more ancient Silappatikaram
alludes to the solar ancestry of the Cholas and the lunar ancestry of the Pandyas, but remains silent on the ancestry of the
Cheras. The Tiruvilayatar Puranam (or Thiruvilaiyadal puranam), possibly from the 17th century, repeats the Villiputtur
Alvar's account.

Hiltebeitel notes that the common theme among all these "fire-origin" legends is not the theft of a cow: rather, it is the
creation of a new order of Kshatriyas (as opposed to the traditional solar and lunar Kshatriyas mentioned in the ancient
sources). Hiltebeitel further theorises that the Agnikula myth is of south Indian origin, and may have been transmitted to
northern India by the feudatories of the Pallavas and the Chalukyas. He suggests that the Tamil-language Silappatikaram
legend is "an Agnikula myth waiting to be realized". It mentions solar and lunar ancestry of the Cholas and Pandyas
respectively, but remains silent on the ancestry of the Cheras. According to a legend in this text, after the destruction of the
Chola and the Pandya capitals (the latter by agni or fire), it is the Chera king who redeems the royals by establishing the
worship of Kannagi. Besides the south Indian legends of fire-origin, Hiltebeitel also connects the Chaulukyas (Solanki
Rajputs) to the south Indian Chalukyas of Kalyani in his support. Before the popularisation of the Agnikula myth, both these
dynasties claimed origin from Brahma's chaluka (folded palm or water-pot). The Guhilot Rajputs of Mewar as well as the
Chaulukyas of Gujarat are known to have employed Brahmins from Deccan for fabricating their myths of origin. D. C. Sircar
also suggested that the Paramara court poet Padmagupta might also have been a native of southern India. According to
Paramara inscriptions, his patron Vakpati Munja had achieved military successes in southern India.

According to K. N. Seth, the foreign-origin theory is weakened by the fact that the Agnikula legend is not mentioned in the
earliest of the Paramara records (such as the Harsola copper plates). Moreover, the earliest Paramara-era accounts do not
mention the other Rajput clans as fire-born. The early Chauhan dynasties were centered around Ajmer-Pushkar region, and
their association with Mount Abu is a later invention.
R. B. Singh argues that if the ancestors of Rajputs were the Indo-Aryan natives of north-western India, Tod's claim of stark
differences between the appearances of the Scythians and the natives is misleading, as both the groups have IndoEuropean origins.
Kshatriya ; from Sanskrit kṣatra, "rule, authority") is one of the four varna (social orders) of the Hindu society. The Sanskrit
term kṣatriyaḥ is used in the context of Vedic society wherein members were organised into four classes: kshatriya,
brahmin, vaishya and shudra. As per the caste system, after Brahmin, Kshatriya is regarded as the second highest caste.

Traditionally, the kshatriya constituted the ruling and military class. Their role was to protect their interests by fighting in
wartime and governing in peacetime.

The administrative machinery in the Rig Vedic period was headed by a tribal chief called Rajan whose position was not
hereditary. The king was elected in a tribal assembly, which included women, called Samiti. The Rajan protected the tribe
and cattle; was assisted by a priest; and did not maintain a standing army, though in the later period the rulership appears
to have risen as a class. The concept of fourfold varna system was non-existent.
The hymn Purusha Sukta to the Rigveda describes the symbolic creation of the four varna-s through cosmic sacrifice (yajña).
Some scholars consider the Purusha Sukta to be a late interpolation into the Rigveda based on the neological character of
the composition, as compared to the more archaic style of the vedic literature. Since not all Indians were fully regulated
under the varna in the vedic society, the Purusha Sukta was supposedly composed in order to secure vedic sanction for the
heredity caste scheme. An alternate explanation is that the word 'Shudra' does not occur anywhere else in the Rig-veda
except the Purusha Sukta, leading some scholars to believe the Purusha Sukta was a composition of the later Rig-vedic
period itself to denote, legitimise and sanctify an oppressive and exploitative class structure that had already come into
existence then.
Although the Purusha Sukta uses the term rajanya, not kshatriya, it is considered the first instance in the Vedic texts that
now remained where four social classes are mentioned for the first time together. Usage of the term Rajanya possibly
indicates the 'kinsmen of the rajan' (i.e., kinsmen of the ruler) had emerged as a distinct social group then, such that by the
end of the vedic period, the term rajanya was replaced by kshatriya; where rajanya stresses kinship with the rajan and
kshatriya denotes power over a specific domain. The term rajanya unlike the word kshatriya essentially denoted the status
within a lineage. Whereas kshatra, means "ruling; one of the ruling order".

Gautama Buddha was born into a kshatriya Shakya family.
Jaiswal points out the term Brahman rarely occurs in the Rig-veda with the exception of the Purusha Sukta and may not
have been used for the priestly class. Based on the authority of Panini, Patanjali, Katyayana and the Mahabharata, Jayaswal
believes that Rajanya was the name of political people and that the Rajanyas were, therefore, a democracy (with an elected
ruler). Some examples were the Andhaka and Vrsni Rajanyas who followed the system of elected rulers. Ram Sharan
Sharma details how the central chief was elected by various clan chiefs or lineage chiefs with increasing polarisation
between the rajanya (aristocracy helping the ruler) and the vis (peasants) leading to a distinction between the chiefs as a
separate class (raja, rajanya, kshatra, kshatriya) on one hand and vis (clan peasantry) on the other hand.
The term kshatriya comes from kshatra and implies temporal authority and power which was based less on being a
successful leader in battle and more on the tangible power of laying claim to sovereignty over a territory, and symbolizing
ownership over clan lands. This later gave rise to the idea of kingship. The Srimad Bhagavata Gita has the following quoted
lines by Sri Krishna:

Kshatriya never flees from the war, he shows bravery, skill, chivalry and patience in the face of war. Donation to the society
and protecting citizens (Kshatra duty) are the norms of a Kshatriya.
In the period of the Brahmanas (800 BCE to 700 BCE) there was ambiguity in the position of the varna. In the Panchavimsha
Brahmana, the Rajanya are placed first, followed by Brahmana then Vaishya. In Shatapatha Brahmana, the Kshatriya are
placed second. In Shatapatha Brahmana the order is—Brahmana, Vaishya, Rajanya, Shudra. The order of the brahmanical
tradition—Brahmana, Kshatriya, Vaishya, Shudra—became fixed from the time of dharmasutras (450 BCE to 100 BCE). The
kshatriya were often considered pre-eminent in Buddhist circles. Even among Hindu societies they were sometimes at
rivalry with the Brahmins, but they generally acknowledged the superiority of the priestly class.
----
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In rituals, the nyagrodha (Ficus indica or India fig or banyan tree) danda, or staff, is assigned to the kshatriya class, along
with a mantra, intended to impart physical vitality or 'ojas'.
The Vedas do not mention kshatriya (or varma) of any vansha (lineage). The lineages of the Itihasa-Purana tradition are:
Suryavanshi (solar line); and Chandravanshi or Somavanshi (lunar line).
There are other lineages, such as the Agnivanshi, in which an eponymous ancestor rises out of Agni (fire), and Nagavanshi
(snake-born), claiming descent from the Nāgas. The Nagavanshi, not attested in the Itihasa-Purana tradition, were Naga
tribes whose origin can be found in scriptures.
The Nagavanshi were rulers from the Indian subcontinent, in the area of present-day Indian states of Madhya Pradesh,
Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand and Odisha. Nagavanshi is a house of warriors claiming descendancy from Nagas. The Nagas were
mentioned as an snake-worshipping tribe of ancient India.
Nagavanshi are one of the five principal houses of the Kshatriya varna, or warrior–ruling caste. Chandravanshi (Lunar
dynasty) claim descent from the moon (Soma or Chandra), while the other principal houses, the Solar Dynasty (Suryavanshi)
claims descent from the sun (surya) and Rishivanshi from Brahmin Rishs, Agnivansha claim descent from Agni, the Vedic god
of fire, Nagvanshi claim descent from Nagas. Nairs and Ezhavas of Kerala and some Jats of north India are claimed to be the
Nagavanshis.

According to Hindu mythology, the Lunar dynasty is one of the four principal houses of the Kshatriya varna, or warrior–
ruling caste. This legendary dynasty was said to be descended from moon-related deities (Soma or Chandra).
According to the Mahabharata, the dynasty's progenitor Ila ruled from Prayag, while his son Shashabindu ruled in the
country of Bahli.
Ila's descendants, the Ailas (also known as Chandravansha), were a dynasty of kings of ancient India. Pururavas, the son of
Budha was the founder of this dynasty.
Several Chandravanshi castes and communities in modern India, such as the Rawani / Chandravanshi Kshatriya, Sainis of
Punjab Province, Yadav, Ayar Chudasama, Jadeja, Bhatti Jats, Bhatti Rajputs, Jadaun, and Ahir claim descent from Yadu.

Saini (About this soundpronunciation (help·info)) is a caste of North India who were traditionally landowners (zamindars)
and farmers.Sainis claim to be descendants of a king, Shurasena, as well as of Krishna and Porus, Saini is a Rajput descent
warrior caste of India. Sainis trace their descent from Rajputs of the Yaduvanshi Shurasena lineage and are related to the
ancient Shoorsaini clan, noted in Puranic literature. The 1901 census noted that people using the Shoorsaini name were by
then found in Punjab, Haryana, Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, utter predesh, uttarakhand and Delhi.
Sainis were a statutory agricultural tribe and a designated martial race during the British Raj era that followed the Indian
Rebellion of 1857.
Sainis profess in both Hinduism and Sikhism. They have a national organisation called Saini Rajput Mahasabha located in
Delhi, established in 1920.

SAINI'S are a kshatriya clan belonging to the CHANDRAVANSHI KSHATRIYA's, a branch of the warrior class. In a high court
judgement in punjab the court ruled that this is a KSHATRIYA community and should be known as saini kshatriya's. Sainis
claim descent from Sura & his grand father Rajan Saini. Sura was the grand father of Lord Krishna. Saini (Rajan Saini) was
the grand father of Satyaki of Mahabharat. Sura & Saini were cousins (as recorded in the Mahabharat). Together they ruled
the republic: Andhaka-Vrishni. This was the first known democracy in India. These Kings later adopted the title of Raja
Sursen or Sura-Sena, a name adopted from the country they ruled. Satyaki, the grand son of Rajan Saini, ruled the Sura-Sen
kingdom in the north-west of India. Rajan Saini founded Saini vansh, which is one of the eleven vanshas of Yadus and one of
the tribes of the Yadavas.
The Sainis of Jalandhar and Hoshiarpur districts claim to be the descendants of the Rajputs of the Yaduvanshi or Surasena
lineage who ruled these kingdoms, who came to these areas to avoid forced conversion to Islam.

Yadav refers to a grouping of traditionally mainly non-elite, peasant-pastoral communities or castes in India and Nepal that
since the 19th and 20th centuries have claimed descent from the mythological King Yadu as a part of a movement of social
and political resurgence.
The term Yadav now covers many traditional peasant-pastoral castes such as Ahirs of the Hindi belt and the Gavli of
Maharashtra.
Traditionally, Yadav groups were linked to cattle raising and as such, were outside the formal caste system. Since the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the Yadav movement has worked to improve the social standing of its
constituents, through Sanskritisation, active participation in the Indian and British armed forces, expansion of economic
opportunities to include other, more prestigious business fields, and active participation in politics. Yadav leaders and
intellectuals have often focused on their claimed descent from Yadu, and from Krishna, which they argue confers kshatriya
status upon them, and effort has been invested in recasting the group narrative to emphasise kshatriya-like valour,
however, the overall tenor of their movement has not been overtly egalitarian in the context of the larger Indian caste
system.

The term Yadav (or sometimes Yadava) has been interpreted to mean a descendant of Yadu, who is a mythological king.
Using "very broad generalisations", Jayant Gadkari says that it is "almost certain" from analysis of the Puranas that
Andhaka, Vrishni, Satvata and Abhira were collectively known as Yadavas and worshipped Krishna. Gadkari further notes of
these ancient works that "It is beyond dispute that each of the Puranas consists of legends and myths ... but what is
important is that, within that framework certain value system is propounded".
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Lucia Michelutti notes that
At the core of the Yadav community lies a specific folk theory of descent, according to which all Indian pastoral castes are
said to descend from the Yadu dynasty (hence the label Yadav) to which Krishna (a cowherder, and supposedly a Kshatriya)
belonged. ... [there is] a strong belief amongst them that all Yadavs belong to Krishna's line of descent, the Yadav
subdivisions of today being the outcome of a fission of an original and undifferentiated group.
Historians such as P. M. Chandorkar have used epigraphical and similar evidence to argue that Ahirs and Gavlis are
representative of the ancient Yadavas and Abhiras mentioned in Sanskrit works.
There are several communities that coalesce to form the Yadavs. Christophe Jaffrelot has remarked that
The term 'Yadav' covers many castes which initially had different names: Ahir in the Hindi belt, Punjab and Gujarat, Gavli
in Maharashtra, Gola in Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka etc. Their traditional common function, all over India, was that of
herdsmen, cowherds and milksellers.
However, Jaffrelot has also said that most of the modern Yadavs are cultivators, mainly engaged in tilling the land, and less
than one third of the population are occupied in raising cattle or the milk business.
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M. S. A. Rao had earlier expressed the same opinion as Jaffrelot, and noted that the traditional association with cattle,
together with the belief in descent from Yadu, defines the community. According to David Mandelbaum, the association of
the Yadav (and their constituent castes, Ahir and Gwala) with cattle has impacted on their commonly viewed ritual status
(varna) as Shudra, although the community's members often claim the higher status of Kshatriya. The Shudra status is
explained by the nomadic nature of herdsmen, which constrained the ability of other groups in the varna system to validate
the adherence to practices of ritual purity; by their involvement in castration of the animals, which was considered to be a
ritually polluting act; and because the sale of milk, as opposed to personal use thereof, was thought to represent economic
gain from a sacrosanct product.

/
/ The oldest and most comprehensive record we have on India comes from Megasthenes, the Greek
ambassador from the court of the Seleucid Emperor to that of Chandragupta Maurya. He wrote the Indika, a description of India, based on
his sojourn. Megasthenes was a companion of Alexander of Macedon on his short-lived invasion of North Western India and had lived with
Sibyrtius, the satrap of Arachosia, after Alexander’s death and during the fight of the Diadochi. On the establishment of friendly relations
between Chandragupta and Seleucus, he was sent as an ambassador to Chandragupta’s court by the latter.
Sandrocottus has been mentioned by him in the Indika and has been identified with Chandragupta Maurya, placing the book squarely in
fourth century BCE. (A caveat: the dating and chronology of Ancient Indian history is based on some seminal but problematic identifications
which merit separate study).
Strabo, Arrianus and Klemens of Alexandria tell us most of what we know about Megasthenes’ life. Klemens informs us that he was a
contemporary of Seleucus, Strabo that he was sent to Chandragupta Maurya’ s court at Pataliputra and Arrian that he lived with Sibyrtius
at Arachosia, and frequently visited Chandragupta’s court. Reportedly, he had even met Chandragupta himself.
Indika itself, modelled on Hekataios’ Aegyptiaka , was either in the Attic or Ionian dialect and was divided into four sections. Megasthenes
wrote down descriptions of the country, its soil, climate, animals, plants, government, religion, manners of the people, arts, etc. In short, a
detailed description from the king to the remotest tribe.

According to Lucia Michelutti:
... Yadavs constantly trace their caste predispositions and skills to descent, and in doing so they affirm their
distinctiveness as a caste. For them, caste is not just appellation but quality of blood . This view is not recent. The Ahirs
(today Yadavs) had a lineage view of caste that was based on a strong ideological model of descent. This descent-based
kinship structure was also linked to a specific Kshatriya and their religious tradition centred on Krishna mythology and
pastoral warrior hero-god cults.

Bundi, 1900
By the end of the nineteenth century, some Yadavs had become successful cattle traders and others had been awarded
government contracts to care for cattle.
Jaffrelot believes that the religious connotations of their connections to the cow and Krishna were seized upon by those
Yadavs seeking to further the process of Sanskritisation, and that it was Rao Bahadur Balbir Singh, a descendant of the last
Abhira dynasty to be formed in India, who spearheaded this. Singh established the Ahir Yadav Kshatriya Mahasabha (AYKM)
in 1910, which at once asserted that its Ahir constituents were of Kshatriya ritual rank in the varna system, descended from
Yadu (as was Krishna), and really known as Yadavs. The organisation claimed support from the facts that various Raj
ethnologists had earlier claimed a connection between the Ahir and the Abhira, and because their participation in recent
events such as the Indian Rebellion of 1857 had demonstrated that Ahirs were good fighters.
The process of Sanskritisation often included creating a history. The first such for the Yadavs was written in the late
nineteenth century by Vithal Krishnaji Khedkar, a schoolteacher who became private secretary to a Maharajah. In 1959,
Khedekar's work was published by his son, Raghunath Vithal Khedkar, who was a surgeon, under the title The Divine
Heritage of the Yadavas. There has been subsequent work to develop his ideas, notably by K. C. Yadav and J. N. Singh Yadav.

Khedekar's history made the claim that Yadavs were descendants of the Abhira tribe and that the modern Yadavs were the
same community referred to as dynasties in the Mahabharata and Puranas. Describing the work of the Khedekars as "a
well-edited and well-produced volume", Mandelbaum notes that the Yadavs
Bhati (also spelled Bhatti) is a clan of Rajputs and Gurjars found in India and Pakistan. The Bhatti Rajputs (also known as
Bargala) claim Chandravanshi origin.
The original name of the Bhati clan was Yadav, reflecting their descent from Lord Krishna and the Yadu or Yadav.

Bhati Rajputs ruled Jaisalmer in the 12th century. These people were camel riders, warriors and fond of cattle herding as
well as hunting. Being located deep in the desert, Jaisalmer escaped direct Muslim conquest during the Muslim expansion
in India but were eventually defeated by the Muslims nonetheless.
Some Bhatis were nomadic cattle-keepers. In the years preceding the Indian rebellion of 1857, these groups lost land by
decisions made by the British East India Company, which assigned to Jat peasants grazing lands formerly frequented by the
Bhatis in the Delhi and Haryana regions. The British were not enamoured of nomadic tribes, whom they thought exacted
protection in the areas that they visited, and the policies of land reform were designed in part to limit this mobility.
At least some of the Bhati Rajput of Rajasthan were among the communities that practised female infanticide between
1883-1998. One princess, a daughter of the Hindu Bhati Rajput ruling family in Dipalpur, was married to Salar Rajab, a
Muslim ruler, and gave birth to Firuz Shah Tughlaq. This was one of several examples of inter-religious royal marriage
alliances during the period of Turkic Muslim rule in India. Rajput Bhati princesses were also married into the royal family of
Jodhpur.

In Jaisalmer, the Bhati clan sometimes refer to themselves as the Yadavpati, reflecting their claimed mythological descent
from Krishna and the Yadu or Yadav.
Being one of the few Rajput clans to convert to Islam in the 12th century the Bhatti's began to lose their nomadic traditions
and proceeded to purchase the lands they once grazed their animals on. However, in the years preceding the Indian
rebellion of 1857, many of these groups lost land due decisions made by the British East India Company, which resulted in
lands formerly owned by the Bhatti's to be given to other more farming orientated castes; namely Jatt and Cheema
families.
At least some of the Bhatti Rajputs of Rajasthan were among the communities that practised female infanticide between
1883–1998. One princess, a daughter of the Muslim Bhati Jatt family in Dipalpur, was married to Salar Rajab, a Turkic
Muslim ruler, and gave birth to Firuz Shah Tughlaq. This was one of several examples of inter-religious royal marriage
alliances during the period of Turkic Muslim rule in the Indian subcontinent. Rajput Bhati princesses were also married into
the royal family of Jodhpur.

In some parts of modern Pakistan, especially in the Northern and Central Punjab, low-caste doms (or Mirasi
singers/dancers) now also call themselves 'Bhattis'; a fact deeply resented by the authentic Bhatti Rajputs of Rajasthan.
The Sikh Sidhu Jatt rulers of Patiala and Nabha also claim to Bhattis and descendants of Rawal Jaisal. Geographically, the
Sidhu are from the Punjab region of India.

The Ikshvaku dynasty, in Puranic literature, was a dynasty founded by the legendary king Ikshvaku. Ikshvaku, literally
means "sugarcane". The dynasty is also known as Sūryavaṁśa (the Solar dynasty). Lord Rama belonged to the Ikshavaku
dynasty. Twenty-two out of the twenty-four Jain Tirthankara belonged to this dynasty. Rishabha is present in both Hindu as
well as Jain mythology. Both refers to the same person. According to the Buddhist texts, Prince Siddhartha belonged to this
dynasty.
The important personalities belonging to this royal house are Mandhatri , Muchukunda , Ambarisha , Bharata Chakravartin,
Bahubali, Harishchandra, Dilīpa, Sagara, Raghu, Rama and Pasenadi. Although, both the Hindu Puranas and the Buddhist
texts include Shuddodhana, Gautama Buddha and Rahula in their accounts of the Ikshvaku dynasty, but according to the
Buddhist texts, Mahasammata, an ancestor of Ikshvaku was the founder of this dynasty, who was elected by the people as
the first king of the present era. According to the Puranas, supreme preceptor of the Ikshvaku dynasty was sage Vashishta.

In Hinduism, Ikshvaku, is the grandson of Vivasvan or Surya and son of Vaivasvata Manu. They ruled from the Kosala
Kingdom, today known as Awadh in the state of Uttar Pradesh along the banks of river Sarayu with saketa, Ayodhya today
as their capital. Ikshvaku is the first king who executed the Manusmrti or religious rules of Hindu living which were
composed by his father Manu. Ikshvaku, ruled as Monarch at the beginning of the Kritha Yuga or First yuga, had hundred
sons. His estates descended to his eldest son Vikukshi.
The lists of kings of Ikṣvāku or Aikṣvāka dynasty are found in the Ramayana, the Mahabharata, the Harivamsha and the
Puranas. The Raghuvamsha of Kalidasa also mentions the names of the kings of this dynasty.
The genealogy of the Ikshvaku dynasty to Rama is mentioned in the Ramayana in two lists. The only difference between the
two lists is that, Kukshi is mentioned only in the second list. In the first list, Vikukshi is mentioned as the son of Ikshavaku.
The descendants of Vikukshi are known as Vikauwa.

However, recent research suggests that the Rajputs came from a variety of ethnic and geographical
backgrounds. The root word "rajaputra" (literally "son of a king") first appears as a designation for
royal officials in the 11th century Sanskrit inscriptions. According to some scholars, it was reserved
for the immediate relatives of a king; others believe that it was used by a larger group of high-ranking
men. Over time, the derivative term "Rajput" came to denote a hereditary political status, which was
not necessarily very high: the term could denote a wide range of rank-holders, from an actual son of

a king to the lowest-ranked landholder. Before the 15th century, the term "Rajput" was associated
with people of mixed-caste origin, and was therefore considered inferior in rank to "Kshatriya".

Gradually, the term Rajput came to denote a social class, which was formed when the various tribal
and nomadic groups became landed aristocrats, and transformed into the ruling class.
These groups assumed the title "Rajput" as part of their claim to higher social positions and ranks.
The early medieval literature suggests that this newly formed Rajput class comprised people from
multiple castes.
Thus, the Rajput identity is not the result of a shared ancestry. Rather, it emerged when different
social groups of medieval India sought to legitimize their newly acquired political power by claiming
Kshatriya status.
These groups started identifying as Rajput at different times, in different ways.
Scholarly opinions differ on when the term Rajput acquired hereditary connotations and came to
denote a clan-based community.
Historian Brajadulal Chattopadhyaya, based on his analysis of inscriptions (primarily from Rajasthan),
believed that by the 12th century, the term "rajaputra" was associated with fortified settlements,
kin-based landholding, and other features that later became indicative of the Rajput status.
According to Chattopadhyaya, the title acquired "an element of heredity" from c. 1300. A later study
by of 11th-14th century inscriptions from western and central India, by Michael B. Bednar, concludes
that the designations such as "rajaputra", "thakkura" and "rauta" were not necessarily hereditary
during this period.
During its formative stages, the Rajput class was quite assimilative and absorbed people from a wide
range of lineages.
However, by the late 16th century, it had become genealogically rigid, based on the ideas of blood
purity.
The membership of the Rajput class was now largely inherited rather than acquired through military
achievements.
A major factor behind this development was the consolidation of the Mughal Empire, whose rulers
had great interest in genealogy.
s the various Rajput chiefs became Mughal feudatories, they no longer engaged in major conflicts
with each other.
his decreased the possibility of achieving prestige through military action, and made hereditary
prestige more important.
The word "Rajput" thus acquired its present-day meaning in the 16th century. During 16th and 17th
centuries, the Rajput rulers and their bards (charans) sought to legitimize the Rajput socio-political
status on the basis of descent and kinship. They fabricated genealogies linking the Rajput families to
the ancient dynasties, and associated them with myths of origins that established their Kshatriya

status. This led to the emergence of what Indologist Dirk Kolff calls the "Rajput Great Tradition",
which accepted only hereditary claims to the Rajput identity, and fostered a notion of eliteness and
exclusivity.

The legendary epic poem Prithviraj Raso, which depicts warriors from several different Rajput clans
as associates of Prithviraj Chauhan, fostered a sense of unity among these clans. The text thus
contributed to the consolidation of the Rajput identity by offering these clans a shared history.
Despite these developments, migrant soldiers made new claims to the Rajput status until as late as
the 19th century. In the 19th century, the colonial administrators of India re-imagined the Rajputs as
similar to the Anglo-Saxon knights. They compiled the Rajput genealogies in the process of settling
land disputes, surveying castes and tribes, and writing history. These genealogies became the basis of
distinguishing between the "genuine" and the "spurious" Rajput clans.
The Rajput kingdoms were disparate: loyalty to a clan was more important than allegiance to the
wider Rajput social grouping, meaning that one clan would fight another. This and the internecine
jostling for position that took place when a clan leader (raja) died meant that Rajput politics were
fluid and prevented the formation of a coherent Rajput empire.

The first major Rajput kingdom was the Sisodia-ruled kingdom of Mewar. However, the term
"Rajput" has also been used as an anachronistic designation for the earlier Hindu dynasties that
succeeded the Gurjara-Pratiharas, such as the Chahamanas (of Shakambhari, Nadol and Jalor), the
Tomaras, the Chaulukyas, the Paramaras, the Gahadavalas, and the Chandelas. These dynasties

confronted the Ghaznavid and Ghurid invaders during the 11th and 12th centuries. Although the
Rajput identity did not exist at this time, these lineages were classified as aristocratic Rajput clans in
the later times.
The Sisodia are an Indian Rajput clan, who claim Suryavanshi lineage. A dynasty belonging to this clan ruled over the
kingdom of Mewar in Rajasthan. The name of the clan is also transliterated as Sesodia, Shishodia, Sishodia, Shishodya,
Sisodya, Sisodhya or Sisodiya.

The Sisodia dynasty traced its ancestry to Rahapa, a son of the 12th century Guhila king Ranasimha. The main branch of the
Guhila dynasty ended with their defeat against the Khalji dynasty at the Siege of Chittorgarh (1303). Some years later, the
Sisodias took control of the former Guhila capital Chittor.
Sisodias, like many other Rajput clans, claim origin from the legendary Suryavansha or solar dynasty. Rajprashasti
Mahakavyam, a 17th-century laudatory text commissioned by Mewar's ruler Rana Raj Singh, contains a partly mythical,
partly legendary and partly historical genealogy of the Sisodias. The work was authored by Ranchhod Bhatt, a Telangana
Brahmin whose family received regular gifts from the Sisodias. The genealogy traces the dynasty's origin to the rulers of
Ayodhya, starting with Manu, who was succeeded by several emperors from the Ikshvaku dynasty, such as Rama. One ruler
Vijaya left Ayodhya for "the south" as per a heavenly command (the exact place of his settlement is not mentioned). He was
succeeded by 14 rulers whose names end in the suffix –aditya ("sun"). Grahaditya, the last of these, established a new
dynasty called Grahaputra (that is, the Guhila dynasty). His eldest son Vashapa is said to have conquered Chitrakuta
(modern Chittor) in 8th century, and adopted the title Rawal, thanks to a boon from Shiva.
Grahaditya and Vashapa (better known as Bappa Rawal) are both popular figures in the Rajasthani folklore. Their successors
include people who are known to be historical figures. According to the Rajprashasti genealogy, one of these – Samar Singh
– married Prithi, the sister of Prithviraj Chauhan. His grandson Rahapa adopted the title Rana (monarch). Rahapa's
descendants spent some time at a place called Sisoda, and therefore, came to be known as "Sisodia".
According to Persian text Maaser-al-Omra, the Sisodia Ranas of Udaipur originated from Noshizad, son of Noshirwan-i-Adil,
the eldest daughter of Yazdegerd III.
The most notable Sisodia rulers were Rana Hamir (r. 1326-64), Rana Kumbha (r. 1433-68), Rana Sanga (r.1508–1528) and
Rana Pratap (r. 1572-97). The Bhonsle clan, to which the Maratha Empire’s founder Shivaji belonged, also claimed descent
from a branch of the royal Sisodia family. Similarly, Rana dynasty of Nepal also claimed descent from Ranas of Mewar.

According to the Sisodia chronicles, when the Delhi Sultan Alauddin Khalji attacked Chittorgarh in 1303, the Sisodia men
performed saka (fighting to death), while their women committed jauhar (self-immolation in preference to becoming
enemy captives). This was repeated twice: when Bahadur Shah of Gujarat besieged Chittorgarh in 1535, and when the
Mughal emperor Akbar conquered it in 1567.

Frequent skirmishes with the Mughals greatly reduced the Sisodia power and the size of their kingdom. The Sisodias
ultimately accepted the Mughal suzerainty, and some even fought in the Mughal army. However, the art and literary works
commissioned by the subsequent Sisodia rulers emphasised their pre-Mughal past. The Sisodias were the last Rajput
dynasty to form an alliance with the Mughals, and unlike other Rajput clans, never intermarried with the Mughal imperial
family. Women from other Rajput clans that had marital relations with the Mughals were disallowed from marrying with
the Sisodias. The Sisodias cultivated an elite identity distinct from other Rajput clans through the poetic legends, eulogies
and visual arts commissioned by them. James Tod, an officer of the British East India Company, relied on these works for his
book Annals and Antiquities of Rajas'han. His widely read work further helped spread the views of the Sisodias as a superior
Rajput clan in colonial and post-colonial India. Tod's work is now considered to be unreliable.

The Bhonsle (or Bhonsale, Bhosale, Bhosle) are a prominent group within the Maratha clan system. Traditionally a warrior
clan, some members served as rulers of several states in India, the most prominent being Shivaji, the founder of the
Maratha Empire which opposed the rule of Mughal Empire in Indian subcontinent. His successors ruled as chhatrapatis
(maharajas) from their capital at Satara, although de facto rule of the empire passed to the Peshwas, the Maratha
hereditary chief ministers, during the reign of Shahu I. In addition to the Bhonsle chhatrapatis of Satara, rulers of the
Bhonsle clan established themselves as junior branch of chhatrapatis at Kolhapur, and as maharajas of Nagpur in modernday Maharashtra in the 18th century.
After the British defeat of the Marathas in the Third Anglo-Maratha War in 1818, the four Bhonsle dynasties continued as
rulers of their princely states, acknowledging British suzerainty while retaining local autonomy. The states of Satara,
Thanjavur, and Nagpur came under direct British rule in the mid-nineteenth century when their rulers died without male
heirs, although the British allowed titular adoptions to take place. Kolhapur state remained autonomous until India's
independence in 1947, when the rulers acceded to the Indian government.
Akkalkot State, Sawantwadi State and Barshi were amongst other prominent states ruled by the Bhonsles.

The Bhonsles originated among the populations of the Deccani tiller-plainsmen who were known by the names Kunbi and
Maratha.

/

/

/ The Sati of Ramabai, Wife of Madhavrao Peshwa (reigned 1761-1772) Pune, circa 1772-1775

At the time of coronation of Shivaji, Bhonsles claimed their origin from Suryavanshi Sisodia Rajput. Allison Busch, Professor
at the University of Columbia states that Shivaji was not a Kshatriya as required and hence had to postpone the coronation
until 1674 and hired Gaga Bhatt to trace his ancestry back to the Sisodias. While the preparations for the coronations were
in process, Bhushan, a poet, wrote a poem about this genealogy claimed by Bhatt in "Shivrajbhushan". Using this example,
Busch shows how even poetry was an "important instrument of statecraft" at the time. Some scholars suggest that Pandit
Gaga Bhatt was secured in charge of authoritatively declaring him a Kshatriya. He was made a compliant, and he accepted
the Bhonsle pedigree as fabricated by the secretary Balaji Avji, and declared that Rajah was a Kshatriya, descended from the
Maharanas of Udaipur. The Brahman acknowledgement of Kshatriyahood is therefore taken as political. The passage from
the Dutch records suggest the plausibility of this argument. The report of Shivaji's coronation in the contemporary Dutch
East India Company archives indicates that Shivaji's claim was contested twice at the ceremony itself. Firstly the Brahmins
did not want to grant him the status of Kshatriya and then they refused him the recitation of the Vedas, indicating Shivaji
was admitted to the fold of the higher varnas as far as the sign of the sacred thread was concerned, but restricted in their
use of the concomitant ritual rights including the recitation of the Vedas. Historians such as Surendra Nath Sen and V. K.
Rajwade reject the Sisodia origin by citing the temple inscription of Math, dated to 1397 A.D and holds the view that the
genealogy was forged by Shivaji's men. According to R. C. Dhere, Bhonsles are descendants of the founder of Shikhar, Balip.
He argues that the name Bhonsle is linguistically descended from 'Hoysala'. There is a branch of Bhonsle clan extant in
Maharashtra that goes by the name 'Śirsāṭ Bhosale' and Balip's full name, from inscriptional sources cited by Dhere, was
'Baliyeppā Gopati Śirsāṭ'. Some Mudhol firmans in the possession of the Rajah of Mudhol claim the descent of the
Ghorpades under the Adil Shahs and the Bhonsles, from the Sisodia Rajputs of Udaipur. However historians consider these
firmans spurious as these are the copies (not originals), written by a scholar of Bijapur dated to c.1709, much after the
coronation of Shivaji. André Wink, a professor of History at University of Wisconsin–Madison, states that the Sisodia
genealogical claim is destined to remain disputed forever.
Following historical evidence, Shivaji's claim to Rajput, and specifically Sisodia ancestry may be interpreted as being
anything from tenuous at best, to inventive in a more extreme reading.

Chittor Fort, built by a dynasty of Sisodia Rajputs, is one of the largest forts in India.
In the 15th century, the Muslim sultans of Malwa and Gujarat put a joint effort to overcome the
Mewar ruler Rana Kumbha but both the sultans were defeated. Subsequently, in 1518 the Rajput
Mewar Kingdom under Rana Sanga achieved a major victory over Sultan Ibrahim Lodhi of Delhi
Sultanate and afterwards Rana's influence extended up to the striking distance of Pilia Khar in Agra.
Accordingly, Rana Sanga came to be the most distinguished indigenous contender for supremacy but
was defeated by the Mughal invader Babur at Battle of Khanwa in 1527.

From as early as the 16th century, Purbiya Rajput soldiers from the eastern regions of Bihar and
Awadh, were recruited as mercenaries for Rajputs in the west, particularly in the Malwa region.
After the mid-16th century, many Rajput rulers formed close relationships with the Mughal emperors
and served them in different capacities. It was due to the support of the Rajputs that Akbar was able
to lay the foundations of the Mughal empire in India. Some Rajput nobles gave away their daughters
in marriage to Mughal emperors and princes for political motives. For example, Akbar accomplished
40 marriages for him, his sons and grandsons, out of which 17 were Rajput-Mughal alliances. Akbar's
successors as Mogul emperors, his son Jahangir and grandson Shah Jahan had Rajput mothers. The
ruling Sisodia Rajput family of Mewar made it a point of honour not to engage in matrimonial
relationships with Mughals and thus claimed to stand apart from those Rajput clans who did so.
Akbar's diplomatic policy regarding the Rajputs was later damaged by the intolerant rules introduced
by his great-grandson Aurangzeb. A prominent example of these rules included the re-imposition of
Jaziya, which had been abolished by Akbar. However, despite imposition of Jaziya Aurangzeb's army
had a high proportion of Rajput officers in the upper ranks of the imperial army and they were all
exempted from paying Jaziya The Rajputs then revolted against the Mughal empire. Aurangzeb's
conflicts with the Rajputs, which commenced in the early 1680s, henceforth became a contributing
factor towards the downfall of the Mughal empire.
In the 18th century, the Rajputs came under influence of the Maratha empire. By the late 18th
century, the Rajput rulers begin negotiations with the East India Company and by 1818 all the Rajput
states had formed an alliance with the company.

Mayo College was established by the British government in 1875 at Ajmer, Rajputana to educate Rajput princes and other nobles.

The medieval bardic chronicles (kavya and masnavi) glorified the Rajput past, presenting warriorhood
and honour as Rajput ideals. This later became the basis of the British reconstruction of the Rajput
history and the nationalist interpretations of Rajputs' struggles with the Muslim invaders. James Tod,
a British colonial official, was impressed by the military qualities of the Rajputs but is today
considered to have been unusually enamoured of them. In his Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan,
James Tod writes:
What nation on earth could have maintained the semblance of civilization, the spirit or the customs
of their forefathers, during so many centuries of overwhelming depression, but one of such singular

character as the Rajpoot? ... Rajast'han exhibits the sole example in the history of mankind, of a
people withstanding every outrage barbarity could inflict, or human nature sustain, from a foe whose
religion commands annihilation; and bent to the earth, yet rising buoyant from the pressure, and
making calamity a whetstone to courage .... Not an iota of their religion or customs have they lost ...
Although the group venerate him to this day, he is viewed by many historians since the late
nineteenth century as being a not particularly reliable commentator. Jason Freitag, his only
significant biographer, has said that Tod is "manifestly biased".

The Derawar Fort built by a Hindu dynasty of Bhatti Rajputs, in modern-day Bahawalpur, Pakistan
The Rajput practices of female infanticide and sati (widow immolation) were other matters of
concern to the British. It was believed that the Rajputs were the primary adherents to these
practices, which the British Raj considered savage and which provided the initial impetus for British
ethnographic studies of the subcontinent that eventually manifested itself as a much wider exercise
in social engineering.
In reference to the role of the Rajput soldiers serving under the British banner, Captain A. H. Bingley
wrote:
Rajputs have served in our ranks from Plassey to the present day (1899). They have taken part in
almost every campaign undertaken by the Indian armies. Under Forde they defeated the French at
Condore. Under Monro at Buxar they routed the forces of the Nawab of Oudh. Under Lake they took
part in the brilliant series of victories which destroyed the power of the Marathas.

On India's independence in 1947, the princely states, including those of the Rajput, were given three
options: join either India or Pakistan, or remain independent. Rajput rulers of the 22 princely states
of Rajputana acceded to newly independent India, amalgamated into the new state of Rajasthan in
1949–1950. Initially the maharajas were granted funding from the Privy purse in exchange for their
acquiescence, but a series of land reforms over the following decades weakened their power, and
their privy purse was cut off during Indira Gandhi's administration under the 1971 Constitution 26th
Amendment Act. The estates, treasures, and practices of the old Rajput rulers now form a key part of
Rajasthan's tourist trade and cultural memory.

In 1951, the Rajput Rana dynasty of Nepal came to an end, having been the power behind the throne
of the Shah dynasty figureheads since 1846.
The Rajput Dogra dynasty of Kashmir and Jammu also came to an end in 1947. though title was
retained until monarchy was abolished in 1971 by the 26th amendment to the Constitution of India.
The Rajputs, in states such as Madhya Pradesh are today considered to be a Forward Caste in India's
system of positive discrimination. This means that they have no access to reservations here. But they
are classified as an Other Backward Class by the National Commission for Backward Classes in the
state of Karnataka. However, some Rajputs too like other agricultural castes demand reservations in
Government jobs, which so far is not heeded to by the Government of India.

The term "Rajput" denotes a cluster of castes, clans, and lineages. It is a vaguely-defined term, and
there is no universal consensus on which clans make up the Rajput community. In medieval
Rajasthan (the historical Rajputana) and its neighbouring areas, the word Rajput came to be
restricted to certain specific clans, based on patrilineal descent and intermarriages. On the other
hand, the Rajput communities living in the region to the east of Rajasthan had a fluid and inclusive
nature. The Rajputs of Rajasthan eventually refused to acknowledge the Rajput identity claimed by
their eastern counterparts, such as the Bundelas. The Rajputs claim to be Kshatriyas or descendants
of Kshatriyas, but their actual status varies greatly, ranging from princely lineages to common
cultivators.

There are several major subdivisions of Rajputs, known as vansh or vamsha, the step below the
super-division jāti These vansh delineate claimed descent from various sources, and the Rajput are
generally considered to be divided into three primary vansh: Suryavanshi denotes descent from the
solar deity Surya, Chandravanshi (Somavanshi) from the lunar deity Chandra, and Agnivanshi from
the fire deity Agni. The Agnivanshi clans include Parmar, Chaulukya (Solanki), Parihar and Chauhan.
Lesser-noted vansh include Udayvanshi, Rajvanshi, and Rishivanshi. The histories of the various
vanshs were later recorded in documents known as vamshāavalīis; André Wink counts these among
the "status-legitimizing texts".
Beneath the vansh division are smaller and smaller subdivisions: kul, shakh ("branch"), khamp or
khanp ("twig"), and nak ("twig tip"). Marriages within a kul are generally disallowed (with some

flexibility for kul-mates of different gotra lineages). The kul serves as the primary identity for many of
the Rajput clans, and each kul is protected by a family goddess, the kuldevi. Lindsey Harlan notes that
in some cases, shakhs have become powerful enough to be functionally kuls in their own right.
The Bengal army of the East India Company recruited heavily from upper castes such as brahmins
and Rajputs.However,after the revolt of 1857 by the Bengal sepoys, the British indian army shifted
recruitment to the Punjab.

The The Rajputs were designated as a Martial Race in the period of the British Raj. This was a
designation created by administrators that classified each ethnic group as either "martial" or "nonmartial": a "martial race" was typically considered brave and well built for fighting, whilst the
remainder were those whom the British believed to be unfit for battle because of their sedentary
lifestyles.
Double-edged scimitar known as the khanda was a popular weapon among the Rajputs of that era.
On special occasions, a primary chief would break up a meeting of his vassal chiefs with khanda
nariyal, the distribution of daggers and coconuts. Another affirmation of the Rajput's reverence for
his sword was the Karga Shapna ("adoration of the sword") ritual, performed during the annual
Navaratri festival, after which a Rajput is considered "free to indulge his passion for rapine and
revenge".
The Rajput of Rajasthan also offer a sacrifice of water buffalo or goat to their family Goddess (
Kuldevta) during Navaratri. The ritual requires slaying of the animal with a single stroke. In the past
this ritual was considered a rite of passage for young Rajput men.

Princess Abida Sultan of Bhopal, November 1921

Rajputs generally have adopted the custom of purdah (seclusion of women).
Alcoholism is considered a problem in the Rajput community of Rajasthan and hence Rajput women
do not like their men drinking alcohol. It was reported in a 1983 study of alcoholism in India that it
was customary for Rajput men (not all) in northern India to drink in groups.

The women would at times be subjected to domestic violence such as beating after these men
returned home from drinking. During the British rule their love for Pork i.e. wild boar was also well
known and the British identified them as a group based on this.
By the late 19th century, there was a shift of focus among Rajputs from politics to a concern with
kinship. Many Rajputs of Rajasthan are nostalgic about their past and keenly conscious of their
genealogy, emphasizing a Rajput ethos that is martial in spirit, with a fierce pride in lineage and
tradition.

Rajput politics refers to the role played by the Rajput community in the electoral politics of India.
In states such as Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Bihar, Uttrakhand, Jammu, Himachal
Pradesh, and Gujarat, the large populations of Rajputs gives them a decisive role.
The term Rajput painting refers to works of art created at the Rajput-ruled courts of Rajasthan,
Central India, and the Punjab Hills. The term is also used to describe the style of these paintings,
distinct from the Mughal painting style.

According to Ananda Coomaraswamy, Rajput painting symbolised the divide between Muslims and
Hindus during Mughal rule. The styles of Mughal and Rajput painting are oppositional in character.
He characterised Rajput painting as "popular, universal and mystic".
Rajput painting varied geographically, corresponding to each of the various Rajput kingdoms and
regions. The Delhi area, Punjab, Rajasthan, and Central India each had its own variant.
Rajasthan literally, "Land of Kings". The oldest reference to Rajasthan is found in a stone inscription
dated back to 625 A.D. The print mention of the name "Rajasthan" appears in the 1829 publication
Annals and Antiquities of Rajast'han or the Central and Western Rajpoot States of India, while the
earliest known record of "Rajputana" as a name for the region is in George Thomas's 1800 memoir
Military Memories. John Keay, in his book India: A History, stated that "Rajputana" was coined by the
British in 1829, John Briggs, and translating Ferishta's history of early Islamic India, used the phrase
"Rajpoot (Rajput) princes" rather than "Indian princes".

Lieutenant-Colonel James Tod (20 March 1782 – 18 November 1835) was an English-born officer of the British East India
Company and an Oriental scholar. He combined his official role and his amateur interests to create a series of works about
the history and geography of India, and in particular the area then known as Rajputana that corresponds to the present day
state of Rajasthan, and which Tod referred to as Rajast'han.
Tod was born in London and educated in Scotland. He joined the East India Company as a military officer and travelled to
India in 1799 as a cadet in the Bengal Army. He rose quickly in rank, eventually becoming captain of an escort for an envoy
in a Sindian royal court. After the Third Anglo-Maratha War, during which Tod was involved in the intelligence department,
he was appointed Political Agent for some areas of Rajputana. His task was to help unify the region under the control of the
East India Company. During this period Tod conducted most of the research that he would later publish. Tod was initially
successful in his official role, but his methods were questioned by other members of the East India Company. Over time, his
work was restricted and his areas of oversight were significantly curtailed. In 1823, owing to declining health and
reputation, Tod resigned his post as Political Agent and returned to England.
Back home in England, Tod published a number of academic works about Indian history and geography, most notably
Annals and Antiquities of Rajast'han, based on materials collected during his travels. He retired from the military in 1826,
and married Julia Clutterbuck that same year. He died in 1835, aged 53.

Tod was born in Islington, London, on 20 March 1782. He was the second son for his parents, James and Mary (née Heatly),
both of whom came from families of "high standing", according to his major biographer, the historian Jason Freitag. He was
educated in Scotland, whence his ancestors came, although precisely where he was schooled is unknown. Those ancestors
included people who had fought with the King of Scots, Robert the Bruce; he took pride in this fact and had an acute sense
of what he perceived to be the chivalric values of those times.
As with many people of Scots descent who sought adventure and success at that time, Tod joined the British East India
Company and initially spent some time studying at the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich. He left England for India in 1799
and in doing so followed in the footsteps of various other members of his family, including his father, although Tod senior
had not been in the Company but had instead owned an indigo plantation at Mirzapur. The young Tod journeyed as a cadet
in the Bengal Army, appointment to which position was at the time reliant upon patronage. He was appointed lieutenant in
May 1800 and in 1805 was able to arrange his posting as a member of the escort to a family friend who had been appointed
as Envoy and Resident to a Sindian royal court. By 1813 he had achieved promotion to the rank of captain and was
commanding the escort.

Painting of James Tod with his Jain guru, Yati Gyanchandra. /

Rather than being situated permanently in one place, the royal court was moved around the kingdom. Tod undertook
various topographical and geological studies as it travelled from one area to another, using his training as an engineer and
employing other people to do much of the field work. These studies culminated in 1815 with the production of a map which
he presented to the Governor-General, the Marquis of Hastings. This map of "Central India" (his phrase) became of
strategic importance to the British as they were soon to fight the Third Anglo-Maratha War. During that war, which ran
from 1817 to 1818, Tod acted as a superintendent of the intelligence department and was able to draw on other aspects of

regional knowledge which he had acquired while moving around with the court. He also drew up various strategies for the
military campaign.
In 1818 he was appointed Political Agent for various states of western Rajputana, in the northwest of India, where the
British East India Company had come to amicable arrangements with the Rajput rulers in order to exert indirect control
over the area. The anonymous author of the introduction to Tod's posthumously published book, Travels in Western India,
says that

Maharana Amar Singh of Mewar at the Eklingji temple Udaipur, c. 1705 /

Clothed with this ample authority, he applied himself to the arduous task of endeavouring to repair the ravages of foreign
invaders who still lingered in some of the fortresses, to heal the deeper wounds inflicted by intestine feuds, and to
reconstruct the framework of society in the disorganised states of Rajas'han.
Tod continued his surveying work in this physically-challenging, arid and mountainous area. His responsibilities were
extended quickly: initially involving himself with the regions of Mewar, Kota, Sirohi and Bundi, he soon added Marwar to his
portfolio and in 1821 was also given responsibility for Jaisalmer. These areas were considered a strategic buffer zone
against Russian advances from the north which, it was feared, might result in a move into India via the Khyber Pass. Tod
believed that to achieve cohesion it was necessary that the Rajput states should contain only Rajput people, with all others
being expelled. This would assist in achieving stability in the areas, thus limiting the likelihood of the inhabitants being
influenced by outside forces. According to Ramya Sreenivasan, a researcher of religion and caste in early modern Rajasthan
and of colonialism, Tod's "transfers of territory between various chiefs and princes helped to create territorially
consolidated states and 'routinised' political hierarchies." His successes were plentiful and the Oxford Dictionary of National
Biography notes that Tod was so successful in his efforts to restore peace and confidence that within less than a year some
300 deserted towns and villages were repeopled, trade revived, and, in spite of the abolition of transit duties and the
reduction of frontier customs, the state revenue had reached an unprecedented amount. During the next five years Tod
earned the respect of the chiefs and people, and was able to rescue more than one princely family, including that of the
ranas of Udaipur, from the destitution to which they had been reduced by Maratha raiders.

Tod was not, however, universally respected in the East India Company. His immediate superior, David Ochterlony, was
unsettled by Tod's rapid rise and frequent failure to consult with him. One Rajput prince objected to Tod's close
involvement in the affairs of his state and succeeded in persuading the authorities to remove Marwar from Tod's area of
influence. In 1821 his favouritism towards one party in a princely dispute, contrary to the orders given to him, gave rise to a
severe reprimand and a formal restriction of his ability to operate without consulting Ochterlony, as well as the removal of
Kota from his charge. Jaisalmer was then taken out of his sphere of influence in 1822, as official concerns grew regarding his
sympathy for the Rajput princes. This and other losses of status, such as the reduction in the size of his escort, caused him
to believe that his personal reputation and ability to work successfully in Mewar, by now the one area still left to him, was
too diminished to be acceptable. He resigned his role as Political Agent in Mewar later that year, citing ill health. Reginald
Heber, the Bishop of Calcutta, commented that

His misfortune was that, in consequence of favouring native princes so much, the government of Calcutta were led to
suspect him of corruption, and consequently to narrow his powers and associate other officers with him in his trust, till he
was disgusted and resigned his place. They are now satisfied, I believe, that their suspicions were groundless.
In February 1823, Tod left India for England, having first travelled to Bombay by a circuitous route for his own pleasure.
During the last years of his life Tod talked about India at functions in Paris and elsewhere across Europe. He also became a
member of the newly established Royal Asiatic Society in London, for whom he acted for some time as librarian. He
suffered an apoplectic fit in 1825 as a consequence of overwork, and retired from his military career in the following year,
soon after he had been promoted to lieutenant-colonel. His marriage to Julia Clutterbuck (daughter of Henry Clutterbuck) in
1826 produced three children – Grant Heatly Tod-Heatly, Edward H. M. Tod and Mary Augusta Tod – but his health, which
had been poor for much of his life, was declining. Having lived at Birdhurst, Croydon, from October 1828, Tod and his family
moved to London three years later. He spent much of the last year of his life abroad in an attempt to cure a chest complaint
and died on 18 November 1835 soon after his return to England from Italy. The cause of death was an apoplectic fit
sustained on the day of his wedding anniversary, although he survived for a further 27 hours. He had moved into a house in
Regent's Park earlier in that year.

The Residency building in Udaipur, which was the home of the Political Agent. The title of "Political Agent" for the region was changed to
"Resident" in 1881. / Etching of Jug Mandir Palace, Lake Pichola, Udaipur. Plate 8 of Tod's Annals (1829) / The bridge at Noorabad. Plate
24 from Tod's Annals (1829)

According to Theodore Koditschek, whose fields of study include historiography and British imperial history, Tod saw the
Rajputs as "natural allies of the British in their struggles against the Mughal and Maratha states". Norbert Peabody, an
anthropologist and historian, has gone further, arguing that "maintaining the active support of groups, like the Rajputs for
example, was not only important in meeting the threat of indigenous rivals but also in countering the imperial aspirations of
other European powers." He stated that some of Tod's thoughts were "implicated in [British] colonial policy toward western
India for over a century."
Tod favoured the then-fashionable concept of Romantic nationalism. Influenced by this, he thought that each princely state
should be inhabited by only one community and his policies were designed to expel Marathas, Pindaris and other groups
from Rajput territories. It also influenced his instigation of treaties that were intended to redraw the territorial boundaries
of the various states. The geographical and political boundaries before his time had in some cases been blurred, primarily
due to local arrangements based on common kinship, and he wanted a more evident delineation of the entities, He was
successful in both of these endeavours.

Tod was unsuccessful in implementing another of his ideas, which was also based on the ideology of Romantic nationalism.
He believed that the replacement of Maratha rule with that of the British had resulted in the Rajputs merely swapping the
onerous overlordship of one government for that of another. Although he was one of the architects of indirect rule, in
which the princes looked after domestic affairs but paid tribute to the British for protection in foreign affairs, he was also a
critic of it.

He saw the system as one that prevented achievement of true nationhood, and therefore, as Peabody describes, "utterly
subversive to the stated goal of preserving them as viable entities." Tod wrote in 1829 that the system of indirect rule had a
tendency to "national degradation" of the Rajput territories and that this undermined them because
Who will dare to urge that a government, which cannot support its internal rule without restriction, can be national? That
without power unshackled and unrestrained by exterior council or espionage, it can maintain its self-respect? This first of
feelings these treaties utterly annihilate. Can we suppose such denationalised allies are to be depended upon in
emergencies? Or, if allowed to retain a spark of their ancient moral inheritance, that it will not be kindled into a flame
against us when opportunity offers?
There was a political aspect to his views: if the British recast themselves as overseers seeking to re-establish lost Rajput
nations, then this would at once smooth the relationship between those two parties and distinguish the threatening,
denationalising Marathas from the paternal, nation-creating British. It was an argument that had been deployed by others
in the European arena, including in relation to the way in which Britain portrayed the imperialism of Napoleonic France as
denationalising those countries which it conquered, whereas (it was claimed) British imperialism freed people; William
Bentinck, a soldier and statesmen who later in life served as Governor-General of India, noted in 1811 that "Bonaparte
made kings; England makes nations". However, his arguments in favour of granting sovereignty to the Rajputs failed to
achieve that end, although the frontispiece to volume one of his Annals did contain a plea to the then English King George
IV to reinstate the "former independence" of the Rajputs.

While he viewed the Muslim Mughals as despotic and the Marathas as predatory, Tod saw the Rajput social systems as
being similar to the feudal system of medieval Europe, and their traditions of recounting history through the generations as
similar to the clan poets of the Scottish Highlanders. There was, he felt, a system of checks and balances between the ruling
princes and their vassal lords, a tendency for feuds and other rivalries, and often a serf-like peasantry. The Rajputs were, in
his opinion, on the same developmental trajectory that nations such as Britain had followed. His ingenious use of these
viewpoints later enabled him to promote in his books the notion that there was a shared experience between the people of
Britain and this community in a distant, relatively unexplored area of the empire. He speculated that there was a common
ancestor shared by the Rajputs and Europeans somewhere deep in prehistory and that this might be proven by comparison
of the commonality in their history of ideas, such as myth and legend. In this he shared a contemporary aspiration to prove
that all communities across the world had a common origin. There was another appeal inherent in a feudal system, and it
was not unique to Tod: the historian Thomas R. Metcalf has said that
In an age of industrialism and individualism, of social upheaval and laissez-faire, marked by what were perceived as the
horrors of continental revolution and the rationalist excesses of Benthamism, the Middle Ages stood forth as a metaphor
for paternalist ideals of social order and proper conduct ... [T]he medievalists looked to the ideals of chivalry, such as
heroism, honour and generosity, to transcend the selfish calculation of pleasure and pain, and recreate a harmonious and
stable society.

Above all, the chivalric ideal viewed character as more worthy of admiration than wealth or intellect, and this appealed to
the old landed classes at home as well as to many who worked for the Indian Civil Service.
In the 1880s, Alfred Comyn Lyall, an administrator of the British Raj who also studied history, revisited Tod's classification
and asserted that the Rajput society was in fact tribal, based on kinship rather than feudal vassalage. He had previously

generally agreed with Tod, who acknowledged claims that blood-ties played some sort of role in the relationship between
princes and vassals in many states. In shifting the emphasis from a feudal to a tribal basis, Lyall was able to deny the
possibility that the Rajput kingdoms might gain sovereignty. If Rajput society was not feudal, then it was not on the same
trajectory that European nations had followed, thereby forestalling any need to consider that they might evolve into
sovereign states. There was thus no need for Britain to consider itself to be illegitimately governing them.
Tod's enthusiasm for bardic poetry reflected the works of Sir Walter Scott on Scottish subjects, which had a considerable
influence both on British literary society and, bearing in mind Tod's Scottish ancestry, on Tod himself. Tod reconstructed
Rajput history on the basis of the ancient texts and folklore of the Rajputs, although not everyone – for example, the
polymath James Mill – accepted the historical validity of the native works. Tod also used philological techniques to
reconstruct areas of Rajput history that were not even known to the Rajputs themselves, by drawing on works such as the
religious texts known as Puranas.

Palace and fortress at Bundi. Plate 1 of Tod's Annals (1832) /
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Koditschek says that Tod "developed an interest in triangulating local culture, politics and history alongside his maps", and
Metcalf believes that Tod "ordered [the Rajputs'] past as well as their present" while working in India. During his time in
Rajputana, Tod was able to collect materials for his Annals and Antiquities of Rajast'han, which detailed the contemporary
geography and history of Rajputana and Central India along with the history of the Rajput clans who ruled most of the area
at that time. Described by historian Crispin Bates as "a romantic historical and anecdotal account" and by David Arnold,
another historian, as a "travel narrative" by "one of India's most influential Romantic writers", the work was published in
two volumes, in 1829 and 1832, and included illustrations and engravings by notable artists such as the Storers, Louis Haghe
and either Edward or William Finden. He had to finance publication himself: sales of works on history had been moribund
for some time and his name was not particularly familiar either at home or abroad. Original copies are now scarce, but they
have been reprinted in many editions. The version published in 1920, which was edited by the orientalist and folklorist
William Crooke, is significantly editorialized.

Freitag has argued that the Annals "is first and foremost a story of the heroes of Rajasthan ... plotted in a certain way –
there are villains, glorious acts of bravery, and a chivalric code to uphold". So dominant did Tod's work become in the
popular and academic mind that they largely replaced the older accounts upon which Tod based much of his content,
notably the Prithvirãj Rãjo and the Nainsi ri Khyãt. Kumar Singh, of the Anthropological Survey of India, has explained that
the Annals were primarily based on "bardic accounts and personal encounters" and that they "glorified and romanticised
the Rajput rulers and their country" but ignored other communities.
One aspect of history that Tod studied in his Annals was the genealogy of the Chathis Rajkula (36 royal races), for the
purpose of which he took advice on linguistic issues from a panel of pandits, including a Jain guru called Yati Gyanchandra.
He said that he was "desirous of epitomising the chronicles of the martial races of Central and Western India" and that this
necessitated study of their genealogy. The sources for this were Puranas held by the Rana of Udaipur.
Tod also submitted archæological papers to the Royal Asiatic Society's Transactions series. He was interested in
numismatics as well, and he discovered the first specimens of Bactrian and Indo-Greek coins from the Hellenistic period

following the conquests of Alexander the Great, which were described in his books. These ancient kingdoms had been
largely forgotten or considered semi-legendary, but Tod's findings confirmed the long-term Greek presence in Afghanistan
and Punjab. Similar coins have been found in large quantities since his death.
In addition to these writings, he produced a paper on the politics of Western India that was appended to the report of the
House of Commons committee on Indian affairs, 1833. He had also taken notes on his journey to Bombay and collated
them for another book, Travels in Western India. That book was published posthumously in 1839.
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Criticism of the Annals came soon after publication. The anonymous author of the introduction to his posthumously
published Travels states that
The only portions of this great work which have experienced anything like censure are those of a speculative character,
namely, the curious Dissertation on the Feudal System of the Rajpoots, and the passages wherein the Author shows too
visible a leaning towards hypotheses identifying persons, as well as customs, manners, and superstitions, in the East and
the West, often on the slender basis of etymological affinities.
Further criticism followed. Tod was an officer of the British imperial system, at that time the world's dominant power.
Working in India, he attracted the attention of local rulers who were keen to tell their own tales of defiance against the
Mughal Empire. He heard what they told him but knew little of what they omitted. He was a soldier writing about a caste
renowned for its martial abilities, and he was aided in his writings by the very people whom he was documenting. He had
been interested in Rajput history prior to coming into contact with them in an official capacity, as administrator of the
region in which they lived. These factors, says Freitag, contribute to why the Annals were "manifestly biased". Freitag
argues that critics of Tod's literary output can be split into two groups: those who concentrate on his errors of fact and
those who concentrate on his failures of interpretation.

Palace at Bikaner, 1896 / Krishṇa lifting up Mount Govardhan. The cowherd god is depicted effortlessly lifting up the
mountain to shelter his followers from the storm of the god Indra, seen in the upper right of the painting on his elephant
mount, Airavata.
Tod relied heavily on existing Indian texts for his historical information and most of these are today considered unreliable.
Crooke's introduction to Tod's 1920 edition of the Annals recorded that the old Indian texts recorded "the facts, not as they
really occurred, but as the writer and his contemporaries supposed that they occurred." Crooke also says that Tod's
"knowledge of ethnology was imperfect, and he was unable to reject the local chronicles of the Rajputs." More recently,
Robin Donkin, a historian and geographer, has argued that, with one exception, "there are no native literary works with a
developed sense of chronology, or indeed much sense of place, before the thirteenth century", and that researchers must
rely on the accounts of travellers from outside the country.
Tod's work relating to the genealogy of the Chathis Rajkula was criticised as early as 1872, when an anonymous reviewer in
the Calcutta Review said that

It seems a pity that Tod's classification of 36 royal races should be accepted as anything but a purely ornamental
arrangement, founded as it was on lists differing considerably both in the numbers and names of the tribes included in it,
and containing at least two tribes, the Jats and Gujars, with whom the Rajputs do not even generally intermarry.
Other examples of dubious interpretations made by Tod include his assertions regarding the ancestry of the Mohil Rajput
clan when, even today, there is insufficient evidence to prove his point.
----Mohil, Mial, Moyal or Mohal is a branch of the Chauhan Rajputs, and one of the gotras of Yadavas. British historians H.A.
Rose, Ibbetson and Maclagan claim Mohals are a gotra of Yaduvanshi Ahirs.
The Mohils are believed to have been, like the Qiyam Kjanis, converts from the Mohil branch of the Chauhan Rajputs; this is
mentioned in inscriptions and Rajasthani kyat literature. Mohils were called by the name of their ancestor, Mohil, to
distinguish them from others. Reference to this can be found in an inscription of his son, Rana Hathad or Hardatt, dated v.s
1162 (A.D.1105) According to bardic sources such as the khyat of Muhnot Nainsi, Hathad was fifth in the line of the ruling
family of Ganga or Dhandha through the latter's son Indra, while another bardic account make the Mohils descendants of
Vachhra or Kanha, both sons of Ganga.

A cow supporting the weight of the earth on its horns. / / A lady prays in a Shiva shrine – 1770 Bhairavi Ragini
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The Mohil Chauhans possibly ruled over the Chhapar-Dronapur, Ladnun parganas, which are near modern Gopalpur in the
Churu District of Rajasthan.
According to some contemporary sourcesChhapar -Dronapur was conquered by the Rathods of Jodhpur in 1474 A.D., but the
Ladnun pargana continued to be held by the Mohil chiefs, one of whom was Rao Jai Singh, granted land to a bard, Jasudan,
son of the poet Samaur Teja.
According to local tradition, the ruler of Ladaun region, Rao Jai Singh, was once watching a group of women passing
through the town gate to fetch water. A menacing bull blocked the road. One of the women, who was a Muslim, took the
bull in hand and pushed it out of the way. The Rao was greatly impressed by the woman's show of courage and valour.
Thinking that the offspring of such a brave woman would be as brave, the Raja formally proposed marriage with her to her
father. The girl gave her consent on the condition that the Raja became a Muslim. The Raja converted, whereupon the
marriage was solemnised. Later, the girl discovered the Raja had not given up his faith, but merely pretended to have
become a Muslim and was regularly visiting temples. She sent a message to the Delhi Sultan, who invaded Ladnun, defeated
the Raja, and forced him to convert to Islam.

Three Aspects of the Absolute, folio 1 from the Nath Charit By Bulaki. India, Rajasthan, Jodhpur, 1823
He also mistook Rana Kumbha, a ruler of Mewar in the fifteenth century, as being the husband of the princess-saint Mira
Bai and misrepresented the story of the queen Padmini. The founder of the Archaeological Survey of India, Alexander

Cunningham, writing in 1885, noted that Tod had made "a whole bundle of mistakes" in relation to the dating of the Battle
of Khanwa,
---The Battle of Khanwa was fought near the village of Khanwa, in Bharatpur District of Rajasthan, on March 16, 1527. It was
fought between the invading forces of the first Mughal Emperor Babur and the Rajput forces led by Rana Sanga of Mewar,
after the Battle of Panipat. The victory in the battle consolidated the new Mughal dynasty in India.
Rajput ruler Rana Sanga had sent an ambassador to Babur at Kabul, offering to join in Babur's attack on Sultan Ibrahim Lodi
of Delhi. Sanga had offered to attack Agra while Babur would be attacking Delhi. However, while Babur did attack Lodi and
took over Delhi and Agra, Sanga made no move, apparently having changed his mind. Babur had resented this backsliding;
in his autobiography, Babur accuses Rana Sanga of breach of agreement. Historian Satish Chandra speculates that Sanga
may have imagined a long, drawn-struggle taking place between Babur and Lodi, following which he would be able to take
control of the regions he coveted. Alternatively, writes Chandra, Sanga may have thought that in the event of a Mughal
victory, Babur would withdraw from Delhi and Agra, like Timur, once he had seized the treasures of these cities. Once he
realized that Babur intended to stay on in India, Sanga proceeded to build a grand coalition that would either force Babur
out of India or confine him to Afghanistan. In early 1527 Babur started receiving reports of Sanga's advance towards Agra.

After the First Battle of Panipat, Babur had recognized that his biggest danger came from two quarters: Rana Sanga and the
Afghans ruling eastern India at the time. In a council that Babur called, it was decided that the Afghans represented the
bigger danger, and consequently Humayun was sent at the head of an army to fight the Afghans in the east. However, upon
hearing of Rana Sanga's advancement on Agra, Humayun was hastily recalled. Military detachments were then sent by
Babur to conquer Dholpur, Gwaliyar and Bayana, strong forts forming the outer boundaries of Agra. The commanders of
Dholpur and Gwaliyar surrendered their forts to Babur, accepting his generous terms. However, Nizam Khan, the
commander of Bayana, opened negotiations with both Babur and Rana Sanga. The force sent by Babur to Bayana was
defeated and dispersed by Rana Sanga's forces.

Jambudvipa - Jain painting of the mortal realms of the universe, 1844 / osmic map of the mortal world as two and a half
continents (1625-1675) Rajasthan
Rana Sanga had succeeded in building a formidable military alliance against Babur. He was joined by virtually all the leading
Rajput kings from Rajasthan, including those from Harauti, Jalor, Sirohi, Dungarpur and Dhundhar. Rao Ganga of Marwar
did not join personally, but sent a contingent on his behalf. Rao Medini Rao of Chanderi in Malwa also joined the alliance.
Further, Mahmud Lodi, the younger son of Sikandar Lodi, whom the Afghans had proclaimed their new sultan also joined the
alliance with a force of 10,000 Afghans under him. Khanzada Hasan Khan Mewati, the ruler of Mewat State, also joined the
alliance with a force of 12,000. Babur denounced the Afghans who joined the alliance against him as kafirs and murtads
(those who had apostatized from Islam). Chandra also argues that the alliance weaved together by Sanga represented a
Rajput-Afghan alliance with the proclaimed mission of expelling Babur and restoring the Lodi empire.

According to Babur, Rana Sanga's army consisted of 200,000 soldiers. However, according to Alexander Kinloch, the army
did not exceed 40,000 during his campaign in Gujarat. Even if this figure is exaggerated, Chandra comments that it is
indisputable that Sanga's army greatly outnumbered Babur's forces. The greater numbers and reported courage of the
Rajputs served to instill fear in Babur's army. An astrologer added to the general unease by his foolish predictions. To raise
the flagging morale of his soldiers, Babur gave a religious colour to the battle against Hindus (kafirs). Babur proceeded to
renounce future consumption of wine, broke his drinking cups, poured out all the stores of liquor on the ground and
promulgated a pledge of total abstinence. In his autobiography, Babur writes that:
It was a really good plan, and it had a favorable propagandistic effect on friend and foe. The Battle of Khanwa took place
at Khanwa, near Fatehpur-Sikri, on 16 March 1527. Before the battle Babur had carefully inspected the site. Like in Panipat,
he strengthened his front by procuring carts that were fastened by iron chains (not leather straps, as at Panipat) in the
Ottoman fashion. These were used for providing shelter to horses and for storing artillery. Gaps between the carts were used
for horsemen to charge at the opponent at an opportune time. To lengthen the line, ropes made of rawhide were placed
over wheeled wooden tripods. Behind the tripods, matchlockmen were placed who could fire and, if required, advance. The
flanks were given protection by digging ditches. In addition to the regular force, small contingents were kept apart on the
left flank and in front for the tulghuma (flanking) tactic.

Jain cosmological mandala: plan of Adhaidvipa, or the two and a half continents where mortals dwell. In Jain cosmography the universe is
divided into three kingdoms: the upper, occupied by the celestials; the middle, by the mortals; and the lower, belonging to the damned and
the disorderly. The continents, which are concentrically arranged, are separated by two ring-shaped oceans. The central continent is
Jambudvipa, the continent of the rose-apple tree. Lines and tusk-shapes representing mountain ranges can be seen as well as blue wavy
rivers. Four pairs of tusk-shaped promontories project into the inner ocean or Lavanasamudra (Ocean of Salt). At the very centre is Mount
Meru. The part of the outermost continent inhabited by mortals is bounded by a chain of mountains. Annotations on the map are in
Devanagari script, probably in the Rajasthani dialect of Hindi, and give details of the lands, rivers and their dimensions. In each of the four
corners sits a Jina or Tirthankara, one of the 24 Jain saviours (called victors or ford-makers), in meditating posture.

Thus, a strong offensive-defensive formation had been prepared by Babur. Rana Sanga, fighting in a traditional way,
attacked the Mughal army's flanks. He was prevented from breaking through by reinforcements dispatched by Babur. Once
the advance of the Rajputs and their Afghan allies had been contained, Babur's flanking tactic came into play. The carts and
matchlockmen were ordered to advance, hemming in the Rajputs and their allies. At about this time Silhadi of Raisen
deserted the Ranas army and went over to Babur's. Despite putting up a gallant fight, Rana Sanga and his allies suffered a
disastrous defeat. Following his victory, Babur ordered a tower of enemy skulls to be erected, a practice formulated by Timur
against his adversaries, irrespective of their religious beliefs. According to Chandra, the objective of constructing a tower of
skulls was not just to record a great victory, but also to terrorize opponents. Earlier, the same tactic had been used by Babur
against the Afghans of Bajaur.

The Battle of Khanwa demonstrated that Rajput bravery was not enough to counter Babur's superior generalship and
organizational skills. Babur himself commented:
Swordsmen though some Hindustanis may be, most of them are ignorant and unskilled in military move and stand, in
soldierly counsel and procedure.
Rana Sanga managed to evade capture and escape to Chittor, but the grand alliance he had built collapsed. Quoting
Rushbrook Williams, Chandra writes:
The powerful confederacy which depended so largely for its unity upon the strength and reputation of Mewar, was
shattered by a single defeat and ceased henceforth to be a dominant factor in the politics of Hindustan.
On 30 January 1528 Rana Sanga died in Chittor, apparently poisoned by his own chiefs, who held his plans of renewing the
fight with Babur to be suicidal.
It is suggested that had it not been for the cannon of Babur, Rana Sanga might have achieved victory. Pradeep Barua notes
that Babur's cannon put an end to outdated trends in Indian warfare.
-----Chauhan, Chouhan, Chohan, or Chohhan, is a major caste from India and Pakistan. The caste claims kinship with Rajputs,
although the Rajput identity did not exist during reign of their flok legend, Prithviraj Chauhan.
The word Chauhan is the vernacular form of the Sanskrit term Chahamana. Several Chauhan inscriptions name a legendary
hero called Chahamana as their ancestor, but none of them state the period in which he lived.

The earliest extant inscription that describes the origin of the Chauhans is the 1119 CE Sevadi inscription of Ratnapala, a
ruler of the Naddula Chahamana dynasty. According to this inscription, the ancestor of the Chahamanas was born from the
eye of Indra.
The 1170 CE Bijolia rock inscription of the Shakambhari Chahamana king Someshvara states that his ancestor Samantaraja
was born at Ahichchhatrapura (possibly modern Nagaur) in the gotra of sage Vatsa. The 1262 CE Sundha hill inscription of
the Jalor Chahamana king Chachiga-deva states that the dynasty's ancestor Chahamana was "a source of joy" to the Vatsa.

The 1320 Mount Abu (Achaleshwar temple) inscription of the Deora Chauhan ruler Lumbha states that Vatsa created the
Chahamanas as a new lineage of warriors, after the solar dynasty and the lunar dynasty had ceased to exist.
The Ajmer inscription of the Shakambhari Chahamana ruler Vigraharaja IV (c. 1150–64 CE) claims that Chahamana
belonged to the solar dynasty, descending from Ikshavaku and Rama. The 12th-century Prithviraja Vijaya mahakavya,
composed by Prithviraja III's court poet Jayanaka, also claims a solar dynasty origin for the ruling dynasty. According to this
text, Chahamana came to earth from Arkamandal (the orbit of the sun).
The 15th-century Hammira Mahakavya of Nayachandra Suri, which describes the life of the Ranthambore branch ruler
Hammira, gives the following account: Once Brahma was wandering in search of an auspicious place to conduct a ritual
sacrifice. He ultimately chose the place where a lotus from his hand fell; this place came to be known as Pushkara. Brahma
wanted to protect his sacrificial ceremony against interference from danavas (miscreant beings). Therefore, he remembered
the Sun, and a hero came into being from the sun's orb. This hero was Chohan, the ancestor of the Hammira's dynasty. The
earliest extant recension of Prithviraj Raso of Chand Bardai, dated to 15th or 16th century, states that the first Chauhan king
– Manikya Rai – was born from Brahma's sacrifice. The 16th-century Surjana-Charita, composed by the Bengali poet
Chandra Shekhara under patronage of the Ranthambore ruler Rao Surjana, contains a similar account. It states that Brahma
created the first Chahamana from the Sun's disc during a sacrificial ceremony at Pushkara.

Devimahatmya, the most important text related to the worship of the Great Goddess Durga.

Despite these earlier myths, it was the Agnivanshi (or Agnikula) myth that became most popular among the Chauhans and
other Rajput clans. According to this myth, some of the Rajput clans originated from Agni, in a sacrificial fire pit. This legend
was probably invented by the 10th-century Paramara court poet Padmagupta, whose Nava-Sahasanka-Charita mentions
only the Paramaras as fire-born. The inclusion of Chauhans in the Agnivanshi myth can be traced back to the later
recensions of Prithviraj Raso. In this version of the legend, once Vashistha and other great sages begin a major sacrificial
ceremony on Mount Abu. The ritual was interrupted by miscreant daityas (demons). To get rid of these demons, Vashistha
created progenitors of three Rajput dynasties from the sacrificial fire pit. These were Parihar (Pratiharas), Chaluk (Chaulukya
or Solanki), and Parmar (Paramara). These heroes were unable to defeat the demons. So, the sages prayed again, and this
time a fourth warrior appeared: Chahuvana (Chauhan). This fourth hero slayed the demons.

The earliest available copies of Prithviraj Raso do not mention the Agnivanshi legend. It is possible that the 16th-century
bards came up with the legend to foster Rajput unity against the Mughal emperor Akbar. Adaptions of the Prithviraj Raso
occur in several later works. The Hammira Raso (1728 CE) by Jodharaja, a court poet of prince Chandrabhana of Neemrana,
states that once the Kshatriyas (warriors) became extinct. So, the great sages assembled at Mount Abu and created three
heroes. When these three heroes could not defeat the demons, they created Chahuvanaji. A slight variation occurs in the
writings of Surya Malla Mishrana, the court poet of Bundi. In this version, the various gods create the four heroes on
Vashistha's request. According to the bardic tale of the Khichi clan of Chauhans, the Parwar (Paramara) was born from
Shiva's essence; the Solankhi (Solanki) or Chaluk Rao (Chalukya) was born from Brahma's essence; the Pariyar (Parihar) was
born from Devi's essence; and the Chahuvan (Chauhan) was born from Agni, the fire.

Denzil Ibbetson, an administrator of the British Raj, classified the Chauhans as a tribe rather than as a caste. He believed,
like John Nesfield, that the society of the Northwest Frontier Provinces and Punjab in British India did not permit the rigid
imposition of an administratively defined caste construct as his colleague, H. H. Risley preferred. According to Ibbetson,
society in Punjab was less governed by Brahmanical ideas of caste, based on varna, and instead was more open and fluid.
Tribes, which he considered to be kin-based groups that dominated small areas, were the dominant feature of rural life.
Caste designators, such as Jat and Rajput, were status-based titles to which any tribe that rose to social prominence could
lay a claim, and which could be dismissed by their peers if they declined. Susan Bayly, a modern anthropologist, considers
him to have had "a high degree of accuracy in his observations of Punjab society ... [I]n his writings we really do see the
beginnings of modern, regionally based Indian anthropology."
The Chauhans were historically a powerful group in the region now known as Rajasthan. For around 400 years from the 7th
century CE their strength in Sambhar was a threat to the power-base of the Guhilots in the south-west of the area, as also
was the strength of their fellow Agnivanshi clans. They suffered a set-back in 1192 when their leader, Prithviraj Chauhan,
was defeated at the Battle of Tarain but this did not signify their demise. The kingdom broke into the Satyapura and Devda
branches after the invasion of Qutbu l-Din Aibak in 1197

and Crooke notes in his introduction to the 1920 edition that Tod's "excursions into philology are the diversions of a clever
man, not of a trained scholar, but interested in the subject as an amateur." Michael Meister, an architectural historian and
professor of South Asia Studies, has commented that Tod had a "general reputation for inaccuracy ... among Indologists by
late in the nineteenth century", although the opinion of those Indologists sometimes prevented them from appreciating
some of the useful aspects in his work. That reputation persists, with one modern writer, V. S. Srivastava of Rajasthan's
Department of Archaeology and Museums, commenting that his works "are erroneous and misleading at places and they
are to be used with caution as a part of sober history". In its time, Tod's work was influential even among officials of the
government, although it was never formally recognised as authoritative. Andrea Major, who is a cultural and colonial
historian, has commented on a specific example, that of the tradition of sati (ritual immolation of a widow):
The overly romanticised image of Rajasthan, and of the Rajput sati, that Tod presented came to be extremely influential in
shaping British understanding of the rite's Rajput context. Though Tod does make a point of denouncing sati as a cruel and
barbarous custom, his words are belied by his treatment of the subject in the rest of the Annals. ... Tod's image of the
Rajput sati as the heroic equivalent of the Rajput warrior was one that caught the public imagination and which exhibited
surprising longevity.

The romantic nationalism that Tod espoused was used by Indian nationalist writers, especially those from the 1850s, as
they sought to resist British control of the country. Works such as Jyotirindranath Tagore's Sarojini ba Chittor Akrama and
Girishchandra Ghosh's Ananda Raho retold Tod's vision of the Rajputs in a manner to further their cause. Other works
which drew their story from Tod's works include Padmini Upakhyan (1858) by Rangalal Banerjee and Krishna Kumari (1861)
by Michael Madhusudan Dutt.

In modern-day India, he is still revered by those whose ancestors he documented in good light. In 1997, the Maharana
Mewar Charitable Foundation instituted an award named after Tod and intended it to be given to modern non-Indian
writers who exemplified Tod's understanding of the area and its people. In other recognition of his work in Mewar Province,
a village has been named Todgarh, and it has been claimed that Tod was in fact a Rajput as an outcome of the process of
karma and rebirth. Freitag describes the opinion of the Rajput people
Tod, here, is not about history as such, but is a repository for "truth" and "splendor" ... The danger, therefore, is that the old
received wisdom – evident and expressed in the work of people like Tod – will not be challenged at all, but will become
much more deeply ingrained.
Furthermore, Freitag points out that "the information age has also anointed Tod as the spokesman for Rajasthan, and the
glories of India in general, as attested by the prominent quotations from him that appear in tourism related websites."

/
/
/ Vishnu in his form as the Universal Form or Vishvarupa, which means 'all
forms'. The small figures painted on his body refer to his role as encompassing all of creation. He has four arms, each holding one of
Vishnu's attributes; a conch shell, a lotus flower, a mace and his circular weapon - Sudarshana chakra.

Major-general Sir David Ochterlony, 1st Baronet of Pitforthy, 1st Baronet of Ochterlony GCB (12 February 1758 – 15 July
1825) was a Massachusetts-born general of the East India Company in British India. He held the powerful post of British
Resident to the Mughal court at Delhi.
David Ochterlony was born in Boston, Massachusetts, the eldest son of Captain David Ochterlony (also Ochterloney) and his
wife, Katherine Tyler. His father was born into an ancient family in Forfarshire, Scotland, and his mother was born in Boston
to settlers of English and Welsh descent. His mother was the niece of Sir William Pepperrell. He had two younger brothers,
Gilbert and Alexander, and a sister, Catherine. Captain Ochterlony died in the Saint Vincent, West Indies, in 1765, after
which his widow moved back to England and his mother remarried to Sir Isaac Heard, Garter King-of-Arms. He attended the
Boston Latin School and Dummer Charity School (now known as The Governor's Academy) in nearby Byfield,
Massachusetts.

In 1777, at age 18, Ochterlony went as a cadet to India. In February 1778 he was commissioned into the Bengal Native
Infantry as an ensign and that same September was advanced to lieutenant. In June 1782 whilst serving in the Second
Anglo-Mysore War he was wounded and taken prisoner. He remained in captivity for the duration of the war, and was only
released when peace concluded in 1784. He thereafter returned to Calcutta and in recognition of his eminent service during
the war was conferred with the appointment of Judge Advocate-General for one of the divisions in the army. In 1796 he
was promoted to Captain and in 1800 to Major.
In early 1803 he was appointed Lieutenant General and accompanied Lord Lake throughout the Second Anglo-Maratha
War. He was present at the battles of Koil, Aligarh and Delhi. Following the battle of Delhi he was appointed Resident at
Delhi. In 1804, he defended the city with a very inadequate force against an attack by Yashwantrao Holkar which earned
him the highest approbation from the Commander-in-Chief. He was thereafter given the command at Allahabad and then

commanded a force on the banks of the Sutlej to check the expansion of the Sikhs. He was promoted to Major-general in
1814.
On the outbreak of the Anglo-Nepalese War in 1814 he was given the command of one of four converging columns. His was
regarded as the only truly successful column throughout the war. He was subsequently promoted to the command of the
main force in its advance on Kathmandu, and outmanoeuvring the Gurkhas by a flank march at the Kourea Ghat Pass,
brought the war to a successful conclusion and obtained the signature of the Treaty of Sugauli, which dictated the
subsequent relations of the British with Nepal. In return for his services during the war, he was became a Knight
Commander of the Bath, the first time the honour had been conferred on an officer of the British military in India and was
granted a baronetcy in November 1815. The following month he was given a pension of £1,000 per annum. In December
1816 he was made a Knight Grand Cross of the Order of the Bath.

In 1818 he was appointed Resident in Rajpootana, with which the Residency at Delhi was subsequently combined. In the
Pindari War between 1818-19 he commanded the Rajputana column and made a separate agreement with Amir Khan. He
detached him from the Pindaris, and then, interposing his own force between the two main divisions of the enemy, brought
the war to an end without an engagement. He was afterwards made Resident and Political Agent of Malwa, thus having the
entire superintendency of the affairs of central India. During this period he encountered and engaged in an ongoing
personal feud with James Tod, which was based most likely on the power politics within the hierarchy of the East India
Company.

When Durjan Sal revolted in 1825 against Balwant Singh, the infant Raja of the Princely state of Bharatpur, Ochterlony
acting on his own accord supported the young Raja by proclamation and ordered out a force to support him. However, the
Governor-General of India, Lord Amherst, repudiated these proceedings and ordered the army to return. Ochterlony, who
was bitterly chagrined by this rebuff, resigned his office, and retired to Delhi. He was to be replaced by his good friend Sir
Charles Metcalfe. The feeling that the confidence which his length of service merited had not been given him by the
governor-general is said to have accelerated his death, and he died at Meerut in July 1825. He is interred in St. John's
Church in Meerut. The Ochterlony column at Calcutta commemorated his name, though it has since been rededicated.
As the official British Resident at Delhi, David Ochterlony adopted and thoroughly embraced Persian Mughal culture. He
was reputed to have thirteen Indian concubines (as seen by the British) or wives (as seen by others). Every evening, he used
to take all thirteen of his wives on a promenade around the walls of the Red Fort, each on the back of her own elephant.
The most prominent among Ochterlony's women was Bebee Mahruttun Mubarak ul Nissa Begum, a former Brahmin
dancing girl from Poona who had converted to Islam. Nicknamed "Generallee Begum", she was Ochterlony's favorite and
the mother of his youngest children. As such, she took clear precedence over the rest of the household. She was considered
to be a devout Muslim, having once applied for leave to make the hajj to Mecca.

Although much younger than Ochterlony, Mubarak was seen as the dominant personality in the relationship. This led one
observer to remark that "making Sir David the Commissioner of Delhi was the same as making Generallee Begum". Another
observer remarked that "Ochterlony's mistress is the mistress now of everyone within the walls. As a result of her influence,
Ochterlony considered raising his children as Muslims, and when his two daughters by Mubarak Begum had grown up, he
adopted a child from the family of the Nawabs of Loharu, one of the leading Muslim families of Delhi. Raised by Mubarak,
the girl went on to marry her cousin, a nephew of the famous Urdu poet Mirza Ghalib.

Mubarak even seems to have set herself up as a power in her own right and to have formed her own independent foreign
policy. At one point, it was reported that "Mubarak Begum, alias Generalee Begum, fills the [Delhi] papers with accounts of
the Nizars and Khiluts [gifts and dresses of honour] given and taken by her in her transactions with the Vacquils
[ambassadors of the different Indian powers] - an extraordinary liberty, if true."

--However, in spite of all her power and high status, Mubarak Begum was widely unpopular among the British and the
Mughals alike. She offended the British by calling herself "Lady Ochterlony" and on the other hand, also offended the
Mughals by awarding herself the title "Qudsia Begum", a title previously reserved for the Emperor's mother. After
Ochterlony's death, she inherited Mubarak Bagh, an Anglo-Mughal garden tomb Ochterlony had built in the north of Old
Delhi, but her intense unpopularity combined with her background as a dancing girl ensured that no Mughal gentleman
would use her structure. To this date, the tomb is still referred to by the local inhabitants of the old city as the "Rundi ki
Masjid" (the Whore's Mosque).

Parts of what is now Rajasthan were partly part of the Vedic Civilisation and Indus Valley Civilization.
Kalibangan, in Hanumangarh district, was a major provincial capital of the Indus Valley. Another
archeological excavation at Balathal site in Udaipur district shows a settlement contemporary with
the Harrapan civilization dating back to 3000 - 1500 BC.

The Vedic period, or Vedic age (c. 1500 – c. 500 BCE), is the period in the history of the northern Indian subcontinent
between the end of the urban Indus Valley Civilisation and a second urbanisation which began in the central Indo-Gangetic
Plain c. 600 BCE. It gets its name from the Vedas, which are liturgical texts containing details of life during this period that
have been interpreted to be historical and constitute the primary sources for understanding the period. These documents,
alongside the corresponding archaeological record, allow for the evolution of the Vedic culture to be traced and inferred.

Navagunjara, a Universal Form of Krishna ca. 1835

The Vedas were composed and orally transmitted with precision by speakers of an Old Indo-Aryan language who had
migrated into the northwestern regions of the Indian subcontinent early in this period. The Vedic society was patriarchal
and patrilineal. Early Vedic Aryans were a Late Bronze Age society centred in the Punjab, organised into tribes rather than
kingdoms, and primarily sustained by a pastoral way of life. Around c. 1200–1000 BCE, Vedic Aryans spread eastward to the
fertile western Ganges Plain and adopted iron tools which allowed for clearing of forest and the adoption of a more settled,
agricultural way of life. The second half of the Vedic period was characterised by the emergence of towns, kingdoms, and a
complex social differentiation distinctive to India, and the Kuru Kingdom's codification of orthodox sacrificial ritual. During
this time, the central Ganges Plain was dominated by a related but non-Vedic Indo-Aryan culture. The end of the Vedic
period witnessed the rise of true cities and large states (called mahajanapadas) as well as śramaṇa movements (including
Jainism and Buddhism) which challenged the Vedic orthodoxy
The Vedic period saw the emergence of a hierarchy of social classes that would remain influential. Vedic religion developed
into Brahmanical orthodoxy, and around the beginning of the Common Era, the Vedic tradition formed one of the main
constituents of the so-called "Hindu synthesis".
Archaeological cultures identified with phases of Vedic material culture include the Ochre Coloured Pottery culture, the
Gandhara grave culture, the Black and red ware culture and the Painted Grey Ware culture
See also: Indo-European migrations, Indo-Aryan peoples, Indo-Aryan migration, and Indigenous Aryans
Archaeological cultures associated with Indo-Iranian migrations (after EIEC). The Andronovo, BMAC and Yaz cultures have
often been associated with Indo-Iranian migrations. The GGC, Cemetery H, Copper Hoard and PGW cultures are candidates
for cultures associated with Indo-Aryan movements.
The commonly accepted period of earlier Vedic age is dated back to the second millennium BCE. After the collapse of the
Indus Valley Civilisation, which ended c. 1900 BCE, groups of Indo-Aryan peoples migrated into north-western India and
started to inhabit the northern Indus Valley. The Indo-Aryans were a branch of the Indo-Iranians, which—according to the
most widespread hypothesis—have originated in the Andronovo culture in the Bactria-Margiana area, in present northern
Afghanistan.

Balwant Singh watching mimics and musicians, by Nainsukh, opaque watercolour and gold on paper, Punjab Hills (Pahari), Jammu or
Jasrota, ca. 1750
One morning in 1740, a thin young man could be seen heading down the steep cobbled road leading from the Kashmir Gate of the Punjabi
hilltown of Guler, and making for the banks of the fast-running river Ravi far below. Nainsukh was just short of thirty, with a slightly
hesitant expression, buckteeth, and a downy mustache. He had just been appointed as court miniature painter at the neighboring
Himalayan princedom of Jasrota, and in his baggage were the sketchbooks, albums, boxes of pens, squirrel hair brushes, and stone-based
pigments such as lapis-blue and malachite-gray that Indian miniature painters used to create their dazzling colors.
It was in Jasrota that Nainsukh ”Delight of the Eye” began producing the work that led to him today being generally regarded as the
greatest of eighteenth-century Indian painters. Nainsukh brought together all the precision and technically exquisite detail of the Mughal
tradition, the bright colors of Rajasthani painting, and the bold beauty of early Pahari art. The art of the Punjab hills. To all this he added a
humor and a humanism, a refinement, and above all a precise, sharply observant eye that was entirely his own. He broke free from the
formality of so much Indian court art to explore the quirky human reality, stripping down courtly conventions to create miniatures full of
living and breathing individuals, portrayed somewhere on the boundary between portraiture and caricature, like an Indian Brueghel, only
much more elegant and refined.

Even in his large crowd scenes, there are no stock figures: everyone each courtier, each village beauty, each gardener is shown in portrait
form as a real person, with all their oddities and quirks. Nainsukh’s art he first learned in the family atelier at Guler, apprenticed to his
father Pandit Seu, and worked alongside his elder brother Manaku, then in Jasrota for his most discerning patron, Raja Balwant Singh is for
many of his admirers a summation and climax of the Indian miniature tradition.
But it was not just that Nainsukh was a brilliant miniaturist. His work gives a unique insight into the relationship between an Indian artist
and his patron, between a court and a court painter. Raja Balwant Singh and Nainsukh seem to have had an unusually close relationship
and must have been of roughly similar ages. The chronology of Nainsukh’s miniatures leads us from the family sketches and self-portraits of
the artist’s own adolescence, through the move to Jasrota, his first commissions for Balwant’s father, Mian Zorawar Singh, and on to his
first images of Balwant, his future patron. We see Balwant as a good-looking dandy of a young prince in all his silken finery, sitting back on
a bolster in a gorgeously striped robe as he puffs away at his water pipe, his falcon glaring from his wrist. Sometimes he is shown as a
handsome youth standing regally on a terrace, a sword in one hand, a sweet-smelling narcissus in the other.

Then Balwant succeeds to the throne and we follow the young men of the court on winter evening rides through mustard fields, serenaded
by lovely singers; on hawking and lion- and tiger-hunting trips (see illustration on page 75); and to music evenings and dance performances.
There are occasional images of quiet evenings where the raja, wrapped in a shawl, sits in front of a blazing fire with a glass of some
warming beverage. We also see the painter standing, bowed in reverence behind his enthroned patron, as the connoisseur-prince carefully
examines a new devotional painting; the court musicians and attendants look on to gauge his reaction. We even see such everyday yet
oddly intimate scenes as Balwant Singh’s visit to the palace barber to have his beard trimmed.
Then, slowly, the story darkens. A group of villagers assemble, led by an aggressive-looking Brahmin. There is some sort of palace coup; the
raja is seen standing alone on his battlements, isolated from all. Years of exile follow as Balwant Singh travels the hill country, sheltering in
villages, as his court artist, his last confidant, shares his exile. Nainsukh paints him at night, warming his hands on a rustic bonfire among a
group of villagers, or writing letters in his tent, careworn and half-naked in the summer heat of his day, with only one attendant left to him.
Finally Nainsukh shows himself escorting his patron’s pot of ashes for immersion in the Ganges at Hardwar. It is a uniquely sad and intimate
sequence that has no parallel in Indian art.

Some writers and archaeologists have opposed the notion of a migration of Indo-Aryans into India. Edwin Bryant and Laurie
Patton used the term "Indo-Aryan Controversy" for an oversight of the Indo-Aryan Migration theory, and some of its
opponents. These ideas are outside the academic mainstream. Mallory and Adams note that two types of models "enjoy
significant international currency" as to the Indo-European homeland, namely the Anatolian hypothesis, and a migration
out of the Eurasian steppes. According to Upinder Singh, "The original homeland of the Indo-Europeans and Indo-Aryans is
the subject of continuing debate among philologists, linguists, historians, archaeologists and others. The dominant view is
that the Indo-Aryans came to the subcontinent as immigrants. Another view, advocated mainly by some Indian scholars, is
that they were indigenous to the subcontinent."
The knowledge about the Aryans comes mostly from the Rigveda-samhita, i. e. the oldest layer of the Vedas, which was
composed c. 1500–1200 BCE. They brought with them their distinctive religious traditions and practices. The Vedic beliefs
and practices of the pre-classical era were closely related to the hypothesised Proto-Indo-European religion, and the IndoIranian religion. According to Anthony, the Old Indic religion probably emerged among Indo-European immigrants in the
contact zone between the Zeravshan River (present-day Uzbekistan) and (present-day) Iran. It was "a syncretic mixture of
old Central Asian and new Indo-European elements", which borrowed "distinctive religious beliefs and practices" from the
Bactria–Margiana culture.

The Rigveda contains accounts of conflicts between the Aryas and the Dasas and Dasyus. It describes Dasas and Dasyus as
people who do not perform sacrifices (akratu) or obey the commandments of gods (avrata). Their speech is described as
mridhra which could variously mean soft, uncouth, hostile, scornful or abusive. Other adjectives which describe their
physical appearance are subject to many interpretations. However, some modern scholars such as Asko Parpola connect
the Dasas and Dasyus to Iranian tribes Dahae and Dahyu and believe that Dasas and Dasyus were early Indo-Aryan
immigrants who arrived into the subcontinent before the Vedic Aryans.

Accounts of military conflicts between the various tribes of Vedic Aryans are also described in the Rigveda. Most notable of
such conflicts was the Battle of Ten Kings, which took place on the banks of the river Parushni (modern day Ravi). The battle
was fought between the tribe Bharatas, led by their chief Sudas, against a confederation of ten tribes. The Bharatas lived
around the upper regions of the river Saraswati, while the Purus, their western neighbours, lived along the lower regions of
Saraswati. The other tribes dwelt north-west of the Bharatas in the region of Punjab. Division of the waters of Ravi could
have been a reason for the war. The confederation of tribes tried to inundate the Bharatas by opening the embankments of
Ravi, yet Sudas emerged victorious in the Battle of Ten Kings. Purukutsa, the chief of the Purus, was killed in the battle and
the Bharatas and the Purus merged into a new tribe, the Kuru, after the war.
After the 12th century BCE, as the Rigveda had taken its final form, the Vedic society, which is associated with the KuruPancala region but were not the only Indo-Aryan people in northern India, transitioned from semi-nomadic life to settled
agriculture in north-western India. Possession of horses remained an important priority of Vedic leaders and a remnant of
the nomadic lifestyle, resulting in trade routes beyond the Hindu Kush to maintain this supply as horses needed for cavalry

and sacrifice could not be bred in India. The Gangetic plains had remained out of bounds to the Vedic tribes because of
thick forest cover. After 1000 BCE, the use of iron axes and ploughs became widespread and the jungles could be cleared
with ease. This enabled the Vedic Aryans to extent their settlements into the western area of the Ganga-Yamuna Doab.
Many of the old tribes coalesced to form larger political units.
The Vedic religion was further developed with the emergence of the Kuru kingdom, systematising its religious literature and
developing the Śrauta ritual. It is associated with the Painted Grey Ware culture (c.1200-600 BCE), which did not expand
east of the Ganga-Yamnuya Doab. It differed from the related, yet markedly different, culture of the Central Ganges region,
which was associated with the Northern Black Polished Ware and the Mahajanapadas of Kosala and Magadha.

In this period the varna system emerged, state Kulke and Rothermund, which in this stage of Indian history were a
"hierarchical order of estates which reflected a division of labor among various social classes". The Vedic period estates
were four: Brahmin priests and warrior nobility stood on top, free peasants and traders were the third, and slaves,
labourers and artisans, many belonging to the indigenous people, were the fourth. This was a period where agriculture,
metal, and commodity production, as well as trade, greatly expanded, and the Vedic era texts including the early
Upanishads and many Sutras important to later Hindu culture were completed.
Modern replica of utensils and falcon shaped altar used for Agnicayana, an elaborate Śrauta ritual originating from the Kuru
Kingdom, around 1000 BCE.
The Kuru Kingdom, the earliest Vedic "state", was formed by a "super-tribe" which joined several tribes in a new unit. To
govern this state, Vedic hymns were collected and transcribed, and new rituals were developed, which formed the now
orthodox Śrauta rituals. Two key figures in this process of the development of the Kuru state were the king Parikshit and his
successor Janamejaya, transforming this realm into the dominant political and cultural power of northern Iron Age India.

The most well-known of the new religious sacrifices that arose in this period were the Ashvamedha (horse sacrifice). This
sacrifice involved setting a consecrated horse free to roam the kingdoms for a year. The horse was followed by a chosen
band of warriors. The kingdoms and chiefdoms in which the horse wandered had to pay homage or prepare to battle the
king to whom the horse belonged. This sacrifice put considerable pressure on inter-state relations in this era. This period
saw also the beginning of the social stratification by the use of varna, the division of Vedic society in Kshatriya, Brahmins,
Vaishya and Shudra.
The Kuru kingdom declined after its defeat by the non-Vedic Salva tribe, and the political centre of Vedic culture shifted
east, into the Panchala kingdom on the Ganges, under King Keśin Dālbhya (approximately between 900 and 750 BCE). Later,
in the 8th or 7th century BCE, the kingdom of Videha emerged as a political centre farther to the East, in what is today
northern Bihar of India and southeastern Nepal, reaching its prominence under the king Janaka, whose court provided
patronage for Brahmin sages and philosophers such as Yajnavalkya, Uddalaka Aruni, and Gargi Vachaknavi; Panchala also
remained prominent during this period, under its king Pravahana Jaivali.

By the 6th century BCE, the political units consolidated into large kingdoms called Mahajanapadas. The process of
urbanisation had begun in these kingdoms, commerce and travel flourished, even regions separated by large distances
became easy to access. Anga, a small kingdom to the east of Magadha (on the door step of modern-day West Bengal),
formed the eastern boundary of the Vedic culture. Yadavas expanded towards the south and settled in Mathura. To the
south of their kingdom was Vatsa which was governed from its capital Kausambi. The Narmada River and parts of North
Western Deccan formed the southern limits. The newly formed states struggled for supremacy and started displaying
imperial ambitions.
The end of the Vedic period is marked by linguistic, cultural and political changes. The grammar of Pāṇini marks a final apex
in the codification of Sutra texts, and at the same time the beginning of Classical Sanskrit. The invasion of Darius I of the
Indus valley in the early 6th century BCE marks the beginning of outside influence, continued in the kingdoms of the IndoGreeks. Meanwhile, in the Kosala-Magadha region, the shramana movements (including Jainism and Buddhism) objected
the self-imposed authority and orthodoxy of the intruding Brahmins and their Vedic scriptures and ritual. According to
Bronkhorst, the sramana culture arose in "greater Magadha," which was Indo-European, but not Vedic. In this culture,
kshatriyas were placed higher than Brahmins, and it rejected Vedic authority and rituals.

While Vedic society was relatively egalitarian in the sense that a distinct hierarchy of socio-economic classes or castes
was absent, the Vedic period saw the emergence of a hierarchy of social classes. Political hierarchy was determined by rank,
where rajan stood at the top and dasi at the bottom. The words Brahamana and Kshatriya occur in various family books of
the Rigveda, but they are not associated with the term varna. The words Vaishya and Shudra are absent. Verses of the
Rigveda, indicate the absence of strict social hierarchy and the existence of social mobility:
O, Indra, fond of soma, would you make me the protector of people, or would you make me a king, would you make me a
sage who has drunk soma, would you impart to me endless wealth.
The Vedic household was patriarchal and patrilineal. The institution of marriage was important and different types of
marriages— monogamy, polygyny and polyandry are mentioned in the Rigveda. Both women sages and female gods were
known to Vedic Aryans. However, hymns attributable to female sages are few and female gods were not as important as
male ones. Women could choose their husbands and could remarry if their husbands died or disappeared. While the wife
enjoyed a respectable position, she was subordinate to her husband. People consumed milk, milk products, grains, fruits,
and vegetables. Meat eating is mentioned, however, cows are labelled aghnya (not to be killed). Clothes of cotton, wool
and animal skin were worn. Soma and sura were popular drinks in the Vedic society, of which soma was sanctified by
religion. Flute (vana), lute (vina), harp, cymbals, and drums were the musical instruments played and a heptatonic scale was
used. Dancing, dramas, chariot racing, and gambling were other popular pastimes.

The emergence of monarchical states in the later Vedic age led to a distancing of the rajan from the people and the
emergence of a varna hierarchy. The society was divided into four social groups— Brahmanas, Kshatriyas, Vaishyas and
Shudras. The later Vedic texts fixed social boundaries, roles, status and ritual purity for each of the groups. The Shatapatha

Brahmana associates the Brahmana with purity of parentage, good conduct, glory, teaching or protecting people; Kshatriya
with strength, fame, ruling, and warfare; Vaishya with material prosperity and production-related activities such as cattle
rearing and agriculture; Shudras with the service of the higher varnas. The effects of Rajasuya sacrifice depended on the
varna of the sacrificer. Rajasuya endowed Brahmana with lustre, Kshatriya with valour, Vaishya with procreative power and
Shudra with stability. The hierarchy of the top three varnas is ambiguous in the later Vedic texts. Panchavamsha Brahmana
of the Shatapatha Brahmana place Kshatriya over Brahmana and Vaishya, whereas, some verses places Brahmana and
Vaishya over the Kshatriya and Shudra. The Purusha sukta visualised the four varnas as hierarchical, but inter-related parts
of an organic whole. Despite the increasing social stratification in the later Vedic times, hymns like of Rigveda suggest some
amount of social mobility: "I am a reciter of hymns, my father a physician, and my mother grinds (corn) with stones. We
desire to obtain wealth in various actions."
Household became an important unit in the later Vedic age. The variety of households of the Vedic era gave way to an
idealised household which was headed by a grihapati. The relations between husband and wife, father and son were
hierarchically organised and the women were relegated to subordinate and docile roles. Polygyny was more common than
polyandry and texts like Tattiriya Samhita indicate taboos around menstruating women. Various professions women took to
are mentioned in the later Vedic texts. Women tended to cattle, milked cows, carded wool; were weavers, dyers, and corn
grinders. Women warriors such as Vishphala, who lost a leg in battle, are mentioned. Two female philosophers are
mentioned in the Upanishads. Patrick Olivelle, in his translation of the Upanishads, writes that "the fact that these women
are introduced without any attempt to justify or to explain how women could be engaged in theological matters suggests
the relatively high social and religious position of at least women of some social strata during this period."

/

/
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Early Vedic Aryans were organised into tribes rather than kingdoms. The chief of a tribe was called a rajan. The autonomy of
the rajan was restricted by the tribal councils called sabha and samiti. The two bodies were, in part, responsible for the
governance of the tribe. The rajan could not accede to the throne without their approval. The distinction between the two
bodies is not clear. Arthur Llewellyn Basham, a noted historian and indologist, theorises that sabha was a meeting of great
men in the tribe, whereas, samiti was a meeting of all free tribesmen. Some tribes had no hereditary chiefs and were
directly governed by the tribal councils. Rajan had a rudimentary court which was attended by courtiers (sabhasad) and
chiefs of sects (gramani). The main responsibility of the rajan was to protect the tribe. He was aided by several
functionaries, including the purohita (chaplain), the senani (army chief), dutas (envoys) and spash (spies). Purohita
performed ceremonies and spells for success in war and prosperity in peace.

In the later Vedic period, the tribes had consolidated into small kingdoms, which had a capital and a rudimentary
administrative system. To aid in governing these new states, the kings and their Brahmin priests arranged Vedic hymns into
collections and developed a new set of rituals (the now orthodox Śrauta rituals) to strengthen the emerging social
hierarchy. The rajan was seen as the custodian of social order and the protector of rashtra (polity). Hereditary kingship
started emerging and competitions like chariot races, cattle raids, and games of dice, which previously decided who was

worthy of becoming a king, became nominal. Rituals in this era exalted the status of the king over his people. He was
occasionally referred to as samrat (supreme ruler). The rajan's increasing political power enabled him to gain greater
control over the productive resources. The voluntary gift offering (bali) became compulsory tribute; however, there was no
organised system of taxation. Sabha and samiti are still mentioned in later Vedic texts, though, with the increasing power of
the king, their influence declined. By the end of the later Vedic age, different kinds of political systems such as monarchical
states (rajya), oligarchical states (gana or sangha), and tribal principalities had emerged in India.
According to Michael Witzel's analysis of the Kuru Kingdom, it can be characterized as the earliest Vedic "state", during the
Middle Vedic Period. However, Robert Bellah observes that it is difficult to "pin down" whether the Kurus were a true
"state" or a complex chiefdom, as the Kuru kings notably never adopted royal titles higher than "rājan," which means
"chief" rather than "king" in the Vedic context. The Middle Vedic Period is also characterized by a lack of cities; Bellah
compares this to early state formation in ancient Hawai'i and "very early Egypt," which were "territorial states" rather than
"city-states," and thus "it was the court, not the city, that provided the center, and the court was often peripatetic." Romila
Thapar characterizes Vedic-era state formation as being in a condition of "arrested development," because local chiefs were
relatively autonomous, and because surplus wealth that could have been directed towards state-building was instead used
for the increasingly grandiose rituals that also served to structure social relations. The period of the Upanishads, the final
phase of the Vedic era, was approximately contemporaneous with a new wave of state formations, linked to the beginning
of urbanization in the Ganges Valley: along with the growth of population and trade networks, these social and economic
changes put pressure on older ways of life, setting the stage for the Upanishads and the subsequent sramana movements,
and the end of the Vedic Period, which was followed by the Mahajanapada period.

, archaeological data for the period of period from 1000 to 600 BCE shows a two-tiered settlement pattern in the Ganges
Valley, with some "modest central places," suggestive of the existence of simple chiefdoms, with the Kurukshetra District
itself displaying a more complex (albeit not yet urbanized) three-tiered hierarchy. Subsequently, (after 600 BCE) there are
four tiers of site sizes, including large towns and fortified cities, consistent with an urbanized state-level society.
Economy in the Vedic period was sustained by a combination of pastoralism and agriculture. There are references, in the
Rigveda, to the leveling of fields, seed processing, and storage of grains in large jars. War bounty was also a major source of
wealth. Economic exchanges were conducted by gift giving, particularly to kings (bali) and priests (dana), and barter using
cattle as a unit of currency. While gold is mentioned in some hymns, there is no indication of the use of coins. Metallurgy is
not mentioned in the Rigveda, but the word ayas and instruments made from it such as razors, bangles, axes are
mentioned. One verse mentions purification of ayas. Some scholars believe that ayas refers to iron and the words dham
and karmara refer to iron-welders. However, philological evidence indicates that ayas in the Rigveda refers only to copper
and bronze, while iron or śyāma ayas, literally "black metal", first is mentioned in the post-Rigvedic Atharvaveda, and
therefore the Early Vedic Period was a Bronze Age culture whereas the Late Vedic Period was an Iron Age culture.

The transition of Vedic society from semi-nomadic life to settled agriculture in the later Vedic age led to an increase in trade
and competition for resources. Agriculture dominated the economic activity along the Ganges valley during this period.
Agricultural operations grew in complexity and usage of iron implements (krishna–ayas or shyama–ayas, literally black
metal or dark metal) increased. Crops of wheat, rice, and barley were cultivated. Surplus production helped to support the
centralised kingdoms that were emerging at this time. New crafts and occupations such as carpentry, leather work, tanning,
pottery, astrology, jewellery, dying, and winemaking arose. Apart from copper, bronze, and gold, later Vedic texts also
mention tin, lead, and silver.
Panis in some hymns refers to merchants, in others to stingy people who hid their wealth and did not perform Vedic
sacrifices. Some scholars suggest that Panis were semitic traders, but the evidence for this is slim. Professions of warriors,
priests, cattle-rearers, farmers, hunters, barbers, vintners and crafts of chariot-making, cart-making, carpentry, metal
working, tanning, making of bows, sewing, weaving, making mats of grass and reed are mentioned in the hymns of the
Rigveda. Some of these might have needed full-time specialists. There are references to boats and oceans. Book X of the
Rigveda refers to both eastern and western oceans. Individual property ownership did not exist and clans as a whole
enjoyed rights over lands and herds. Enslavement (dasa, dasi) in the course of war or as a result of non-payment of debt is
mentioned. However, slaves worked in households rather than production-related activities.

Texts considered to date to the Vedic period are mainly the four Vedas, but the Brahmanas, Aranyakas and the older
Upanishads as well as the oldest Śrautasutras are also considered to be Vedic. The Vedas record the liturgy connected with
the rituals and sacrifices performed by the 16 or 17 Śrauta priests and the purohitas.
The rishis, the composers of the hymns of the Rigveda, were considered inspired poets and seers (in post-Vedic times
understood as "hearers" of an eternally existing Veda, Śrauta means "what is heard").

The mode of worship was the performance of sacrifices (Yajna) which included the chanting of Rigvedic verses (see Vedic
chant), singing of Samans and 'mumbling' of sacrificial mantras (Yajus). Yajna involved sacrifice and sublimation of the
havana sámagri (herbal preparations) in the fire accompanied by the chanting of the Vedic mantras. The sublime meaning
of the word yajna is derived from the Sanskrit verb yaj, which has a three-fold meaning of worship of deities (devapujana),
unity (saògatikaraña) and charity (dána). An essential element was the sacrificial fire—the divine Agni—into which oblations
were poured, as everything offered into the fire was believed to reach God. People prayed for abundance of rain, cattle,
sons, long life and gaining 'heaven'.
Vedic people believed in the transmigration of the soul, and the peepul tree and cow were sanctified by the time of the
Atharvaveda. Many of the concepts of Indian philosophy espoused later like Dharma, Karma etc. trace their root to the
Vedas.

The main deities of the Vedic pantheon were Indra, Agni (the sacrificial fire), and Soma and some deities of social order
such as Mitra–Varuna, Aryaman, Bhaga and Amsa, further nature deities such as Surya (the Sun), Vayu (the wind), and
Prithivi (the earth). Goddesses included Ushas (the dawn), Prithvi, and Aditi (the mother of the Aditya gods or sometimes
the cow). Rivers, especially Saraswati, were also considered goddesses. Deities were not viewed as all-powerful. The
relationship between humans and the deity was one of transaction, with Agni (the sacrificial fire) taking the role of
messenger between the two. Strong traces of a common Indo-Iranian religion remain visible, especially in the Soma cult
and the fire worship, both of which are preserved in Zoroastrianism.
Ethics in the Vedas are based on the concepts of Satya and Rta. Satya is the principle of integration rooted in the Absolute.
Whereas, Ṛta is the expression of Satya, which regulates and coordinates the operation of the universe and everything
within it. Conformity with Ṛta would enable progress whereas its violation would lead to punishment.

Around the beginning of the Common Era, the Vedic tradition formed one of the main constituents of the so-called "Hindu
synthesis". Vedic religion survived in the srayta ritual, whereas ascetic and devotional traditions like Yoga and Vedanta
acknowledge the authority of the Vedas, but interpret the Vedic pantheon as a unitary view of the universe with 'God'
(Brahman) seen as immanent and transcendent in the forms of Ishvara and Brahman. Later texts such as the Upanishads
and epics, namely the Gita of Mahabharat, are essential parts of these later developments.

Stone Age tools dating from 5,000 to 200,000 years were found in Bundi and Bhilwara districts of the
state.
Matsya Kingdom of the Vedic civilisation of India, is said to roughly correspond to the former state of
Jaipur in Rajasthan and included the whole of Alwar with portions of Bharatpur.

Bhargava identifies the two districts of Jhunjhunu and Sikar and parts of Jaipur district along with
Haryana districts of Mahendragarh and Rewari as part of Vedic state of Brahmavarta. Bhargava also
locates the present day Sahibi River as the Vedic Drishadwati River, which along with Saraswati River
formed the borders of the Vedic state of Brahmavarta. Manu and Bhrigu narrated the Manusmriti to
a congregation of seers in this area only. Ashrams of Vedic seers Bhrigu and his son Chayvan Rishi, for
whom Chyawanprash was formulated, were near Dhosi Hill part of which lies in Dhosi village of
Jhunjhunu district of Rajasthan and part lies in Mahendragarh district of Haryana.
The Western Kshatrapas (405–35 BC), the Saka rulers of the western part of India, were successors to
the Indo-Scythians, and were contemporaneous with the Kushans, who ruled the northern part of
the Indian subcontinent. The Indo-Scythians invaded the area of Ujjain and established the Saka era
(with their calendar), marking the beginning of the long-lived Saka Western Satraps state.

Gurjars ruled for many dynasties in this part of the country, the region was known as Gurjaratra. Up
to the 10th century AD, almost all of North India acknowledged the supremacy of the Gurjars, with
their seat of power at Kannauj.
The Gurjar Pratihar Empire acted as a barrier for Arab invaders from the 8th to the 11th century. The
chief accomplishment of the Gurjara-Pratihara Empire lies in its successful resistance to foreign
invasions from the west, starting in the days of Junaid.
Traditionally the Rajputs, Gurjars, Jats, Meenas, Bhils, Rajpurohit, Charans, Yadavs, Bishnois,
Meghwal, Sermals, PhulMali (Saini) and other tribes made a great contribution in building the state
of Rajasthan. All these tribes suffered great difficulties in protecting their culture and the land.
Millions of them were killed trying to protect their land. Bhils once ruled Kota. Meenas were rulers of
Bundi, Hadoti and the Dhundhar region.

Hem Chandra Vikramaditya, the Hindu Emperor, was born in the village of Machheri in Alwar
District in 1501. He won 22 battles against Afghans, from Punjab to Bengal including states of Ajmer
and Alwar in Rajasthan, and defeated Akbar's forces twice at Agra and Delhi in 1556 at Battle of Delhi
before acceding to the throne of Delhi and establishing the "Hindu Raj" in North India, albeit for a
short duration, from Purana Quila in Delhi. Hem Chandra was killed in the battlefield at Second Battle
of Panipat fighting against Mughals on 5 November 1556.

Maharana Pratap of Mewar resisted Akbar in the famous Battle of Haldighati (1576) and later
operated from hilly areas of his kingdom. The Bhils were Maharana's main allies during these wars.
Most of these attacks were repulsed even though the Mughal forces outnumbered Mewar Rajputs in
all the wars fought between them. The Haldighati war was fought between 10,000 Mewaris and a
100,000-strong Mughal force (including many Rajputs like Kachwahas from Dhundhar).
Jat king Maharaja Suraj Mal (February 1707 – 25 December 1764) or Sujan Singh was ruler of
Bharatpur in Rajasthan. A contemporary historian has described him as "the Plato of the Jat people"
and by a modern writer as the "Jat Odysseus", because of his political sagacity, steady intellect, and
clear vision.

Rajput families rose to prominence in the 6th century AD. The Rajputs put up resistance to the
Islamic invasions with their warfare and chivalry for centuries. During the 12th century, the Turks and
Afghans were able to get a firm grip on Punjab, Delhi and Bengal. The Rana's of Mewar led other
kingdoms in its resistance to outside rule. Rana Hammir Singh, defeated the Tughlaq dynasty and
recovered a large portion of Rajasthan. The indomitable Rana Kumbha defeated the Sultans of
Malwa and Gujarat and made Mewar the most powerful Rajput Kingdom in India. The ambitious
Rana Sanga united the various Rajput clans and fought against the foreign powers in India. Rana
Sanga defeated the Afghan Lodi Empire of Delhi and crushed the Turkic Sultanates of Malwa and
Gujarat. Rana Sanga then tried to create an Indian empire but was defeated by the first Mughal
Emperor Babur at Khanua. The defeat was due to betrayal by the Tomar king Silhadi of Raisen. After
Rana Sangas death there was no one who could check the rapid expansion of the Mughal Empire.

During Akbars reign most of the Rajput kings accepted Mughal Suzerainty, but the rulers of Mewar
(Rana Udai Singh II) and Marwar (Rao Chandrasen Rathore) refused to have any form of alliance with
the Mughals. To teach the Rajputs a lesson Akbar attacked Udai Singh and killed Rajput commander
Jaimal of Chitor and the citizens of Mewar in large numbers. Akbar killed 20 – 25,000 unarmed
citizens in Chittor on the grounds that they had actively helped in the resistance.
Maharana Pratap took an oath to avenge the citizens of Chittor, he fought the Mughal Empire till his
death and liberated most of Mewar apart from Chittor itself. Maharana Pratap soon became the

most celebrated warrior of Rajasthan and became famous all over India for his sporadic warfare and
noble actions. According to Satish Chandra, "Rana Pratap's defiance of the mighty Mughal empire,
almost alone and unaided by the other Rajput states, constitutes a glorious saga of Rajput valour and
the spirit of self-sacrifice for cherished principles. Rana Pratap's methods of sporadic warfare was
later elaborated further by Malik Ambar, the Deccani general, and by Shivaji".
Rana Amar Singh I continued his ancestor’s war against the Mughal's under Jehangir, he repelled the
Mughal armies at Dewar. Later an expedition was again sent under leadership of Prince Khurram,
which caused much damage to life and property of Mewar. Many temples were destroyed, several
villages were put on fire and ladies and children were captured and tortured to make Amar Singh
accept surrender.

During Aurangzebs rule Rana Raj Singh I and Veer Durgadas Rathore were chief among those who
defied the intolerant emperor of Delhi. They took advantage of the Aravalli hills and caused heavy
damage on the Mughal armies that were trying to occupy Rajasthan.
After Aurangzebs death Bahadur Shah I tried to subjugate Rajasthan like his ancestors but his plan
backfired when the three Rajput Raja's of Amber, Udaipur and Jodhpur made a joint resistance to the
Mughals. The Rajputs first expelled the commandants of Jodhpur and Bayana and recovered Amer by
a night attack. They next killed Sayyid Hussain Khan Barha, the commandant of Mewat and many
other Mughal officers. Bahadur Shah I, then in the Deccan was forced to patch up a truce with the
Rajput Rajas.

Over the years, the Mughals began to have internal disputes which greatly distracted them at times.
The Mughal Empire continued to weaken, and with the decline of the Mughal Empire in the late 18th
century, Rajputana came under the influence of the Marathas. The Maratha Empire, which had
replaced the Mughal Empire as the overlord of the subcontinent, was finally replaced by the British
Empire in 1818.
In the 19th century the Rajput kingdoms were exhausted, they had been drained financially and in
manpower after continuous wars and due to heavy tributes exacted by the Maratha Empire. In order

to save their kingdoms from instability, rebellions and banditry the Rajput kings concluded treaties
with the British in the early 19th century, accepting British suzerainty and control over their external
affairs in return for internal autonomy.
The Mehrangarh Fort at Jodhpur was built by Rao Jodha in 1459.
The early medieval period saw the rise of the Mughal Empire. The Mughals granted high positions to
Rajput rulers who allied with them. However, some Rajput kingdoms did not accept Mughal
suzerainty and were constantly at war with them. The Mughal rule effectively ended in the 18th
century, when the Maratha Empire conquered much of the subcontinent.
Maratha rule was soon replaced by British rule in India. The British also made allies out of local
rulers, who were allowed to rule their princely states. This period was marked by famines and
economic exploitation. However, the British period also saw the growth of railways, telegraph and
modern industry in the region. After Indian Independence in 1947, the various princely states of
Rajasthan were integrated into India.

Stone Age tools dating from 5 000 to 200 000 years were found in Bundi and Bhilwara districts of the
state.
The ancient civilised history of Rajasthan goes back to 5,000 years ago when in the present day
districts of Jhunjhunu and Sikar, along with other areas of Jaipur district bordering south Haryana,
which formed the part of Vedic state of Brahmavarta along with districts of Mahendragarh and
Rewari in Haryana, that Vedic seers started composing Vedic scriptures, which form part of Sanatan
Dharma, the base of present day Hinduism. Revered Saraswati and Drishadwati rivers formed the
then Brahmavarta state. Drishadwati river is identified as the Vedic Drishadwati by Bhargava. Parts of
Rajasthan may have been occupied by the Indus Valley Civilization (Harappans). Excavations at
Kalibanga in northern Rajasthan around 1998 revealed the existence of human settlements of
Harappan times on the banks of a river that dried up later, which some people believe to be the
Saraswati, archaeologists hope the Saraswati will unlock mysteries of the past. Rajasthan's
geographic position in India has caused it to be affected by the expansionist efforts of various

empires. It was a part of the Maurya Empire around 321-184 BCE.

The Ahar culture, also known as the Banas culture is a Chalcolithic archaeological culture on the banks of Ahar River of
southeastern Rajasthan state in India, lasting from c. 3000 to 1500 BCE, contemporary and adjacent to the Indus Valley
Civilization. Situated along the Banas and Berach Rivers, as well as the Ahar River, the Ahar–Banas people were exploiting
the copper ores of the Aravalli Range to make axes and other artefacts. They were sustained on a number of crops,
including wheat and barley.
More than 90 sites of the Ahar culture have been identified to date. The main distribution seems to be concentrated in the
river valleys of Banas and its tributaries. A number of sites with Ahar culture level are also found from Jawad, Mandsaur,
Kayatha and Dangwada in Madhya Pradesh state. In Rajasthan, most of the sites are located in Udaipur, Chittorgarh,
Dungarpur, Banswara, Ajmer, Tonk and Bhilwara districts, which include, Ahar, Gilund, Bansen, Keli, Balathal, Alod, Palod,
Khor, Amoda, Nangauli, Champakheri, Tarawat, Fachar, Phinodra, Joera, Darauli, Gadriwas, Purani Marmi, Aguncha and
Ojiyana.
In 2003 excavations at Gilund, archaeologists discovered a large cache of seal impressions dating to 2100–1700 BC. A large
bin filled with more than 100 seal impressions was found by a team led by archaeologists from the University of
Pennsylvania Museum and the Deccan College (Pune).
The design motifs of the seals are generally quite simple, with wide-ranging parallels from various Indus Civilization sites.
But also, there are parallels with seals from the Bactria–Margiana Archaeological Complex (BMAC) in Central Asia and
northern Afghanistan, 1,000 miles to the northwest.
Typical Ahar pottery is a Black-and-Red ware (BRW) with linear and dotted designs painted on it in white pigment and has a
limited range of shapes, which include bowls, bowls-on-stands, elongated vases and globular vases. The Ahar culture also
had equally distinctive brightly slipped Red Ware, a Tan ware, ceramics in Burnished Black that were incised Thin Red ware,
as well as incised and otherwise decorated Gray ware fabrics.
The pottery had a black top and reddish bottom, with paintings in white on the black surface. Because of these distinctive
features, Ahar, when it was first noticed by R C Agrawal, was called the "black and red ware culture". This is in a way true,
because this was primarily the pottery used by the inhabitants of Ahar for drinking and eating. They used fine and deluxe
table-ware like the china-ware or stainless steel we use today. However, a subsequent and more extensive excavation
showed that the Ahar people produced other kinds of fine and distinctive pottery as well.

Ghateshwara Mahadeva temple at the Baroli Temple Complex. The temples were built between the
10th and 11th centuries CE by the Gujara-Pratihara kingdom.
The Baroli Temples Complex, also known as the Badoli temples, is located in Baroli village in
Rawatbhata town in Chittorgarh district in Rajasthan, India. The complex of eight temples is situated
within a walled enclosure; an additional temple is about 1 kilometre away. They are built in the
Gurjar Pratihar style of temple architecture dated to the tenth century A.D. All nine temples are
under the control of the Archaeological Survey of India for conservation and protection. A well
known art critic characterised "the creations of Badoli as the most perfect of their age that he had
encountered within that part of the country and, in their own peculiar style."

Sringar Chauri of the 10th-century Ghateshwara Mahadeva Temple /

/ Ghateshwara Mahadeva temple

The Baroli Temples Complex is located in Baroli village in Rawatbhata town in Chittorgarh district in
Rajasthan, India. The complex is located close to the rocky bank of the Chambal River, 45 kilometres
south east of Kota, on the outer limits of Rawatbhata town. Set around a natural fountain, they are
positioned in two zones in the midst of a forest containing peepal, kadamba, mango, and jamun
trees.
Though the history of the Baroli Temples is not very clear, they are reported to have been built
during the Gurjara-Pratihara Empire in the 10th–11th centuries. They are one of the earliest temple
complexes in Rajasthan. A carved stone image of the god Nataraja was stolen from the Baroli temple
complex in 1998. It has been traced to a private collector in London. However, the statue has not
been recovered so far.

The 10th-century Baroli Temples are of great architectural interest, consisting of temple structures
built in the Gurjara-Pratihara architectural style, with exquisitely carved stonework. They are in
differing stages of upkeep, with some in a semi-ruined state.
There are 8 major temples in Baroli and a ninth about one kilometre away. Four temples are
dedicated to Shiva (including Ghateshwara Mahadeva Temple), two to Durga and one each to ShivaTrimurti, Vishnu and Ganesha.
The Nataraja (Natesha) images carved in these temples are similar to those seen at Upramala. The
sculpture has 16 arms and its headdress is matted. There is a large diadem carved at the centre top
of the skull, which is "garnished with beaded swags." The facial features are very fine, with high
arched brows and full mouth.

The Ghateshwara Mahadeva temple is the most prominent and the largest in the complex. The main
temple structure comprises the sanctum (garbhagriha) and the mukhamandapa, a front mandapa or
hall. Dated to the early 10th century, it is an intact structure which has the god Shiva depicted in the
form of five lingas. One linga appears like an inverted ghata or pot, and hence the name given to the
temple of "Ghateshwara" (pot-Lord), while "Mahadeva" is a term for Shiva. The sanctum has a ceiling
in the form of a large blossoming lotus. The temple has a finely carved shikara (pinnacle) above the
sanctum. The superstructure has been described as a latina and the pinnacle is a phamsana. The
entire superstructure is supported by six pillars and two pilasters. The pilasters, which are part of the
sanctum wall, project from the wallby two thirds of its width, and have niches encased with
sculptures.

The mukhamandapa serves as a pillared entrance that leads to the sanctum. Shiva's mount Nandi
(the bull) is installed between the mukhamandapa and the sanctum. The niches inside the temple are
decorated with elegantly carved images of Andhakantaka (shiva slaying the demon Andhaka),
Nataraja (Shiva as the Lord of dance) and the goddess Chamunda; similar images are also carved on
the lintel above the entrance door. The mukhamandapa also has many carved images of semi-clad,
dancing apsaras (heavenly nymphs). The ceiling is decorated with concentric forms with coiffured
cusps.
The Sringar Chauri or rangamandapa (the hall of dance) is a later addition to the temple, situated just
outside it. The large pillared hall is built over a raised platform called a pitha, which has decorative

carvings. The transepts of the hall have co-axial entrances, both on the east and the west, ensconced
in kakshasana balustrades. The four central pillars supporting the hall are very well ornamented. The
images include the river goddesses Ganga and Yamuna as dwarapalas (door-keepers), the trinity
images of Brahma-Vishnu-Shiva, and several depictions of Shiva in his different incarnations. Twenty
pillars around the perimeter of the hall are simple in design.
There is a sacred tank next to the temple which has a tiered approach leading to the edge of the
water.

Temple of Ganesha / Shiva temple in the tank / Defaced Trimurti Shiva

Dedicated to Ganesha, the elephant-headed god of wisdom, this temple faces east. While the main
temple structure is built of stones, the superstructure of the shikara is brick. Dated to the 10th
century, the shrine has a projecting vestibule and an atiratha sanctum. The door is without any
decorations. The arms and feet of the image of Ganesha have been cut off, possibly by invading
Islamic armies.

/
/ /
The unveiling of Draupadi, from the Mahabharata in the upper register, a
king is seated, leaning against a bolster, and surrounded by attendants and courtiers. In the lower
half of the image a game of pachisi is being played. Draupadi, the wife of all five Pandava brothers in
the Mahabharata, is presented to the game where Yudhishthira, the king of Hastinapura, had
gambled away all his material wealth. He offered his wife in a bet; Draupadi prays to Krishna for
protection while a court attendant attempts to remove her sari. This event was one of several
instigating factors in the Mahabharata war.
This Shiva temple, also dated to the 10th century, has a sanctum with the divine linga in the middle
of the sacred tank. Built in the Pancharatha style, it faces east. The portico in front of the sanctum is
a single bay built with pillars.
The 10th-century Vamanavatar temple is a small shrine dedicated to a four-armed image of Vamana,
the fifth avatar of the god Vishnu. The sanctum is covered with a flat slab as a ceiling. While a
vestibule and an entrance are extant, the pinnacle is missing.

The Trimurti temple, dated to the 10th century, is partially damaged. It is situated in the south east
of the temple complex. The extant structures, in the Gujara-Pratihara style of architecture, consist of
a pancharatha-style sanctum topped with an elegant shikhara in Nagara architectural style, and also
a vestibule. However, the mukhamandapa has been damaged. The lintel of the entrance of the
sanctum has Nataraja as the lalatabimba (central protective image). The sanctum is deified with a
Trimurti-Shiva (triple headed Shiva) or Mahesha-murti, which is defaced.

The Ashtamata temple, also known as the Mahishamardini temple, is located to the south of the
Ghatesvara Mahadeva temple. The east-facing shrine was also built in the 10th century in the
Pratihara architectural style. The temple, built in stone, consists of the sanctum, antarala (secondary
chamber) and a mukhamandapa. The Pancharatha-style sanctum is topped by the ten-tiered
shikhara, built in the Nagara style, separated by bhumi-amalakas, amalakas (crowns) separating the
tiers (bhumi). The entrance door to the sanctum has three panels (tri-sakha). A dancing Maheshvari
is carved on the lintel as the Lalatabimba. A carved Parvati image occupies the central niche in the
sukanasa (portion of the pinnacle over the portico). These features of the temple support the
conjecture that the temple is dedicated to the goddess Durga (Mahishamardini).

The Sheshashyan temple is a stone temple which is damaged. It was built in the 10th century in the
Parihara style of architecture. Its existing feature consists of a sanctum in rectangular plan with
projecting vestibule. The sanctum was probably topped by a Valabhi (wagon vault), now missing. The
entrance to the sanctum does not have any decorations.
Prithviraj Chauhan defeated the invading Muhammad Ghori in the first battle of Tarain in 1191. In
1192 CE, Muhammad Ghori decisively defeated Prithviraj at the Second battle of Tarain.
After the defeat of Chauhan in 1192 CE, a part of Rajasthan came under Muslim rulers. The principal
centers of their powers were Nagaur and Ajmer. Ranthambhore was also under their suzerainty. At
the beginning of the 13th century, the most prominent and powerful state of Rajasthan was Mewar.
The Rajputs resisted the Muslim incursions into India, although a number of Rajput kingdoms
eventually became subservient to the Delhi Sultanate. Mewar led others in resistance to Muslim rule:
Rana Sanga united the various Rajput clans and fought against the foreign powers in India. Rana
Sanga defeated the Afghan Lodi Empire of Delhi and crushed the Turkic Sultanates of Malwa and

Gujarat. Rana Sanga was later defeated at Khanwa against the Mughal Empire because of treachery
from the Tomar king Silhadi.
See also: Battle of Haldighati, Siege of Chittorgarh (1567–1568), and Siege of Ranthambore (1568)

Akbar shoots the Rajput commander Jaimal using a matchlock, during the Siege of Chittor (1567–1568) / Maharana Pratap, a Rajput ruler.

The Mughal Emperor Akbar expanded the empire into Rajputana in the 16th century CE. He laid siege
to Chittor and defeated the Kingdom of Mewar in 1568. He also laid siege to Ranthambore and
defeated the forces of Surjan Hada in the same year.
Mughal emperor Akbar sent many missions against him. However he survived and ultimately gained
control of all areas of Mewar excluding fort of Chittor.
Akbar also arranged matrimonial alliances to gain the trust of Rajput rulers. He himself married the
Rajput princess Jodha Bai. He also granted high offices to a large number of Rajput princes, and
maintained cordial relations with them, such as Man Singh, one of the navaratnas. However, some
Rajput rulers were not ready to accept Akbar’s dominance and preferred to remain independent.
Two such rulers were Udai Singh of Mewar and Chandrasen Rathore of Marwar. They did not accept
Akbar's supremacy and were at constant war with him. This struggle was continued by Rana Pratap,
successor of Udai Singh. His army met with Akbar's forces at the Battle of Haldighati where he was
defeated and wounded. Since then he remained in recluse for twelve years and attacked the
Mughals from time to time.

When Rajput rulers lost to invaders during the medieval period, the women would commit jauhar, a
form of ritual suicide by self-immolation on a pyre, as a gesture to protect their chastity and selfrespect.
Mughal influence is seen in the styles of Rajput painting and Rajput architecture of the medieval
period.
Since the early 1700s, the Maratha Empire began expanding northwards, led by Peshwa Baji Rao I of
Pune. This expansion finally brought the newly founded Maratha Empire in contact with the Rajputs.
Rajasthan saw many invasions by the Marathas, under military leadership of Holkars and Scindhias.
Most of Rajputana passed under the control of the Maratha Empire and continued to pay tribute to
Pune till the British East India Company replaced the Marathas as paramount rulers.

Jaipur, Principal Street, c. 1875 / The Umaid Bhawan Palace is one of the largest royal residences in the world. It was built in the early
20th century in a fusion of Beaux Arts and traditional Rajasthani architectural styles. It now houses a luxury hotel and a museum.

The arrival of the British East India Company in the region led to the administrative designation of
some geographically, culturally, economically and historically diverse areas, which had never shared
a common political identity, under the name of the Rajputana Agency. This was a significant
identifier, being modified later to Rajputana Province and lasting until the renaming to Rajasthan in
1949.

The Company officially recognized various entities, although sources disagree concerning the details,
and also included Ajmer-Merwara, which was the only area under direct British control. Of these
various areas, Marwar and Jaipur were the most significant in the early 19th century, although it was
Mewar that gained particular attention from James Tod, a Company employee who was enamoured
of Rajputana and wrote extensively, if often uncritically, of the people, history and geography of the
Agency as a whole.
Alliances were formed between the Company and these various princely and chiefly entities in the
early 19th century, accepting British sovereignty in return for local autonomy and protection from
the Marathas. Following the Mughal tradition and more importantly due to its strategic location
Ajmer became a province of British India, while the autonomous Rajput states, the Muslim state
Tonk (princely state), and the Jat states Bharatpur, Dholpur were organized into the Rajputana
Agency. In 1817-18, the British Government concluded treaties of alliance with almost all the states
of Rajputana. Thus began the British rule over Rajasthan, then called Rajputana.
At the ceremony held in Udaipur on April 12, 1948, the reconstitution of the Rajasthan Union, which
the Maharana of Udaipur becomes the New Rajapramukh, Jawaharlal Nehru administers the oath of
allegiance to Manik Lal Verma, Premier of the Union.

----Rajpramukh was an administrative title in India which existed from India's independence in 1947 until 1956. Rajpramukhs
were the appointed governors of certain of India's provinces and states.
The British Indian Empire, which included most of present-day India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh, was made up of two types
of political units. British India consisted of fifteen provinces, all British possessions, ruled directly by the British in all

respects, either through a governor or a chief commissioner, officials appointed by the viceroy. Existing alongside British
India were a large number of princely states, ruled by local hereditary rulers, who acknowledged British suzerainty,
including British control of their external affairs, but who retained local autonomy. At the time of the proclamation of
Queen Victoria as Empress of India in 1858, more than 700 Indian princely states and territories enjoyed treaty relations
with the British Crown. The exact relationship between the Government of India (controlled by the British) and these states
varied enormously, ranging from treaties of alliance, defence, protection, or supervision to almost outright control. The
British Crown assumed control of British India from the East India Company in 1857 and thereafter controlled the internal
governance through a Secretary of State for India in London and a Viceroy in India.
The hundreds of princely states varied greatly in size, from Hyderabad, with a population of over ten million, to tiny states.
Most of the rulers of the princely states worked closely with a British political Agent who was responsible to the governor of
a British province, but the four largest princely states, Hyderabad, Baroda, Mysore, and Jammu and Kashmir, had Residents
directly under the authority of the viceroy. Two agencies, the Central India Agency and Rajputana Agency, were made up of
numerous princely states, and their political Agents were appointed by the Viceroy.

On 20 February 1947, the British government announced its intention to transfer power in British India to Indian hands by
June 1948. However, the Cabinet Mission Plan on 16 May 1947 failed to evolve a constitution for India acceptable to all
contending parties. Subsequently, the British government announced on 3 June 1947 its intention to partition British India
into two dominions. On 15 July 1947, the House of Commons passed the India Independence Bill 1947, to divide British
India into the dominions of India and Pakistan. The House of Lords followed suit the next day. The Bill received the Royal
assent on 18 July 1947. From this day the suzerainty of the British Crown over the Indian princely states lapsed as per 7(b)
of the India Independence Act 1947, and with it all treaties between the British Crown and the Indian states also had a legal
quietus. The Rulers of the Indian States became sovereign rulers from 18 July 1947, and in principle they were free to
accede to either of the two dominions or to remain independent. As per the provisions of the Act, on 15 August 1947 two
independent dominions of India and Pakistan were established. The leaders in the Indian Independence movement put
strong pressure on the Indian rulers to accede their states to the Dominion of India. By 15 August 1947 virtually all of the
Rulers had signed an Instrument of Accession with the Governor-General of India, giving power to the dominion
government to make laws on the three subjects of foreign policy, communication and defence, and otherwise they
remained sovereign rulers. These Rulers also signed another agreement known as the "Stand Still Agreement", to provide
continuity to any existing agreements between British India and their States.

Three Indian states namely Hyderabad, Jammu and Kashmir, and Junagadh, failed to accede to either of the dominions.
Jammu together with parts of Kashmir was incorporated into India after the Maharaja Hari Singh was forced to seek Indian
military intervention against the marauding Pakistani sponsored tribal lords (Afridis). In time, the two remaining states of
Hyderabad and Junagadh were invaded and annexed by India.
In 1948 the Maharaja of Gwalior signed a covenant with the rulers of the adjoining princely states to form a new state
known as Madhya Bharat. This new covenanting state was to be governed by a council of the rulers with a head known as
Rajpramukh. This new state signed a fresh Instrument of Accession with the Indian dominion. Subsequently, many other

Indian states merged with their neighbouring Indian states on the same lines to form the covenanting states known as
Vindhya Pradesh, Patiala and East Punjab States Union (PEPSU), Rajputana, etc
In the intervening period the Dominion Government of India had set up a Constitution Assembly to formulate a new
Constitution for India. Simultaneously each of the Independent Indian rulers and Rajpramukhs of Covenanting states had
set up Constituent Assemblies for their respective states and also sent their representatives to the Constituent Assembly of
India so as to make uniform laws for their respective states. The thinking among the India leaders at that time was that
each princely state or covenanting state would remain independent as a Federal state along the lines suggested originally
by the 1935 Act .

But as the drafting of the constitution progressed and the idea of forming a republic took concrete shape, it was decided
that all the princely states/covenanting states would merge with the Indian republic, and all the Maharajas would be
provided with a Privy Purse and Privileges as enjoyed by them on 15 August 1947 by constitutional guarantees. Hence Art.
294, Art 362, Art 366, Art 363 were incorporated. Besides it was also decided that the Maharaja of Mysore, the Maharaja of
Jammu & Kashmir, the Nizam of Hyderabad, and the Rajpramukhs of the Covenanting states would continue to be the
constitutional heads of their respective states. By 26 October 1949 the constituent assembly had finalised a new
constitution for India and all the Acceding Indian States and the Covenanting states merged with the New Republic of India.
In accordance with constitutional provisions all the Maharajas entered into another agreement with the Governor General
of India to provide for the specific privy purse amount, the right to their personal properties (as distinct from state
properties), and the right to succession in accordance with the practice in their territories. These agreements were entered
into before 26 January 1950 so as to bring them within the ambit of Art. 363. On 26 January 1950, India became a republic.
The new constitution created four types of administrative divisions in India: nine Part A states, the former British provinces,
which were ruled by an appointed governor and state legislature; eight Part B states, former princely states or groups of
covenanting states, which were governed by a Rajpramukh; ten Part C states, including both former princely states and
provinces, which were governed by a chief commissioner; and a union territory ruled by a governor appointed by the Indian
president.

Art 366(21): Rajpramukh means- (a) in relation to the States of Hyderabad, the person for the time being is recognised by
the President as Nizam of Hyderabad.; (b) in relation to the State of Jammu and Kashmir or the State of Mysore, the person
who for the time being is recognised by the President as the Maharaja of that State; and (c) in relation to any other State
specified in Part B of the First Schedule, the person who for the time being is recognised by the President as the
Rajpramukh of that State, and includes in relation to any of the said States any person for the time being recognised by the
President as competent to exercise the powers of the Rajpramukh in relation to that State.
The eight Part B states were Hyderabad, Saurashtra, Mysore, Travancore-Cochin, Madhya Bharat, Vindhya Pradesh, Patiala
and East Punjab States Union (PEPSU), and Rajasthan.

Governing Rajpramukhs, 1948–1956
Hyderabad State had its last Nizam, HEH Mir Osman Ali Khan (b. 1886 -d. 1967) as Rajpramukh from 26 January 1950 to 31
October 1956.
Patiala and East Punjab States Union had Maharaja Yadavindra Singh (b. 1913 -d. 1974), the Maharaja of Patiala, as
Rajpramukh.

Saurashtra had Krishna Kumarsinhji Bhavsinhji (b. 1912 -d. 1965), the former Maharaja of Bhavnagar State, and
Digvijaysinhji Ranjitsinhji(b. 1895 -d. 1966), the former Maharaja of Nawanagar State, as acting and regular Rajpramukh
respectively. Meanwhile, Maharana Maharaja Shri Raj Mayurdhwajsinhji Meghrajji III Ghanshyamsinghji Sahib, the former
Maharaja of Dhrangadhra State, on the establishment of the United State of Kathiawar (Saurashtra) in 1948, was installed
as Uprajpramukh (Deputy Rajpramukh) and he served as Acting Rajpramukh during the absence of the Rajpramukh.
Mysore had its last Maharaja, Jayachamaraja Wodeyar Bahadur (b. 1919 -d. 1974) as Rajpramukh. He continued as
governor from 1 November 1956 to 4 May 1964. He held office as Governor of Tamil Nadu (then known as Madras State)
from 4 May 1964 to 26 June 1966.
Travancore-Cochin state had the last Maharaja of Travancore, Sir Bala Rama Varma II (b. 1912 -d. 1991) as Rajpramukh from
1 July 1949 – 31 October 1956.
Madhya Bharat had the last Maharaja of Gwalior, Sir George Jivaji Rao Scindia (b. 1916 -d. 1961) as Rajpramukh from 28
May 1948 to 31 October 1956.
Rajasthan had two Rajpramukhs, Sir Bhim Singh II (b. 1909 -d. 1991), the former Maharao of Kota, from 25 March 1948 to
18 April 1948 and Sir Bhopal Singh (b. 1884 -d. 1955), the Maharana of Udaipur, from 18 April 1948 – 1 April 1949. The
latter continued with the designation of Maha Rajpramukh from 1 April 1949 to 4 July 1955. The Maharana of Udaipur was
appointed as Rajpramukh and Kota Naresh was appointed as Up- Rajpramukh of Union of many former princely states of
Rajasthan, and subsequently Maharana Bhupal Singh of Udaipur was appointed as the Maha-Rajpramukh and the Kota
Naresh was appointed as the Up- Rajpramukh.
Vindhya Pradesh had Martand Singh (b. 1923 – d. 1995), the former Maharaja of Rewa, during 1948–49, then passing under
the administration of a chief commissioner.

On 1 November 1956, the States Reorganization Act took effect, which erased the distinction between parts A, B, and C
states, and reorganised state boundaries along linguistic lines. Of the Part B states, Rajputana was merged with AjmerMerwara state to become Rajasthan; Hyderabad was partitioned among Mysore, Andhra Pradesh, and Bombay state;
Saurashtra was merged into Bombay state; Travancore-Cochin was merged with Malabar district to form the new state of
Kerala; Madhya Bharat and Vindhya Pradesh were merged into Madhya Pradesh; Patiala and East Punjab States Union
(PEPSU) was merged into Punjab state, and Mysore state was enlarged with the addition of Coorg state and parts of
Bombay, Madras and Hyderabad states.
By 1956, the system of voluntary unions of states was dismantled and the position of Rajpramukh abolished. New states
were created along linguistic and ethnic lines, which tore apart the traditional ties that existed in the former princely states.
As the princely rulers died one by one more time was being taken before their successors were recognised by the
Government of India.
When they were recognised it was usually after they were persuaded to accept lower privy purses or reductions in
privileges. But many influential Maharajahs and Maharanis were not content with being mere nominal title holders
enjoying privileges.
They started contesting in elections either as independents or by joining political parties. Growing popularity and success of
many of the former Royalty in the hustings particularly Maharani Gayatri Devi of Jaipur and Rajmata of Gwalior, Viajya Raje
Sindhia among others was not to the liking of Mrs. Indira Gandhi who had become prime Minister by 1966.

By the year 1969 Indian National Congress had split into Congress (Organization) and Congress (Ruling). Congress (R) was
headed by Mrs. Indira Gandhi and to score public support she coined slogans like Garibi Hatao (Stop Poverty) which
included promise to abolish Royal order. She de-recognized all the Maharajs by a presidential order in 1969. But this was
struck down by the Supreme Court of India. Eventually, the government by the 26th Amendment to the constitution was
successful in abolishing the Princely order.
This process was completed by the end of 1971. Though a challenge to this amendment was mounted in the Supreme
Court, the court neither heard the matter immediately nor gave any relief to the rulers. The case was ultimately decided
against the rulers by as late as in 1993, by which time it had become fait accompli.
They have since only enjoyed their traditional styles and titles on a social basis and seem to have adapted well. Former
royals like Captain Amarinder Singh - Maharaja of Patiala, Maharani Vasundhara Raje Scindia of Dholpur even rose to post
of Chief Ministers of Punjab and Rajasthan respectively till recently. Many others like V.P Singh, Digvijay Singh, Srikanata
Datta Narasimha Raja Wadiyar, Madhavrao Scindia and his son Jyotiraditya Scindia, Arjun Singh, and many others have
been active politics and been prime minister, governors, ministers, MLAs and MPs at different times.

The name of Rajasthan was probably popularized by Tod and during his lifetime some people
believed that he had coined it. Although he claimed that it was the classical name for the region, the
term seems first to be documented in an inscription dating from 1708 and to have become popular
by his time.
It took seven stages to form Rajasthan as defined today. In March 1948 the Matsya Union consisted
of Alwar, Bharatpur, Dhaulpur and Karauli was formed.

Bikaner

//

Ajmer

Palace at Bikaner in Rajasthan from the Elgin Collection: 'Autumn Tour 1896', taken by an unknown photographer on the 1st November
1896. Bikaner is the capital of the old Rajput state of the same name. The city was founded in 1488 by Bhika, the son of Rao Jodha, founder
of Jodhpur from the Rajput family of the Rathor clan. Situated in an arid plain, Bikaner has an impressive fort surrounded by a crenellated
wall of pink sandstone. A century after the construction of the original fort, Raja Rai Singh (1571-1611) built a larger fort called Junargarh,
between 1588 and 1593. Within the fort are a series of palaces commenced during Rai Singh's reign and continued by successive rulers.

Alwar (formerly Ulwar), was a part of the Matsya Kingdom, one of the sixteen ancient Mahājanapadas.
--Matsya Kingdom (Sanskrit for "fish") was one of the solasa (sixteen) Mahajanapadas (great kingdoms).
By the late Vedic period, they ruled a kingdom located south of the Kurus, and west of the Yamuna river which separated it from the
kingdom of the Panchalas. It roughly corresponded to the former state of Jaipur in Rajasthan, and included the whole of Hindaun, Alwar
with portions of Bharatpur. The capital of Matsya was at Viratanagari (present-day Bairat) which is said to have been named after its
founder king, Virata. In Pali literature, the Matsya tribe is usually associated with the Surasena. The western Matsya was the hill tract on
the north bank of the Chambal River. Matsya kingdom was founded by king Matsya who was the twin brother of Satyavati who was
contemporary to Bhishma.
In the early 6th century BCE, Matsya was one of the sixteen Mahajanapadas (great kingdoms) mentioned in the Buddhist text Anguttara
Nikaya, but its power had greatly dwindled and it was of little political importance by the time of Buddha. The Mahabharata refers to a King
Sahaja, who ruled over both the Chedis and the Matsyas, which implies that Matsya once formed a part of the Chedi Kingdom.
Other than the Matsya kingdom to the south of Kuru Kingdom, which falls in the Hindaun and Alwar, Bharatpur districts of Rajasthan, the
epic refers to as many as six other Matsya kingdoms. Upaplavya was a notable city of the kingdom. On the 13th year of Pandavas's exile,
pandavas and Draupadi stay in matsya kingdom of King Virata.
----

The history of Alwar dates back to 1000 CE. The king of Amer (the former seat of Jaipur state) ruled the area in the eleventh
century and his territory extended up to the present-day city of Alwar. He founded the city of Alpur in 1106 Vikrami samvat
(1049 CE) under his own name, which eventually became Alwar. From time to time, a different Rajput sub-clan came to rule
Alwar. Examples include the Khanzada Rajputs, the Nikumbh Rajputs, the Badgujjar Rajputs, and finally the Naruka
(Kachwaha) Rajputs who took the control over this area. Bhadanakas (Bhadana) clan of Gurjar, The Maratha Empire and
Jats of Bharatpur State also ruled this region for a short period. A Rajput, Partap Singh, took the Alwar Fort from the Jat Raja
of Bharatpur and laid down the foundation for modern day Alwar.
The Hindu King Hemchandra Vikramaditya (Hemu), born into a Brahmin family in Machari, a village in Alwar, was a Hindu
emperor of North India during the 16th century. This was a period when the Mughals and Afghans were vying for power in

the region. Hemu acceded to the throne of Delhi on 7 October 1556 after defeating Akbar's Mughal forces in the Battle of
Delhi in the Tughlakabad area in Delhi, and became the de facto king. He won twenty-two battles in succession and became
the last Hindu emperor of India.

Alwar State, a princely state established in 1770, was established by a Kachwaha Rajput named Pratap Singh who was
earlier a jagirdar of "Dhai Gaon" (two-and-a-half villages) near Machari. His successor "Bakhtawar Singh Kachwaha" was
defeated after launching an armed incursion into neighbouring Jaipur State (ruled by their Kachwaha seniors, erstwhile
overlords of his predecessor) and being forced to accept the consequent treaty mediated by East India Company prohibiting
him from political relations with other states without the consent of the colonial British. According to the "Gazetteer of
Ulwar" published by the British raj, Alwar State was subdivided into four regions:
Rath region: current Behror and Neemrana, was ruled by Lah Chauhan rajput zamindar who had descended from Prithviraj
Chauhan. Sahesh Mal was a son of Raja Sangat Singh Chauhan. Sangat was the great grandson of Chahir Deo Chauhan,
brother of famous rajput king Prithviraj Chauhan. In accordance with the pledge by the raja Sangat Singh Chauhan to his
younger queen for marrying her in his old age, her two sons from him were bestowed the Rath area and its headquarter of
Mandhan near Neemrana. King Sangat Singh Chauhan's 19 sons from the older queen set out to seek their fortunes. Of the
19 brothers, Harsh Dev Chauhan and Sahesh Mal Chauhan arrived in the Gurgaon district. Lah Chauhan, the ruler of Rath,
was a son of raja Sangat Singh Chauhan by the younger Rani whose two sons became inheritors of Raja Sangat Singh’s
territory of Rath with its headquarter at Mandhan when other 19 sons from the other wives were required to quit the
kingdom as per the promise of Raja Sangat.

Wai region: current Bansur and Thana Ghazi, was ruled by Shekhawat rajput zamindars.
Narukhand region: current Rajgarh and Laxmangarh, was ruled by Naruka sub-branch of Kachwaha rajputs who were from
the same branch as the ruling kings of the Alwar State
Mewat region: current Palwal and Nuh districts, had the highest population of the Meo Muslims.
Alwar acceded to the dominion of India following the independence of India in 1947. On 18 March 1948, the state merged
with three neighbouring princely states (Bharatpur, Dholpur and Karauli) to form the Matsya Union. On 15 May 1949, it was
united with neighbouring princely states and the territory of Ajmer to form the present-day Indian state of Rajasthan.
Alwar’s heritage, apart from being a draw for tourists, has been an attraction for Bollywood film shoots including
Shakespeare Wallah, Maharaja (1998), Karan Arjun at Sariska palace and dadigarh fort and Bhangarh, Saajan Chale Sasural
at Sariska palace, Talaash: The Hunt Begins... and Trip to Bhangarh. The Mega Alwar trade fair is held at Dusshera ground
every year. Alwar is also known for its hand-made Papier-mâché.
The Fairy Queen, a national treasure (cultural artifact) of India and the world's oldest working locomotive engine (c. 1855
CE) operates as a tourist luxury train between Delhi and Alwar. The Fairy Queen, also known as the East Indian Railway Nr.
22, is an 1855-built steam locomotive, restored by Loco Works Perambur, Chennai in 1997 and housed at the Rewari
Railway Heritage Museum. It occasionally runs between New Delhi and Alwar. In 1998 it was listed in the Guinness Book of
Records as the world's oldest steam locomotive in regular service. The Fairy Queen runs on the same route as the Palace on
Wheels, the tourist train launched in 1982.

Bala Qila (lit. "Young Fort"), also known as Alwar Fort, is a fort approximately 300 meters above the city, founded by the
15th-century Khanzada Rajput ruler Hasan Khan Mewati and built on the foundations of a 10th-century mud fort. Situated
on the Aravalli Range, the fort is 5 kilometres long and about 1.5 kilometres wide with turrets, a large gate, a temple, and a
residential area.

The City Palace, also known as Vinay Vilas Mahal, built in 1793 CE by Raja Bakhtawar Singh, blends the Rajputana and
Islamic architectural styles and has marble pavilions on lotus-shaped bases in its courtyard. The palace houses a state
museum with a collection of manuscripts, including one depicting Emperor Babur’s life, Ragamala paintings and miniatures,
and historic swords that once belonged to Muhammad Ghori, Emperor Akbar and Aurangzeb; and a golden Durbar hall. This
palace that once belonged to the Maharaja (lit. Great Ruler) has now been converted into a District Administrative office
also housing the District Court.
The Sariska Tiger Reserve, a National Park and Tiger Reserve, is located in the Aravali hills only a few kilometres away from
Alwar. Declared a Wildlife reserve in 1955 and a National Park in 1982, it is the first reserve in the world to have successfully
relocated tigers. The sanctuary, which became a part of India's Project Tiger in 1978, also preserves other species including
rare birds and plants.

Bhangarh Fort, branded as the fourth most haunted palace in the world, and the most haunted palace in Asia, is a 17thcentury fort built by Man Singh I (one of the NavRatnas of Akbar's court) for his younger brother Madho Singh I. The fort, a
monument protected by the Archaeological Survey of India and is known for its association to legends and paranormal
activities, is a tourist attraction for visitors across the world.
The Bhangarh Fort is a 17th-century fort built in the Rajasthan state of India. It was built by Bhagwant Das for his younger son Madho
Singh. The fort and its precincts are well preserved.
The Bhangarh Fort is located on the border of the Sariska Reserve in the Aravali range of hills in Alwar district of Rajasthan. The nearest
village is Gola ka Baas.The fort is situated at the foot of the hills on sloping terrain. The ruins of the King's palace are located on the lower
slope of the hills; trees surround the pond area and a natural stream falls into the pond within the premises of the palace.
The fort is located 235 kilometres (146 mi) from Delhi and the approach to the entrance gate of the fort in the last 2 kilometres (1.2 mi)
stretch of the road is an unpaved road. The fort is 20 miles (32 km) from Thana Ghazi. The nearest airport is Jaipur International Airport
which is 88.2 kilometers from the fort.
According to legend, a sadhu named Baba Balak Nath lived within the fort area, and it was his injunction that any houses built in the
precincts of the fort should not be taller than his house, and if the shadow of any such house fell on his house, it would result in
destruction of the fort town. According to one popular folk tale, a wizard adept in black magic named N.K. Sinhai fell in love with Ratnavati,
a beautiful Bhangarh princess with many suitors. One day, the wizard followed her to the marketplace and offered her a love potion,
however she refused it, throwing it onto a large boulder that consequently rolled onto the wizard and crushed him to death. Before the
wizard died, he supposedly made a curse that Bhangarh would be destroyed soon and no one would be able to live within its precincts.
Subsequently, Bhangarh Fort was invaded by the Mughals from the north and the city was surrounded and sacked, and all inhabitants

including the princess were killed. According to legend, the present state of the fort is the result of the wizard's curse, and the ghosts of the
wizard and princess haunt the fort. Local folklore holds that the curse will be lifted someday when the princess is reborn and visits the fort.

Nearby Viratnagar there is a Buddhist stupa and an inscription from the Mauryan emperor Ashoka. According to legends,
Pandavas spent some time in their ignorance here. There are a large number of religious devotees on the PandupoleBharthari Loktirtha. Alwar contains a number of historical monuments, such as 'Deewan ji ki lal haweli', which was built in
1754 and owned by Rajendra Kumar jain.

Bharthari temple is dedicated to the king of Ujjain, who became a saint and is now commonly known as Baba Bharthari. He
is sometimes identified with Bhartṛhari, a 7th-century poet. He is revered and prayed to, the temple is visited by the local
population, and a fair is also organized each year known as 'Bharthari Baba ka Mela'.
Dholpur is a city in eastern-most parts of the Rajasthan state of India. It is the administrative headquarters of Dholpur
District and was formerly seat of the Dholpur princely state, Dholpur State or Dhaulpur State was a kingdom of eastern
Rajputana, India, which was founded in AD 1806 by a Hindu Jat Maharana Kirat Singh of Dhaulpur, Ruler before
Independence.
Dhaulpur became a separate district in 1982 comprising Dholpur, Rajakhera, Saramathura, Bari and Baseri Tehsils. Dholpur
district is a part of Bharatpur Division/Commissionerate. It is bordered by Bharatpur district of Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh
to the north, Madhya Pradesh to the south, Karauli district to the west and Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh to the east.

Dholpur or Dhawalpuri was established in 700 AD by Raja Dholan Dev Tomar and most likely the name of city was changed
to Dholpur after him. He resided 10 km south west of Dholpur at a place called Bilpur near chambal where a fort still exists.
His descendant Raja Dhawal Deo built the new town of Dholpur in 1050 AD. Their descendants are still living in the area and
till independence were rulers of many small chieftainships in Morena and Gwalior. He was ruler of country between
Chambal and Banganga. The Dholeshwar Mahadev Temple built by this Raja was washed away in Chambal floods of 1868
AD. The Tomars lost sovereignty to Jadu's of Karauli.
After the battle of Panipat, Babar became the first Mughal ruler of Hindustan. His rule was not a bed of roses in the early
years of his reign. Dhaulpur was taken by Sikandar Lodhi in 1501, who handed it to a Muslim governor in 1504.After the
death of Ibrahim Lodi, many states declared themselves independent. Talai Khan became the ruler of Gwalior. Similarly,
Mohammed Jaifoon declared himself the ruler of Dholpur.
In 1527, Dhaulpur fort fell to Babur and continued to be ruled by the Mughals until 1707. After the death of the Mughal
emperor Aurangzeb, Raja Kalyan Singh Bhadauria obtained possession of Dhaulpur, and his family retained it until 1761.
After that, Dholpur was taken successively by the Jat ruler Maharaja Suraj Mal of Bharatpur; by Mirza Najaf Khan in 1775;
by the Scindia ruler of Gwalior in 1782; and finally, by the British East India Company in 1803. It was restored by the British
to the Scindias under the Treaty of Sarji Anjangaon, briefly, and was soon reoccupied by the British. In 1805, Dhaulpur came
under the Jat ruler, Maharana Kirat Singh of Gohad, a princely state, a vassal of the British during the Raj.

According to the Babur Nama, Babur had a baori built in Dholpur on his last trip to Gwalior, to add to the charghar ("fourgardens") he had already had built there.
After Mughals Rana vansh of Jats become ruler of Dhaulpur, during British Raj, it was part of the Rajputana Agency, till the
Independence of India. The former mansion of the ruler of the erstwhile Dholpur State, Kesarbagh palace, now houses the
Dholpur Military School, while its official residence in New Delhi, Dholpur House, is used by the Union Public Service
Commission.
To liberate the country, many people sacrificed their lives. The important event in the history of Dholpur was on 11 April
1947 when the workers of the society gathered at Tasimo village gathering place. Then there was a ban on hoisting the flag,
but the neem tree had a tricolor wave and the meeting was going on. At the same time, the Samajwadi police station
Shamsher Singh, the Deputy Superintendent of Police, Gurudatt Singh, and the Thanedar Aliazam reached the meeting with
the police at the meeting and when they came forward to bring the flag of the Tricolor, Thakur Chhattar Singh, who was
present in the assembly, stood in front of the soldiers and Tricolor said in the condition of not releasing the flag.

In that very same, the police shot Thakur Chhattar Singh. Then Pancham Singh Kushwaha came forward and the police shot
him too. As soon as the two martyrs fell on the ground, the people present in the gathering surrounded the neem tree that
had become a tricolor and said that the shoot shot is ready for us to die for Bharat Maata. And the shouting of the name of
Bharat Maata, the police retreated, seeing the situation deteriorating. Due to this martyrdom of freedom fighters, Tasimo
village was recorded not only in Rajasthan but in the entire history of India, which is known in history as 'Tasimo Goli Kand'.
Pandit Roshanlal, 83, who witnessed the incident, points out that the marks of bullets run by the police at the behest of the
monarchy have not even blurred on their hands. The same witness, 86-year-old Jamunadas Mittal, said that for the shame
of the Tricolor, two of his sons they are curious on martyrdom.

Karauli (also formerly spelled Karoli or Kerowlee) is a city located in the Indian state of Rajasthan. The city is the
administrative center of Karauli District, and was formerly the capital of the erstwhile princely state of Karauli. Karauli
District comes under Bharatpur Divisional Commissionerate.
Earlier, Karauli, along with Alwar, was part of the Matsya kingdom, according to the legend of Mahabharata. The modern
princely state Karauli was founded in about 995 by Raja Bijai Pal, who was a Jadon Rajput ruler, who is claimed to be 88th in
descent from the Hindu god Krishna. The Jadu Rajputs are descendants of Lord Krishna, founded in 900AD by Raja Brahm
Pal. The town itself dates from 1348, and is located in a geographical setting naturally defended by ravines on the north and
east, and is further protected by a great wall. His Highness the Maharaja maintains a military force of 281 cavalry, 1640
infantry, and 56 guns, and is entitled to a salute of 17 guns (as of 1892). The Britishers later occupied it, and they ruled up to
1947. The Maharaja's palace is a handsome block of buildings, some of them dating to the mid-18th century. Karauli State
was founded by Maharaja Arjun Dev pal in 1346 AD.

Also, in March 1948 Banswara, Bundi, Dungarpur, Jhalawar, Kishangarh, Kota, Pratapgarh, Shahpura
and Tonk joined the Indian union and formed a part of Rajasthan. In April 1948 Udaipur joined the

state and the Maharana of Udaipur was made Rajpramukh. Therefore in 1948 the merger of south
and southeastern states was almost complete. Still retaining their independence from India were
Jaipur and the desert kingdoms of Bikaner, Jodhpur and Jaisalmer. From a security point of view, it
was vital to the new Indian Union to ensure that the desert kingdoms were integrated into the new
nation. The princes finally agreed to sign the Instrument of Accession, and the kingdoms of Bikaner,
Jodhpur, Jaisalmer and Jaipur were merged in March 1949. This time the Maharaja of Jaipur, Man
Singh II was made the Rajpramukh of the state and Jaipur became its capital. Later in 1949, the
United States of Matsya, comprising the former kingdoms of Bharatpur, Alwar, Karauli and Dholpur,
was incorporated into Rajasthan. On January 26, 1950, 18 states of united Rajasthan merged with
Sirohi to join the state leaving Abu and Dilwara to remain a part of Greater Bombay and now Gujarat.

---Banswara
The state of Banswara was founded by Maharawal Jagmal Singh. It is named for the "bans" or bamboo forests in the area.
It is also known as 'City of Hundred Islands', due to presence of numerous islands on the Mahi River named "Chachakota" where the islands
located, which flows through Banswara. Banswara city is governed by City Council (Nagar Parishad) which comes under Banswara Urban
Agglomeration.
Banswara (literally "the bamboo country") was a Rajput feudatory state in Rajputana during British India. It borders Gujarat and is bounded
on the north by the native states of Dungarpur and Udaipur or Mewar; on the northeast and east by Partapgarh; on the south by the
dominions of Holkar and the state of Jabua; and on the west by the state of Rewa Kantha.
It is said that a Bhil ruler Bansia or Wasna, ruled over it and Banswara was named after his name. Bansia was defeated and killed by Jagmal
Singh who became the first Maharaval of the princely state. It is named so because of the bamboo which were found in abundance in the
forests.

Banswara massacre is also known as Rajathan’s ‘Jallianwala Bagh’, a little known event of the British Raj era.
On 17 November 1913, Banswara district of South Rajasthan was witness to a little-known massacre of around 1500 tribals by the British,
echoing the Jallianwala Bagh massacre in which 329 people were killed in firing. British forces opened fire on tribals who had gathered on
the Mangarh hillock situated in the Aravali mountains on the Rajasthan-Gujarat border. The tribals were led by their leader Govind Guru
who inspired them to throw off the yoke of British rule.
Govind Guru, influenced by social reformers like Dayanand Saraswati, launched the ‘Bhagat movement among the Bhils asking them to
adhere to vegetarianism, and abstain from all types of intoxicants. The movement slowly took on a political hue and turned into a
movement against the oppressive policies of the British.
The Bhils began opposing taxes imposed by the British and forced labour imposed by the princely states of Banswara, Santrampur,
Dungarpur and Kushalgarh. Worried by the tribal revolt, the Britishers and princely states decided to crush the uprising. From October
1913, Govind guru asked his followers to gather at Mangarh hill from where they would conduct their operations.
The British asked them to vacate Mangarh hill by 15 November, but they refused. On 17 November, the tribals were gathering for a
meeting when the British forces under Maj S Bailey and Capt E Stiley opened fire from cannons and guns on the crowd. Though there are
no official estimates, locals say about 2500 people were killed in cold blood.

Govind guru was captured and exiled from the area. He was imprisoned in Hyderabad jail and released in 1919 on grounds of good
behavior. But as he was exiled from his homeland, he settled in Limdi in Gujarat where he died in 1931. The site of the massacre is today
known as Mangarh Dham and the locals are demanding that a national memorial be built there in memory of the martyrs.
Andeshwar Parshwanathji is situated on a hillock in Kushalgarh tehsil of Banswara district. This is a famous Jain temple housing rare
Shilalekhs of the 10th century. We could find two Digamabara Jain Parshwanatha temples at this place. The main temple was built by
Digamabar Jain Panchayat of Kushalgarh.
Anekant Bahubali Temple is situated in Banswara-Udaipur Road in Lohariya Tehsil Ghari of Banswara District. This Jain temple is Famous for
the 27 foot Standing Statue of Lord Bahubali which is made of White Sangmarar (marble). This Jain temple was made by the Inspiration of
Digamber Acharya Shri 108 Bharat Sager maharaj here we can find many other temples of Jain Lords Like Panch Parmeshti Jinalay (tample),
Manvadi Sapt charan Rishi's Tample, Adinatha Jinalaya etc. Has situated in The Campus of temple.
Abdullah Pir is a Dargah of Sayedi Abdul Rasul Saheed, a Muslim saint and mostly visited by the Bohra Muslim. It's an important holy place
for the Bohras. Abdullah Pir is located in the southern part of the city. On 10th Rabi' al-awwal, every year "Urs" is held at the Dargah. The
people of the Bohara community take part in it in large numbers. This is a Muslim shrine of Dawoodi Bohras saint and is mostly visited by
Dawoodi Bohra Muslims who visit this place during URS.
This artificial lake has been constructed by Lanchi Bai, the Rani of Maharval Jagami. It is also known as Bai Talab. Anand Sagar Lake is
located on the eastern part of Banswara. It is enclosed by the holy trees named 'Kalpa Vriksha', famous for fulfilling the desire of the
visitors. Nearby lies the chattris or cenotaphs of the rulers of the state.

Arthuna, as well as its surrounding areas, have clusters of ruined Hindu and Jain temples belonging to the 11th, 12th and the 15th
centuries. Among the dilapidated ruins is a carved conjugated statue of Shiva, Parvati and Ganesh. Lankiya village around Arthuna has
Shaivite temples called Nilkanth Mahadev Temples. The temple is an old stone temple having intricate carvings and sculpted figures of
women embedded in the outer walls. The bull Nandi (Lord Shiva's faithful vehicle) stands guard at the entrance in the temple porch.
This is a scenic spot. It is believed that during their exile, the Pandavas stayed here. There is a tunnel, which is believed to be going up to
Ghotiya Amab, a far off place. It is said that the Pandavas used this tunnel as their passage during the rainy season. Dailab lake A part of
this lake is covered with lotus flowers. On the banks of the lake is Badal Mahal, the summer residence of the former rulers. Kagadi Pick Up
weir This is the main tourist attraction situated 3 km away from the main city on the Ratlam Road. It's a place worth seeing, especially for
its enchanting fountains, gardens and water, spread over a wide area, which overlooks the Kagdi Lake and is a part of the Mahi Bajaj Sagar
project.

Banswara has a number of ancient Hindu and Jain temples, and in the past was known as Lodi Kashi or the city of temples. This famous
temple of Lord Shiva is situated inside the natural cave of a high hill on the eastern part of the city. It presents a sensational natural view.
The cave temple provides an Amarnath Yatra like feeling to the pilgrims, due to its typical location.
Mahi Dam is one of the major attractions of Banswara.It is situated 16 kilometres from Banswara town in Banswara district Rajasthan,
India. The dam was constructed between 1972 and 1983 under the Mahi Bajaj Sagar Project, for the purposes of hydroelectric power
generation and water supply.various dams and canals have been constructed over an enticingly enchanting scenic surrounding. Near the
dam, you could locate the enticing garden with fountain. It is the second largest dam in Rajasthan.
This is an important fair of the tribals and is held on Margshirsha Purnima. At this fair the tribals of Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh & Gujarat
participate and they pay tribute to Guru Govindgiri, founder of the Samp sabha.
Paraheada is located in the Garhi Tehsil. It is famous temple of Lord Shiva. It was constructed by the Mandlik. Paraheada is 22 km from
Banswara. Shri Raj Mandir or more popularly known as the City Palace was built in the 16th century and situated on a hillock overlooking

the town. Covering a huge area it follows typical style of old Rajput architecture. Though lack of funds has made many royal palaces of
Rajasthan exchange hands with the government after Independence, this palace is still owned by the Royal family
It is a place surrounded by hills. People call it "Phati Khan" because it is a deep cave under a hill. There is a pool of very cold water which is
found throughout the year. It is said that Lord Ram, during his exile came and stayed here for some time.
Talwara is another place to visit near Banswara. Its historical significance due to its primeval temples and the devastated of some old
monuments.Talwara is the temples of Sun, Lord Amaliya Ganesh, Laxmi Narayan Temple, and Jain Temple of Sambhavnath make Talwara a
religiously important site. The idols in these temples are carved in local black stone.
kupda is another place to visit near Banswara. It is famous temple of VEJVA MATA. Temple is situated in Banswara-Dungarpur Road near
mayur mill.
Tripura Sundari is the temple, devoted to Goddess Tripura Sundari or Turita Mata. This temple has a gorgeous idol of black stone having 18
hands and more important each hand carrying a different emblem. The Goddess is seen riding a tiger. It is believed that it’s one of the
Shakti Peeths of Hindus having divine powers. It is believed that this temple was built before Samrat Kanishka, who rule here. The exact
date of its construction is not yet known. It is said to be one of the "Shakti Peeths" of the Hindus having charismatic divine power. But it is
believed that the temple was constructed approximately before the reign of the Kushana emperor Kanishka who ruled here in the first
century AD.
Sai tample is most viewed place in banswara, this is the temple of god Sai baba. this temple has a big size idol of white stone of Sai baba
and also one god ganesh , This temple have unique rangoli of stone inside temple ,and a big jhumar light on roof , there's a big open place
in front of temple
One side of this temple one big pyramid hall, and one statue of Mahaveer swami .From this side we watch one Trishul , and ॐ sign which
made by stones on mountains.
Other side open place which have children's play items like Jhula , slides etc. and also view of water of Kagdi pick up weir also one statue of
State Emblem of India

The Banswara district lies in the southernmost part of Rajasthan. It is surrounded by Pratapgarh in the north, Dungarpur in the west,
Ratlam and Jhabua districts of Madhya Pradesh in the east and south and Dahod district, Gujarat to the south.
Since 2012 Government engineering College has been started and in State Budget of 2013–14 declared for Starting of one Medical college
in Banswara .
Situated amidst the Aravali valley, Banswara represents tribal culture in Rajasthan. With a landscape predominated by bamboo trees the
region came to be known as Banswara. Banswara town was founded by King Jagmal Singh. The town has eleven and a half Swayambhoo
Shivalingas; it was also called 'Lodhikashi' or little Kashi. Yet another name is 'An Area of Hundred Islands'. Situated in southern Rajasthan,
the town borders Gujarat and Madhya Pradesh. Due to this inter-regional neighborhood, the Vagdi culture has emerged as a mixture of
Gujarati, Malwi, Rajasthani and Mewari cultures. Banswara district is rich in forests, hills and wildlife. Tribals are the natives of this region.
Haridev Joshi belong to a village name Khandu in Banswara district remained chief minister of Rajasthan 3 times. Under haridev Joshi
Banswara seen lots of development most prominent one was construnction of Mahi Bajaj Sagar dam which transformed the economy and
living standard of whole district.
---

Matsya Kingdom (Sanskrit for "fish") was one of the solasa (sixteen) Mahajanapadas (great kingdoms). The kingdom was
established by the Meena tribe of Vedic India.
---

The Mahājanapadas (lit. 'great realm', from maha, "great", and janapada "foothold of a tribe,
country") were sixteen kingdoms or oligarchic republics that existed in ancient India from the sixth to
fourth centuries BCE. Two of them were most probably ganatantras (republics) and others had forms
of monarchy. Ancient Buddhist texts like the Anguttara Nikaya make frequent reference to sixteen
great kingdoms and republics which had evolved and flourished in a belt stretching from Gandhara in
the northwest to Anga in the eastern part of the Indian subcontinent and included parts of the transVindhyan region, prior to the rise of Buddhism in India.
The 6th–5th century BCE is often regarded as a major turning point in early Indian history; it saw the
emergence of India's first large cities after the demise of the Indus Valley Civilization, as well as the
rise of sramana movements (including Buddhism and Jainism) which challenged the religious
orthodoxy of the Vedic Period.
Archaeologically, this period corresponds in part to the Northern Black Polished Ware culture.

Pottery of the Northern Black Polished Ware culture (c. 500-200 BCE), associated with the Mahajanapada period / Bhagavata Purana
Amber, circa 1750

The term "Janapada" literally means the foothold of a tribe. The fact that Janapada is derived from
Jana points to an early stage of land-taking by the Jana tribe for a settled way of life. This process of
first settlement on land had completed its final stage prior to the times of the Buddha and Pāṇini.
The Pre-Buddhist north-west region of the Indian sub-continent was divided into several Janapadas
demarcated from each other by boundaries. In Pāṇini's "Ashtadhyayi", Janapada stands for country
and Janapadin for its citizenry. Each of these Janapadas was named after the Kshatriya tribe (or the
Kshatriya Jana) who had settled therein.

The first reference to the Angas is found in the Atharva-Veda where they find mention along with the Magadhas, Gandharis and the
Mujavats, apparently as a despised people. The Jaina Prajnapana ranks Angas and Vangas in the first group of Aryan people. It mentions
the principal cities of ancient India. It was also a great center of trade and commerce and its merchants regularly sailed to distant
Suvarnabhumi. Anga was annexed by Magadha in the time of Bimbisara. This was the one and only conquest of Bimbisara.
Anga was an ancient Indian kingdom that flourished on the eastern Indian subcontinent and one of the sixteen mahajanapadas ("large
state"). It lay to the east of its neighbour and rival, Magadha, and was separated from it by the river Champa. The capital of Anga was
located on the bank of this river and was also named Champa. It was prominent for its wealth and commerce. Anga was annexed by
Magadha in the 6th century BCE.
Counted among the "sixteen great nations" in Buddhist texts like the Anguttara Nikaya, Anga also finds mention in the Jain
Vyakhyaprajnapti’s list of ancient janapadas. Some sources note that the Angas were grouped with people of ‘mixed origin’, generally in
the later ages.
According to the Mahabharata and Puranic literature, Anga was named after Prince Anga, the founder of the kingdom, and the son of
Sutapa, who had no sons. So, he requested the sage, Dirghatamas, to bless him with sons. The sage is said to have begotten five sons
through his wife, the queen Sudesna. The princes were named Anga, Vanga, Kalinga, Sumha and Pundra.
The Ramayana narrates the origin of name Anga as the place where Kamadeva was burnt to death by Siva and where his body parts (angas)
are scattered.
The earliest mention occurs in the Atharvaveda where they are listed alongside the Magadhas, Gandharis and the Mujavatas, all apparently
as a despised people. Puranic texts place the janapadas of the Angas, Kalingas, Vangas, Pundras (or Pundra Kingdom - now some part of
Eastern Bihar, West Bengal and Bangladesh), Vidarbhas, and Vindhya-vasis in the Purva-Dakshina division.
The Puranas also list several early kings of Anga. The Mahagovinda Suttanta refers to king Dhatarattha of Anga. Jain texts refer to
Dhadhivahana, as a ruler of the Angas. Puranas and Harivamsa represent him as the son and immediate successor of Anga, the eponymous
founder of the kingdom. Jain traditions place him at the beginning of sixth century BCE. According to the Mahabharata, Duryodhana had
named Karna the King of Anga.
Between the Vatsas and the realm of Anga, lived the Magadhas, who initially were comparatively a weak people. A great struggle went on
between the Angas and its eastern neighbours. The Vidhura Pandita Jataka describes Rajagriha (the Magadhan Capital) as the city of Anga
and Mahabharata also refers to a sacrifice performed by the king of Anga at Mount Vishnupada (at Gaya). This indicates that Anga had
initially succeeded in annexing the Magadhas and thus its borders extended to the kingdom of Matsya country.

This success of Angas did not last long. About the middle of 6th century BCE, Bimbisara, the crown prince of Magadha had killed
Brahmadatta, the last independent king of Anga and seized Champa. Bimbisara made it as his headquarters and ruled over it as his father's
Viceroy. Thenceforth, Anga became an integral part of growing Magadha Empire.

The capital of Anga was Champa, formerly known as Malini, one of the greatest cities of the 6th century BCE. It was situated at the
confluence of the Ganga and the Champa (now probably the Chandan) rivers. It was a notable centre of trade and commerce and its
merchants have been described as sailing to distant Suvarnabhumi (probably in Southeast Asia). Mahabharata tradition places it on river
Kaushiki. The city has been linked with the present-day villages of Champapur and Champanagar about 5 kilometres west of Bhagalpur in
the state of southern Bihar. Archaeologically, the ancient city had an occupation of the Northern Black Polished Ware culture, with a
surrounding fortification and moat.
During his pilgrimage there in the end of the 4th century, the Chinese monk Faxian noted the numerous Buddhist temples that still existed
in the city, transliterated Chanpo in Chinese. The kingdom of Anga by then had long ceased to exist; it had been known as Yāngjiā in
Chinese.

Silver coin of Avanti mahajanapada (4th century BCE)
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Assaka (Pali) or Ashmaka, was a region of ancient India (700–300 BCE) around and between the river Godavari. It was one
of the shodasa (sixteen) mahajanapadas in the 6th century BCE, mentioned in the Buddhist text Anguttara Nikaya.
The capital is variously called Potali, or Podana, which now lies in the Nandura Tehsil.
The Buddhist text Mahagovinda Suttanta mentions about a ruler of Assaka, Brahmadatta who ruled from Potali.
The Matsya Purana lists twenty-five rulers of Aśmaka, contemporary to the Shishunaga rulers of Magadha.
Later, the people spread southward to the territory of the Rashtrakuta Empire, which is now in modern Maharashtra.
Ashmaka is also identified as Assaka and Aśvakas in Buddhist literature and Gatha Saptashati of king Hāla. Assaka is derived
from Kui word Asa which means hope.
The country of Assaka or the Ashmaka tribe was located in Dakshinapatha or southern India. In Buddha's time, many of the
Assakas were located on the banks of the river Godavari (south of the Vindhya mountains). The capital of the Assakas was
Potana or Potali, which corresponds to Paudanya of Mahabharata. The Ashmakas are also mentioned by Pāṇini. They are
placed in the north-west in the Markendeya Purana and the Brhat Samhita. The river Godavari separated the country of the
Assakas from that of the Mulakas (or Alakas). The commentator of Kautiliya's Arthashastra identifies Ashmaka with
Maharashtra. The country of Assaka lay outside the pale of Madhyadesa. It was located on a southern high road, the
Dakshinapatha. At one time, Assaka included Mulaka and abutted Avanti.
The country of the Avantis was an important kingdom of western India and was one of the four great monarchies in India in
the post era of Mahavira and Buddha, the other three being Kosala, Vatsa and Magadha. Avanti was divided into north and
south by the river Narmada. Initially, Mahishamati (Mahissati) was the capital of Southern Avanti, and Ujjaini (Sanskrit:
Ujjayini) was of northern Avanti, but at the times of Mahavira and Buddha, Ujjaini was the capital of integrated Avanti. The
country of Avanti roughly corresponded to modern Malwa, Nimar and adjoining parts of today's Madhya Pradesh. Both
Mahishmati and Ujjaini stood on the southern high road called Dakshinapatha which extended from Rajagriha to
Pratishthana (modern Paithan). Avanti was an important centre of Buddhism and some of the leading theras and theris

were born and resided there. King Nandivardhana of Avanti was defeated by king Shishunaga of Magadha. Avanti later
became part of the Magadhan Empire.
Avanti was an ancient Indian Mahajanapada (Great Realm), roughly corresponded to the present day Malwa region.
According to the Buddhist text, the Anguttara Nikaya, Avanti was one of the solasa mahajanapadas (sixteen great realms) of
the 6th century BCE. The janapada was divided into two parts by the Vindhyas, the northern part had its capital at Ujjayini
and the southern part had its centre at Mahishmati.
The Avantis, the ancient people belonging to this realm were described as mahavala (very powerful) in the Udyoga Parva of
the Mahabharata. According to the Vishnu Purana , the Bhagavata Purana and the Brahma Purana, the Avantis were
associated with the Malava, the Saurashtras, the Abhiras, the Suras, the Karushas and the Arbudas and were described as
dwelling along the Pariyatra (or Paripatra) mountains (a western branch of the Vindhyas).

According to the Puranic accounts, the Haihayas were the earliest rulers of Avanti, who captured the region from the Nagas.
Initially, they ruled from Mahishmati. Later the whole janapada was divided into two parts with the capitals at Mahishmati
and Ujjayini. The Haihayas were a confederation of five clans, the Vitihotras, the Bhojas, the Avantis, the Tundikeras and the
Sharyatas. Later, the Haihayas were better known by their dominant clan - the Vitihotras. Ripunjaya, the last Vitihotra ruler
of Ujjayini was overthrown by his amatya (minister) Pulika, who placed his son, Pradyota on the throne. Some accounts
place Ujjayini as the capital of Avanti.
The Mahagovindasuttanta of the Dighanikaya mentions about an Avanti king Vessabhu (Vishvabhu) and his capital
Mahissati (Mahishmati). Probably he was a Vitihotra ruler.

Pradyota was contemporary to Gautama Buddha. He was also known as Chandapradyota Mahasena. Pradyota captured the
Vatsa king Udayana but later he married his daughter Vasavadatta to Udayana. The Mahavagga described him as cruel and
according to the Majjhima Nikaya, Ajatashatru, the king of Magadha fortified Rajagriha to protect it from an invasion led by
Pradyota. He also waged war on Pushkarasarin, king of Takshashila Pradyota's chief queen Gopalamata (mother of prince
Gopala) was a disciple of Buddhist monk Mahakatyayana and constructed a stupa in Ujjayini.
Prodyota had two sons, Gopala and Palaka. He was succeeded by Palaka. According to Jaina accounts Palaka ascended to
the throne on the day of passing away of Mahavira. According to the Kathasaritsagara and the Avashyaka Kathanaka, the
kingdom of Vatsa was already a part of Avanti during the reign of Palaka and a prince of the royal family was the governor
of Kaushambi. In the Mricchakatika, Palaka was described as a tyrant who was overthrown by a popular revolt. This revolt
placed Aryaka on the throne of Ujjayini. The Puranas place Nadivardhana or Vartivardhana after Aryaka. But these names
are probably corruptions of Avantivardhana, the name of the son of Palaka according to the Kathasaritsagara or the son of
Gopala according to the Nepali Brihatkatha. He was defeated by Shishunaga, the king of Magadha.
Avanti was a part of the Magadha Empire during the rule of the Shaishunaga and the Nanda dynasties. During the Maurya
dynasty rule, Avanti became the Avantirāṭṭha or the western province of the empire, with its capital at Ujjayini. The
Junagarh Rock inscription of Rudradaman I (150 CE) mentions Pushyagupta as the governor of the western province during

the reign of Chandragupta Maurya. During the reign of the next ruler Bindusara, prince Ashoka was the provincial governor.
After the fall of the Mauryas, at the time of Pushyamitra Shunga, his son Agnimitra was the Magadhan viceroy at Vidisha,
but he ruled independent of Magadha for all practical purposes.
The Malava kingdom is one of the many kingdoms ruled by the Yadava kings in the central and western India Malwa region
that are mentioned in the Mahabharata. Sometimes, Avanti and Malava were described to be the same country. They were
originally a western tribe, located in the Punjab region of North-west India. Later, they migrated to the Rajasthan and
Madhya Pradesh states of India. In the recorded history of India, there was a royal tribe called Malavas that were believed
to be the descendants of the Malavas.

The Chedis, Chetis or Chetyas had two distinct settlements of which one was in the mountains of Nepal and the other in
Bundelkhand near Kausambi. According to old authorities, Chedis lay near Yamuna midway between the kingdom of Kurus
and Vatsas. In the mediaeval period, the southern frontiers of Chedi extended to the banks of the river Narmada.
Sotthivatnagara, the Sukti or Suktimati of Mahabharata, was the capital of Chedi. The Chedis were an ancient people of
India and are mentioned in the Rigveda, with their king Kashu Chaidya.
The location of the capital city, Suktimati, has not been established with certainty. Historian Hem Chandra Raychaudhuri
and F. E. Pargiter believed that it was in the vicinity of Banda, Uttar Pradesh. Archaeologist Dilip Kumar Chakrabarti has
proposed that Suktimati can be identified as the ruins of a large early historical city, at a place with the modern-day name
Itaha, on the outskirts of Rewa, Madhya Pradesh.
Chedi was an ancient Indian kingdom which fell roughly in the Bundelkhand division of Madhya Pradesh regions to the
south of river Yamuna along the river Ken. Its capital city was called Suktimati in Sanskrit and Sotthivati-nagara in Pali. In
Pali-language Buddhist texts, it is listed as one of the sixteen mahajanapadas ("great realms" of northern and central India).
According to the Mahabharata, the Chedi Kingdom was ruled by Shishupala, an ally of Jarasandha of Magadha and
Duryodhana of Kuru. He was a rival of Vasudeva Krishna who was his uncle's son. He was killed by Vasudeva Krishna during
the Rajasuya sacrifice of the Pandava king Yudhishthira. Bhima's wife was from Chedi. Prominent Chedis during the
Kurukshetra War included Damaghosha, Shishupala, Dhrishtaketu, Suketu, Sarabha, Bhima's wife, Nakula's wife
Karenumati, Dhrishtaketu's sons. Other Chedis included King Uparichara Vasu, his children, King Suvahu, King Sahaja. It was
ruled during early periods by Paurava kings and later by Yadava kings in the central part of the country.

The location of the capital city, Suktimati, has not been established with certainty. Historian Hem Chandra Raychaudhuri
and F. E. Pargiter believed that it was in the vicinity of Banda, Uttar Pradesh. Archaeologist Dilip Kumar Chakrabarti has
proposed that Suktimati can be identified as the ruins of a large early historical city, at a place with the modern-day name
Itaha, on the outskirts of Rewa, Madhya Pradesh.
The Chedi clan and kingdom was founded by Chidi, the son of Vidarbha and belonging to the Yadava dynasty. Chedi was
later conquered and ruled by the Paurava King Vasu Uparichara, upon the order of Indra. Uparichara's descendant is
Shishupala.
The Kuru-Panchalas, the Salwas, the Madreyas, the Jangalas, the Surasenas, the Kalingas, the Vodhas, the Mallas, the
Matsyas, the Sauvalyas, the Kuntalas, the Kasi-Kosalas, the Chedis, the Karushas, the Bhojas...

Chedi was one among the kingdoms chosen for spending the 13th year of exile by the Pandavas.
Surrounding the kingdom of the Kurus, are, many countries beautiful and abounding in corn, such as Panchala, Chedi,
Matsya, Surasena, Pattachchara, Dasarna, Navarashtra, Malla, Salva, Yugandhara, Saurashtra, Avanti, and the spacious
Kuntirashtra.

Uparichara Vasu was a king of Chedi belonging to the Puru Dynasty. He was known as the friend of Indra. During his reign,
Chedi kingdom had a good economic system and contained much mineral wealth, which made a lot of merchants around
the world, come to the Kingdom. It was abundant in animals and corn. There were many towns and cities in the kingdom.
He possessed a very special chariot. He introduced a festival in his kingdom in the honour of Indra. The festival involved
planting of a bamboo pole every year, in honour of Indra. The king will then pray for the expansion of his cities and
kingdom. After erecting the pole, people decked it with golden cloth and scents and garlands and various ornaments. From
Chedi, he ruled a large territory, placing his sons as governors of various provinces. His son Vrihadratha (Maharatha) was
installed in Magadha, who later fathered Emperor Jarasandha. His other sons, viz., Pratyagraha, Kusamva (Manivahana),
Mavella and Yadu also became governors at various places. Thus the Chedi king attained the status of an emperor and his
kingdom became a vast empire. He diverted the waters of river Suktimati from the locks of the Mountain Kolahala, for
irrigating his capital-city which he named Suktimati.

His wife Girika, was from the valley of Kolahala. Girika's brother was installed as the generalissimo of Vasu's army. Apart
from his five royal sons, he had a son and a daughter born of a woman of fisherman community. The male child, in due
course established the Matsya Kingdom and founded the royal dynasty called Matsya Dynasty. The female child lived as a
member of fishermen community. Her line established as fishermen on the banks of river Yamuna, in the kingdom of Kurus.
The famous Kuru king Santanu's wife Satyavati was from this fishermen community. The author of Mahābhārata, vis Krishna
Dwaipayana Vyasa and the Kuru kings viz Chitrangada and Vichitravirya were the sons of Satyavati. Pandavas and Kauravas
were the grandsons of Vichitravirya.
Another story connects Vasu with vegetarianism in ancient India. Filled with doubts respecting the propriety of eating flesh,
some sages asked Uparichara Vasu for solving them. King Vasu, knowing that flesh is inedible, answered that it was edible.
From that moment Vasu fell down from the firmament on the earth. After this he once more repeated his opinion, with the
result that he had to sink below the earth for it.
A similar story connects Vasu with the issue of animal sacrifices. In his opinion sacrifices could be performed with or
without the slaughter of animals
Shishupala was the malevolent son of the King Damaghosha. He had another name viz Sunitha. His mother was Shrutakirti,
who was the sister of Kunti, the mother of Pandavas. Both Kunti and Shrutakirti were sisters of Vasudeva the father of
Vasudeva Krishna. However Shishupala developed enmity with Krishna, though he was affectionate to the Pandava Bhima.
During his military campaign to collect tribute for Pandava king Yudhishthira's Rajasuya sacrifice, Bhima stayed at the palace
of Shishupala for a month as a guest. He also accepted Yudhishthira's sway over his kingdom and gave Bhima tribute.
During the midst of Yudhishthira's Rajasuya ceremony, a dispute arose between Shishupala and Vasudeva Krishna.

Pandavas tried to mediate. He also rebuked the Pandavas and Kuru grandsire Bhishma along with Krishna. Then Krishna,
extremely provoked, decapitated Shishupala.
Shishupala's hostilities to Krishna were many. He burned the city of Dwaraka, while Krishna was in Pragjyotisha with his
army. He attacked king Bhoja, sporting at Raivataka hill close to Dwaraka. He stole the horse of Krishna's father Prince
Vasudeva of Mathura, during his horse-sacrifice. He insulted the wife of Akrura (Vabhru - the friend of Krishna), on her way
from Dwaraka to Sauvira Kingdom. He kidnapped the princess of Visala, viz Bhadra, the fiancé of Karusha king.
Yudhishthira installed Shishupala's son in the throne of Chedi.

Dhrishtaketu, the king of Chedi, was described as the elder son of King Shishupala. During the time of Dhrishtaketu also,
Suktimati was the capital of Chedi. Dhrishtaketu was an army-general in the army of Pandavas in Kurukshetra War. He was
the leader of the army of the Chedis, the Kasis, and the Karushas. He was a Maharatha (a great car-warrior) as per the
rating of Bhishma. One of his sons also took part in the war. He was slain by Drona. Dhrishtaketu also was slain in battle by
Drona.
Chedi Princess Karenumati was wedded to the Pandava Nakula, and prince Narimitra was their son. It is not clear if she was
Dhrishtaketu's sister. However it was mentioned that his sister was the wife of one of the Pandavas.
Sarabha, the younger son of Shishupala became the king of Chedi after the death of Dhrishtaketu. He was defeated in battle
by Arjuna during his military campaign, after the Kurukshetra War.
King Subahu was described as the king of Chedi, during the time of Nishadha king Nala and Lord Rama. His wife, Damayanti
the princess of Vidarbha, left alone in forest, met a caravan of traders heading towards Chedi. Along with them she reached
the Chedi capital and lived as a servant maid of queen, in the palace of Chedi.
King Sahaja among the Chedis and Matsyas, were described as an annihilator of his own race. He was the ally of Lord Rama
The powerful chief of the Chedis, Dhrishtaketu, accompanied by an Akshauhini, came to the sons of Pandu.
The assembled kings of the Chedi and the Karusha tribes have all taken the part of the Pandavas with all their resources.
Chedi King Dhrishtaketu employed Kamboja steeds of variegated hue in the battle
Drona slew Dhrishtaketu and his son
Another Chedi prince was slain by Ashwatthama, the son of Drona
Another son of Shishupala, brother of Dhrishtaketu, named Suketu also was slain by Drona

Coin of Early Gandhara Janapada: AR Shatamana and one-eighth Shatamana (round), Taxila-Gandhara region, c. 600–300 BCE. / Depictions
of an ancient Indian warrior from Gandhara./ A coin of Takshashila, portrays a tree flanked by a hill surmounted by a crescent and a
Nandipada above a swastika.

Gandhāra was an ancient state, a mahajanapada, in the Peshawar basin in the northwest portion of the ancient Indian
subcontinent, present-day Afghanistan and Pakistan. The center of the region was at the confluence of the Kabul and Swat
rivers, bounded by the Sulaiman Mountains on the west and the Indus River on the east. The Safed Koh mountains
separated it from the Kohat region to the south. This being the core area of Gandhara, the cultural influence of "Greater
Gandhara" extended across the Indus river to the Taxila region and westwards into the Kabul and Bamiyan valleys in
Afghanistan, and northwards up to the Karakoram range. Gandhara was one of sixteen mahajanapadas (large
conglomerations of urban and rural areas) of ancient India mentioned in Buddhist sources such as Anguttara Nikaya. During

the Achaemenid period and Hellenistic period, its capital city was Pushkalavati (Greek: Πευκελαώτις), modern Charsadda.
Later the capital city was moved to Peshawar by the Kushan emperor Kanishka the Great in about AD 127.
Gandhara existed since the time of the Rigveda (c. 1500–1200 BC), as well as the Zoroastrian Avesta, which mentions it as
Vaēkərəta, the sixth most beautiful place on earth, created by Ahura Mazda. Gandhara was conquered by the Achaemenid
Empire in the 6th century BC. Conquered by Alexander the Great in 327 BC, it subsequently became part of the Maurya
Empire and then the Indo-Greek Kingdom. The region was a major center for Greco-Buddhism under the Indo-Greeks and
Gandharan Buddhism under later dynasties. It was also a central location for the spread of Buddhism to Central Asia and
East Asia. It was also a center of Bactrian Zoroastrianism and Hinduism. Famed for its local tradition of Gandhara (GrecoBuddhist) Art, Gandhara attained its height from the 1st century to the 5th century under the Kushan Empire. Gandhara
"flourished at the crossroads of Asia," connecting trade routes and absorbing cultural influences from diverse civilizations;
Buddhism thrived until 8th or 9th centuries, when Islam first began to gain sway in the region. Pockets of Buddhism
persisted in Pakistan's Swat valley until the 11th century.

The Persian term Shahi is used by historian Al-Biruni to refer to the ruling dynasty that took over from the Kabul Shahi and
ruled the region during the period prior to Muslim conquests of the 10th and 11th centuries. After it was conquered by
Mahmud of Ghazni in 1001 AD, the name Gandhara disappeared. During the Muslim period, the area was administered
from Lahore or from Kabul. During Mughal times, it was an independent district which included the Kabul province.
The Gandhari people are a tribe mentioned in the Rigveda, the Atharvaveda, and later Vedic texts. They are recorded in the
Avestan-language of Zoroastrianism under the name Vaēkərəta. The name Gāndhāra occurs later in the classical Sanskrit of
the epics. One proposed origin of the name is from the Sanskrit word gandha, meaning "perfume" and "referring to the
spices and aromatic herbs which they [the inhabitants] traded and with which they anointed themselves."
A Persian form of the name, Gandara, mentioned in the Behistun inscription of Emperor Darius I, was translated as
Paruparaesanna (Para-upari-sena, meaning "beyond the Hindu Kush") in Babylonian and Elamite in the same inscription. In
addition to Gandhara proper, the province also encompassed the Kabul Valley, Swat and Chitral.
Kandahar is sometimes etymologically associated with Gandhara. However, Kandahar was not part of the main territory of
Gandhara.

The boundaries of Gandhara varied throughout history. Sometimes the Peshawar Valley and Taxila were collectively
referred to as Gandhara; sometimes the Swat Valley (Sanskrit: Suvāstu) was also included. The heart of Gandhara, however,
was always the Peshawar Valley. The kingdom was ruled from capitals at Kapisa (Bagram), Pushkalavati (Charsadda), Taxila,
Puruṣapura (Peshawar) and in its final days from Udabhandapura (Hund) on the River Indus.
Evidence of the Stone Age human inhabitants of Gandhara, including stone tools and burnt bones, was discovered at
Sanghao near Mardan in area caves. The artifacts are approximately 15,000 years old. More recent excavations point to
30,000 years before the present.

Gandhara was an ancient kingdom of the Peshawar Valley, extending between the Swat valley and Potohar plateau regions
of Pakistan as well as the Jalalabad district of northeastern Afghanistan. In an archaeological context, the Vedic period in
Gandhara corresponds to the Gandhara grave culture.
The name of the Gandhāris is attested in the Rigveda. The Gandhāris, along with the Balhikas (Bactrians), Mūjavants, Angas,
and the Magadhas, are also mentioned in the Atharvaveda, as distant people. Gandharas are included in the Uttarapatha
division of Puranic and Buddhistic traditions. The Aitareya Brahmana refers to King Nagnajit of Gandhara who was a
contemporary of Janaka, king of Videha.

Kingdoms and cities of ancient India, with Gandhara located in the northwest of the Indian subcontinent, during the time of
the Buddha (circa 500 BCE).
Gandhara was one of sixteen mahajanapadas of ancient India. The primary cities of Gandhara were Puruṣapura (Peshawar),
Takṣaśilā (Taxila), and Pushkalavati (Charsadda). The latter remained the capital of Gandhara down to the 2nd century AD,
when the capital was moved to Peshawar. An important Buddhist shrine helped to make the city a centre of pilgrimage until
the 7th century. Pushkalavati, in the Peshawar Valley, is situated at the confluence of the Swat and Kabul rivers, where
three different branches of the River Kabul meet. That specific place is still called Prang (from Prayāga) and considered
sacred; local people still bring their dead there for burial. Similar geographical characteristics are found at site of Prang in
Kashmir and at the confluence of the Ganges and Yamuna, where the sacred city of Prayag is situated, west of Benares.
There are some legends in which the two rivers are said to be joined here by the underground Sarasvati River, forming a
triveṇī, a confluence of three rivers. However, Rigvedic texts, and modern research, suggest that the path of the Sarasvati
River was very different. It ended in the ocean at Kachchh in modern Gujrat and not at Prayag. The Gandharan city of Taxila
was an important Buddhist and Hindu centre of learning from the 5th century BC to the 2nd century.

Gandhara is mentioned in the Hindu epics, the Mahabharata and the Ramayana, as a western kingdom. In Treta Yuga,
before Lord Rama, during the reigns of Muchukunda, the kingdom of Gandhara was founded by the Druhyu prince
Gandhara who was the son of King Angara of Druhyu Dynasty. During Ramayana time King Nagnajit who was a
contemporary of Lord Rama was defeated and killed by Rama's brother Bharata and Bharata's 1st son Taksha established
Takshasila (Taxila) in Gandhara Kingdom on the banks of river Sindhu and Pushkara established Pushkaravati or
Purushapura (Pushkar) in Gandharva tribe on the banks of river Saraswati after defeating and killing its king Sailusha who
was the father-in-law of Vibhishana. In Dvapara Yuga, Gandhara prince Shakuni was the root of all the conspiracies of
Duryodhana against the Pandavas, which finally resulted in the Kurukshetra War. Shakuni's sister was the wife of the Kuru
king Dhritarashtra and was known as Gandhari. Gandhara was in modern Pakistan. Puskalavati, Takshasila (Taxila) and
Purushapura (Peshawar) were cities in this Gandhara kingdom. Takshasila was founded by Raghava Rama's brother Bharata.
Bharata's descendants ruled this kingdom afterwards. During epic period it was ruled by Shakuni's father Suvala, Shakuni
and Shakuni's son. Arjuna defeated Shakuni's son during his post-war military campaign for Yudhishthira's Aswamedha
Yagna.

Athens coin (Circa 500/490-485 BCE) discovered in Pushkalavati. This coin is the earliest known example of its type to be
found so far east. Such coins were circulating in the area as currency, at least as far as the Indus, during the reign of the
Achaemenids.
The main Vedic tribes remaining in the Indus Valley by 550 BC were the Kamboja, Sindhu, Taksas of Gandhara, the Madras
and Kathas of the River Chenab, Mallas of the River Ravi and Tugras of the River Sutlej. These several tribes and
principalities fought against one another to such an extent that the Indus Valley no longer had one powerful Vedic tribal
kingdom to defend against outsiders and to wield the warring tribes into one organized kingdom. The area was wealthy and
fertile, yet infighting led misery and despair. King Pushkarasakti of Gandhara was engaged in power struggles against his
local rivals and as such the Khyber Pass remained poorly defended. King Darius I of the Achaemenid Empire took advantage
of the opportunity and planned for an invasion. The Indus Valley was fabled in Persia for its gold and fertile soil and
conquering it had been a major objective of his predecessor Cyrus the Great. In 542 BC, Cyrus had led his army and
conquered the Makran coast in southern Balochistan. However, he is known to have campaigned beyond Makran (in the
regions of Kalat, Khuzdar, Panjgur) and lost most of his army in the Gedrosian Desert (speculated today as the Kharan
Desert).

In 518 BC, Darius led his army through the Khyber Pass and southwards in stages, eventually reaching the Arabian Sea coast
in Sindh by 516 BC. Under Persian rule, a system of centralized administration, with a bureaucratic system, was introduced
into the Indus Valley for the first time. Provinces or "satrapy" were established with provincial capitals:
Gandhara satrapy, established 518 BC with its capital at Pushkalavati (Charsadda). Gandhara Satrapy was established in the
general region of the old Gandhara grave culture, in what is today Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. During Achaemenid rule, the
Kharosthi alphabet, derived from the one used for Aramaic (the official language of Achaemenids), developed here and
remained the national script of Gandhara until 200 AD.
Gandhara Kingdom/Takshila in Punjab was conquered by the Achaemenid Empire in 518 BC. During this time, King
Pushkarasakti, a contemporary of Emperor Bimbisara (558–491 BC) of the Magadha empire of Haryanka dynasty, was the
king of Gandhara. King Pushkarasakti was engaged in power struggles against his local rivals. The Achaemenids under Darius
penetrated to the region in 516 BC and annexed other parts of modern-day Punjab, Pakistan west to the Indus river and
Sindh.
The inscription on Darius' (521–486 BC) tomb at Naqsh-i-Rustam near Persepolis records Gadāra (Gandāra) along with
Hindush (Hənduš, Sindh) in the list of satrapies. By about 380 BC the Persian hold on the region had weakened. Many small
kingdoms sprang up in Gandhara. In 327 BC, Alexander the Great conquered Gandhara as well as the Indian satrapies of the
Persian Empire. The expeditions of Alexander were recorded by his court historians and by Arrian (around AD 175) in his
Anabasis Alexandri and by other chroniclers many centuries after the event.
Sir Mortimer Wheeler conducted some excavations there in 1962, and identified various Achaemenid remains.

In the winter of 327 BC, Alexander invited all the chieftains in the remaining five Achaemenid satraps to submit to his
authority. Ambhi, then ruler of Taxila in the former Hindush satrapy complied, but the remaining tribes and clans in the
former satraps of Gandhara, Arachosia, Sattagydia and Gedrosia rejected Alexander's offer.

The first tribe they encountered were the Aspasioi tribe of the Kunar Valley, who initiated a fierce battle against Alexander,
in which he himself was wounded in the shoulder by a dart. However, the Aspasioi eventually lost and 40,000 people were
enslaved. Alexander then continued in a southwestern direction where he encountered the Assakenoi tribe of the Swat &
Buner valleys in April 326 BC.

The Assakenoi fought bravely and offered stubborn resistance to Alexander and his army in the cities of Ora, Bazira
(Barikot) and Massaga. So enraged was Alexander about the resistance put up by the Assakenoi that he killed the entire
population of Massaga and reduced its buildings to rubble. A similar slaughter then followed at Ora, another stronghold of
the Assakenoi. The stories of these slaughters reached numerous Assakenians, who began fleeing to Aornos, a hill-fort
located between Shangla and Kohistan. Alexander followed close behind their heels and besieged the strategic hill-fort,
eventually capturing and destroying the fort and killing everyone inside. The remaining smaller tribes either surrendered or
like the Astanenoi tribe of Pushkalavati (Charsadda) were quickly neutralized where 38,000 soldiers and 230,000 oxen were
captured by Alexander. Eventually Alexander's smaller force would meet with the larger force which had come through the
Khyber Pass met at Attock. With the conquest of Gandhara complete, Alexander switched to strengthening his military
supply line, which by now stretched dangerously vulnerable over the Hindu Kush back to Balkh in Bactria.
After conquering Gandhara and solidifying his supply line back to Bactria, Alexander combined his forces with the King
Ambhi of Taxila and crossed the River Indus in July 326 BC to begin the Archosia (Punjab) campaign. Alexander founded
several new settlements in Gandhara, Punjab and Sindh. and nominated officers as Satraps of the new provinces:
In Gandhara, Oxyartes was nominated to the position of Satrap by Alexander in 326 BC.

Chandragupta Maurya, the founder of the Mauryan dynasty, is said to have lived in Taxila when Alexander captured the
city. According to tradition, he trained under Kautilya, who remained his chief adviser throughout his reign. Supposedly
using Gandhara and Vahika as his base, Chandragupta led a rebellion against the Magadha Empire and ascended the throne
at Pataliputra in 321 BC. However, there are no contemporary Indian records of Chandragupta Maurya and almost all that is
known is based on the diaries of Megasthenes, the ambassador of Seleucus at Pataliputra, as recorded by Arrian in his
Indika. Ambhi hastened to relieve Alexander of his apprehension and met him with valuable presents, placing himself and
all of his forces at his disposal. Alexander not only returned Ambhi his title, and the gifts, but he also presented him with a
wardrobe of: "Persian robes, gold and silver ornaments, 30 horses and 1000 talents in gold". Alexander was emboldened to
divide his forces, and Ambhi assisted Hephaestion and Perdiccas in constructing a bridge over the Indus where it bends at
Hund (Fox 1973), supplied their troops with provisions, and received Alexander himself, and his whole army, in his capital
city of Taxila, with every demonstration of friendship and the most liberal hospitality.
On the subsequent advance of the Macedonian king, Taxiles accompanied him with a force of 5000 men and took part in
the battle of the Hydaspes River. After that victory he was sent by Alexander in pursuit of Porus, to whom he was charged
to offer favourable terms, but narrowly escaped losing his life at the hands of his old enemy. Subsequently, however, the
two rivals were reconciled by the personal mediation of Alexander; and Taxiles, after having contributed zealously to the
equipment of the fleet on the Hydaspes, was entrusted by the king with the government of the whole territory between
that river and the Indus. A considerable accession of power was granted him after the death of Philip (son of Machatas);

and he was allowed to retain his authority at the death of Alexander himself (323 BC), as well as in the subsequent partition
of the provinces at Triparadisus, 321 BC. Later Ambhi was deposed and killed by Chandragupta Maurya, emperor of the
Mauryan Empire. Gandhara was acquired from the Greeks by Chandragupta Maurya.

After a battle with Seleucus Nicator (Alexander's successor in Asia) in 305 BC, the Mauryan Emperor extended his domain
up to and including present Southern Afghanistan. With the completion of the Empire's Grand Trunk Road, the region
prospered as a center of trade. Gandhara remained a part of the Mauryan Empire for about a century and a half.
Ashoka, the grandson of Chandragupta, was one of the greatest Indian rulers. Like his grandfather, Ashoka also started his
career in Gandhara as a governor. Later he supposedly became a Buddhist and promoted this religion in his empire. He built
many stupas in Gandhara. Mauryan control over the northwestern frontier, including the Yonas, Kambojas, and the
Gandharas, is attested from the Rock Edicts left by Ashoka. According to one school of scholars, the Gandharas and
Kambojas were cognate people. It is also contended that the Kurus, Kambojas, Gandharas and Bahlikas were cognate
people and all had Iranian affinities, or that the Gandhara and Kamboja were nothing but two provinces of one empire and
hence influencing each other's language. However, the local language of Gandhara is represented by Panini's conservative
bhāṣā ("language"), which is entirely different from the Iranian (Late Avestan) language of the Kamboja that is indicated by
Patanjali's quote of Kambojan śavati 'to go'

The decline of the Empire left the Indian subcontinent open to Greco-Bactrian invasions. Present-day southern Afghanistan
was absorbed by Demetrius I of Bactria in 180 BC. Around about 185 BC, Demetrius invaded and conquered Gandhara and
the Punjab. Later, wars between different groups of Bactrian Greeks resulted in the independence of Gandhara from Bactria
and the formation of the Indo-Greek kingdom. Menander I was its most famous king. He ruled from Taxila and later from
Sagala (Sialkot). He rebuilt Taxila (Sirkap) and Pushkalavati. He became a Buddhist and is remembered in Buddhist records
for his discussions with the great Buddhist philosopher, Nāgasena, in the book Milinda Panha.
Around the time of Menander's death in 140 BC, the Central Asian Kushans overran Bactria and ended Greek rule there.
Around 80 BC, the Sakas, diverted by their Parthian cousins from Iran, moved into Gandhara and other parts of Pakistan and
Western India. The most famous king of the Sakas, Maues, established himself in Gandhara.
By 90 BC the Parthians had taken control of eastern Iran and, around 50 BC, they put an end to the last remnants of Greek
rule in today's Afghanistan. Eventually an Indo-Parthian dynasty succeeded in taking control of Gandhara. The Parthians
continued to support Greek artistic traditions. The start of the Gandharan Greco-Buddhist art is dated to about 75–50 BC.
Links between Rome and the Indo-Parthian kingdoms existed. There is archaeological evidence that building techniques
were transmitted between the two realms. Christian records claim that around AD 40 Thomas the Apostle visited the Indian
subcontinent and encountered the Indo-Parthian king Gondophares.
The Parthian dynasty fell about 75 to another group from Central Asia. The Kushans, known as Yuezhi in China (argued by
some to be ethnically Asii) moved from Central Asia to Bactria, where they stayed for a century. Around 75, one of their

tribes, the Kushan (Kuṣāṇa), under the leadership of Kujula Kadphises gained control of Gandhara and other parts of what is
now Pakistan.
The Kushan period is considered the Golden Period of Gandhara. Peshawar Valley and Taxila are littered with ruins of
stupas and monasteries of this period. Gandharan art flourished and produced some of the best pieces of sculpture from
the Indian subcontinent. Many monuments were created to commemorate the Jatakas.

The Seated Buddha, dating from 300 to 500 CE, was found near Jamal Garhi, and is now on display at the Asian Art Museum
in San Francisco.
Gandhara's culture peaked during the reign of the great Kushan king Kanishka the Great (128–151). The cities of Taxila
(Takṣaśilā) at Sirsukh and Peshawar were built. Peshawar became the capital of a great empire stretching from Gandhara to
Central Asia. Kanishka was a great patron of the Buddhist faith; Buddhism spread to Central Asia and the Far East across
Bactria and Sogdia, where his empire met the Han Empire of China. Buddhist art spread from Gandhara to other parts of
Asia. Under Kanishka, Gandhara became a holy land of Buddhism and attracted Chinese pilgrims eager to view the
monuments associated with many Jatakas.
In Gandhara, Mahayana Buddhism flourished and Buddha was represented in human form. Under the Kushans new
Buddhists stupas were built and old ones were enlarged. Huge statues of the Buddha were erected in monasteries and
carved into the hillsides. Kanishka also built a great 400-foot tower at Peshawar. This tower was reported by Chinese monks
Faxian, Song Yun, and Xuanzang who visited the country. This structure was destroyed and rebuilt many times until it was
finally destroyed by Mahmud of Ghazni in the 11th century.
The Hephthalite Huns captured Gandhara around 451, and did not adopt Buddhism, but in fact "perpetrated frightful
massacres." Mihirakula became a "terrible persecutor" of the religion. During their rule, Hinduism revived itself and the
Buddhist Gandharan civilization declined.

The travel records of many Chinese Buddhist pilgrims record that Gandhara was going through a transformation during
these centuries. Buddhism was declining, and Hinduism was rising. Faxian traveled around 400, when Prakrit was the
language of the people, and Buddhism was flourishing. 100 years later, when Song Yun visited in 520, a different situation
was described: the area had been destroyed by the White Huns and was ruled by Lae-Lih, who did not practice the laws of
the Buddha. Xuanzang visited India around 644 and found Buddhism on the wane in Gandhara and Hinduism in the
ascendant. Gandhara was ruled by a king from Kabul, who respected Buddha's law, but Taxila was in ruins, and Buddhist
monasteries were deserted.
After the fall of the Sassanid Empire to the Arabs in 644, today's Afghanistan region and Gandhara came under pressure
from Muslims. But they failed to extend their empire to Gandhara. Gandhara was first ruled by local kings who later
expanded their kingdom onto an empire.
Gandhara was ruled from Kabul by Kabulshahi for next 200 years. Sometime in the 9th century the Kabul Shahi replaced the
Shahi. Based on various Muslim records it is estimated this occurred in 870. According to Al-Biruni (973–1048), Kallar, a
Brahmin minister of the Kabulshahi, founded the Shahi dynasty in 843. The dynasty ruled from Kabul, later moved their

capital to Udabhandapura. They built great temples all over their kingdoms. Some of these buildings are still in good
condition in the Salt Range of the Punjab.

Jain temples on Palitana Hill, Shatrunjaya – 1860 /
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Jayapala was the last great king of this dynasty. His empire extended from west of Kabul to the river Sutlej. However, this
expansion of Gandhara kingdom coincided with the rise of the powerful Ghaznavid Empire under Sabuktigin. Defeated
twice by Sabuktigin and then by Mahmud of Ghazni in the Kabul valley, Jayapala gave his life on a funeral pyre. Anandapala,
a son of Jayapala, moved his capital near Nandana in the Salt Range. In 1021 the last king of this dynasty, Trilochanapala,
was assassinated by his own troops which spelled the end of Gandhara. Subsequently, some Shahi princes moved to
Kashmir and became active in local politics.
The city of Kandahar in Afghanistan is said to have been named after Gandhara. According to H.W. Bellow, an emigrant
from Gandhara in the 5th century brought this name to modern Kandahar. Faxian reported that the Buddha's alms-bowl
existed in Peshawar Valley when he visited around 400 (chapter XII). In 1872 Bellow saw this huge begging bowl (seven feet
in diameter) preserved in the shrine of Sultan Wais outside Kandahar. When Olaf Caroe wrote his book in 1958 (Caroe, pp.
170–171), this relic was reported to be at Kabul Museum. The present status of this bowl is unknown.

Mayo College, Ajmere – 1885 Mayo College was founded in 1878 and opened by the Marquis of Dufferin in 1885. It was established at the
suggestion of Lord Mayo (1882-1872), Viceroy of India between 1868 and 1872, who promoted the development of education for Indians.
He created the college to provide an English-style boarding school education for the sons and male relatives of the ruling princes of
Rajputana. Known as the “Indian Eton”, it was pre-eminent among a number founded to educate young Indian princes. /Pushkar

Writing c. 1030, Al Biruni reported on the devastation caused during the conquest of Gandhara and much of northwest
India by Mahmud of Ghazni following his defeat of Jayapala in the Battle of Peshawar at Peshawar in 1001:
Now in the following times no Muslim conqueror passed beyond the frontier of Kâbul and the river Sindh until the days of
the Turks, when they seized the power in Ghazna under the Sâmânî dynasty, and the supreme power fell to the lot of Nâṣiraddaula Sabuktagin. This prince chose the holy war as his calling, and therefore called himself al-Ghâzî ("the
warrior/invader"). In the interest of his successors he constructed, in order to weaken the Indian frontier, those roads on
which afterwards his son Yamin-addaula Maḥmûd marched into India during a period of thirty years and more. God be
merciful to both father and son ! Maḥmûd utterly ruined the prosperity of the country, and performed there wonderful
exploits, by which the Hindus became like atoms of dust scattered in all directions, and like a tale of old in the mouth of the
people. Their scattered remains cherish, of course, the most inveterate aversion towards all Muslims. This is the reason,
too, why Hindu sciences have retired far away from those parts of the country conquered by us, and have fled to places
which our hand cannot yet reach, to Kashmir, Benares, and other places. And there the antagonism between them and all
foreigners receives more and more nourishment both from political and religious sources.
During the closing years of the tenth and the early years of the succeeding century of our era, Mahmud the first Sultan and
Musalman of the Turk dynasty of kings who ruled at Ghazni, made a succession of inroads twelve or fourteen in number,
into Gandhar – the present Peshwar valley – in the course of his proselytizing invasions of Hindustan.

Fire and sword, havoc and destruction, marked his course everywhere. Gandhar which was styled the Garden of the North
was left at his death a weird and desolate waste. Its rich fields and fruitful gardens, together with the canal which watered
them (the course of which is still partially traceable in the western part of the plain), had all disappeared. Its numerous
stone built cities, monasteries, and topes with their valuable and revered monuments and sculptures, were sacked, fired,
razed to the ground, and utterly destroyed as habitations.

Many stupas, such as the Shingerdar stupa in Ghalegay, are scattered throughout the region near Peshawar.
By the time Gandhara had been absorbed into the empire of Mahmud of Ghazni, Buddhist buildings were already in ruins
and Gandhara art had been forgotten. After Al-Biruni, the Kashmiri writer Kalhaṇa wrote his book Rajatarangini in 1151. He
recorded some events that took place in Gandhara, and provided details about its last royal dynasty and capital
Udabhandapura.
In the 19th century, British soldiers and administrators started taking an interest in the ancient history of the Indian
Subcontinent. In the 1830s coins of the post-Ashoka period were discovered, and in the same period Chinese travelogues
were translated. Charles Masson, James Prinsep, and Alexander Cunningham deciphered the Kharosthi script in 1838.
Chinese records provided locations and site plans for Buddhist shrines. Along with the discovery of coins, these records
provided clues necessary to piece together the history of Gandhara. In 1848 Cunningham found Gandhara sculptures north
of Peshawar. He also identified the site of Taxila in the 1860s. From then on a large number of Buddhist statues were
discovered in the Peshawar valley.
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Archaeologist John Marshall excavated at Taxila between 1912 and 1934. He discovered separate Greek, Parthian, and
Kushan cities and a large number of stupas and monasteries. These discoveries helped to piece together much more of the
chronology of the history of Gandhara and its art.
After 1947 Ahmed Hassan Dani and the Archaeology Department at the University of Peshawar made a number of
discoveries in the Peshawar and Swat Valley. Excavation of many of the sites of Gandhara Civilization are being done by
researchers from Peshawar and several universities around the world.
Swat Valley in Pakistan has many Buddhist carvings, and stupas, and Jehanabad contains a Seated Buddha statue. Kushan
era Buddhist stupas and statues in Swat valley were demolished after two attempts by the Taliban and the Jehanabad
Buddha's face was dynamited. Only the Buddhas of Bamiyan were larger than the carved giant Buddha statues in Swat near
Manglore which the Taliban attacked. The government did nothing to safeguard the statue after the initial attempts to
destroy the Buddha, which did not cause permanent harm. But when a second attack took place on the statue, the feet,
shoulders, and face were demolished. Islamists such as the Taliban, and looters, destroyed many of Pakistan's Buddhist
artifacts from the Buddhist Gandhara civilization especially in the Swat Valley. The Taliban deliberately targeted Gandhara
Buddhist relics for destruction. The Christian Archbishop of Lahore, Lawrence John Saldanha, wrote a letter to Pakistan's
government denouncing the Taliban's activities in Swat Valley including their destruction of Buddha statues and their
attacks on Christians, Sikhs, and Hindus. Gandhara Buddhist artifacts were illegally looted by smugglers. A group of Italians
helped repair the Buddha.

The Gandharan Buddhist texts are both the earliest Buddhist as well as Asian manuscripts discovered so far. Most are
written on birch bark and were found in labelled clay pots. Panini has mentioned both the Vedic form of Sanskrit as well as
what seems to be Gandhari, a later form of Sanskrit, in his Ashtadhyayi.
Gandhara's language was a Prakrit or "Middle Indo-Aryan" dialect, usually called Gāndhārī. The language used the Kharosthi
script, which died out about the 4th century. However, Punjabi, Hindko, and Kohistani, are derived from the Indo-Aryan
Prakrits that were spoken in Gandhara and surrounding areas. However, a language shift occurred as the ancient
Gandharan culture gave way to Iranian invaders from Central Asia.

The wool of the Gandharis is referred to in the Rigveda. The Gandharas and their king figure prominently as strong allies of
the Kurus against the Pandavas in the Mahabharata war. The Gandharas were furious people, well-trained in the art of war.
According to Puranic traditions, this Janapada was founded by Gandhara, son of Aruddha, a descendant of Yayati. The
princes of this country are said to have come from the line of Druhyu who was a famous king of the Rigvedic period. The
river Indus watered the lands of Gandhara. Taksashila and Pushkalavati, the two cities of this Mahajanapada, are said to
have been named after Taksa and Pushkara, the two sons of Bharata, a prince of Ayodhya. According to Vayu Purana, the
Gandharas were destroyed by Pramiti (a.k.a. Kalika) at the end of Kaliyuga. Pāṇini mentioned both the Vedic form Gandhari
as well as the later form Gandhara in his Ashtadhyayi. The Gandhara kingdom sometimes also included Kashmira.
Hecataeus of Miletus (549-468) refers to Kaspapyros (Kasyapura or Purushapura, i.e., modern day Peshawar) as a Gandharic
city. According to Gandhara Jataka, at one time, Gandhara formed a part of the kingdom of Kashmir. The Jataka also gives
another name Chandahara for Gandhara.
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Gandhara Mahajanapada of Buddhist traditions included territories of east Afghanistan, and north-west of the Panjab
(modern districts of Peshawar (Purushapura) and Rawalpindi). Its later capital was Taksashila (Prakrit for Taxila). The
Taksashila University was a renowned centre of learning in ancient times, where scholars from all over the world came to
seek higher education. Pāṇini, the Indian genius of grammar and Kautiliya are the world-renowned products of Taxila
University. King Pukkusati or Pushkarasarin of Gandhara in the middle of the 6th century BCE was the contemporary of king
Bimbisara of Magadha. Gandhara was located on the grand northern high road (Uttarapatha) and was a centre of
international commercial activities. According to one group of scholars, the Gandharas and Kambojas were cognate people.
It is also contended that the Kurus, Kambojas, Gandharas and Bahlikas were cognate people. According to Dr T. L. Shah, the
Gandhara and Kamboja were nothing but two provinces of one empire and were located coterminously, hence influencing
each other's language. Naturally, they may have once been a cognate people. Gandhara was often linked politically with the
neighboring regions of Kashmir and Kamboja.
Kambojas are also included in the Uttarapatha. In ancient literature, the Kamboja is variously associated with the Gandhara,
Darada and the Bahlika (Bactria). Ancient Kamboja is known to have comprised regions on either side of the Hindukush. The
original Kamboja was located in eastern Oxus country as neighbor to Bahlika, but with time, some clans of the Kambojas
appear to have crossed the Hindukush and planted colonies on its southern side also. These latter Kambojas are associated
with the Daradas and Gandharas in Indian literature and also find mention in the Edicts of Ashoka. The evidence in the
Mahabharata and in Ptolemy's Geography distinctly supports two Kamboja settlements.
The cis-Hindukush region from Nurestan up to Rajauri in southwest of Kashmir sharing borders with the Daradas and the
Gandharas constituted the Kamboja country. The capital of Kamboja was probably Rajapura (modern Rajori) in the south-

west of Kashmir. The Kamboja Mahajanapada of the Buddhist traditions refers to this cis-Hindukush branch of ancient
Kambojas.

The trans-Hindukush region including the Pamirs and Badakhshan which shared borders with the
Bahlikas (Bactria) in the west and the Lohas and Rishikas of Sogdiana/Fergana in the north,
constituted the Parama-Kamboja country.
The trans-Hindukush branch of the Kambojas remained pure Iranian but a large section of the
Kambojas of cis-Hindukush appears to have come under Indian cultural influence. The Kambojas are
known to have had both Iranian as well as Indian affinities.
The Kambojas were also a well known republican people since Epic times. The Mahabharata refers to
several Ganah (or Republics) of the Kambojas. Kautiliya's Arthashastra and Ashoka's Edict No. XIII also
attest that the Kambojas followed republican constitution. Pāṇini's Sutras, though tend to convey
that the Kamboja of Pāṇini was a Kshatriya monarchy, but "the special rule and the exceptional form
of derivative" he gives to denote the ruler of the Kambojas implies that the king of Kamboja was a
titular head (king consul) only. According to Buddhist texts, the first fourteen of the above
Mahajanapadas belong to Majjhimadesa (Mid India) while the last two belong to Uttarapatha or the
north-west division of Jambudvipa.

In a struggle for supremacy that followed in the 6th/5th century BCE, the growing state of the
Magadhas emerged as the predominant power in ancient India, annexing several of the Janapadas of
the Majjhimadesa. A bitter line in the Brahmin Puranas laments that Magadhan emperor
Mahapadma Nanda exterminated all Kshatriyas, none worthy of the name Kshatriya being left
thereafter. This obviously refers to the Kasis, Kosalas, Kurus, Panchalas, Vatsyas and other neo-Vedic
tribes of the east Panjab of whom nothing was ever heard except in the legend and poetry. (The
Nandas usurped the throne of Shishunaga dynasty c. 345 BCE, thus founding the Nanda Empire.)
The Kambojans and Gandharans, however, never came into direct contact with the Magadhan state
until Chandragupta and Kautiliya arose on the scene. But these nations also fell prey to the
Achaemenids of Persia during the reign of Cyrus (558–530 BCE) or in the first year of Darius. Kamboja
and Gandhara formed the twentieth and richest satrapy of the Achaemenid Empire. Cyrus I is said to
have destroyed the famous Kamboja city called Kapisi (modern Begram) in Paropamisade.

The Kambojas were a tribe of Iron Age India, frequently mentioned in Sanskrit and Pali literature.
The tribe coalesced to become one of the solasa (sixteen) Mahajanapadas (great kingdoms) of
ancient India mentioned in the Anguttara Nikaya.
The ancient Kambojas were probably of Indo-Iranian origin. They are, however, sometimes described as Indo-Aryans and
sometimes as having both Indian and Iranian affinities. The Kambojas are also described as a royal clan of the Sakas.

The earliest reference to the Kambojas is in the works of Pāṇini, around the 5th century BCE. Other pre-Common Era
references appear in the Manusmriti (2nd century) and parts of the Mahabharata, both of which described the Kambojas as
former kshatriyas (Warriors caste) who had degraded through a failure to abide by Hindu sacred rituals. Their territories
were located beyond Gandhara, beyond Pakistan, Afghanistan laying in Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan where Buddha
statues were built in the name of king Maurya & Ashoka and the 3rd century BCE Edicts of Ashoka refers to the area under
Kamboja control as being independent of the Mauryan empire in which it was situated.
Some sections of the Kambojas crossed the Hindu Kush and planted Kamboja colonies in Paropamisadae and as far as
Rajauri. The Mahabharata locates the Kambojas on the near side of the Hindu Kush as neighbors to the Daradas, and the
Parama-Kambojas across the Hindu Kush as neighbors to the Rishikas (or Tukharas) of the Ferghana region.

The confederation of the Kambojas may have stretched from the valley of Rajauri in the south-western part of Kashmir to
the Hindu Kush Range; in the south–west the borders extended probably as far as the regions of Kabul, Ghazni and
Kandahar, with the nucleus in the area north-east of the present day Kabul, between the Hindu Kush Range and the Kunar
river, including Kapisa possibly extending from the Kabul valleys to Kandahar.
Others locate the Kambojas and the Parama-Kambojas in the areas spanning Balkh, Badakshan, the Pamirs and Kafiristan. D.
C. Sircar supposed them to have lived "in various settlements in the wide area lying between Punjab, Iran, to the south of
Balkh." and the Parama-Kamboja even farther north, in the Trans-Pamirian territories comprising the Zeravshan valley,
towards the Farghana region, in the Scythia of the classical writers. The mountainous region between the Oxus and Jaxartes
is also suggested as the location of the ancient Kambojas.
The name Kamboja may derive from (Kam + bhoj "Kamma+boja"), referring to the people of a country known as "Kum" or
"Kam". The mountainous highlands where the Jaxartes and its confluents arise are called the highlands of the Komedes by
Ptolemy. Ammianus Marcellinus also names these mountains as Komedas. The Kiu-mi-to in the writings of Xuanzang have
also been identified with the Komudha-dvipa of the Puranic literature and the Iranian Kambojas.
The two Kamboja settlements on either side of the Hindu Kush are also substantiated from Ptolemy's Geography, which
refers to the Tambyzoi located north of the Hindu Kush on the river Oxus in Bactria, and the Ambautai people on the
southern side of Hindukush in the Paropamisadae. Scholars have identified both the Ptolemian Tambyzoi and Ambautai
with Sanskrit Kamboja.
Scholars, such as Ernst Herzfeld, have suggested etymological links between some Indo-Aryan ethnonyms and some
geonyms used by Iranian-speaking peoples of the Caucasus Mountains and Caspian basin. In particular, Kamboja somewhat

resembles the hydronym Kambujiya – the Iranian name for the Iori/Gabirri river (modern Georgia/Azerbaijan). Kambujiya is
also the root of Cambysene (an archaic name for the Kakheti/Balakan regions of Georgia and Azerbaijan) and the Persian
personal name Cambyses. (A similar link is suggested between the Kura River, which is near the Iori, and the name of the
Kurus and Kaurava mentioned in vedic literature.) Such etymologies have not, however, been universally accepted.
The capital of Kamboja was probably Rajapura (modern Rajauri). The Kamboja Mahajanapada of Buddhist traditions refers
to this branch.
Kautiliya's Arthashastra and Ashoka's Edict No. XIII attest that the Kambojas followed a republican constitution. Pāṇini's
Sutras tend to convey that the Kamboja of Pāṇini was a "Kshatriya monarchy", but "the special rule and the exceptional
form of derivative" he gives to denote the ruler of the Kambojas implies that the king of Kamboja was a titular head (king
consul) only.

The Kambojas were famous in ancient times for their excellent breed of horses and as remarkable horsemen located in the
Uttarapatha or north-west. They were constituted into military sanghas and corporations to manage their political and
military affairs. The Kamboja cavalry offered their military services to other nations as well. There are numerous references
to Kamboja having been requisitioned as cavalry troopers in ancient wars by outside nations.
It was on account of their supreme position in horse (Ashva) culture that the ancient Kambojas were also popularly known
as Ashvakas, i.e. horsemen. Their clans in the Kunar and Swat valleys have been referred to as Assakenoi and Aspasioi in
classical writings, and Ashvakayanas and Ashvayanas in Pāṇini's Ashtadhyayi.

The Kambojas were famous for their horses and as cavalry-men (aśva-yuddha-Kuśalah), Aśvakas, 'horsemen', was the term
popularly applied to them... The Aśvakas inhabited Eastern Afghanistan, and were included within the more general term
Kambojas.
— K.P.Jayswal
Elsewhere Kamboja is regularly mentioned as "the country of horses" (Asvanam ayatanam), and it was perhaps this wellestablished reputation that won for the horsebreeders of Bajaur and Swat the designation Aspasioi (from the Old Pali aspa)
and assakenoi (from the Sanskrit asva "horse").
— Etienne Lamotte
The Kambojas entered into conflict with Alexander the Great as he invaded Central Asia. The Macedonian conqueror made
short shrift of the arrangements of Darius and after over-running the Achaemenid Empire he dashed into today's eastern
Afghanistan and western Pakistan. There he encountered resistance from the Kamboja Aspasioi and Assakenoi tribes.
The Ashvayans (Aspasioi) were also good cattle breeders and agriculturists. This is clear from the large number of bullocks
that Alexander captured from them – 230,000 according to Arrian – some of which were of a size and shape superior to
what the Macedonians had known, and which Alexander decided to send to Macedonia for agriculture.
During the 2nd and 1st centuries BCE, clans of the Kambojas from Central Asia in alliance with the Sakas, Pahlavas and the
Yavanas entered present Afghanistan and India, spread into Sindhu, Saurashtra, Malwa, Rajasthan, Punjab and Surasena,
and set up independent principalities in western and south-western India. Later, a branch of the same people took Gauda
and Varendra territories from the Palas and established the Kamboja-Pala Dynasty of Bengal in Eastern India.

There are references to the hordes of the Sakas, Yavanas, Kambojas, and Pahlavas in the Bala Kanda of the Valmiki
Ramayana. In these verses one may see glimpses of the struggles of the Hindus with the invading hordes from the northwest. The royal family of the Kamuias mentioned in the Mathura Lion Capital are believed to be linked to the royal house of
Taxila in Gandhara. In the medieval era, the Kambojas are known to have seized north-west Bengal (Gauda and Radha) from
the Palas of Bengal and established their own Kamboja-Pala Dynasty. Indian texts like Markandeya Purana, Vishnu
Dharmottari Agni Purana,

A branch of Kambojas seems to have migrated eastwards towards Nepal and Tibet in the wake of Kushana (1st century) or
else Huna (5th century) pressure and hence their notice in the chronicles of Tibet ("Kam-po-tsa, Kam-po-ce, Kam-po-ji") and
Nepal (Kambojadesa). The 5th-century Brahma Purana mentions the Kambojas around Pragjyotisha and Tamraliptika.
The Kambojas of ancient India are known to have been living in north-west, but in this period (9th century AD), they are
known to have been living in the north-east India also, and very probably, it was meant Tibet.
The last Kambojas ruler of the Kamboja-Pala Dynasty Dharmapala was defeated by the south Indian Emperor Rajendra
Chola I of the Chola dynasty in the 11th century.
The Kambojas find prominent mention as a unit in the 3rd-century BCE Edicts of Ashoka. Rock Edict XIII tells us that the
Kambojas had enjoyed autonomy under the Mauryas. The republics mentioned in Rock Edict V are the Yonas, Kambojas,
Gandharas, Nabhakas and the Nabhapamkitas. They are designated as araja. vishaya in Rock Edict XIII, which means that
they were kingless, i.e. republican polities. In other words, the Kambojas formed a self-governing political unit under the
Maurya emperors.
Ashoka sent missionaries to the Kambojas to convert them to Buddhism, and recorded this fact in his Rock Edict V.

Kashi The kingdom was located in the region around its capital Varanasi, bounded by the Varuna and
Asi rivers in the north and south which gave Varanasi its name. Before Buddha, Kasi was the most
powerful of the sixteen Mahajanapadas. Several jataka tales bear witness to the superiority of its
capital over other cities in India and speak highly of its prosperity and opulence. These stories tell of
the long struggle for supremacy between Kashi and the three kingdoms of Kosala, Anga and
Magadha. Although King Brihadratha of Kashi conquered Kosala, Kashi was later incorporated into
Kosala by King Kansa during Buddha's time. The Kashis along with the Kosalas and Videhans find
mention in Vedic texts and appear to have been a closely allied people. The Matsya Purana and
Alberuni spell Kashi as Kausika and Kaushaka respectively. All other ancient texts read Kashi.
The Kingdom of Kashi was an ancient Indian kingdom located in the region around its capital Varanasi, bounded by the
Varuna and Asi rivers in the north and south which gave Varanasi its name. It was one of the sixteen Mahajanapadas, great
states that emerged in northern India at the start of the 6th century BCE. The Jataka tales indicate its capital was one of the
richest cities in India, speaking highly of its prosperity and opulence.

These stories tell of a prolonged rivalry between the neighboring kingdoms of Kashi and Kosala, with also some occasional
conflict with Anga and Magadha. Kashi once was one of the most powerful states in north India, and although King
Brihadratha of Kashi conquered Kosala, Kashi was later incorporated into Kosala by King Kansa during Buddha's time. The
Kashis along with the Kosalas and Videhans find mention in Vedic texts and appear to have been a closely allied people.
It was in Kashi territory where Siddartha Gautama first started preaching the Buddhism religion.

Silver coins of Kosala mahajanapada (c. 525–465 BCE)

/ Procession of Prasenajit of Kosala leaving Sravasti to meet the Buddha, Sanchi.

The country of Kosala was located to the north-west of Magadha, with its capital at Ayodhya. Its
territory corresponded to the modern Awadh (or Oudh) in Central and Eastern Uttar Pradesh. It had
the river Ganges for its southern, the river Gandak (Narayani) for its eastern, and the Himalaya
mountains for its northern boundary. It finds mention as the center of Vedic Dharma. Its kings allied
with the Devatas in various wars against the Daityas, Rakshas, and Asuras. Koshala and Ayodhya hold
a central place in the Hindu scriptures, Itihas, and Purana. Raghuvansha-Ikshvakuvansha was the
longest continuous dynasty; Lord Rama was a king in this dynasty. Other great kings were Prithu,
Harishchandra, and Dilip, who are each mentioned in different Puranas, Ramayan, and Mahabharat.
According to these texts, Koshala was the most powerful and biggest kingdom ever in the recorded
history.

Later, the kingdom was ruled by the famous king Prasenajit during the era of Mahavira and Buddha,
followed by his son Vidudabha (Virudhaka). King Prasenajit was highly educated. His position was
further improved by a matrimonial alliance with Magadha: his sister was married to Bimbisara and
part of Kasi was given as dowry. There was, however, a struggle for supremacy between king
Pasenadi (Prasenajit) and king Ajatashatru of Magadha which was finally settled once the
confederation of Lichchavis became aligned with Magadha. Kosala was ultimately merged into
Magadha when Vidudabha was Kosala's ruler. Ayodhya, Saketa, Banaras, and Sravasti were the chief
cities of Kosala.
Kingdom of Kosala was an ancient Indian kingdom, corresponding roughly in area with the region of Awadh in present-day
Uttar Pradesh. It emerged as a small state during the late Vedic period, with connections to the neighboring realm of
Videha. Kosala belonged to the Northern Black Polished Ware culture (c. 700-300 BCE), and the Kosala region gave rise to
the Sramana movements, including Jainism and Buddhism. It was culturally distinct from the Painted Grey Ware culture of
the Vedic Aryans of Kuru-Pancala west of it, following independent development toward urbanisation and the use of iron.

During the 5th century BCE, Kosala incorporated the territory of the Shakya clan, to which the Buddha belonged. According
to the Buddhist text Anguttara Nikaya and the Jaina text, the Bhagavati Sutra, Kosala was one of the Solasa (sixteen)
Mahajanapadas (powerful realms) in 6th to 5th centuries BCE, and its cultural and political strength earned it the status of a
great power. However, it was later weakened by a series of wars with the neighbouring kingdom of Magadha and, in the
5th century BCE, was finally absorbed by it. After collapse of the Maurya Empire and before the expansion of the Kushan
Empire, Kosala was ruled by the Deva dynasty, the Datta dynasty, and the Mitra dynasty.
Kosala is not mentioned in the early Vedic literature, but appears as a region in the later Vedic texts of the Satapatha
Brahmana (7th-6th centuries BCE, final version 300 BCE) and the Kalpasutras (6th-century BCE).
In the Ramayana, Mahabharata and the Puranas the ruling family of the Kosala kingdom was the Ikshvaku dynasty, which
was descended from king Ikshvaku. The Puranas give lists of kings of the Ikshvaku dynasty from Ikshvaku to Prasenajit (Pali:
Pasenadi). According to the Ramayana, Rama ruled the Kosala kingdom from his capital, Ayodhya.

Mahavira, the 24th Tirthankara of Jainism taught in Kosala. A Buddhist text, the Majjhima Nikaya mentions Buddha as a
Kosalan, which indicates that Kosala may have subjugated the Shakya clan, which the Buddha is traditionally believed to
have belonged to.
In the time of king Mahakosala, the conquered neighboring kingdom of Kashi had become an integral part of the Kosala
kingdom. Mahakosala's daughter Kosaladevī married with king Bimbisāra (5th cent. BCE) of Magadha. Mahakosala was
succeeded by his son Pasenadi (Prasenajit) (5th cent. BCE), who was a follower of the Buddha. During Pasenadi's absence
from the capital, his minister Digha Charayana raised Pasedani's son Vidudabha Virudhaka to the throne.
During the reign of Vidudabha, Raja Bir Sen of the Baghochia clan invaded the Shakya clan, to which the Buddha belonged,
and brought the territory under the sovereignty of Kosala.
Not much later, the Kosala kingdom was defeated by Ajatashatru (5th or early 4th cent. BCE) of the Magadhan Haryanka
dynasty, and absorbed into the Magadha kingdom, which formed the basis of the Mauryan empire. Kosala was finally
annexed by Shishunaga.
It is assumed that during the Mauryan reign, Kosala was administratively under the viceroy at Kaushambi. The Sohgaura
copper plate inscription, probably issued during the reign of Chandragupta Maurya deals with a famine in Shravasti and the
relief measures to be adopted by the officials. The Yuga Purana section of the Garga Samhita mentions about the Yavana
(Indo-Greek) invasion and subsequent occupation of Saket during the reign of the last Maurya ruler Brihadratha.

Coin of ruler Aryamitra, issued in Ayodhya, Kosala. Obv: peacock to right facing tree. Rev: Name Ayyamitasa, humped bull
to left facing pole.
The names of a number of rulers of Kosala of the post-Maurya period are known from the square copper coins issued by
them, mostly found at Ayodhya. The rulers, forming the Deva dynasty, are: Muladeva, Vayudeva, Vishakhadeva,
Dhanadeva, Naradatta, Jyesthadatta and Shivadatta. There is no way to know whether king Muladeva of the coins is
identifiable with Muladeva, murderer of the Shunga ruler Vasumitra or not (though a historian, Jagannath has tried to do
so). King Dhanadeva of the coins is identified with king Dhanadeva (1st century BCE) of Ayodhya inscription. In this Sanskrit
inscription, King Kaushikiputra Dhanadeva mentions about setting a ketana (flag-staff) in memory of his father, Phalgudeva.

In this inscription he claimed himself as the sixth in descent from Pushyamitra Shunga. Dhanadeva issued both cast and diestruck coins and both the types have a bull on obverse.
Other local rulers whose coins were found in Kosala include: a group of rulers whose name ends in "-mitra" is also known
from their coins: Satyamitra, Aryamitra, Vijayamitra and Devamitra, sometimes called the "Late Mitra dynasty of Kosala".
Other rulers known from their coins are: Kumudasena, Ajavarman and Sanghamitra.
The Kosala region had three major cities, Ayodhya, Saket and Shravasti, and a number of minor towns as Setavya, Ukattha,
Dandakappa, Nalakapana and Pankadha. According to the Puranas and the Ramayana epic, Ayodhya was the capital of
Kosala during the reign of Ikshvaku and his descendants. Shravasti is recorded as the capital of Kosala during the
Mahajanapada period (6th–5th centuries BCE), but post-Maurya (2nd–1st centuries BCE) kings issued their coins from
Ayodhya.

Kosala belonged to the Northern Black Polished Ware culture (c. 700-300 BCE), which was preceded by the Black and red
ware culture (c.c. 1450-1200 BCE until c. 700-500 BCE). The Central Gangetic Plain was the earliest area for rice cultivation
in South Asia, and entered the Iron Age around 700 BCE. According to Geoffrey Samuel, following Tim Hopkins, the Central
Gangetic Plain was culturally distinct from the Painted Grey Ware culture of the Vedic Aryans of Kuru-Pancala west of it,
and saw an independent development toward urbanisation and the use of iron.
Local religions, before and during the rise of Buddhism and the later influence of the Vedic-Brahmanical traditions, were
centered on laukika or worldly deities, including yaksas, guardian deities. According to Samuel, there is "extensive
iconographical evidence for a religion of fertility and auspiciousness. According to Hopkins, the region was marked by a
...world of female powers, natural transformation, sacred earth and sacred places, blood sacrifices, and ritualists who
accepted pollution on behalf of their community.
In contrast to the developing Brahmanical traditions of the Kuru-Pancala region, the Kosala region "was where the early
ascetic movements, including the Buddhists and Jains, took shape, and it was also a very important area for the Upanishads
and developments in Brahmanical traditions." According to Samuels, Buddhism was not a protest against an already
established Vedic-Brahmanical system, which developed in Kuru-Pancala, but an opposition against the growing influence
of this Vedic-Brahmanical system, and the superior position granted to Brahmins in it.

Silver coin of Kuru mahajanapada (4th century BCE)

The Puranas trace the origin of Kurus from the Puru-Bharata family. Kuru was born after 25
generations of Puru's dynasty, and after 15 generations of Kuru, Kauravas and Pandavas were born.
Aitareya Brahmana locates the Kurus in Madhyadesha and also refers to the Uttarakurus as living
beyond the Himalayas. According to the Buddhist text Sumangavilasini the people of Kururashtra (the
Kurus) came from the Uttarakuru. Vayu Purana attests that Kuru, son of Samvarsana of the Puru
lineage, was the eponymous ancestor of the Kurus and the founder of Kururashtra (Kuru Janapada) in
Kurukshetra. The country of the Kurus roughly corresponded to the modern Thanesar, state of Delhi,
and Meerut district of Uttar Pradesh. According to the Jatakas, the capital of the Kurus was
Indraprastha (Indapatta) near modern Delhi which extended seven leagues. At Buddha's time, the

Kuru country was ruled by a titular chieftain (king consul) named Korayvya. The Kurus of the Buddhist
period did not occupy the same position as they did in the Vedic period but they continued to enjoy
their ancient reputation for deep wisdom and sound health. The Kurus had matrimonial relations
with the Yadavas, the Bhojas, Trigratas, and the Panchalas. There is a Jataka reference to king
Dhananjaya, introduced as a prince from the race of Yudhishtra. Though a well known monarchical
people in the earlier period, the Kurus are known to have switched to a republican form of
government during the 6th to 5th centuries BCE. In the 4th century BCE, Kautiliya's Arthashastra also
attests the Kurus following the Rajashabdopajivin (king consul) constitution.

Kuru was the name of a Vedic Indo-Aryan tribal union in northern Iron Age India, encompassing the modern-day states of
Delhi, Haryana, Punjab and the western part of Uttar Pradesh (the region of Doab, till Prayag), which appeared in the
Middle Vedic period (c. 1200 – c. 900 BCE) and developed into the first recorded state-level society in the Indian
subcontinent.
The Kuru kingdom decisively changed the Vedic heritage of the early Vedic period, arranging the Vedic hymns into
collections, and developing new rituals which gained their position in Indian civilization as the srauta rituals, which
contributed to the so-called "classical synthesis" or "Hindu synthesis". It became the dominant political and cultural center
of the middle Vedic Period during the reigns of Parikshit and Janamejaya, but it declined in importance during the late Vedic
period (c. 900 – c. 500 BCE), and had become "something of a backwater" by the Mahajanapada period in the 5th century
BCE. However, traditions and legends about the Kurus continued into the post-Vedic period, providing the basis for the
Mahabharata epic.
The main contemporary sources for understanding the Kuru kingdom are ancient religious texts, containing details of life
during this period and allusions to historical persons and events. The time-frame and geographical extent of the Kuru
kingdom (as determined by philological study of the Vedic literature) suggest its correspondence with the archaeological
Painted Grey Ware culture.

Modern replica of utensils and falcon shaped altar used for Agnicayana, an elaborate srauta ritual from the Kuru period.
The Kurus figure prominently in Vedic literature after the time of the Rigveda. The Kurus here appear as a branch of the
early Indo-Aryans, ruling the Ganga-Yamuna Doab and modern Haryana. The focus in the later Vedic period shifted out of
Punjab, into the Haryana and the Doab, and thus to the Kuru clan.
This trend corresponds to the increasing number and size of Painted Grey Ware (PGW) settlements in the Haryana and
Doab area. Archaeological surveys of the Kurukshetra District have a revealed a more complex (albeit not yet fully
urbanized) three-tiered hierarchy for the period of period from 1000 to 600 BCE, suggesting a complex chiefdom or
emerging early state, contrasting with the two-tiered settlement pattern (with some "modest central places", suggesting
the existence of simple chiefdoms) in the rest of the Ganges Valley. Although most PGW sites were small farming villages,
several PGW sites emerged as relatively large settlements that can be characterized as towns; the largest of these were

fortified by ditches or moats and embankments made of piled earth with wooden palisades, albeit smaller and simpler than
the elaborate fortifications which emerged in large cities after 600 BCE.
The Kuru tribe was formed in the Middle Vedic period as a result of the alliance and merger between the Bharata and Puru
tribes, in the aftermath of the Battle of the Ten Kings. With their center of power in the Kurukshetra region, the Kurus
formed the first political center of the Vedic period, and were dominant roughly from 1200 to 800 BCE. The first Kuru
capital was at Āsandīvat, identified with modern Assandh in Haryana. Later literature refers to Indraprastha (modern Delhi)
and Hastinapura as the main Kuru cities.

The Atharvaveda (XX.127) praises Parikshit, the "King of the Kurus", as the great ruler of a thriving, prosperous realm. Other
late Vedic texts, such as the Shatapatha Brahmana, commemorate Parikshit's son Janamejaya as a great conqueror who
performed the ashvamedha (horse-sacrifice). These two Kuru kings played a decisive role in the consolidation of the Kuru
state and the development of the srauta rituals, and they also appear as important figures in later legends and traditions
(e.g., in the Mahabharata).
The Kurus declined after being defeated by the non-Vedic Salva (or Salvi) tribe, and the center of Vedic culture shifted east,
into the Panchala realm, in Uttar Pradesh (whose king Keśin Dālbhya was the nephew of the late Kuru king). According to
post-Vedic Sanskrit literature, the capital of the Kurus was later transferred to Kaushambi, in the lower Doab, after
Hastinapur was destroyed by floods as well as because of upheavals in the Kuru family itself. In the post Vedic period (by
the 6th century BCE), the Kuru dynasty evolved into Kuru and Vatsa janapadas, ruling over Upper Doab/Delhi/Haryana and
lower Doab, respectively. The Vatsa branch of the Kuru dynasty further divided into branches at Kaushambi and at
Mathura.
The tribes that consolidated into the Kuru Kingdom or 'Kuru Pradesh' were largely semi-nomadic, pastoral tribes. However,
as settlement shifted into the western Ganges Plain, settled farming of rice and barley became more important. Vedic
literature of this time period indicates the growth of surplus production and the emergence of specialized artisans and
craftsmen. Iron was first mentioned as śyāma ayas (literally "black metal") in the Atharvaveda, a text of this era. Another
important development was the fourfold varna (class) system, which replaced the twofold system of arya and dasa from
the Rigvedic times. The Brahmin priesthood and Kshatriya aristocracy, who dominated the arya commoners (now called
vaishyas) and the dasa labourers (now called shudras), were designated as separate classes.

Kuru kings ruled with the assistance of a rudimentary administration, including purohita (priest), village headman, army
chief, food distributor, emissary, herald and spies. They extracted mandatory tribute (bali) from their population of
commoners as well as from weaker neighboring tribes. They led frequent raids and conquests against their neighbors,
especially to the east and south. To aid in governing, the kings and their Brahmin priests arranged Vedic hymns into
collections and developed a new set of rituals (the now orthodox Srauta rituals) to uphold social order and strengthen the
class hierarchy. High-ranked nobles could perform very elaborate sacrifices, and many rituals primarily exalted the status of
the king over his people. The ashvamedha or horse sacrifice was a way for a powerful king to assert his domination in
northern India.

The epic poem, the Mahabharata, tells of a conflict between two branches of the reigning Kuru clan possibly around 1000
BCE. However, archaeology has not furnished conclusive proof as to whether the specific events described have any
historical basis. The existing text of the Mahabharata went through many layers of development and mostly belongs to the
period between c. 400 BCE and 400 CE. Within the frame story of the Mahabharata, the historical kings Parikshit and
Janamejaya are featured significantly as scions of the Kuru clan.
A historical Kuru King named Dhritarashtra Vaichitravirya is mentioned in the Kathaka Samhita of the Yajurveda (c. 1200–
900 BCE) as a descendant of the Rigvedic-era king Sudas. His cattle were reportedly destroyed as a result of conflict with the
vratya ascetics; however, this Vedic mention does not provide corroboration for the accuracy of the Mahabharata's account
of his reign

Silver coin of Magadha mahajanapada (c. 350 BCE)

The Magadha was one of the most prominent and prosperous of mahajanapadas. The capital city
Pataliputra (Patna, Bihar) was situated on the confluence of major rivers like the Ganga, Son, Punpun
and Gandak. The alluvial plains of this region and its proximity to the copper and iron rich areas of
Bihar and Jharkhand helped the kingdom to develop good quality weapons and support the agrarian
economy. Its location at the centre of the highways of trade of those days contributed to its wealth.
All these factors helped Magadha to emerge as the most prosperous state of that period

King Bimbisara of Magadha visits the Bamboo Garden (Venuvana) in Rajagriha; artwork from Sanchi.
The kingdom of the Magadhas roughly corresponded to the modern districts of Patna and Gaya in
southern Bihar and parts of Bengal in the east. The capital city of Pataliputra was bound in the north
by the river Ganges, in the east by the river Champa, in the south by the Vindhya mountains and in
the west by the river Sona. During Buddha's time its boundaries included Anga. Its earliest capital
was Girivraja or Rajagaha (modern Rajgir in the Nalanda district of Bihar). The other names for the
city were Magadhapura, Brihadrathapura, Vasumati, Kushagrapura and Bimbisarapuri. It was an
active center of Jainism in ancient times. The first Buddhist Council was held in Rajagaha in the
Vaibhara Hills. Later on, Pataliputra became the capital of Magadha.
Magadha was an ancient Indian kingdom in southern Bihar, and was counted as one of the sixteen Mahajanapadas
(Sanskrit: "Great Countries") of ancient India. Magadha played an important role in the development of Jainism and
Buddhism, and two of India's greatest empires, the Maurya Empire and Gupta Empire, originated in Magadha.
The existence of Magadha is recorded in Vedic texts much earlier in time than 600 BCE. The earliest reference to the
Magadha people occurs in the Atharvaveda, where they are found listed along with the Angas, Gandharis and Mujavats.
The core of the kingdom was the area of Bihar south of the Ganges; its first capital was Rajagriha (modern day Rajgir), then
Pataliputra (modern Patna). Rajagriha was initially known as 'Girivrijja' and later came to be known as so during the reign of
Ajatashatru. Magadha expanded to include most of Bihar and Bengal with the conquest of Vajji confederation and Anga,

respectively. The kingdom of Magadha eventually came to encompass Bihar, Jharkhand, Orissa, West Bengal, eastern Uttar
Pradesh, and the areas that are today the nations of Bangladesh and Nepal.
The ancient kingdom of Magadha is heavily mentioned in Jain and Buddhist texts. It is also mentioned in the Ramayana, the
Mahabharata and the Puranas. The Mauryan Empire and Gupta Empire, both of which originated in Magadha, saw
advancements in ancient India's science, mathematics, astronomy, religion, and philosophy and were considered the
Golden Age of India. The Magadha kingdom included republican communities such as the community of Rajakumara.
Villages had their own assemblies under their local chiefs called Gramakas. Their administrations were divided into
executive, judicial, and military functions.

The kingdom of the Magadh, before its expansion, corresponded to the modern districts of Patna, Jehanabad, Nalanda,
Aurangabad, Arwal Nawada and Gaya in southern Bihar, and parts of Bengal in the east. It was bounded on the north by the
river Ganges, on the east by the river Champa, on the south by the Vindhya Range, and on the west by the Son River.
This region of Greater Magadha had a culture and belief system of its own that predated Hinduism. Much of the second
urbanisation took place here from c. 500 BCE onwards and it was here that Jainism became strong and Buddhism arose. The
importance of Magadha's culture can be seen in that Buddhism, Jainism and Hinduism adopted some of its features, most
significantly a belief in rebirth and karmic retribution.
There is little certain information available on the early rulers of Magadha. The most important sources are the Buddhist
Pāli Canon, the Jain Agamas and the Hindu Puranas. Based on these sources, it appears that Magadha was ruled by the
Haryanka dynasty for some 200 years, c. 543 to 413 BCE.

Gautama Buddha, the founder of Buddhism, lived much of his life in the kingdom of Magadha. He attained enlightenment
in Bodh Gaya, gave his first sermon in Sarnath and the first Buddhist council was held in Rajgriha.
The Hindu Mahabharata calls Brihadratha the first ruler of Magadha. King Bimbisara of the Haryanka dynasty led an active
and expansive policy, conquering the Kingdom of Anga in what is now West Bengal. King Bimbisara was killed by his son,
Prince Ajatashatru. King Pasenadi, king of neighbouring Kosala and brother-in-law of King Bimbisara, promptly retook the
gift of the Kashi province.
Accounts differ slightly as to the cause of King Ajatashatru's war with the Licchavi, an area north of the river Ganges. It
appears that Ajatashatru sent a minister to the area who worked for three years to undermine the unity of the Licchavis. To
launch his attack across the Ganges River, Ajatashatru built a fort at the town of Pataliputra. Torn by disagreements the
Licchavis fought with Ajatashatru. It took fifteen years for Ajatashatru to defeat them. Jain texts tell how Ajatashatru used
two new weapons: a catapult, and a covered chariot with swinging mace that has been compared to a modern tank.
Pataliputra began to grow as a centre of commerce and became the capital of Magadha after Ajatashatru's death.
The Haryanka dynasty was overthrown by the Shishunaga dynasty. The last Shishunaga ruler, Mahanandin, was
assassinated by Mahapadma Nanda in 345 BCE, the first of the so-called "Nine Nandas", i. e. Mahapadma and his eight
sons.

In 326 BCE, the army of Alexander approached the western boundaries of Magadha. The army, exhausted and frightened at
the prospect of facing another giant Indian army at the Ganges, mutinied at the Hyphasis (the modern Beas River) and
refused to march further east. Alexander, after the meeting with his officer Coenus, was persuaded that it was better to
return and turned south, conquering his way down the Indus to the Ocean.

Around 321 BCE, the Nanda Dynasty ended and Chandragupta Maurya became the first king of the great Mauryan dynasty
and Mauryan Empire with the help of Chanakya. The Empire later extended over most of South Asia under King Ashoka,
who was at first known as 'Ashoka the Cruel' but later became a disciple of Buddhism and became known as 'Dharma
Ashoka'. Later, the Mauryan Empire ended, as did the Shunga and Khārabēḷa empires, to be replaced by the Gupta Empire.
The capital of the Gupta Empire remained Pataliputra in Magadha.
Several Śramaṇic movements have existed before the 6th century BCE, and these influenced both the āstika and nāstika
traditions of Indian philosophy. The Śramaṇa movement gave rise to diverse range of heterodox beliefs, ranging from
accepting or denying the concept of soul, atomism, antinomian ethics, materialism, atheism, agnosticism, fatalism to free
will, idealization of extreme asceticism to that of family life, strict ahimsa (non-violence) and vegetarianism to permissibility
of violence and meat-eating. Magadha kingdom was the nerve centre of this revolution.
Jainism was revived and re-established after Mahavira, the last and the 24th Tirthankara, synthesised and revived the
philosophies and promulgations of the ancient Śramaṇic traditions laid down by the first Jain tirthankara Rishabhanatha
millions of years ago.Buddha founded Buddhism which received royal patronage in the kingdom.
According to Indologist Johannes Bronkhorst, the culture of Magadha was in some ways different than the Vedic kingdoms
of the Indo-Aryans. He argues for a cultural area termed "Greater Magadha", defined as roughly the geographical area in
which the Buddha and Mahavira lived and taught.

With regard to the Buddha, this area stretched by and large from Śrāvastī, the capital of Kosala, in the north-west to
Rājagṛha, the capital of Magadha, in the south-east". According to Bronkhorst “there was indeed a culture of Greater
Magadha which remained recognizably distinct from Vedic culture until the time of the grammarian Patañjali (ca. 150 BCE)
and beyond”. Vedic texts such as the Satapatha Brahmana demonize the inhabitants of this area as demonic and as
speaking a barbarous speech. The Buddhologist Alexander Wynne writes that there is an "overwhelming amount of
evidence" to suggest that this rival culture to the Vedic Aryans dominated the eastern Gangetic plain during the early
Buddhist period. Orthodox Vedic Brahmins were, therefore, a minority in Magadha during this early period.
The Magadhan religions are termed the sramana traditions and include Jainism, Buddhism and Ājīvika. Buddhism and
Jainism were the religions promoted by the early Magadhan kings, such as Srenika, Bimbisara and Ajatashatru, and the
Nanda Dynasty (345–321 BCE) that followed was mostly Jain. These Sramana religions did not worship the Vedic deities,
practised some form of asceticism and meditation (jhana) and tended to construct round burial mounds (called stupas in
Buddhism). These religions also sought some type of liberation from the cyclic rounds of rebirth and karmic retribution
through spiritual knowledge.
Two notable rulers of Magadha were Bimbisara (also known as Shrenika) and his son Ajatashatru (also known as Kunika),
who are mentioned in Buddhist and Jain literature as contemporaries of the Buddha and Mahavira. Later, the throne of

Magadha was usurped by Mahapadma Nanda, the founder of the Nanda Dynasty (c. 345–321 BCE), which conquered much
of north India. The Nanda Dynasty was overthrown by Chandragupta Maurya, the founder of the Maurya Empire (321–180
BCE). There is much uncertainty about the succession of kings and the precise chronology of Magadha prior to Mahapadma
Nanda; the accounts of various ancient texts (all of which were written many centuries later than the era in question)
contradict each other on many points. Furthermore, there is a "Long Chronology" and a contrasting "Short Chronology"
preferred by some scholars, an issue that is inextricably linked to the uncertain chronology of the Buddha and Mahavira.
According to historian John Keay, a proponent of the "Short Chronology," Bimbisara must have been reigning in the late 5th
century BCE, and Ajatashatru in the early 4th century BCE. Keay states that there is great uncertainty about the royal
succession after Ajatashatru's death, probably because there was a period of "court intrigues and murders," during which
"evidently the throne changed hands frequently, perhaps with more than one incumbent claiming to occupy it at the same
time" until Mahapadma Nanda was able to secure the throne

Conjectural reconstruction of the main gate of Kusinagara, city of the Mallas, circa 500 BCE adapted
from a relief at Sanchi.
City of Kushinagar in the 5th century BCE according to a 1st-century BCE frieze in Sanchi Stupa 1
Southern Gate.
The Mallas are frequently mentioned in Buddhist and Jain works. They were a powerful people
dwelling in Northern South Asia. According to Mahabharata, Panduputra Bhimasena is said to have
conquered the chief of the Mallas/Malls in the course of his expedition in Eastern India. During the
Buddhist period, the Mallas/Malls Kshatriya were a republican people with their dominion consisting
of nine territories corresponding to the nine confederated clans. These republican states were known
as Gana. Two of these confederations – one with Kuśināra (modern Kasia near Gorakhpur) as its
capital and the second with Pava (modern Padrauna, 12 miles from Kasia) as the capital – had
become very important at the time of Buddha

Kuśināra and Pava are very important in the history of Buddhism and Jainism since Lord Buddha and
Lord Mahavira, the 24th Tirthankara took their last meals at Kushinara and Pava/Pavapuri
respectively. Buddha was taken ill at Pava and died at Kusinara, whereas lord Mahavira took his
Nirvana at Pavapuri. It is widely believed that Lord Gautam died at the courtyard of King Sastipal Mall
of Kushinagar/Kushinara. Kushinagar is now the centre of the Buddhist pilgrimage circle which is
being developed by the tourism development corporation of Uttar Pradesh.
The Mallas, like the Licchavis, are mentioned by Manusmriti as Vratya Kshatriyas. They are called
Vasishthas (Vasetthas) in the Mahapparnibbana Suttanta. The Mallas originally had a monarchical

form of government but later they switched to one of Samgha (republic), the members of which
called themselves rajas. The Mallas appeared to have formed an alliance with the Licchhavis for selfdefense but lost their independence not long after Buddha's death and their dominions were
annexed to the Magadhan Empire

The Mallas defending the city of Kusinagara. Reflective of the frieze at Stupa 1, Southern Gateway, Sanchi, 1st century BCE to 1st century
CE./ Leader of the Mallas of Kushinagara, under siege by the seven kings during the War of the Relics. Reflective of the frieze at Sanchi

Mallas defending the city of Kusinagara, as depicted at Sanchi. Malla was an ancient Indian republic
(Gaṇa sangha) mentioned in the Anguttara Nikaya.
Malla was an ancient Indian republic (Gaṇa sangha) that constituted one of the sixteen
Mahajanapadas (great kingdoms) of ancient India. The republic is notable for being the chosen death
place of Mahavira and Gautama Buddha.
Malla was one of the solasa mahajanapadas of ancient India mentioned in the Anguttara Nikaya. It
was named after the ruling clan of the same name. The Mahabharata mentions the territory as the
Mallarashtra (Malla state). The Malla mahajanapada was situated north of Magadha. It was a small
mahajanapada. The mahajanapada was divided into two main parts and the river Kakuttha (present
day Kuku) was probably the dividing line. The capital of these two parts were Kusavati (modern Kasia
near Gorakhpur) and Pava, modern Fazilnagar, 12 miles from Kasia.

Kusinara and Pava are very important in the history of Buddhism since Buddha took his last meal and
was taken ill at Pava and went to his Mahaparinirvaṇa at Kusinara. After his death, the Mallas wanted
to keep the ashes, but the other kingdoms also wanting their part went to war and besieged the city
of Kushinagar. Finally, an agreement was reached, and the Buddha's cremation relics were divided
among 8 royal families and his disciples; centuries later they would be enshrined by King Ashoka into
84,000 stupas. A famous view in Sanchi shows the siege of Kushinagar, giving a view of the city which
has been relied on for the understanding of ancient Indian constructions.
The Mallas were a powerful clan of eastern India at the time of Gautama Buddha and they are
frequently mentioned in Buddhist and Jaina works. The Mahabharata mentions that the second
Pandava Bhima is said to have conquered the chief of the Mallas in course of his expedition to
eastern India. The Mahabharata mentions Mallas along with the Angas, Vangas, and Kalingas as

eastern tribes. The Mallas were republican people with their dominion consisting of nine territories
(Kalpa Sutra; Nirayavali Sutra), one of each of the nine confederated clans.
The Mallas, like the Licchavis, are mentioned by Manusmriti as Vratya Kshatriyas. They are called
Vasishthas (Vasetthas) in the Mahapparnibbana Suttanta. The Mallas were a brave and warlike
people. Jainism and Buddhism found many followers among the Mallas. The Mallas originally had a
monarchical form of government but later they switched to Gana (republic or non-monarchial) of
which the members called themselves rajas. The Gana were taking decisions from their Santhagara.
The Mallas appeared to have formed alliance with Lichchhavis for self-defense. They however, lost
their independence not long after Buddha's death and their dominions were annexed to the
Magadhan Empire.
The two main towns of the Malla mahajanapada were Pava, where the Jain founder Mahavira died
and Kusinara, where Buddha went to his Mahaparinirvaṇa. The Cullavagga of the Vinaya Pitaka
mentions another town named Anupiya. A fourth town called Uruvelakappa is mentioned in the
Anguttara Nikaya. The fifth town was named as "Bhoganagara".

War over the Buddha's Relics held by the city of Kushinagar, South Gate, Stupa no.1, Sanchi.

Sanchi Stupa, also written Sanci, is a Buddhist complex, famous for its Great Stupa, on a hilltop at
Sanchi Town in Raisen District of the State of Madhya Pradesh, India. The Great Stupa at Sanchi is
one of the oldest stone structures in India, and an important monument of Indian Architecture. It
was originally commissioned by the emperor Ashoka in the 2nd century BCE. Its nucleus was a simple
hemispherical brick structure built over the relics of the Buddha. It was crowned by the chhatri, a
parasol-like structure symbolising high rank, which was intended to honour and shelter the relics.
The original construction work of this stupa was overseen by Ashoka, whose wife Devi was the
daughter of a merchant of nearby Vidisha. Sanchi was also her birthplace as well as the venue of her
and Ashoka's wedding. In the 1st century BCE, four elaborately carved toranas (ornamental
gateways) and a balustrade encircling the entire structure were added. The Sanchi Stupa built during
Mauryan period was made of bricks. The composite flourished until the 11th century.

The original Stupa only had about half the diameter of today's stupa, which is the result of
enlargement by the Sungas. It was covered in brick, in contrast to the stones that now cover it.

According to one version of the Mahavamsa, the Buddhist chronicle of Sri Lanka, Ashoka was closely
connected to the region of Sanchi. When he was heir-apparent and was journeying as Viceroy to
Ujjain, he is said to have halted at Vidisha (10 kilometers from Sanchi), and there married the
daughter of a local banker. She was called Devi and later gave Ashoka two sons, Ujjeniya and
Mahendra, and a daughter Sanghamitta. After Ashoka's accession, Mahendra headed a Buddhist
mission, sent probably under the auspices of the Emperor, to Sri Lanka, and that before setting out to
the island he visited his mother at Chetiyagiri near Vidisa, thought to be Sanchi. He was lodged there
in a sumptuous vihdra or monastery, which she herself is said to have had erected.
The capital of the Sanchi pillar of Ashoka, as discovered (left), and simulation of original appearance
(right). It is very similar to the Lion Capital of Ashoka at Sarnath, except for the abacus, here adorned
with flame palmettes and facing geese, 250 BCE. Sanchi Archaeological Museum.

A pillar of finely polished sandstone, one of the Pillars of Ashoka, was also erected on the side of the
main Torana gateway. The bottom part of the pillar still stands. The upper parts of the pillar are at
the nearby Sanchi Archaeological Museum. The capital consists in four lions, which probably
supported a Wheel of Law, as also suggested by later illustrations among the Sanchi reliefs. The pillar
has an Ashokan inscription (Schism Edict) and an inscription in the ornamental Sankha Lipi from the
Gupta period. The Ashokan inscription is engraved in early Brahmi characters. It is unfortunately
much damaged, but the commands it contains appear to be the same as those recorded in the
Sarnath and Kausambi edicts, which together form the three known instances of Ashoka's "Schism
Edict". It relates to the penalties for schism in the Buddhist sangha:
". . . path is prescribed both for the monks and for the nuns. As long as (my) sons and greatgrandsons (shall reign; and) as long as the Moon and the Sun (shall endure), the monk or nun who
shall cause divisions in the Sangha, shall be compelled to put on white robes and to reside apart. For
what is my desire? That the Sangha may be united and may long endure."
— Edict of Ashoka on the Sanchi pillar.

The pillar, when intact, was about 42 feet in height and consisted of a round and slightly tapering
monolithic shaft, with bell-shaped capital surmounted by an abacus and a crowning ornament of four
lions, set back to back, the whole finely finished and polished to a remarkable luster from top to

bottom. The abacus is adorned with four flame palmette designs separated one from the other by
pairs of geese, symbolical perhaps of the flock of the Buddha's disciples. The lions from the summit,
though now quite disfigured, still testify to the skills of the sculptors.
The sandstone out of which the pillar is carved came from the quarries of Chunar several hundred
miles away, implying that the builders were able to transport a block of stone over forty feet in
length and weighing almost as many tons over such a distance. They probably used water transport,
using rafts during the rainy season up the Ganges, Jumna and Betwa rivers.
Temple 40 was a 3rd century BCE temple, one of the first known in India, constructed around the
same time as the core of the Great Stupa.

Another structure which has been dated, at least partially, to the 3rd century BCE, is the so-called
Temple 40, one of the first instances of free-standing temples in India. Temple 40 has remains of
three different periods, the earliest period dating to the Maurya age, which probably makes it
contemporary to the creation of the Great Stupa. An inscription even suggests it might have been
established by Bindusara, the father of Ashoka. The original 3rd century BCE temple was built on a
high rectangular stone platform, with two flights of stairs to the east and the west. It was an apsidal
hall, probably made of timber. It was burnt down sometime in the 2nd century BCE.
Later, the platform was enlarged and re-used to erect a pillared hall with fifty columns of which
stumps remain. Some of these pillars have inscriptions of the 2nd century BCE. In the 7th or 8th
century a small shrine was established in one corner of the platform, re-using some of the pillars and
putting them in their present position.

On the basis of Ashokavadana, it is presumed that the stupa may have been vandalized at one point
sometime in the 2nd century BCE, an event some have related to the rise of the Shunga emperor
Pushyamitra Shunga who overtook the Mauryan Empire as an army general. It has been suggested
that Pushyamitra may have destroyed the original stupa, and his son Agnimitra rebuilt it. The original
brick stupa was covered with stone during the Shunga period.

Given the rather decentralized and fragmentary nature of the Shunga state, with many cities actually
issuing their own coinage, as well as the relative dislike of the Shungas for Buddhism, some authors
argue that the constructions of that period in Sanchi cannot really be called "Shunga". They were not
the result of royal sponsorship, in contrast with what happened during the Mauryas, and most of the
dedications at Sanchi were private or collective, rather than the result of royal patronage.
The style of the Shunga period decorations at Sanchi bear a close similarity to those of Bharhut, as
well as the peripheral balustrades at the Mahabodhi Temple in Bodh Gaya.
The Great Stupa under the Sungas. The Sungas nearly doubled the diameter of the initial stupa,
encasing it in stone, and built a balustrade and a railing around it.

During the later rule of the Shunga, the stupa was expanded with stone slabs to almost twice its
original size. The dome was flattened near the top and crowned by three superimposed parasols
within a square railing. With its many tiers it was a symbol of the dharma, the Wheel of the Law. The
dome was set on a high circular drum meant for circumambulation, which could be accessed via a
double staircase. A second stone pathway at ground level was enclosed by a stone balustrade. The
railings around Stupa 1 do not have artistic reliefs. These are only slabs, with some dedicatory
inscriptions. These elements are dated to circa 150 BCE, or 175-125 BCE. Although the railings are
made up of stone, they are copied from a wooden prototype, and as John Marshall has observed the
joints between the coping stones have been cut at a slant, as wood is naturally cut, and not vertically
as stone should be cut. Besides the short records of the donors written on the railings in Brahmi
script, there are two later inscriptions on the railings added during the time of the Gupta Period.

Some reliefs are visible on the stairway balustrade, but they are probably slightly later than those at
Stupa No2, and are dated to 125-100 BCE. Some authors consider that these reliefs, rather crude and
without obvious Buddhist connotations, are the oldest reliefs of all Sanchi, slightly older even than
the reliefs of Sanchi Stupa No.2.
The style of the Shunga period decorations at Sanchi bear a close similarity to those of Bharhut, as
well as the peripheral balustrades at the Mahabodhi Temple in Bodh Gaya.

Great Stupa (No 1)

During the later rule of the Shunga, the stupa was expanded with stone slabs to almost twice its
original size. The dome was flattened near the top and crowned by three superimposed parasols
within a square railing. With its many tiers it was a symbol of the dharma, the Wheel of the Law. The
dome was set on a high circular drum meant for circumambulation, which could be accessed via a
double staircase. A second stone pathway at ground level was enclosed by a stone balustrade. The
railings around Stupa 1 do not have artistic reliefs. These are only slabs, with some dedicatory
inscriptions. These elements are dated to circa 150 BCE, or 175-125 BCE. Although the railings are
made up of stone, they are copied from a wooden prototype, and as John Marshall has observed the
joints between the coping stones have been cut at a slant, as wood is naturally cut, and not vertically
as stone should be cut. Besides the short records of the donors written on the railings in Brahmi
script, there are two later inscriptions on the railings added during the time of the Gupta Period.

The left external face consists in a foliage scroll inhabited by numerous animals and garlands,
as well as an amorous couple repeated several time. Of the right pillar external face, nothing
remains, and it has been left blank by the reconstitution under Marshall.
A Persepolitan column, rising from a stepped base and supporting a wheel with thirty-two spokes
and an equal number of triratna devices on its outer rim. This is the dharmachakra or "Wheel of the
Law", the emblem of the Buddha's first sermon. On either side of the wheel are celestial figures with
garlands; below them are four groups of worshipers, and below the latter, deers, to indicate the spot
where the first sermon was preached, namely, in the Deer Park (Mrigadava) near Benares.
In each of the groups of worshipers is a king with attendant females, the same figures apparently
being repeated four times. They probably represent Asoka with his two queens visiting the Deer Park
during his pilgrimage to the holy places of Buddhism.

Procession of king Ashoka on his chariot. The Emperor Asoka in his chariot with his retinue
around.
The Cortège of Mara. According to Marshall, relating the panel to the next one on the inner
face, deities are seen on foot, on horseback and on elephants, hastening to do homage to the
Bodhisattva's locks.
Bodhi tree temple of Bodh Gaya built by Ashoka. The temple around the Bodhi Tree (the pipal tree
beneath which the Buddha had attained enlightenment) was erected by Asoka himself. This Temple
is hypaethral. Here the sanctity of the tree is indicated by umbrellas and garlands, and on the throne
inside the shrine are three triratna symbols.

Ashoka in grief, supported by his two Queens. Ashoka is in grief as he saw the pipal tree of the
Buddha being neglected by the jealous Queen Tishyarakshita. He is so shocked that he has to be
supported by two of his wives. He would thereafter build a temple around the tree, seen in the panel
above, and which would become the sacred temple of Bodh Gaya.
Worship of the Bodhisattva's hair. In the lowest panel of the inner face is a company of
deities in the Trayastrimsa heaven, where Indra held sway, rejoicing over and worshiping the hair of
the Bodhisattva. The story told in the Buddhist scriptures is that, before embracing a religious life,
Gautama divested himself of his princely garments and cut off his long hair with his sword, casting
both hair and turban into the air, whence they were borne by the devas to the Trayastrimsa heaven
and worshiped there

This particular relief was dedicated by the Guild of Ivory Carvers of Vidisha (horizontal inscription on
the lintel), suggesting that a part of the gateways at least was made by ivory carvers. At the least, the
delicacy of workmanship and spatial effect attained in the panel of the Trayastrimsa heaven is
particularly striking, and makes it understandable that, as the inscription on it records, it was the
work of ivory-carvers of Vidisha. The inscription reads: 'Vedisehi dantakarehi rupadamam katam'
meaning "The ivory-carvers from Vidisha have done the carving". Some of the Begram ivories or the
"Pompeii Lakshmi" give an indication of the kind of ivory works that could have influenced the
carvings at Sanchi.
The Northern Gateway is the best preserved of all the gateways, and was the second to be erected.
The numerous panels relate various events of the life of the Buddha.
The Northern Gateway of Stupa 1 is one of the four richly carved gateways or toranas, surrounding
Stupa 1, the "Great Stupa".

The best preserved of all four gateways is the Northern one, which still retains most of its
ornamental figures and gives a good idea of the original appearance of all the gateways. Like the
other gateways, the Northern Gateway is composed of two square pillars surmounted by capitals,
which in their turn support a superstructure of three architraves with volute ends.
The architraves are all almost intact. They are crowned by two large decorated Shrivatsa symbols in
the round, symbols of Buddhism, as well as the remnants of a Dharmachakra (Wheel of the Law) at
the center. The lintels have seated lions and Yakshinis, also in the round, at their ends.

Temptation of the Buddha with Mara and his daughters, and the demons of Mara fleeing. Towards
the left end of the panel is the pipal tree at Bodh Gaya with an umbrella and streamers above, and, in
front, the diamond throne (Vajrasana) of the Buddha, whereon he sat when he withstood the
temptations and threats of Mara, the Satan of Buddhism, and when he attained to Buddhahood.
Human and celestial beings are adoring it. The figure to the left of it is perhaps Sujata, bringing the
meal which she prepared for Gautama before he began his last meditation prior to his
enlightenment.

Elephants facing the four directions decorate the top of the gateway pillars and support the
architraves. They are gathered around a central pillar of square section decorated with a large flame
palmette design. The capitals are flanked by a dancing Yakshini under foliage.

The external side of the left pillar (facing the east) doesn't have narrative reliefs, but only
displays Buddhist symbols as well as intricate vegetal designs. The external face is separated
vertically in three bands, the central band consisting in a superposition of numerous flame palmettes
(nine in total), and the two external bands consisting in a superposition of hooks holdings garlands.
The bottom of the pillar face has two footprints of the Buddha with a wheel of the Law on their sole.
The pillar face is crowned by a decorated Shrivatsa symbol.

The external face on the right side has the same background decoration, with the three vertical
bands and the superposition of flame palmettes, and hooks holdings garlands, but lacks the bottom
and top symbols of the Buddha footprint and the decorated Shrivatsa.
Great Miracle at Sravasti (also called Mango Tree Miracle, when the Buddha walks in the air).

In the center, a mango tree with the throne of the Buddha in front (the Buddha, of course, not being
illustrated). Round the Buddha is a circle of his followers bringing garlands to the tree or in attitudes
of adoration. It was beneath a mango tree that, according to the Pali texts, Buddha performed the
great miracle at Sravasti, when he walked in the air, and flames broke from his shoulders and
streams of water from his feet. But here there is no definite indication of the miracle.

In the anthropomorphic (non-aniconic) Greco-Buddhist art of Gandhara, the Buddha would simply be
shown in his human form, rising slightly in the air, with flames springing from his feet and water
emanating from his shoulders.
The Jetavana at Sravasti, showing the three favourite residences of the Buddha: the Gandhakuti, the
Kosambakuti and the Karorikuti, with the throne of the Buddha in the front of each. The Jetavana
garden was presented to the Buddha by the rich banker Anathapindika, who purchased it for as
many gold pieces as would cover the surface of the ground. Hence, the foreground of the relief is
shown covered with ancient Indian coins ( karshapanas ), just as it is in the similar relief at Bharhut,
where the details of the coins are more in evidence.
Aerial promenade of the Buddha. Presumably, the long band on top of the heads of devotees
is the promenade the Buddha is walking on. The long open pavilion (mandapa) calls to mind the one
at Sravasti, which is portrayed in the Bharhut relief.

Procession of King Prasenajit of Kosala leaving Sravasti to meet the Buddha. A royal
procession issuing from a city gate, probably Prasenajit of Kosala going forth from Sravasti to meet
the Buddha.
Paradise of Indra (nandana). The meaning of this scene, which is analogous to several others on the
gateways, is not clear. Perhaps, like the scene on the gateways of
Stupa No3, it may represent the Paradise of Indra (nandana), where pleasure and passion held sway.
Visit of Indra to the Buddha in the Indrasaila cave near Rajagriha. In the upper part of the panel is an
artificial cave resembling in its facade many rock-cut Buddhist chaitya shrines in Western and Central
India. In front of the door is the throne which marks the presence of the Buddha. The animals

peering out from among the rocks serve to indicate the wildness of the spot. Below is the company
of Indra in attitudes of worship, but which of these figures represents Indra and which his musician
Panchasikha who accompanied him, it is not possible to determine.

Royal cortege leaving Rajagriha. A king and his royal cortege issuing from a city. As the panel
on this side of the pillar relates particularly to Rajagriha, it is probable that the King is either
Bimbisara or Ajatasatru, on a visit to the Buddha at the Gridhrakuta Hill, and that the city is Rajagriha.
Bamboo garden (Venuvana) at Rajagriha, the visit of Bimbisara. The Bamboo garden
(Venuvana ) at Rajagriha, with the throne of the Buddha in the center and devotees around. The
identity of the spot is indicated by the bamboos on either side of the panel. This event refers to a
visit of King Bimbisara to the Buddha.

Dvarapala guardian deity. Positioned as it is, in the inside panel of the gateway, the deity guards the
left side of the entrance to the stupa. This Dvarapala is faced by another one on the right side.
Foreigners making a dedication to Southern Gateway of the Great Stupa. Probably the
dedication of a stupa, but it might also refer to the death (parinirvana) of the Buddha. Among the
crowds who are celebrating the occasion with music and dancing, some are wearing dresses and high
boots suggestive of a cold climate. The individual and realistic features of the people can also be
noticed. The official notice at Sanchi reads "Foreigners worshiping Stupa".
These have been called "Greek-looking foreigners" wearing Greek clothing complete with tunics,
capes and sandals, typical of the Greek travelling costume, and using Greek and Central Asian musical
instruments ( the double flute aulos, or the carnyx-like Cornu horns), possibly pointing to the IndoGreeks.
Another rather similar foreigner is also depicted in Bharhut, the Bharhut Yavana, also wearing a tunic
and a royal headband in the manner of a Greek king, and displaying a Buddhist triratna on his sword.
The top of the panel show celestial divinities celebrating the dedication of the Stupa.

Offering of a bowl of honey to the Blessed One by a monkey. The offering of a bowl of honey to the
Blessed One by a monkey. The Buddha is here represented by his pipal tree and throne, to which
devotees are doing obeisance. The figure of the monkey is twice repeated, first with the bowl and
then with empty hands after the gift has been made. The incident is portrayed in much the same way
on the reliefs of the Greco-Buddhist art of Gandhara.

Miracle at Kapilavastu. Suddhodana praying as his son the Buddha rises in the air, praised by celestial
beings (only his path is visible). This panel is to be interpreted in conjunction with the corresponding
panel adjoining it on the front face of the same pillar. When Buddha returned to his native city of
Kapilavastu, his father Suddhodana came forth with a royal retinue to meet him, and a question of
etiquette arose as to which should salute the other first: the father, who was king, or the son, who
had become the Buddha. Thereupon the Buddha solved the difficulty by walking miraculously in midair. Here, in the panel on the inner face, we see a banyan tree, and, in front of it, the throne
symbolizing the Buddha; while suspended in the air above it is the chahkrama or promenade on
which the Buddha used to take his exercise and which here symbolises that he is walking in the air.
Above it are celestial beings (gandharvas) with garlands in their hands.

To the right of the tree is King Suddhodana with attendants, one of whom is holding
the royal umbrella. The reason for the banyan tree (Ficus Indica, Skr : nyagrodha) is that King
Suddhodana presented a park of banyan trees to his son on his return, and the tree, therefore, helps
to localize the incident. In the corresponding scene on the front face the Buddha is probably
represented in this park with disciples (but invisible due to aniconism) and followers around him.
Dvarapala guardian deity. Positioned as it is, in the inside panel of the gateway, the
deity guards the right side of the entrance to the stupa. This Dvarapala is faced by another one on
the left side.

Descent of the Buddha from the Trayastrimsa Heaven at Sankissa. The descent of the Buddha from
the Trayastrimsa Heaven, where Maya, his mother, had been reborn and whither he himself
ascended to preach the Law to her. This miracle is supposed to have taken place at Sankissa
(Sankasya). In the center of the relief is the miraculous ladder by which the Buddha descended,
attended by Brahma and Indra. At the top of the ladder is the tree and throne of the Buddha with the
gods on either side in an attitude of adoration. Other devas attend on him as he descends, among
whom the one to the right of the ladder holding a chauri and lotus may be Brahma. At the foot of the
ladder the tree and throne are repeated with a trio of devotees on either side, indicating that the
Buddha has returned again to earth.

The Great Departure of the Buddha from Kapilavastu. A royal figure in a chariot drives forth from a
city gate, with a horse in front. The scene is analogous to the scene of Buddha's departure from
Kapilavastu on the East Gateway, but in that case there is no chariot, and in this case there is no
umbrella above the horse to indicate the presence of the Buddha. However, a royal umbrella being
held over an empty spot in the chariot would suggest the presence of the Buddha. The figure
standing at its side with a water-pot (bhrihgara) in his hand indicates that a gift is being made.
Alternatively, it could be King Suddhodana going forth from Kapilavastu to meet his son, the Buddha,
on the occasion when he presented him with a park of mango trees.

Teaching the Sakyans: This panel may represent the Buddha teaching the Sakyans. It can also
be interpreted in relation to the panel of the Miracle at Kapilavastu on the same pillar When Buddha
returned to his native city of Kapilavastu, his father Suddhodana came forth with a royal retinue to
meet him, and the Buddha performed his Miracle of the Walk in the Air. In this scene, on the front
face of the pillar, the Buddha is probably represented in this very park with disciples and followers
around him.
The Eastern Gateway describes historical events during the life of the Buddha, as well as several
miracles performed by the Buddha. It was the third gateway to be erected.
The Eastern Gateway of Stupa 1. The Eastern Gateway of Stupa 1 is one of the four richly carved
gateways or toranas, surrounding Stupa 1, the "Great Stupa". It is the third gateway to have been

constructed. Like the other gateways, the Southern Gateway is composed of two square pillars
surmounted by capitals, which in their turn support a superstructure of three architraves with volute
ends.

The architraves are all almost intact. They were crowned by two large decorated Shrivatsa symbols in
the round, symbols of Buddhism (only one of them remains). The lintels have elephants mounted by
Mahuts, and a single seated lion, at their ends. A single remaining Yakshini (top right corner) suggests
that many more have been lost.
During the night, Prince Siddharta leaves the Palace of Kapilavastu while his wife Yasodhara, his baby
Rahula and the dancers are sleeping. Siddharta rides his horse Kanthaka, who is being lifted above
the ground by Yakshas in order not to make noise and to avoid awakening the guards. The horse is
seen progressing from left to right, away from the city, and progressively higher in the air.

Siddharta is not visible, but a chatra royal parasol is held by Chandaka in order to signify the fact that
Siddharta is riding on the horse. After his arrival in the forest on the right, Siddharta discards his
robes, cuts off his hair and returns the horse to Chandaka. The horse is seen returning without a
rider, walking on the ground this time, and, of course, devoid of the chatra parasol over it this time.
When Siddharta stays in the forest, he is symbolized by the two soles of his feet. Siddharta has
renounced the world.
The pillars of the Eastern Gateway feature elephants in the four direction, conducted by
mahuts holding a Buddhist banner. They are gathered around a pillar of square section, decorated
with a flame palmette design. A Yakshini under foliage flanks them on the side.
Miracle of Walking in the air at Savrasti. While the Buddha walks in the air, devotees are aligned and
look upwards. The Buddha is not visible (aniconism), and only his path (chankrama) is, separating the
panel horizontally in two parts.
The Diamond throne as discovered.
The illumination of the Buddha occurred here under the Bodhi Tree at Bodh Gaya, and Asoka built a
Diamond throne at the location, as well as a temple to protect the Bodhi Tree within. Spreading

through its upper windows, the branches of the sacred tree can be seen. To right and left of the
temple are four figures in an attitude of adoration, perhaps the Guardian Kings of the Four Quarters
(Lokapalas).

Temptation of the Buddha, with the Buddha on the left (symbolized by his throne only) surrounded by rejoicing devotees, Mara and his
daughters (center), and the demons of Mara fleeing (right) Near the middle of the panel is Mara, seated on a throne with attendants
around, and advancing from him towards the throne are his daughters, who sought by their blandishments to seduce Gautama from his
purpose. On his other side, i.e., in the right half of the panel, are the hosts of Mara's demons, personifying the vices, the passions and the
fears of mankind. The vigor and humor with which these fantastic beings are portrayed is very striking, and far more forceful than anything
of the kind produced by the artists of the Greco-Buddhist art of Gandhara.
See also Mara's Defeat (in "The Life of Buddha").

The throne was discovered after excavations near the location of the Bodhi tree in the 19th century,
and is now revered at the Mahabodhi Temple in Bodh Gaya.
Miracle of the Buddha walking on the River Nairanjana. The Nairanjana river is shown in
flood and Kasyapa accompanied by a disciple and a boatman are hastening in a boat to the rescue of
the Buddha.
Then, in the lower part of the picture, the Buddha, represented by his promenade (chahbama),
appears walking on the face of the waters, and in the foreground the figures of Kasyapa and his
disciple are twice repeated, now on dry ground and doing homage to the Master
Throughout, The Buddha is not visible (aniconism), only represented by a path on the water, and his
empty throne bottom right.
Visit of Indra and Brahma to the Buddha. The visit of Indra and Brahma to the Buddha takes place in
the town of Uruvilva.
Near the center of the panel is the throne indicating the presence of the Buddha, surmounted by the
umbrella; behind it, Indra and Brahma standing in an attitude of adoration; in the background, the
houses of Uruvilva and the people at their daily tasks.

To the left, a man and woman, the woman grinding spices on a "cari" stone; nearby,
to the right, another woman is at work at a table, while a third is pounding rice with pestle and
mortar, and a fourth winnowing the grain with a fan.
In the foreground is the river Nairanjana, with cattle on its banks and a woman drawing water in a
pitcher. One of the villagers has his hands joined in the attitude of prayer.

Buddha tames the Naga at Uruvilva. This panel is about the victory of the Buddha over the serpent in
the fire chapel at Uruvilva. The Buddha obtained the permission of Kasyapa to pass the night in a fire
chapel at his hermitage, which was inhabited by a fearsome Naga.
The Naga attacked him with smoke and fire but was met with the same weapons, and being
overcome crept into the Buddha's begging bowl. In the middle of the panel is the fire temple with a
fire altar in front and a throne indicating the presence of the Buddha within, while behind the throne
is the five-headed Naga.
Flames are issuing from the windows in the roof. On either side of the temple are the Brahmanical
ascetics standing in an attitude of respect and veneration.
In the foreground, to the right, is a leaf-hut (parna-sala) and an ascetic at its threshold seated on a
mat, with his knees bound up by a band and his hair (jafa) twisted turban-wise about his head.
Evidently he is a Brahman doing penance.
Before him is another Brahman standing and apparently reporting to him the miracle; and nearby is a
small fire altar and the instruments of Vedic sacrifice.
To the left is the Nairanjana river, in which another ascetic is bathing and from which three young
novices are drawing water.

The miracle of fire and wood. This is a depicting of the miracles of the wood, the fire and the
offering. In the story of Kasyapa's conversion it is related that, after the miracle of the fire temple, a
sacrifice was prepared by the Brahmans, but the wood for the fire could not be split, the fire could
not be made to burn, and the oblation could not be offered, until in each case the Buddha gave his
consent.
In the relief, this triple miracle is dramatically represented. In the foreground, to the right, a Brahman
ascetic has his axe raised to split the wood, but the axe will not descend until Buddha gives the word;
then we see the axe driven home into the log. Similarly, a Brahman is engaged fanning the fire on an
altar, but the fire will not burn until the Buddha permits it. Then we see the altar repeated and
flames blazing upon it. The third phase of the miracle that of the oblation, is indicated by the single
figure of a Brahman holding an oblation spoon over a flaming altar.
The other figures in this panel, of two novices bringing wood and provisions, are mere accessories,
while the stupa in the back ground, decorated with shell designs and surrounded by a square railing,
serves to give local color to the scene.

At the top is portrayed the dream of Maya, the mother of the Buddha, otherwise called the
conception of the Bodhisattva. Maya, the queen, is seen lying in a pavilion of the palace, and on her
is descending the Bodhisattva in the form of a white elephant. This scene, which was well known to
all Buddhists, serves to identify the city here represented as Kapilavastu.
Below it is a royal procession threading its way through the streets of the city and issuing forth from
the gate. This is the procession of King Suddhodana, when he went forth to meet his son on his
return to Kapilavastu. Then, at the bottom of the panel, is portrayed the miracle which Buddha
performed on this occasion by walking in mid-air; and, in the extreme left hand bottom corner, is a
banyan tree (nyagrodha) to signify the park of banyans which Suddhodana presented to his son. The
Buddha walking in mid-air is represented, as on the Northern Gateway, by his promenade
(chankrama); and suggested by the upturned faces of the king and his retinue as they gaze
wonderingly on the miracle.

The six inferior heavens of the Gods. The six inferior heavens of the gods (Devalokas ) or
"Kamavachara heavens", in which the passions are still unsubdued, an integral part of Buddhist
cosmology. Starting from the base they are as follows: (1) The heaven of the Four Great Kings: the
Regents of the Four Quarters (Lokapala; Chaturmaharajika); (2) The heaven of the Thirty-three gods
(Trayastrimisa) over whom Sakra presides; (3) The heaven over which Yama, the God of Death,
reigns, where there is no change of day or night; (4) The Tushita heaven, where the Bodhisattvas are
born before they appear on earth as the saviors of mankind, and where Maitreya now resides; (5)
The heaven of the Nirmanarati, who create their own pleasures; (6) The heaven of the ParinirmitaVasavartin gods, who indulge in pleasures created for them by others and over whom Mara is king.

Each of these six heavens or devalokas is represented by a storey of a palace, the front of which is
divided by pillars into three bays, the pillars in the alternate storeys being either plain or provided
with elaborate Persepolitan capitals. In the central bay there sits a god, like an Indian king, holding a
thunderbolt (vajra) in his right hand and a flask containing nectar (amrita) in his left. Behind him are
his women attendants holding the royal umbrella (Muttra) and flywhisk (chauri). In the bay to his
right, seated on a slightly lower seat, is his viceroy (uparaja); and to his left are the court musicians
and dancers. With slight variations the same figures are repeated in each of the six heavens. Nothing,
perhaps, could give a better idea of the monotony of pleasure in the Buddhist heavens than the
sameness of these reiterations.
The topmost panel of all, with two figures seated on a terrace and attendants behind, is treated quite
differently from the Devalokas below and appears to represent the lowest of the Brahmaloka, which
according to the Buddhist ideas rise above the inferior heavens.
The Western Gateway of Stupa 1 is the last of the four gateway of the Great Stupa to have been
built.
Like the other gateways, the Western Gateway is composed of two square pillars surmounted by
capitals, which in their turn support a superstructure of three architraves with volute ends.
The architraves are all almost intact, but there are almost no remains of "in the round"
decorations around or on top of the lintels. Only remains a fragment of capital with a base composed
of lions, at the center top of the torana.

King of the Mallas bringing the relics of the Buddha to Kushinagara. After the death of the Buddha his
relics were taken possession of by the Mallas of Kushinagara, whose chief is here depicted riding on
an elephant and bearing the relics into the town of Kusinagara on his own head. The tree behind the
throne in front of the city gate appears to be a Shala tree (shorea robusta), and to refer to the fact
that Buddha's parinirvana took place in a grove of those trees. The two groups of figures carrying
banners and offerings, which occupy the ends of this architrave, are probably connected with the
central scene, serving to indicate the rejoicing of the Mallas over the possession of the relics.

Siege of Kushinagara by the seven kings. This is another portrayal of "The war of the relics"
(see Southern Gateway architrave). Here the seven rival claimants, distinguished by their seven royal
umbrellas, are advancing with their armies to the city of Kushinagara, the siege of which has not yet
begun. The seated royal figure at the left end of the architrave may represent the chief of the Mallas
within the city. The princely figures in the corresponding relief at the right end appear to be
repetitions of some of the rival claimants.

Temptation of the Buddha with Mara's army fleeing. This scene extends over the three
sections of the architrave, In the center is the temple of Bodh Gaya with the pipal tree and the
throne of the Buddha within; to the right, the armies of Mara fleeing discomfited from the Buddha;
to the left, the devas celebrating the victory of the Buddha over the Evil One and exalting his glorious
achievements. The temple at Bodh Gaya, which enclosed the Bodhi tree, was built two centuries
later by Emperor Ashoka. Its portrayal in this scene, therefore, is an anachronism.
Paradise of Indra. Probably the "Paradise of Indra" (nandana) with the river Mandakini in the
foreground. This can be related to the scenes on the North Gateway and on the small gateway of the
Third Stupa.
Syama Jataka Syama, the Buddha in a previous life, was the only son of a blind hermit and his wife,
whom he supports with devotion. One day, Syama goes to draw water at the river and is shot with an

arrow by the King of Benares, who is out hunting. Owing to the king's penitence and his parents'
sorrow Indra intervenes and allows Syama to be healed and his parents' sight to be restored.

At the right hand top corner of the panel arc the two hermitages with the father and mother seated
in front of them. Below them their son Syama is coming to draw water from the stream. Then, to the
left, we see the figure of the King thrice repeated, first shooting the lad in the water, then with bow
in hand, then standing penitent with bow and arrow discarded; and in the left top corner are the
father, mother and son restored to health, and by their side the god Indra and the king. The Buddha
in a previous life was thus given as an example of filial piety.

Enlightenment of the Buddha with the Nagas rejoincing. The scene depicts the
enlightenment (sambodhi ) of the Buddha. In the center is the throne of the Buddha beneath the
pipal tree, which is being garlanded by angels (gandharvas); round about are the Nagas and Nagis
celebrating the victory of the Buddha over Mara.
Miraculous crossing of the Ganges by the Buddha when he left Rajagriha to visit Vaisali (partial
remain). Only the upper part of this panel remains, but it appears to depict the miraculous crossing
of the Ganges by the Buddha when he left Rajagriha to visit Vaisali.
Enlightenment of the Buddha with Mara's army fleeing. The enlightenment (sambodhi) of the
Buddha. Towards the top of the panel is the pipal tree and the throne of the Buddha, and round
them a throng of worshipers, men and women, gods and animals. It is the moment after the
discomfiture of Mara and his hosts. The Nagas, winged creatures, angels and archangels, each urging
his comrades on, went up to the Great Being at the Bodhi tree's foot and as they came they shouted
for joy that the sage had won; that the Tempter was overthrown.

The deva with the giant head, riding either on the elephant or on the lion to the right of the panel, is
probably meant to be Indra or Brahma. The interpretation of the three sorrowing figures standing on
three sides of the throne in the foreground is problematical. In the Mahabhinishkramana scene on
the East Gateway we have already seen that the artist inserted a jambu tree in the middle of the
panel, to remind the spectator of the first meditation of the Bodhisattva and the path on which it led
him. So, here, these three figures, which are strikingly similar to the three sorrowing Yakshas in the
Mahdbhinishkramana scene and were probably executed by the same hand, may be a reminder of
the Great Renunciation which led to the attainment of Buddhahood, the gateway behind being also a
reminder of the gateway of Kapilavastu.

The Gods entreating Buddha to preach. The gods entreating the Buddha to preach. The
Buddhist scriptures tell us that after his enlightenment the Buddha hesitated to make known the
truth to the world. Then Brahma, Indra, the four Lokapalas (Regents of the Four Quarters) and the
archangels of the heavens approached him and besought him to turn the Wheel of the Law. It was
when the Buddha was seated beneath the banyan tree (nyagrodha) shortly after his enlightenment
that this entreaty was made, and it is a banyan tree with the throne beneath that is depicted in this
relief. The four figures side by side in the foreground may be the four Lokapalas.
The story runs that the Bodhisattva was born as a monkey, ruler over 80,000 monkeys. They lived at
a spot near the Ganges and ate of the fruit of a great mango tree. King Brahmadatta of Benares,
desiring to possess the mangoes, surrounded the tree with his soldiers, in order to kill the animals,
but the Bodhisattva formed a bridge over the stream with his own body and by this means enabled
the whole tribe to escape into safety.
Devadatta, the jealous and wicked cousin of the Buddha, was in that life one of the monkeys and,
thinking it a good chance to destroy his enemy, jumped on the Bodhisattva's back and broke his
heart. The king, seeing the good deed of the Bodhisattva and repenting of his own attempt to kill
him, tended him with great care when he was dying and afterwards gave him royal obsequies

Down the panel of the relief flows, from top to bottom, the river Ganges. To the left, at the top, is
the great mango tree to which two monkeys are clinging, while the king of the monkeys is stretched
across the river from the mango tree to the opposite bank, and over his body some monkeys have
already escaped to the rocks and jungles beyond. In the lower part of the panel, to the left, is king
Brahmadatta on horseback with his soldiers, one of whom with bow and arrow is aiming upwards at
the Bodhisattva. Higher up the panel the figure of the king is repeated, sitting beneath the mango
tree and conversing with the dying Bodhisattva, who, according to the Jataka story, gave the king
good advice on the duties of a chief.

The Bodhisattva preaching in the Tushita Heaven. In the center of the panel is the tree and throne of
the Buddha, and round about the throne a company of gods standing upon clouds in attitudes of
adoration. At the top of the panel are gandharvas bringing garlands and below them, on each side of
the tree, come Indra and Brahma, riding on lion-like creatures. A conventional method is used to
depict the clouds beneath the feet of the gods in the foreground and among the figures in the upper
part of the panel. They have the appearance almost of rocks with flames breaking from them.

The visit of Sakra. The Buddha, represented by his throne, beneath a flowery tree with hills
and jungle around. Possibly the tree is the Rajayatana tree at Bodh Gaya, beneath which the Buddha
sat shortly after his enlightenment. The figures in the foreground adoring the Buddha appear to be
devas.
Heraldic lions. Three heraldic lions standing on conventionalized floral device. The turn in the
upper leaves is peculiar. This method of treating foliage is peculiar to the Early School and is never
found in later work. The inscription over this panel records that the pillar was a gift of Balamitra,
pupil of Ayachuda (Arya-kshudra).
The gateway of Stupa No 3, is the last of all the Satavahana gateways that were built at Sanchi. It is
located to the immediate south of Stupa No 3, is smaller than the four gateways encircling the Great
Stupa. It is also slightly older, and generally dated to the 1st century CE.

Genies among foliage forming scrolls. This kind of scrolls are generally considered to be of Hellenistic
origin, and were to be used extensively in the Greco-Buddhist art of Gandhara as well.
The only scene which differs materially from those on the gateways of the Great Stupa is the
one delineated on the front face of the lowest architrave, which appears to represent the Heaven of
Indra (Nandanavana). In the centre is the pavilion of the god, with Indra himself seated on a throne
surrounded by women attendants. In the foreground is the river MandakinI, which bounds the
heaven of Indra, and to right and left of the pavilion are mountains and jungle forming a pleasuregarden for the gods and demigods who are taking their case therein.

Then, in the corners next to the false capitals, are Naga kings seated with their attendants on the
folds of seven-hooded Nagas, whose coils mingled with the waters of the river are carried through to
the ends of the architrave, and go to form the spirals adorning its extremities. The sea monsters
(Makaras) and the heroes wrestling with them, which are portrayed on the false capitals of this
architrave, are particularly appropriate in this position, where their coils combine effectively with
those of the Nagas.
Adoration of a Stupa. The variety and the detail of the pillar panels is much less than at the Great
Stupa. Here the first panel shows the adoration of a stupa by four Indian devotees. Then, other
devotees simply line up in the second and the third panels below.

Worshipping the Bodhi Tree. This classic and rather simply depicted scene is again the unique
didactic scene on this face of the pillar. The following panel in only composed of aligned devotee, and
at the bottom is a panel with Dvarapala guardian deity as seen on the other gateways, or possibly a
devotee, as he seems not to be armed.

Uncharacteristically, the rear panel of the left pillar of the gateway is fully decorated, down
to its bottom. This can be explained by the fact that the stupa is not surrounded by a railing as in the
Great Stupa, therefore rendering this rear space free. The right pillar of the gateway however does
not have decoration on the back. The top panel is the Dharmacakra on a Pillar.
Again variety and the detail of the pillar panels is much less than at the Great Stupa. The first panel
however is extremely interesting, as it shows the adoration of what looks like the pillar of Ashoka at
the Southern Gateway of the Great Stupa. Then other devotees simply line up in the second and the
third panels below.
The rule of the Satavahanas in the area Sanchi during the 1st centuries BCE/CE is well attested by the
finds of Satavahana copper coins in Vidisha, Ujjain and Eran in the name of Satakarni, as well as the
Satakarni inscription on the Southern Gateway of Stupa No.1.
Soon after, however, the region fell to the Scythian Western Satraps, possibly under Nahapana (120
CE), and then certainly under Rudradaman I (130-150 CE), as shown by his inscriptions in Junagadh.
The Satavahanas probably regained the region for some time, but were again replaced by the
Western Satraps in the mid-3rd century CE, during the rule of Rudrasena II (255-278 CE). The
Western Satraps remained well into the 4th century as shown by the nearby Kanakerha inscription
mentioning the construction of a well by the Saka chief and "righteous conqueror" Sridharavarman.
Therefore, it seems that the Kushan Empire did not extend to the Sanchi area, and the few Kushan
works of art found in Sanchi appear to have come from Mathura.
The next rulers of the area were the Guptas. Inscriptions of a victorious Chandragupta II in the year
412-423 CE can be found on the railing near the Eastern Gateway of the Great Stupa.

"The glorious Candragupta (II), (...) who proclaims in the world the good behaviour of the excellent
people, namely, the dependents (of the king), and who has acquired banners of victory and fame in
many battles"

Temple 17 is an early Buddhist stand-alone temple (following the great cave temples of Indian rockcut architecture), as it dates to the early Gupta period (5th century CE). It consists of a flat roofed
square sanctum with a portico and four pillars. The interior and three sides of the exterior are plain
and undecorated but the front and the pillars are elegantly carved, giving the temple an almost
‘classical’ appearance, not unlike the 2nd century rock-cut cave temples of the Nasik caves.
As was usual with pillars of the Gupta age, the square base projected above the ground level, the
projection in this case being 1 ft. 2 in., and was enclosed by a small square platform. The lion capital
of this pillar is a feeble imitation of the one which surmounted the pillar of Asoka, with the addition
of a wheel at the summit and with certain other variations of detail. For example, the cable necking
above the bell-capital, is composed of a series of strands bound together with a riband. Also, the
reliefs on the circular abacus, consist of birds and lotuses of unequal sizes disposed in irregular
fashion, not with the symmetrical precision of earlier Indian art. Finally, these lions, like those on the
pillars of the Southern Gateway, are provided with five claws on each foot, and their modelling
exhibits little regard for truth and little artistry.

There has been much confusion about the dating of this pillars, since it was often presented from the
beginning as a pillar of Ashoka. Marshall himself describes the pillar as early Gupta Empire in
convincing terms, either from the points of view of material, technique or artistry. The Government
of India Photo Division describes it in this image as "An Asoka pillar and its broken lion capital near
the south gateway of the Great Stupa." The British Library Online also describes it as 3rd century BCE
Mauryan, although probably pasting the original text from the 19th century. Sachim Kumar Tiwary in
Monolithic Pillars of The Gupta Period, affirms a Gupta date. The Sanchi Archaeological Museum
gives it a date of 600 CE, which would even put it beyond the Gupta period proper, at the time of the
Later Gupta dynasty.

The massive pillar near the North Gateway, numbered 35 in the plan, was erected during the Gupta
period. Every feature, whether structural, stylistic or technical, is typical of Gupta workmanship.
Most of the shaft has been destroyed, but the stump still remains in situ, and the foundations are
intact. The form, too, of the platform around its base is sufficiently clear, and the capital and statue
which it is said to have supported, are both relatively well-preserved. What remains of the shaft is 9
ft. in length, 3 ft. 10 in. of which, measured from the top, are circular and smooth, and the
remainder, constituting the base, square and rough-dressed. In the Gupta age, it was the common
practice to keep the bases of such monolithic columns square, whereas those of the Maurya age
were invariably circular. The columns of the Maurya period are distinguished by its exquisite dressing
and highly polished surface; but in this case the dressing of the stone is characterized by no such
lustrous finish.

The Persepolitan capital and square abacus ornamented with a balustrade in relief are cut entire
from a single block of stone. So, too, is the statue which was found lying alongside the capital and
which is believed to have belonged to the same pillar. This statue represents a man clad in a dhoti
and adorned with bracelets, earrings, bejewelled necklace and headdress. The hair falls in curls over
the shoulders and back, and beneath it at the back fall the ends of two ribbons. It is thought that the
statue represents Vajrapani. The attribution to Vajrapani is indicated by the stub of a vajra
thunderbold in the right hand and a halo of 24 rays. The dedication of the Vajrapani pillar is also
mentioned in a 5th-century inscription.

An interesting feature of the image is the halo which is pierced with twelve small holes evenly
disposed around its edge. Manifestly the halo, is too small in proportion to the size of the statue, and
these holes were no doubt intended for the attachment of the outer rays, which were probably
fashioned out of copper gilt, the rest of the statue itself being possibly painted or gilded. This statue
stood on the summit of the pillar, and is a work of the Gupta period. The statue is currently in the
Sanchi Archaeological Museum and is attributed to the 5th century CE.

Following the destruction of the Guptas by the Alchon Huns, and with the decline of Buddhism in
India, Buddhist artistic creation at Sanchi slowed down.
Temple 45 was the last Buddhist temple built during the mid to late 9th century. Another point to be
noted is that at that time the monuments were enclosed within a wall.

With the decline of Buddhism in India, the monuments of Sanchi went out of use and fell into a state
of disrepair. In 1818, General Taylor of the Bengal Cavalry recorded a visit to Sanchi. At that time the
monuments were left in a relatively good condition. Although the jungle had overgrown the complex,
several of the Gateways were still standing, and Sanchi, being situated on a hill, had escaped the
onslaught of the Muslim conquerors who had destroyed the nearby city of Vidisha (Bhilsa) only 5
miles away.
Although the initial craftsmen for stone reliefs in Sanchi seem to have come from Gandhara, with the
first reliefs being carved at Sanchi Stupa No.2 circa 115 BCE, the art of Sanchi thereafter developed
considerably in the 1st century BCE/CE and is thought to predate the blooming of the Greco-Buddhist
art of Gandhara, which went on to flourish until around the 4th century CE. The art of Sanchi is thus
considered as the ancestor of the didactic forms of Buddhist art that would follow, such as the art of
Gandhara. It is also, with Bharhut, the oldest.

As didactic Buddhist reliefs were adopted by Gandhara, the content evolved somewhat together with
the emergence of Mahayana Buddhism, a more theistic understanding of Buddhism. First, although
many of the artistic themes remained the same (such as Maya's dream, The Great Departure, Mara's
attacks...), many of the stories of the previous lives of the Buddha were replaced by the even more
numerous stories about the Bodhisattvas of the Mahayana pantheon. Second, another important
difference is the treatment of the image of the Buddha: whereas the art of Sanchi, however detailed
and sophisticated, is aniconic, the art of Gandhara added illustrations of the Buddha as a man
wearing Greek-style clothing to play a central role in its didactic reliefs.
The presence of Greeks at or near Sanchi at the time is known (Indo-Greek ambassador Heliodorus at
Vidisha circa 100 BCE, the Greek-like foreigners illustrated at Sanchi worshiping the Great Stupa, or

the Greek "Yavana" devotees who had dedicatory inscriptions made at Sanchi), but more precise
details about exchanges or possible routes of transmission are elusive.

General Henry Taylor (1784–1876) who was a British officer in 1818 in the Third Maratha War of
1817–1819, was the first known Western historian to document (in English) the existence of Sanchi
Stupa. The site was in a total state of abandon. Amateur archaeologists and treasure hunters ravaged
the site until 1881, when proper restoration work was initiated. Between 1912 and 1919 the
structures were restored to their present condition under the supervision of Sir John Marshall.
Since Sanchi remained mostly intact however, only few artifacts of Sanchi can be found in Western
Museum: for example, the Gupta statue of Padmapani is at the Victoria and Albert Museum in
London, and one of the Yashinis can be seen at the British Museum.
Today, around fifty monuments remain on the hill of Sanchi, including three main stupas and several
temples.

The reliefs of Sanchi, especially those depicting Indian cities, have been important in trying to
imagine what ancient Indian cities look like. Many modern simulations are based on the urban
illustrations of Sanchi.
The bone relics (asthi avashesh) of Buddhist Masters along with the reliquaries, obtained by Maisey
and Cunningham were divided and taken by them to England as personal trophies. Maisey's family
sold the objects to Victoria and Albert Museum where they stayed for a long time. The Buddhists in
England, Sri Lanka and India, led by the Mahabodhi Society demanded that they be returned. Some
of the relics of Sariputta and Moggallana were sent back to Sri Lanka, where they were publicly
displayed in 1947. It was such a grand event where the entire population of Sri Lanka came to visit
them. However, they were later returned to India. But a new temple Chetiyagiri Vihara was
constructed to house the relics, in 1952. In a nationalistic sense, this marked the formal
reestablishment of the Buddhist tradition in India. Some of the relics were obtained by Burma.
The last two letters to the right of this inscription in Brahmi form the word "dǎnam" (donation). This
hypothesis permitted the decipherment of the Brahmi script by James Prinsep in 1837.
Sanchi, especially Stupa 1, has a large number of Brahmi inscriptions. Although most of them are
small and mention donations, they are of great historical significance. James Prinsep in 1837, noted

that most of them ended with the same two Brahmi characters. Princep took them as "danam"
(donation), which permitted the decipherment of the Brahmi script.
An analysis of the donation records shows that while a large fraction of the donors were local (with
no town specified), a number of them were from Ujjain, Vidisha, Kurara, Nadinagar, Mahisati,
Kurghara, Bhogavadhan and Kamdagigam. Three inscriptions are known from Yavana

Brahmarshi-desha, 'the county of the holy sages,' includes the territories of the Kurus, Matsyas,
Panchalas and Shurasenas (i.e., the eastern half of the State of Patiala and of the Delhi division of the
Punjab, the Alwar State and adjacent territory in Rajputana, the region which lies between the
Ganges and the Jumna, and the Muttra District in the United Provinces)

The Vedic period, or Vedic age (c. 1500 – c. 500 BCE), is the period in the history of the northern
Indian subcontinent between the end of the urban Indus Valley Civilisation and a second
urbanisation which began in the central Indo-Gangetic Plain c. 600 BCE. It gets its name from the
Vedas, which are liturgical texts containing details of life during this period that have been
interpreted to be historical and constitute the primary sources for understanding the period. These
documents, alongside the corresponding archaeological record, allow for the evolution of the Vedic
culture to be traced and inferred.
The Vedas were composed and orally transmitted with precision by speakers of an Old Indo-Aryan
language who had migrated into the northwestern regions of the Indian subcontinent early in this
period. The Vedic society was patriarchal and patrilineal.

Early Vedic Aryans were a Late Bronze Age society centred in the Punjab, organised into tribes rather
than kingdoms, and primarily sustained by a pastoral way of life. Around c. 1200–1000 BCE, Vedic
Aryans spread eastward to the fertile western Ganges Plain and adopted iron tools which allowed for
clearing of forest and the adoption of a more settled, agricultural way of life. The second half of the
Vedic period was characterised by the emergence of towns, kingdoms, and a complex social
differentiation distinctive to India, and the Kuru Kingdom's codification of orthodox sacrificial ritual.

Kubera, god of wealth and prosperity

During this time, the central Ganges Plain was dominated by a related but non-Vedic Indo-Aryan
culture. The end of the Vedic period witnessed the rise of true cities and large states (called
mahajanapadas) as well as śramaṇa movements (including Jainism and Buddhism) which challenged
the Vedic orthodoxy.

The seven mother godessess

The Vedic period saw the emergence of a hierarchy of social classes that would remain influential.
Vedic religion developed into Brahmanical orthodoxy, and around the beginning of the Common Era,
the Vedic tradition formed one of the main constituents of the so-called "Hindu synthesis".
Archaeological cultures identified with phases of Vedic material culture include the Ochre Coloured
Pottery culture, the Gandhara grave culture, the Black and red ware culture and the Painted Grey
Ware culture
The Andronovo, BMAC and Yaz cultures have often been associated with Indo-Iranian migrations.
The GGC, Cemetery H, Copper Hoard and PGW cultures are candidates for cultures associated with
Indo-Aryan movements.
The commonly accepted period of earlier Vedic age is dated back to the second millennium BCE.
After the collapse of the Indus Valley Civilisation, which ended c. 1900 BCE, groups of Indo-Aryan
peoples migrated into north-western India and started to inhabit the northern Indus Valley. The
Indo-Aryans were a branch of the Indo-Iranians, which—according to the most widespread

hypothesis—have originated in the Andronovo culture in the Bactria-Margiana area, in present
northern Afghanistan.

---The Andronovo culture is a collection of similar local Bronze Age cultures that flourished c. 2000–900 BC in western Siberia
and the central Eurasian Steppe. Some researchers have preferred to term it an archaeological complex or archaeological
horizon. The older Sintashta culture (2100–1800 BC), formerly included within the Andronovo culture, is now considered
separately, but regarded as its predecessor, and accepted as part of the wider Andronovo horizon.
Most researchers associate the Andronovo horizon with early Indo-Iranian languages, though it may have overlapped the

early Uralic-speaking area at its northern fringe.
According to genetic study conducted by Allentoft et al. (2015), the Andronovo culture and the preceding Sintashta culture
are partially derived from the Corded Ware culture, given the higher proportion of ancestry matching the earlier farmers of
Europe, similar to the admixture found in the genomes of the Corded Ware population.

The name derives from the village of Andronovo [ru], Krasnoyarsk Krai where the Russian archaeologist Arkadi Tugarinov
[ru] discovered its first remains in 1914. Several graves were discovered, with skeletons in crouched positions, buried with
richly decorated pottery. The Andronovo culture was first identified by the Russian archaeologist Sergei Teploukhov in the
1920s.
At least four sub-cultures of the Andronovo horizon have been distinguished, during which the culture expands towards the
south and the east:
Sintashta-Petrovka-Arkaim (Southern Urals, northern Kazakhstan, 2200–1600 BC)
The Sintashta fortification of c. 1800 BC in Chelyabinsk Oblast
The Petrovka settlement fortified settlement in Kazakhstan
The nearby Arkaim settlement dated to the 17th century BC
Alakul (2100–1400 BC) between Oxus and Jaxartes, Kyzylkum desert
Alekseyevka (1300–1100 BC "final Bronze") in eastern Kazakhstan, contacts with Namazga VI in Turkmenia
Ingala Valley in the south of the Tyumen Oblast
Fedorovo (1500–1300 BC) in southern Siberia (earliest evidence of cremation and fire cult)
Beshkent-Vakhsh (1000–800 BC)
Some authors have challenged the chronology and model of eastward spread due to increasing evidence for the earlier
presence of these cultural features in parts of east Central Asia.
The geographical extent of the culture is vast and difficult to delineate exactly. On its western fringes, it overlaps with the
approximately contemporaneous, but distinct, Srubna culture in the Volga-Ural interfluvial. To the east, it reaches into the

Minusinsk depression, with some sites as far west as the southern Ural Mountains, overlapping with the area of the earlier
Afanasevo culture. Additional sites are scattered as far south as the Koppet Dag (Turkmenistan), the Pamir (Tajikistan) and
the Tian Shan (Kyrgyzstan). The northern boundary vaguely corresponds to the beginning of the Taiga. More recently,
evidence for the presence of the culture in Xinjiang in far-western China has also been found. In the Volga basin, interaction
with the Srubna culture was the most intense and prolonged, and Federovo style pottery is found as far west as Volgograd.
Mallory notes that the Tazabagyab culture south of Andronovo could be an offshoot of the former (or Srubna), alternatively
the result of an amalgamation of steppe cultures and the Central Asian oasis cultures (Bishkent culture and Vaksh culture).

In the initial Sintastha-Petrovka phase, the Andronovo culture is limited to the northern and western steppes in the
southern Urals-Kazakhstan. Towards the middle of the 2nd millennium in the Alakul Phase (2100–1400 BC), the Fedorovo
Phase (1400–1200 BC) and the final Alekseyevka Phase (1400–1000 BC), the Andronovo cultures begin to move intensively
eastwards, expanding as far east as the Upper Yenisei in the Altai Mountains, succeeding the non-Indo-European Okunev
culture.

In southern Siberia and Kazakhstan, the Andronovo culture was succeeded by the Karasuk culture (1500–800 BC). On its
western border, it is roughly contemporaneous with the Srubna culture, which partly derives from the Abashevo culture.
The earliest historical peoples associated with the area are the Cimmerians and Saka/Scythians, appearing in Assyrian
records after the decline of the Alekseyevka culture, migrating into Ukraine from ca. the 9th century BC (see also Ukrainian
stone stela), and across the Caucasus into Anatolia and Assyria in the late 8th century BC, and possibly also west into
Europe as the Thracians (see Thraco-Cimmerian), and the Sigynnae, located by Herodotus beyond the Danube, north of the
Thracians, and by Strabo near the Caspian Sea. Both Herodotus and Strabo identify them as Iranian.
The Andronovo culture consisted of both communities that were largely mobile as well as those settled in small villages.
Settlements are especially pronounced in its Central Asian parts. Fortifications include ditches, earthen banks as well as
timber palisades, of which an estimated twenty have been discovered. Andronovo villages typically contain around two to
twenty houses, but settlements containing as much as a hundred houses have been discovered. Andronovo houses were
generally constructed from pine, cedar, or birch, and were usually aligned overlooking the banks of rivers. Larger homes
range in the size from 80 to 300 sqm, and probably belonged to extended families, a typical feature among early IndoIranians.
Andronovo livestock included cattle, horses, sheep, goats and camels. The domestic pig is notably absent, which is typical of
a mobile economy. The percentage of cattle among Andronovo remains are significantly higher than among their western
Srubna neighbours. The horse was represented on Andronovo sites and was used for both riding and traction. Agriculture
also played an important role in the Andronovo economy. The Andronovo culture is notable for regional advances in
metallurgy. They mined deposits of copper ore in the Altai Mountains from around the 14th century BC. Bronze objects
were numerous, and workshops existed for working copper.

The Andronovo dead were buried in timber or stone chambers under both round and rectangular kurgans (tumuli). Burials
were accompanied by livestock, wheeled vehicles, cheek-pieces for horses, and weapons, ceramics and ornaments. Among
the most notable remains are the burials of chariots, dating from around 2000 BC and possibly earlier. The chariots are
found with paired horse-teams, and the ritual burial of the horse in a "head and hooves" cult has also been found. Some
Andronovo dead were buried in pairs, of adults or adult and child.

At Kytmanovo in Russia between Mongolia and Kazakhstan, dated 1746–1626 BC, a strain of Yersinia pestis was extracted
from a dead woman's tooth in a grave common to her and to two children. This strain's genes express flagellin, which
triggers the human immune response. However, by contrast with other prehistoric Yersinia pestis bacteria, the strain does
so weakly; later, historic plague does not express flagellin at all, accounting for its virulence. The Kytmanovo strain was
therefore under selection toward becoming a plague (although it was not the plague). The three people in that grave all
died at the same time, and the researcher believes that this para-plague is what killed them.

Soma may have originated in the Andronovo-culture.
A large group of scholars associate the Andronovo culture with the Indo-Iranians; it was furthermore credited with the
invention of the spoke-wheeled chariot around 2000 BC. The association between the Andronovo culture and the IndoIranians is corroborated by the distribution of Iranian place-names across the Andronovo horizon and by the historical
evidence of dominance by various Iranian peoples, including Saka (Scythians), Sarmatians and Alans, throughout the
Andronovo horizon during the 1st millennium BC.
Sintashta on the upper Ural River, noted for its chariot burials and kurgans containing horse burials, is considered the type
site of the Sintashta culture, forming one of the earliest parts of the "Andronovo horizon". It is conjectured that the
language spoken was still in the Proto-Indo-Iranian stage.
Comparisons between the archaeological evidence of the Andronovo and textual evidence of Indo-Iranians (i. e. the Vedas
and the Avesta) are frequently made to support the Indo-Iranian identity of the Andronovo. The modern explanations for
the Indo-Iranianization of Greater Iran and the Indian subcontinent rely heavily on the supposition that the Andronovo
expanded southwards into Central Asia or at least achieved linguistic dominance across the Bronze Age urban centres of the
region, such as the Bactria–Margiana Archaeological Complex. While the earliest phases of the Andronovo culture are
regarded as co-ordinate with the late period of Indo-Iranian linguistic unity, it is likely that in the later period they
constituted a branch of the Iranians.
The identification of Andronovo as Indo-Iranian has been challenged by scholars who point to the absence of the
characteristic timber graves of the steppe south of the Oxus River. Sarianidi states that "direct archaeological data from
Bactria and Margiana show without any shade of doubt that Andronovo tribes penetrated to a minimum extent into Bactria
and Margianian oases".

Based on its use by Indo-Aryans in Mitanni and Vedic India, its prior absence in the Near East and Harappan India, and its
16th–17th century BC attestation at the Andronovo site of Sintashta, Kuzmina (1994) argues that the chariot corroborates
the identification of Andronovo as Indo-Iranian. Klejn (1974) and Brentjes (1981) found the Andronovo culture much too
late for an Indo-Iranian identification since chariot-using Aryans appear in Mitanni by the 15th to 16th century BC.
However, Anthony & Vinogradov (1995) dated a chariot burial at Krivoye Lake to around 2000 BC.

Eugene Helimski has suggested that the Andronovo people spoke a separate branch of the Indo-Iranian group of languages.
He claims that borrowings in the Finno-Ugric languages support this view. Vladimir Napolskikh has proposed that
borrowings in Finno-Ugric indicate that the language was specifically of the Indo-Aryan type.
Since older forms of Indo-Iranian words have been taken over in Uralic and Proto-Yeniseian, occupation by some other
languages (also lost ones) cannot be ruled out altogether, at least for part of the Andronovo area, i. e., Uralic and Yeniseian.
The Andronovo have been described by archaeologists as exhibiting pronounced Caucasoid features. A 2004 study also
established that, during the Bronze and Iron Age period, the majority of the population of Kazakhstan (part of the
Andronovo culture during Bronze Age) was of West Eurasian origin (with mtDNA haplogroups such as U, H, HV, T, I and W),
and that prior to the thirteenth to seventh century BC, all Kazakh samples belonged to European lineages. Other studies
confirm that during Bronze Age in areas to the north of present-day China, the boundary between Caucasoid and
Mongoloid populations was on the eastern slopes of the Altai, in Western Mongolia. Some Caucasoid influence extended
also into Northeast Mongolia, and the population of present-day Kazakhstan was Caucasoid during the Bronze and Iron Age
period. Archaeological investigations likewise suggest that in the steppe region of Central Asia and the Altai Mountains, the
first food production began towards the end of the third millennium BC and that the peoples who first entered this region
were Caucasoid of the Afanasevo culture who came from the Aral Sea area (Kelteminar culture).

In 2009, a genetic study of ancient Siberian cultures, the Andronovo culture, the Karasuk culture, the Tagar culture and the
Tashtyk culture, was published in Human Genetics. Ten individuals of the Andronovo horizon in southern Siberia from 1400
BC to 1000 BC were surveyed. Extractions of mtDNA from nine individuals were determined to represent two samples of
haplogroup U4 and single samples of Z1, T1, U2e, T4, H, K2b and U5a1. Extractions of Y-DNA from one individual was
determined to belong to Y-DNA haplogroup C (but not C3), while the other two extractions were determined to belong to
haplogroup R1a1a, which is thought to mark the eastward migration of the early Indo-Europeans. Of the individuals
surveyed, only two (or 22%) were determined to be Mongoloid, while seven (or 78%) were determined to be Caucasoid,
with the majority being light skinned with predominantly light-eyes and light-hair.
In June 2015, another genetic study surveyed one additional male and three female individuals of Andronovo culture.
Extraction of Y-DNA from this individual was determined to belong to R1a1a1b2a2. Extractions of mtDNA were determined
to represent two samples of U4 and two samples of U2e.

-----The Sintashta culture, also known as the Sintashta-Petrovka culture or Sintashta-Arkaim culture is a Bronze Age
archaeological culture of the northern Eurasian steppe on the borders of Eastern Europe and Central Asia, dated to the
period 2100–1800 BCE. The culture is named after the Sintashta archaeological site, in Chelyabinsk Oblast, Russia.
The Sintashta culture is widely regarded as the origin of the Indo-Iranian languages. The earliest known chariots have been
found in Sintashta burials, and the culture is considered a strong candidate for the origin of the technology, which spread
throughout the Old World and played an important role in ancient warfare. Sintashta settlements are also remarkable for
the intensity of copper mining and bronze metallurgy carried out there, which is unusual for a steppe culture.
Predecessors: Poltavka culture, Abashevo culture, Corded Ware culture
According to Allentoft (2015), the Sintashta culture probably derived at least partially from the Corded Ware Culture

The Sintashta culture emerged from the interaction of two antecedent cultures, the Poltavka culture and the Abashevo
culture. Because of the difficulty of identifying the remains of Sintashta sites beneath those of later settlements, the culture
was only recently distinguished from the Andronovo culture. It is now recognised as a separate entity forming part of the
"Andronovo horizon".
Its immediate predecessor in the Ural-Tobol steppe was the Poltavka culture, an offshoot of the cattle-herding Yamnaya
horizon that moved east into the region between 2800 and 2600 BCE. Several Sintashta towns were built over older
Poltavka settlements or close to Poltavka cemeteries, and Poltavka motifs are common on Sintashta pottery.
Sintashta material culture also shows the influence of the late Abashevo culture, derived from the Fatyanovo-Balanovo
culture, a collection of Corded Ware settlements in the forest steppe zone north of the Sintashta region that were also
predominantly pastoralist.
Allentoft et al. (2015) found close autosomal genetic relationship between peoples of Corded Ware culture and Sintashta
culture, which "suggests similar genetic sources of the two," and may imply that "the Sintashta derives directly from an
eastward migration of Corded Ware peoples." Sintashta individuals and Corded Ware individuals both had a relatively
higher ancestry proportion derived from the early farmers of Central Europe, and both differed markedly in such ancestry
from the population of the Yamnaya Culture and most individuals of the Poltavka Culture that preceded Sintashta in the
same geographic region.
The first Sintashta settlements appeared around 2100 BCE, during a period of climatic change that saw the already arid
Kazakh steppe region become even more cold and dry. The marshy lowlands around the Ural and upper Tobol rivers,
previously favoured as winter refuges, became increasingly important for survival. Under these pressures both Poltavka and
Abashevo herders settled permanently in river valley strongholds, eschewing more defensible hill-top locations.

The Abashevo culture was already marked by endemic intertribal warfare; intensified by ecological stress and competition
for resources in the Sintashta period, this drove the construction of fortifications on an unprecedented scale and
innovations in military technique such as the invention of the war chariot. Increased competition between tribal groups
may also explain the extravagant sacrifices seen in Sintashta burials, as rivals sought to outdo one another in acts of
conspicuous consumption analogous to the North American potlatch tradition. Sintashta artefact types such as spearheads,
trilobed arrowheads, chisels, and large shaft-hole axes were taken east.

Many Sintashta graves are furnished with weapons, although the composite bow associated later with chariotry does not
appear. Sintashta sites have produced finds of horn and bone, interpreted as furniture (grips, arrow rests, bow ends, string
loops) of bows; there is no indication that the bending parts of these bows included anything other than wood. Arrowheads
are also found, made of stone or bone rather than metal. These arrows are short, 50–70 cm long, and the bows themselves
may have been correspondingly short.

The people of the Sintashta culture are thought to have spoken Proto-Indo-Iranian, the ancestor of the Indo-Iranian
language family. This identification is based primarily on similarities between sections of the Rig Veda, an Indian religious
text which includes ancient Indo-Iranian hymns recorded in Vedic Sanskrit, with the funerary rituals of the Sintashta culture
as revealed by archaeology. There is linguistic evidence of interaction between Finno-Ugric and Indo-Iranian languages,
showing influences from the Indo-Iranians into the Finno-Ugric culture. From the Sintashta culture the Indo-Iranian
languages migrated with the Indo-Iranians to Anatolia, India and Iran. From the 9th century BCE onward, Iranian languages
also migrated westward with the Scythians back to the Pontic steppe where the proto-Indo-Europeans came from.
The Sintashta economy came to revolve around copper metallurgy. Copper ores from nearby mines (such as Vorovskaya
Yama) were taken to Sintashta settlements to be processed into copper and arsenical bronze. This occurred on an industrial
scale: all the excavated buildings at the Sintashta sites of Sintashta, Arkaim and Ust'e contained the remains of smelting
ovens and slag. Much of this metal was destined for export to the cities of the Bactria–Margiana Archaeological Complex
(BMAC) in Central Asia. The metal trade between Sintashta and the BMAC for the first time connected the steppe region to
the ancient urban civilisations of the Near East: the empires and city-states of Iran and Mesopotamia provided an almost
bottomless market for metals. These trade routes later became the vehicle through which horses, chariots and ultimately
Indo-Iranian-speaking people entered the Near East from the steppe.
A 2018 study by Narasimhan et al examined genetic data from several individuals belonging to the Andronovo culture. They
were found to be genetically related to earlier Bronze Age populations of the Pontic-Caspian steppe (called Steppe_EMBA
for Early-Middle Bronze Age, by the authors). In addition, they harbored ancestry from European Middle Neolithic farmer
populations. Narasimhan et al used the label Steppe_MLBA (Middle-Late Bronze Age) for this relatively homogeneous
population spread across a vast region of Eastern Europe and Central Asia during 2000 - 1400 BCE. Most male individuals
examined belonged to the Y chromosome haplogroup R1a-Z645, especially the Z93 subclade.

Some writers and archaeologists have opposed the notion of a migration of Indo-Aryans into India.
Edwin Bryant and Laurie Patton used the term "Indo-Aryan Controversy" for an oversight of the Indo-

Aryan Migration theory, and some of its opponents. These ideas are outside the academic
mainstream.Mallory and Adams note that two types of models "enjoy significant international
currency" as to the Indo-European homeland, namely the Anatolian hypothesis, and a migration out
of the Eurasian steppes. According to Upinder Singh, "The original homeland of the Indo-Europeans
and Indo-Aryans is the subject of continuing debate among philologists, linguists, historians,
archaeologists and others.

The dominant view is that the Indo-Aryans came to the subcontinent as immigrants. Another view,
advocated mainly by some Indian scholars, is that they were indigenous to the subcontinent."
The knowledge about the Aryans comes mostly from the Rigveda-samhita, i. e. the oldest layer of the
Vedas, which was composed c. 1500–1200 BCE. They brought with them their distinctive religious
traditions and practices. The Vedic beliefs and practices of the pre-classical era were closely related
to the hypothesised Proto-Indo-European religion, and the Indo-Iranian religion. According to
Anthony, the Old Indic religion probably emerged among Indo-European immigrants in the contact
zone between the Zeravshan River (present-day Uzbekistan) and (present-day) Iran. It was "a
syncretic mixture of old Central Asian and new Indo-European elements", which borrowed
"distinctive religious beliefs and practices" from the Bactria–Margiana culture.

Cremation urn of the Gandhara grave culture (c. 1200 BCE), associated with Vedic material culture
The Rigveda contains accounts of conflicts between the Aryas and the Dasas and Dasyus. It describes
Dasas and Dasyus as people who do not perform sacrifices (akratu) or obey the commandments of
gods (avrata). Their speech is described as mridhra which could variously mean soft, uncouth, hostile,
scornful or abusive. Other adjectives which describe their physical appearance are subject to many
interpretations. However, some modern scholars such as Asko Parpola connect the Dasas and Dasyus
to Iranian tribes Dahae and Dahyu and believe that Dasas and Dasyus were early Indo-Aryan
immigrants who arrived into the subcontinent before the Vedic Aryans.
Accounts of military conflicts between the various tribes of Vedic Aryans are also described in the
Rigveda. Most notable of such conflicts was the Battle of Ten Kings, which took place on the banks of
the river Parushni (modern day Ravi). The battle was fought between the tribe Bharatas, led by their
chief Sudas, against a confederation of ten tribes. The Bharatas lived around the upper regions of the

river Saraswati, while the Purus, their western neighbours, lived along the lower regions of Saraswati.
The other tribes dwelt north-west of the Bharatas in the region of Punjab.

Division of the waters of Ravi could have been a reason for the war. The confederation of tribes tried
to inundate the Bharatas by opening the embankments of Ravi, yet Sudas emerged victorious in the
Battle of Ten Kings. Purukutsa, the chief of the Purus, was killed in the battle and the Bharatas and
the Purus merged into a new tribe, the Kuru, after the war.

This dynamic sculpture is one of the earliest representations of the Buddhist deity Chakrasamvara embracing his consort, the goddess
Vajravarahi. In tantric Buddhist imagery, such depictions of deities in sexual union symbolize the ideal of Buddhahood, which is achieved
through the joining of wisdom (embodied by the female deity) with method and compassion (embodied by the male deity). The objects in
Chakrasamvara’s crossed arms also allude to this ideal: the bell represents wisdom while the "vajra" (a multi-pronged scepter symbolizing
indestructibility) represents method and compassion. Vajravarahi holds a curved knife and (in back) a blood-filled skull-cup, alluding to the
destruction of harmful illusion. Together, Chakrasamvara and Vajravarahi trample the Hindu deities Bhairava and Kalaratri, who in this
context are considered to be enemies of the Buddhist path and obstacles to enlightenment.

Pottery of the Painted Grey Ware culture (c. 1000-600 BCE), associated with Vedic material culture
After the 12th century BCE, as the Rigveda had taken its final form, the Vedic society, which is
associated with the Kuru-Pancala region but were not the only Indo-Aryan people in northern India,
transitioned from semi-nomadic life to settled agriculture in north-western India. Possession of
horses remained an important priority of Vedic leaders and a remnant of the nomadic lifestyle,
resulting in trade routes beyond the Hindu Kush to maintain this supply as horses needed for cavalry
and sacrifice could not be bred in India. The Gangetic plains had remained out of bounds to the Vedic
tribes because of thick forest cover. After 1000 BCE, the use of iron axes and ploughs became
widespread and the jungles could be cleared with ease. This enabled the Vedic Aryans to extent their
settlements into the western area of the Ganga-Yamuna Doab. Many of the old tribes coalesced to
form larger political units.

The Vedic religion was further developed with the emergence of the Kuru kingdom, systematising its
religious literature and developing the Śrauta ritual. It is associated with the Painted Grey Ware
culture (c.1200-600 BCE), which did not expand east of the Ganga-Yamnuya Doab. It differed from
the related, yet markedly different, culture of the Central Ganges region, which was associated with
the Northern Black Polished Ware and the Mahajanapadas of Kosala and Magadha.

In this period the varna system emerged, state Kulke and Rothermund, which in this stage of Indian
history were a "hierarchical order of estates which reflected a division of labor among various social
classes". The Vedic period estates were four: Brahmin priests and warrior nobility stood on top, free
peasants and traders were the third, and slaves, labourers and artisans, many belonging to the
indigenous people, were the fourth. This was a period where agriculture, metal, and commodity
production, as well as trade, greatly expanded, and the Vedic era texts including the early
Upanishads and many Sutras important to later Hindu culture were completed.

Modern replica of utensils and falcon shaped altar used for Agnicayana, an elaborate Śrauta ritual
originating from the Kuru Kingdom, around 1000 BCE.
The Kuru Kingdom, the earliest Vedic "state", was formed by a "super-tribe" which joined several
tribes in a new unit. To govern this state, Vedic hymns were collected and transcribed, and new
rituals were developed, which formed the now orthodox Śrauta rituals. Two key figures in this
process of the development of the Kuru state were the king Parikshit and his successor Janamejaya,
transforming this realm into the dominant political and cultural power of northern Iron Age India.
The most well-known of the new religious sacrifices that arose in this period were the Ashvamedha
(horse sacrifice). This sacrifice involved setting a consecrated horse free to roam the kingdoms for a
year. The horse was followed by a chosen band of warriors. The kingdoms and chiefdoms in which
the horse wandered had to pay homage or prepare to battle the king to whom the horse belonged.
This sacrifice put considerable pressure on inter-state relations in this era. This period saw also the
beginning of the social stratification by the use of varna, the division of Vedic society in Kshatriya,
Brahmins, Vaishya and Shudra.

The Kuru kingdom declined after its defeat by the non-Vedic Salva tribe, and the political centre of
Vedic culture shifted east, into the Panchala kingdom on the Ganges, under King Keśin Dālbhya
(approximately between 900 and 750 BCE).

Later, in the 8th or 7th century BCE, the kingdom of Videha emerged as a political centre farther to
the East, in what is today northern Bihar of India and southeastern Nepal, reaching its prominence
under the king Janaka, whose court provided patronage for Brahmin sages and philosophers such as
Yajnavalkya, Uddalaka Aruni, and Gargi Vachaknavi; Panchala also remained prominent during this
period, under its king Pravahana Jaivali.
By the 6th century BCE, the political units consolidated into large kingdoms called Mahajanapadas.
The process of urbanisation had begun in these kingdoms, commerce and travel flourished, even
regions separated by large distances became easy to access. Anga, a small kingdom to the east of
Magadha (on the door step of modern-day West Bengal), formed the eastern boundary of the Vedic
culture. Yadavas expanded towards the south and settled in Mathura. To the south of their kingdom
was Vatsa which was governed from its capital Kausambi. The Narmada River and parts of North
Western Deccan formed the southern limits. The newly formed states struggled for supremacy and
started displaying imperial ambitions.

The end of the Vedic period is marked by linguistic, cultural and political changes. The grammar of
Pāṇini marks a final apex in the codification of Sutra texts, and at the same time the beginning of
Classical Sanskrit. The invasion of Darius I of the Indus valley in the early 6th century BCE marks the
beginning of outside influence, continued in the kingdoms of the Indo-Greeks. Meanwhile, in the
Kosala-Magadha region, the shramana movements (including Jainism and Buddhism) objected the
self-imposed authority and orthodoxy of the intruding Brahmins and their Vedic scriptures and ritual.
According to Bronkhorst, the sramana culture arose in "greater Magadha," which was IndoEuropean, but not Vedic. In this culture, kshatriyas were placed higher than Brahmins.
While Vedic society was relatively egalitarian in the sense that a distinct hierarchy of socio-economic
classes or castes was absent, the Vedic period saw the emergence of a hierarchy of social classes.

Political hierarchy was determined by rank, where rajan stood at the top and dasi at the bottom. The
words Brahamana and Kshatriya occur in various family books of the Rigveda, but they are not
associated with the term varna. The words Vaishya and Shudra are absent. Verses of the Rigveda,
such as 3.44-45, indicate the absence of strict social hierarchy and the existence of social mobility:
O, Indra, fond of soma, would you make me the protector of people, or would you make me a king,
would you make me a sage who has drunk soma, would you impart to me endless wealth.

The Vedic household was patriarchal and patrilineal. The institution of marriage was important and
different types of marriages— monogamy, polygyny and polyandry are mentioned in the Rigveda.
Both women sages and female gods were known to Vedic Aryans. However, hymns attributable to
female sages are few and female gods were not as important as male ones. Women could choose
their husbands and could remarry if their husbands died or disappeared. While the wife enjoyed a
respectable position, she was subordinate to her husband. People consumed milk, milk products,
grains, fruits, and vegetables. Meat eating is mentioned, however, cows are labelled aghnya (not to
be killed). Clothes of cotton, wool and animal skin were worn. Soma and sura were popular drinks in
the Vedic society, of which soma was sanctified by religion. Flute (vana), lute (vina), harp, cymbals,
and drums were the musical instruments played and a heptatonic scale was used. Dancing, dramas,
chariot racing, and gambling were other popular pastimes.

The emergence of monarchical states in the later Vedic age led to a distancing of the rajan from the
people and the emergence of a varna hierarchy. The society was divided into four social groups—
Brahmanas, Kshatriyas, Vaishyas and Shudras. The later Vedic texts fixed social boundaries, roles,
status and ritual purity for each of the groups. The Shatapatha Brahmana associates the Brahmana
with purity of parentage, good conduct, glory, teaching or protecting people; Kshatriya with strength,
fame, ruling, and warfare; Vaishya with material prosperity and production-related activities such as
cattle rearing and agriculture; Shudras with the service of the higher varnas. The effects of Rajasuya
sacrifice depended on the varna of the sacrificer. Rajasuya endowed Brahmana with lustre, Kshatriya
with valour, Vaishya with procreative power and Shudra with stability. The hierarchy of the top three
varnas is ambiguous in the later Vedic texts. Panchavamsha Brahmana and Shatapatha Brahmana
place Kshatriya over Brahmana and Vaishya, whereas, Brahmana and Vaishya over the Kshatriya and

Shudra. The Purusha sukta visualised the four varnas as hierarchical, but inter-related parts of an
organic whole. Despite the increasing social stratification in the later Vedic times, hymns like Rigveda
IX.112 suggest some amount of social mobility: "I am a reciter of hymns, my father a physician, and
my mother grinds (corn) with stones. We desire to obtain wealth in various actions."

Household became an important unit in the later Vedic age. The variety of households of the Vedic
era gave way to an idealised household which was headed by a grihapati. The relations between
husband and wife, father and son were hierarchically organised and the women were relegated to
subordinate and docile roles. Polygyny was more common than polyandry and texts like Tattiriya
Samhita indicate taboos around menstruating women. Various professions women took to are
mentioned in the later Vedic texts. Women tended to cattle, milked cows, carded wool; were
weavers, dyers, and corn grinders. Women warriors such as Vishphala, who lost a leg in battle, are
mentioned. Two female philosophers are mentioned in the Upanishads. Patrick Olivelle, in his
translation of the Upanishads, writes that "the fact that these women are introduced without any
attempt to justify or to explain how women could be engaged in theological matters suggests the
relatively high social and religious position of at least women of some social strata during this
period."

Early Vedic Aryans were organised into tribes rather than kingdoms. The chief of a tribe was called a
rajan. The autonomy of the rajan was restricted by the tribal councils called sabha and samiti. The
two bodies were, in part, responsible for the governance of the tribe. The rajan could not accede to
the throne without their approval. The distinction between the two bodies is not clear. Arthur
Llewellyn Basham, a noted historian and indologist, theorises that sabha was a meeting of great men
in the tribe, whereas, samiti was a meeting of all free tribesmen. Some tribes had no hereditary
chiefs and were directly governed by the tribal councils. Rajan had a rudimentary court which was
attended by courtiers (sabhasad) and chiefs of sects (gramani). The main responsibility of the rajan
was to protect the tribe. He was aided by several functionaries, including the purohita (chaplain), the
senani (army chief), dutas (envoys) and spash (spies). Purohita performed ceremonies and spells for
success in war and prosperity in peace.

In the later Vedic period, the tribes had consolidated into small kingdoms, which had a capital and a
rudimentary administrative system. To aid in governing these new states, the kings and their
Brahmin priests arranged Vedic hymns into collections and developed a new set of rituals (the now
orthodox Śrauta rituals) to strengthen the emerging social hierarchy. The rajan was seen as the
custodian of social order and the protector of rashtra (polity). Hereditary kingship started emerging
and competitions like chariot races, cattle raids, and games of dice, which previously decided who
was worthy of becoming a king, became nominal.

Rituals in this era exalted the status of the king over his people. He was occasionally referred to as
samrat (supreme ruler). The rajan's increasing political power enabled him to gain greater control
over the productive resources. The voluntary gift offering (bali) became compulsory tribute;
however, there was no organised system of taxation. Sabha and samiti are still mentioned in later
Vedic texts, though, with the increasing power of the king, their influence declined. By the end of the
later Vedic age, different kinds of political systems such as monarchical states (rajya), oligarchical
states (gana or sangha), and tribal principalities had emerged in India.

According to Michael Witzel's analysis of the Kuru Kingdom, it can be characterized as the earliest
Vedic "state", during the Middle Vedic Period. However, Robert Bellah observes that it is difficult to
"pin down" whether the Kurus were a true "state" or a complex chiefdom, as the Kuru kings notably
never adopted royal titles higher than "rājan," which means "chief" rather than "king" in the Vedic
context. The Middle Vedic Period is also characterized by a lack of cities; Bellah compares this to
early state formation in ancient Hawai'i and "very early Egypt," which were "territorial states" rather
than "city-states," and thus "it was the court, not the city, that provided the center, and the court
was often peripatetic." Romila Thapar characterizes Vedic-era state formation as being in a condition
of "arrested development," because local chiefs were relatively autonomous, and because surplus
wealth that could have been directed towards state-building was instead used for the increasingly
grandiose rituals that also served to structure social relations. The period of the Upanishads, the final
phase of the Vedic era, was approximately contemporaneous with a new wave of state formations,
linked to the beginning of urbanization in the Ganges Valley: along with the growth of population and
trade networks, these social and economic changes put pressure on older ways of life, setting the

stage for the Upanishads and the subsequent sramana movements, and the end of the Vedic Period,
which was followed by the Mahajanapada period.

Archaeological data for the period of period from 1000 to 600 BCE shows a two-tiered settlement
pattern in the Ganges Valley, with some "modest central places," suggestive of the existence of
simple chiefdoms, with the Kurukshetra District itself displaying a more complex (albeit not yet
urbanized) three-tiered hierarchy. Subsequently, (after 600 BCE) there are four tiers of site sizes,
including large towns and fortified cities, consistent with an urbanized state-level society.
The transition of Vedic society from semi-nomadic life to settled agriculture in the later Vedic age led
to an increase in trade and competition for resources. Agriculture dominated the economic activity
along the Ganges valley during this period. Agricultural operations grew in complexity and usage of
iron implements (krishna–ayas or shyama–ayas, literally black metal or dark metal) increased. Crops
of wheat, rice, and barley were cultivated. Surplus production helped to support the centralised
kingdoms that were emerging at this time. New crafts and occupations such as carpentry, leather
work, tanning, pottery, astrology, jewellery, dying, and winemaking arose. Apart from copper,
bronze, and gold, later Vedic texts also mention tin, lead, and silver.

Panis in some hymns refers to merchants, in others to stingy people who hid their wealth and did not
perform Vedic sacrifices. Some scholars suggest that Panis were semitic traders, but the evidence for
this is slim. Professions of warriors, priests, cattle-rearers, farmers, hunters, barbers, vintners and
crafts of chariot-making, cart-making, carpentry, metal working, tanning, making of bows, sewing,
weaving, making mats of grass and reed are mentioned in the hymns of the Rigveda. Some of these
might have needed full-time specialists. There are references to boats and oceans. Book X of the
Rigveda refers to both eastern and western oceans. Individual property ownership did not exist and
clans as a whole enjoyed rights over lands and herds. Enslavement (dasa, dasi) in the course of war or
as a result of non-payment of debt is mentioned. However, slaves worked in households rather than
production-related activities.
Texts considered to date to the Vedic period are mainly the four Vedas, but the Brahmanas,
Aranyakas and the older Upanishads as well as the oldest Śrautasutras are also considered to be

Vedic. The Vedas record the liturgy connected with the rituals and sacrifices performed by the 16 or
17 Śrauta priests and the purohitas.
The rishis, the composers of the hymns of the Rigveda, were considered inspired poets and seers (in
post-Vedic times understood as "hearers" of an eternally existing Veda, Śrauta means "what is
heard").

The mode of worship was the performance of sacrifices (Yajna) which included the chanting of
Rigvedic verses (see Vedic chant), singing of Samans and 'mumbling' of sacrificial mantras (Yajus).
Yajna involved sacrifice and sublimation of the havana sámagri (herbal preparations) in the fire
accompanied by the chanting of the Vedic mantras. The sublime meaning of the word yajna is
derived from the Sanskrit verb yaj, which has a three-fold meaning of worship of deities
(devapujana), unity (saògatikaraña) and charity (dána). An essential element was the sacrificial fire—
the divine Agni—into which oblations were poured, as everything offered into the fire was believed
to reach God. People prayed for abundance of rain, cattle, sons, long life and gaining 'heaven'.
Vedic people believed in the transmigration of the soul, and the peepul tree and cow were sanctified
by the time of the Atharvaveda. Many of the concepts of Indian philosophy espoused later like
Dharma, Karma etc. trace their root to the Vedas.

The main deities of the Vedic pantheon were Indra, Agni (the sacrificial fire), and Soma and some
deities of social order such as Mitra–Varuna, Aryaman, Bhaga and Amsa, further nature deities such
as Surya (the Sun), Vayu (the wind), and Prithivi (the earth). Goddesses included Ushas (the dawn),
Prithvi, and Aditi (the mother of the Aditya gods or sometimes the cow). Rivers, especially Saraswati,
were also considered goddesses. Deities were not viewed as all-powerful. The relationship between
humans and the deity was one of transaction, with Agni (the sacrificial fire) taking the role of
messenger between the two. Strong traces of a common Indo-Iranian religion remain visible,
especially in the Soma cult and the fire worship, both of which are preserved in Zoroastrianism.
Ethics in the Vedas are based on the concepts of Satya and Rta. Satya is the principle of integration
rooted in the Absolute. Whereas, Ṛta is the expression of Satya, which regulates and coordinates the
operation of the universe and everything within it. Conformity with Ṛta would enable progress
whereas its violation would lead to punishment.

Around the beginning of the Common Era, the Vedic tradition formed one of the main constituents
of the so-called "Hindu synthesis". Vedic religion survived in the srayta ritual, whereas ascetic and
devotional traditions like Yoga and Vedanta acknowledge the authority of the Vedas, but interpret
the Vedic pantheon as a unitary view of the universe with 'God' (Brahman) seen as immanent and
transcendent in the forms of Ishvara and Brahman. Later texts such as the Upanishads and epics,
namely the Gita of Mahabharat, are essential parts of these later developments.

An early 19th-century manuscript of Rigveda (padapatha) in Devanagari. The Vedic accent is marked
by underscores and vertical overscores in red.
The reconstruction of the history of Vedic India is based on text-internal details, but can be
correlated to relevant archaeological details. Linguistically, the Vedic texts could be classified in five
chronological strata:
Rigvedic text: The Rigveda is by far the most archaic of the Vedic texts preserved, and it retains many
common Indo-Iranian elements, both in language and in content, that are not present in any other
Vedic texts. Its time span likely corresponds to the Late Harappan culture, Gandhara Grave culture
and Ochre Coloured Pottery culture.

Mantra language texts: This period includes both the mantra and prose language of the Atharvaveda
(Paippalada and Shaunmkiya), the Rigveda Khilani, the Samaveda Samhita (containing some 75
mantras not in the Rigveda), and the mantras of the Yajurveda. Many of these texts are largely
derived from the Rigveda, but have undergone certain changes, both by linguistic change and by
reinterpretation. Conspicuous changes include change of vishva "all" by sarva, and the spread of the
kuru- verbal stem (for Rigvedic krno-). This is the time of the early Iron Age in north-western India,
corresponding to the Black and Red Ware (BRW) and Painted Grey Ware (PGW) cultures, and the
early Kuru Kingdom, dating from c. the 12th to 11th century BCE.
Samhita prose texts: This period marks the beginning of the collection and codification of a Vedic
canon. An important linguistic change is the complete loss of the injunctive. The Brahmana part
('commentary' on mantras and ritual) of the Black Yajurveda (MS, KS, TS) belongs to this period.
Archaeologically, the Painted Grey Ware (PGW) culture from c. 1000 or 900 BCE corresponds to the

Kuru Kingdom and the subsequent eastward shift of the political centre from the Kurus to the
Panchalas on the Ganges.

Brahmana prose texts: The Brahmanas proper of the four Vedas belong to this period, as well as the
Aranyakas, the oldest of the Upanishads (BAU, ChU, JUB) and the oldest Śrautasutras (BSS, VadhSS).
In the east, Videha (N. Bihar and Nepal) is established as the third main political centre of the Vedic
period.
Sutra language texts: This is the last stratum of Vedic Sanskrit leading up to c. 500 BCE, comprising
the bulk of the Śrauta and Grhya Sutras, and some Upanishads (e.g. KathU, MaitrU).
Archaeological cultures identified with phases of Vedic material culture include the Ochre Coloured
Pottery culture, the Gandhara Grave culture, the Black and red ware culture and the Painted Grey
Ware culture

By the late Vedic period, they ruled a kingdom located south of the Kurus, and west of the Yamuna
river which separated it from the kingdom of the Panchalas. It roughly corresponded to the former
state of Jaipur in Rajasthan, and included the whole of Hindaun, Alwar with portions of Bharatpur.
The capital of Matsya was at Viratanagari (present-day Bairat) which is said to have been named
after its founder king, Virata. In Pali literature, the Matsya tribe is usually associated with the
Surasena. The western Matsya was the hill tract on the north bank of the Chambal River. Matsya
kingdom was founded by king Matsya who was the twin brother of Satyavati a who was
contemporary to Bhishma.

In the early 6th century BCE, Matsya was one of the sixteen Mahajanapadas (great kingdoms)
mentioned in the Buddhist text Anguttara Nikaya, but its power had greatly dwindled and it was of
little political importance by the time of Buddha. The Mahabharata refers to a King Sahaja, who
ruled over both the Chedis and the Matsyas, which implies that Matsya once formed a part of the
Chedi Kingdom.

This Safavid painting depicts Mary (Maryam) and Jesus ('Isa), as indicated by the inscription. It dates to the late11th century AH/AD 17th
and is attributable to the Safavid painter Shaykh "Abbasi

Other than the Matsya kingdom to the south of Kuru Kingdom, which falls in the Hindaun and Alwar,
Bharatpur districts of Rajasthan, the epic refers to as many as six other Matsya kingdoms. Upaplavya
was a notable city of the kingdom. On the 13th year of Pandavas's exile, pandavas and Draupadi stay
in matsya kingdom of King Virata.

Shah Tahmasp (died 984 AH/CE 1577)

The country of the Matsya or Machcha tribe lay to the south of the Kurus and west of the Yamuna,
which separated them from the Panchalas. It roughly corresponded to the former state of Jaipur in
Rajasthan, and included the whole of Alwar with portions of Bharatpur. The capital of Matsya was at
Viratanagara (modern Bairat) which is said to have been named after its founder king Virata. In Pali
literature, the Matsyas are usually associated with the Surasenas. The western Matsya was the hill
tract on the north bank of the Chambal. A branch of Matsya is also found in later days in the
Vizagapatam region. The Matsyas had not much political importance of their own during the time of
Buddha. King Sujata ruled over both the Chedis and Matsyas, thus showing that Matsya once formed
a part of the Chedi kingdom.
Matsya Kingdom (Sanskrit for "fish") was one of the solasa (sixteen) Mahajanapadas (great kingdoms). The kingdom was
established by the Meena tribe of Vedic India.
By the late Vedic period, they ruled a kingdom located south of the Kurus, and west of the Yamuna river which separated it
from the kingdom of the Panchalas. It roughly corresponded to the former state of Jaipur in Rajasthan, and included the
whole of Hindaun, Alwar with portions of Bharatpur. The capital of Matsya was at Viratanagari (present-day Bairat) which is
said to have been named after its founder king, Virata. In Pali literature, the Matsya tribe is usually associated with the
Surasena. The western Matsya was the hill tract on the north bank of the Chambal River. Matsya kingdom was founded by
king Matsya who was the twin brother of Satyavati who was contemporary to Bhishma.

In the early 6th century BCE, Matsya was one of the sixteen Mahajanapadas (great kingdoms) mentioned in the Buddhist
text Anguttara Nikaya, but its power had greatly dwindled and it was of little political importance by the time of Buddha.
The Mahabharata (V.74.16) refers to a King Sahaja, who ruled over both the Chedis and the Matsyas, which implies that
Matsya once formed a part of the Chedi Kingdom.

Courtiers of Shah 'Abbas I (r. 1588–1629 CE)

Other than the Matsya kingdom to the south of Kuru Kingdom, which falls in the Hindaun and Alwar, Bharatpur districts of
Rajasthan, the epic refers to as many as six other Matsya kingdoms. Upaplavya was a notable city of the kingdom. On the
13th year of Pandavas's exile, pandavas and Draupadi stay in matsya kingdom of King Virata.

Coin of the Panchalas of Adhichhatra (75-50 BCE). Obv Indra seated facing on pedestal, holding bifurcated object. Rev Idramitrasa in
Brahmi, Panchala symbols.

The Panchalas occupied the country to the east of the Kurus between the mountains and river
Ganges. It roughly corresponded to modern Budaun, Farrukhabad and the adjoining districts of Uttar
Pradesh. The country was divided into Uttara-Panchala and Dakshina-Panchala.
The northern Panchala had its capital at Adhichhatra or Chhatravati (modern Ramnagar in the
Bareilly District), while southern Panchala had its capital at Kampilya or Kampil in the Farrukhabad
District. The famous city of Kanyakubja or Kanauj was situated in the kingdom of Panchala.
Originally a monarchical clan, the Panchals appear to have switched to republican corporation in the
6th and 5th centuries BCE. In the 4th century BCE, Kautiliya's Arthashastra also attests the Panchalas
as following the Rajashabdopajivin (king consul) constitution.
Panchala was an ancient kingdom of northern India, located in the Ganges-Yamuna Doab of the upper Gangetic plain.
During Late Vedic times (c. 900-500 BCE), it was one of the most powerful states of the Indian subcontinent, closely allied
with the Kuru Kingdom. By the c. 5th century BCE, it had become an oligarchic confederacy, considered as one of the solasa
(sixteen) mahajanapadas (major states) of the Indian subcontinent. After being absorbed into the Mauryan Empire (322-185
BCE), Panchala regained its independence until it was annexed by the Gupta Empire in the 4th century CE.
The Panchalas occupied the country to the east of the Kurus, between the upper Himalayas and the river Ganges. It roughly
corresponded to modern Budaun, Farrukhabad and the adjoining districts of Uttar Pradesh. The country was divided into
Uttara-Panchala and Dakshina-Panchala. The northern Panchala had its capital at Ahichatra, (also known as Adhichhatra
and Chhatravati, near present-day Ramnagar village in Aonla tehsil of Bareilly district), while southern Panchala had it
capital at Kampilya or Kampil in Farrukhabad district. The famous city of Kanyakubja or Kannauj was situated in the kingdom
of Panchala.

The Panchala janapada is believed to have been formed by multiple janas (tribes). The Shatapatha Brahmana suggests that
Panchala was the later name of the Krivi tribe (who, according to Rigveda, lived on the bank of the Indus river). The later
Vedic literature uses the term Panchala to describe the close associates of the Kurus. The Mahabharata sometimes
mentions the Saranjayas as a tribe or a family among the Panchalas, sometimes uses the two terms as synonyms, although
it also mentions the two separately at some places. The Mahabharata further mentions that the Panchala country was
divided into two territories: the northern Panchala with its capital at Ahichchhatra, and the southern Panchala with its
capital at Kampilya.

According to the political scientist Sudama Misra, the name of the Panchala janapada suggests that it was a fusion of five
(pancha) janas (tribes). H. C. Ray Chaudhuri theorized that these five clans were the Krivis, the Turvashas, the Keshins, the
Srinjayas, and the Somakas. Each of these clans is known to be associated with one or more princes mentioned in the Vedic
texts - the Krivis with Kravya Panchala, the Turvashas with Sona Satrasaha, the Keshins with Keshin Dalavya, the Srinjayas
with Sahadeva Sarnjaya, and the Somakas with Somaka Sahadevya. The names of the last two clans, the Somakas and the
Srinjayas, are also mentioned in the Mahabharata and the Puranas. King Drupada, whose daughter Draupadi was married
into the Pandavas, belonged to the Somaka clan. However, the Mahabharata and the Puranas consider the ruling clan of
the northern Panchala as an offshoot of the Bharata clan and Divodasa, Sudas, Srinjaya, Somaka, and Drupada (also called
Yajnasena) were the most notable rulers of this clan.

The Panchala kingdom rose to its highest prominence in the aftermath of the decline and defeat of the Kuru Kingdom by
the non-Vedic Salva tribe. The king of Panchala, Keśin Dālbhya (approximately between 900 and 750 BCE), was the nephew
of the Kuru king, who had died heirless; Keśin subsequently took over the leadership, establishing his kingdom as the new
political and cultural center, and ensuring the continuation of the Vedic tradition. His dynasty remained in power for many
generations; one of his later successors was the philosopher-king Pravahana Jaivali, who was the contemporary of King
Janaka of Videha and the philosophers Uddalaka Aruni and Svetaketu (8th–7th centuries BCE).
Originally a monarchical clan, the Panchalas appear to have switched to republican corporation around 500 BCE. The
Buddhist text Anguttara Nikaya mentions Panchala as one of the sixteen mahajanapadas of the c. 6th century BCE. The 4th
century BCE Arthashastra also attests the Panchalas as following the Rajashabdopajivin (king consul) constitution. Panchala
was annexed into the Magadha Empire during the reign of Mahapadma Nanda in the mid-4th century BCE.
Numismatic evidence reveals the existence of independent rulers of Panchala during the post-Mauryan period. Most of the
coins issued by them are found at Ahichatra and adjoining areas. All the coins are round, made of a copper alloy and have a
set pattern on the obverse-a deeply incised square punch consisting of a row of three symbols and the ruler's name placed
in a single line below them. The reverse bears depictions of the deities or sometimes of their attributes, whose names form
a component of the issuers' names (for example, coins of Agnimitra bear the depiction of Agni). The names of the rulers
found on these coins are Vangapala, Yajnapala, Damagupta, Rudragupta, Jayagupta, Suryamitra, Phalgunimitra,
Bhanumitra, Bhumimitra, Dhruvamitra, Agnimitra, Indramitra, Vishnumitra, Jayamitra, Prajapatimitra, Varunamitra,

Anamitra, Bhadraghosha and Yugasena (the reverse of the coins of Varunamitra, Yugasena and Anamitra do not exhibit any
deity). Shaunakayaniputra Vangapala, ruler of Ahichatra, whom Vaidehiputra Ashadhasena mentioned as his grandfather in
his Pabhosa inscription, is identified with king Vangapala, known from his coins. The name of Damagupta is also found on a
clay sealing.

The last independent ruler of Ahichatra was probably Achyuta, who was defeated by Samudragupta, after which Panchala
was annexed into the Gupta Empire. The coins of Achyuta found from Ahichatra have a wheel of eight spokes on the
reverse and the legend Achyu on the obverse.

The country of the Surasenas lay to the east of Matsya and west of Yamuna. This corresponds
roughly to the Brij region of Uttar Pradesh, Haryana and Rajasthan and Gwalior region of Madhya
Pradesh. It had its capital at Madhura or Mathura. Avantiputra, the king of Surasena, was the first
among the chief disciples of Buddha, through whose help Buddhism gained ground in Mathura
country.

Silver coin of Surasena mahajanapada (5th century BCE).

The Andhakas and Vrishnis of Mathura/Surasena are referred to in the Ashtadhyayi of Pāṇini. In
Kautiliya's Arthashastra, the Vrishnis are described as sangha or republic. The Vrishnis, Andhakas and
other allied tribes of the Yadavas formed a sangha and Vasudeva (Krishna) is described as the
sangha-mukhya. Mathura, the capital of Surasena, was also known at the time of Megasthenes as the
centre of Krishna worship. The Surasena kingdom had lost its independence on annexation by the
Magadhan Empire.
Kingdom of Surasena (or Sourasena) was an ancient Indian region corresponding to the present-day Braj region in Uttar
Pradesh, with Mathura as its capital city. According to the Buddhist text Anguttara Nikaya, Surasena was one of the solasa
(sixteen) Mahajanapadas (powerful realms) in the 6th century BCE. Also, it is mentioned in the Hindu epic poem, the
Ramayana. The ancient Greek writers (e.g., Megasthenes) refer to the people of Saini King's kingdom as Sourasenoi and
mention its capital as Methora.
There are several traditions regarding the etymology of its name. According to one tradition, it was derived from a famed
Yadava king, Surasena, while others see it as an extension of Surasaini (saini). It was the sacred land of Lord Krishna in which
he was born, raised, and ruled.
The Mahabharata and the Puranas refer to the rulers of the Mathura region as the Yadus or Yadavas, divided into a number
of septs, which include the Vrishnis. The Buddhist texts refer to Avantiputta, the king of the Surasenas in the time of Maha
Kachchana, one of the chief disciples of Gautama Buddha, who spread Buddhism in the Mathura region.

Its capital, Mathura, was situated on the bank of the river Yamuna, presently a sacred place for the Hindus. The ancient
Greek writers mention another city, named Cleisobora, in this region.
Archaeological excavations at Mathura show the gradual growth of a village into an important city. The earliest period
belonged to the Painted Grey Ware culture (1100-500 BCE), followed by the Northern Black Polished Ware culture (700-200
BCE). Mathura derived its importance as a center of trade due to its location where the northern trade route of the IndoGangetic Plain met with the routes to Malwa (central India) and the west coast.

Ananda Stupa, built by the Licchavis at Vaishali, which served as the capital of Vajjian Confederacy (Vajji), one of the world's earliest
republics (Gaṇa sangha).

Vajji or Vrijji was a confederacy of neighbouring clans including the Licchavis and one of the principal
mahājanapadas of Ancient India. The area they ruled constitutes the region of Mithila in northern
Bihar and their capital was the city of Vaishali.
Both the Buddhist text Anguttara Nikaya and the Jaina text Bhagavati Sutra (Saya xv Uddesa I)
included Vajji in their lists of solasa (sixteen) mahājanapadas. The name of this mahājanapada was
derived from one of its ruling clans, the Vṛjis. The Vajji state is indicated to have been a republic. This
clan is mentioned by Pāṇini, Chanakya and Xuanzang.
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The Vatsas or Vamsas are called to be a branch of the Kurus. The Vatsa or Vamsa country
corresponded with the territory of modern Allahabad in Uttar Pradesh. It had a monarchical form of
government with its capital at Kausambi (identified with the village Kosam, 38 miles from Allahabad).
Kausambi was a very prosperous city where a large number of wealthy merchants resided. It was the
most important entreport of goods and passengers from the north-west and south. Udayana was the
ruler of Vatsa in the 6th-5th century BCE. He was very powerful, warlike and fond of hunting. Initially
king Udayana was opposed to Buddhism, but later became a follower of Buddha and made Buddhism
the state religion. Udayana's mother, Queen Mrigavati, is notable for being one of the earliest known
female rulers in Indian history.
Vatsa or Vamsa (Pali and Ardhamagadhi: Vaccha, literally "calf") was one of the solasa (sixteen) Mahajanapadas (great
kingdoms) of Uttarapatha of ancient India mentioned in the Anguttara Nikaya. Vatsa or Vamsa country corresponded with
the territory of modern Allahabad in Uttar Pradesh, at the confluence of the Ganges and Yamuna rivers.
It had a monarchical form of government with its capital at Kaushambi (whose ruins are located at the modern village of
Kosam, 38 miles from Allahabad). Udayana was the ruler of Vatsa in the 6th-5th century BCE, the time of the Buddha. His
mother, Mrigavati, is notable for being one of the earliest known female rulers in Indian history.

The Vatsas were a branch of the Kuru dynasty. During the Rig Vedic period, the Kuru Kingdom comprised the area of
Haryana/ Delhi and the Ganga-Jamuna Doab, till Prayag/ Kaushambi, with its capital at Hastinapur. During the late-Vedic
period, Hastinapur was destroyed by floods, and the Kuru King Nicakṣu shifted his capital with the entire subjects to a newly
constructed capital that was called Kosambi or Kaushambi. In the post Vedic period, when Arya Varta consisted of several
Mahajanpads, the Kuru Dynasty was split between Kurus and Vatsas. The Kurus controlled the Haryana/ Delhi/ Upper Doab,
while the Vatsas controlled the Lower Doab. Later, The Vatsas were further divided into two branches—One at Mathura,
and the other at Kaushambi.

The Puranas state that after the washing away of Hastinapura by the Ganges, the Bhārata king Nicakṣu, the great-great
grandson of Janamejaya, abandoned the city and settled in Kauśāmbī. This is supported by the Svapnavāsavadattā and the
Pratijñā-Yaugandharāyaṇa attributed to Bhāsa. Both of them have described the king Udayana as a scion of the Bhāratas
family (Bhārata-kula). The Puranas provide a list of Nicakṣu’s successors which ends with king Kṣemaka.Other Puranas state
that the Vatsa kingdom was named after a Kaśī king, Vatsa. The Ramayana and the Mahabharata attribute the credit of
founding its capital Kauśāmbī to a Chedi prince Kuśa or Kuśāmba.
The first ruler of the Bhārata dynasty of Vatsa, about whom some definite information available is Śatānīka II, Parantapa.
While the Puranas state his father’s name was Vasudāna, Bhāsa tells it was Sahasrānīka. Śatānīka II married a princess of
Videha, who was the mother of Udayana. He also married Mṛgāvatī, a daughter of the Licchavi chieftain Ceṭaka. He
attacked Campā, the capital of Aṅga during the rule of Dadhivāhana.

The wife of Śatānīka and the mother of Udayana was Queen Mṛgāvatī (in Sanskrit) or Migāvatī (in Prakrit). She was the
daughter of Chetaka, the leader of Vaishali. It is recorded that she ruled as a regent for her son for some period of time,
although sources differ about the specific circumstances. According to the Jain canonical texts, Udayana was still a minor
when Śatānīka died, so "the responsibility of governing the kingdom fell on the shoulders of queen Migāvatī ... till her son
grew old enough". On the other hand, Bhāsa's Pratijñāyaugandharāyaṇa says that she took "full charge of the
administration" while Udayana was held as a prisoner by King Pradyota of Avanti, and "the way in which she discharged her
duties excited the admiration of even experienced ministers".
Udayana, the son of Śatānīka II by the Videha princess succeeded him. Udayana, the romantic hero of the
Svapnavāsavadattā, the Pratijñā-Yaugandharāyaṇa and many other legends was a contemporary of Buddha and of
Pradyota, the king of Avanti. The Kathāsaritsāgara contains a long account of his conquests. The Priyadarśikā narrates the
event of his victory over the ruler of Kaliṅga and restoration of Dṛḍhavarman to the throne of Aṅga. The commentary on
the Dhammapada describes the story of his marriage with Vāsavadattā or Vāsuladattā, the daughter of Pradyota, the king
of Avanti. It also mentions about his two other consorts, Māgandiyā, daughter of a Kuru Brahmin and Sāmāvatī, the
adopted daughter of the treasurer Ghosaka. The Milindapañho refers to a peasant girl Gopāla-mātā who became his wife.
The Svapnavāsavadattā of Bhāsa mentions about another queen named Padmāvatī, a sister of king Darśaka of Magadha.
The Priyadarśikā tells us about the marriage of Udayana with Āraṇyakā, the daughter of Dṛḍhavarman, the king of Aṅga.

The Ratnāvalī narrates a story of romance between him and Sāgarikā, an attendant of his chief queen, Vāsavadattā. The
name of his son by his chief queen is Bodhi.

The Buddha visited Koushambi several times during the reign of Udayana on his effort to spread the dharma, the Eightfold
Path and the Four Noble Truths. Udayana was an Upasaka (lay follower) of Buddha. The Chinese translation of the Buddhist
canonical text Ekottara Āgama states that the first image of Buddha, curved out of sandalwood was made under the
instruction of Udayana.
According to the Puranas, the 4 successors of Udayana were Vahināra, DanḍapāṇI, Niramitra and Kṣemaka. Later, the Vatsa
kingdom was annexed by the Avanti kingdom. Maniprabha, the great-grandson of Pradyota ruled at Kauśāmbī as a prince of
Avanti.
Vatsa was ultimately annexed into Magadha by Shishunaga.

In the first half of the 8th century CE, a series of battles took place between the Umayyad Caliphate
and the Indian kingdoms to the east of the Indus river.
Subsequent to the Arab conquest of Sindh in present-day Pakistan in 712 CE, Arab armies engaged
kingdoms further east of the Indus. Between 724 and 810 CE, a series of battles took place between
the Arabs and the north Indian Emperor Nagabhata I of the Gurjara-Pratihara dynasty, the south
Indian Emperor Vikramaditya II of the Chalukya dynasty, and other small Indian kingdoms

In the north, Nagabhata of the Gurjara Pratihara Dynasty defeated a major Arab expedition in
Malwa. From the South, Vikramaditya II sent his general Pulakesi, who defeated the Arabs in Gujarat.
Later in 776 CE, a naval expedition by the Arabs was defeated by the Saindhava naval fleet under
Agguka I.
The Arab defeats led to an end of their eastward expansion, and later manifested in the overthrow of
Arab rulers in Sindh itself and the establishment of indigenous Muslim Rajput dynasties (Soomras
and Sammas) there.
After the reign of Emperor Harshavardhana, by the early 8th century, North India was divided into
several kingdoms, small and large. The Northwest was controlled by the Kashmir-based Karkota
dynasty, and the Hindu Shahis based in Kabul. Kanauj, the de facto capital of North India was held by
Yashovarman, Northeast India was held by the Pala dynasty, and South India by the powerful

Chalukyas. Western India was dominated by the Rai dynasty of Sindh, and several kingdoms of
Gurjara clans, based at Bhinmal (Bhillamala), Mandor, Nandol-Broach (Nandipuri-Bharuch) and
Ujjain.

The last of these clans, who called themselves Pratiharas were to be the eventually dominating force.
Altogether, the combined region of southern Rajasthan and northern Gujarat was called Gurjaratra
(Gurjara country), before it got renamed to Rajputana in later medieval times. The Kathiawar
peninsula (Saurashtra) was controlled by several small kingdoms, such as Saindhavas, dominated by
Maitrakas at Vallabhi.
The third wave of military expansion of the Umayyad Caliphate lasted from 692 to 718 CE. The reign
of Al-Walid I (705–715 CE) saw the most dramatic Marwanid Umayyad conquests, in a period of
barely ten years, as North Africa, Spain, Transoxiana, and Sindh were subdued and colonised. Sindh,
controlled by King Raja Dahir of the Rai dynasty, was captured by the Umayyad general Muhammad
bin Qasim. While Sindh, now a second-level province of the Caliphate (iqlim) with capital Al Mansura,
was a suitable base from where excursions into India could be launched, after bin Qasim's departure
most of his captured territories were recaptured by the Indian kings.

During the reign of Yazid II (720 to 724 CE), the fourth expansion was launched to all the warring
frontiers, including India. The campaign lasted from 720 to 740 CE. During Yazid's times, there was no
significant check to the Arab expansion. However, the advent of Hisham ibn Abd al-Malik (r. 691–743
CE), the 10th Umayyad Caliph, saw a turn in the fortune of the Umayyads which resulted in eventual
defeat on all the fronts and the complete halt of Arab expansionism. The hiatus from 740 to 750 CE
due to military exhaustion, also saw the advent of the third of a series of civil wars, which resulted in
the collapse of the Umayyad Caliphate.
After taking full control of Sindh, Muhammad bin Qasim wrote to `the kings of Hind' calling upon
them to surrender and accept the faith of Islam. He dispatched a force against al-Baylaman
(Bhinmal), which is said to have offered submission. The Mid people of Surast (Maitrakas of Vallabhi)
also made peace. Bin Qasim then sent a cavalry of 10,000 to Kanauj, along with a decree from the
Caliph. He himself went with an army to the prevailing frontier of Kashmir called panj-māhīyāt (in

west Punjab). Nothing is known of the Kanauj expedition. The frontier of Kashmir might be what is
referred to as al-Kiraj in later records (Kira kingdom in Kangra Valley, Himachal Pradesh), which was
apparently subdued.

Bin Qasim was recalled in 715 CE and died en route. Al-Baladhuri writes that, upon his departure, the
kings of al-Hind had come back to their kingdoms. The period of Caliph Umar II (r. 717–720) was
relatively peaceful. Umar invited the kings of "al-Hind" to convert to Islam and become his subjects,
in return for which they would continue to remain kings.
Hullishah of Sindh and other kings accepted the offer and adopted Arab names. During the caliphates
of Yazid II (r. 720–724) and Hisham (r. 724–743), the expansion policy was resumed. Junayd ibn Abd
ar-Rahman al-Murri (or Al Junayd) was appointed the governor of Sindh in 723 CE.
After subduing Sindh, Junayd sent campaigns to various parts of India. The justification was that
these parts had previously paid tribute to Bin Qasim but then stopped. The first target was al-Kiraj
(possibly Kangra valley), whose conquest effectively put an end to the kingdom. A large campaign
was carried out in Rajasthan which included Mermad (Maru-Mala, in Jaisalmer and north Jodhpur),
al-Baylaman (Bhillamala or Bhinmal) and Jurz (Gurjara country—southern Rajasthan and north
Gujarat).

Another force was sent against Uzayn (Ujjain), which made incursions into its country (Avanti) and
some parts of it were destroyed (the city of Baharimad, unidentified). Ujjain itself may not have been
conquered. A separate force was also sent against al-Malibah (Malwa, to the east of Ujjain), but the
outcome is not recorded.
Towards the North, Umayyads attempted to expand into Punjab but were defeated by Lalitaditya
Muktapida of Kashmir. Another force was dispatched south. It subdued Qassa (Kutch), al-Mandal
(perhaps Okha), Dahnaj (unidentified), Surast (Saurashtra) and Barus or Barwas (Broach).
The kingdoms weakened or destroyed included the Bhattis of Jaisalmer, the Gurjaras of Bhinmal, the
Mauryas of Chittor, the Guhilots of Mewar, the Kacchelas of Kutch, the Maitrakas of Saurashtra and

Gurjaras of Nandipuri. Altogether, Al-Junayd might have conquered all of Gujarat, a large part of
Rajasthan and some parts of Madhya Pradesh. Blankinship states that this was a full-scale invasion
carried out with the intent of founding a new province of the Caliphate

In 726 CE, the Caliphate replaced Al-Junayd by Tamim ibn Zaid al-Utbi as the governor of Sindh.
During the next few years, all of the gains made by Junayd were lost. The Arab records do not explain
why, except to state that the Caliphate troops, drawn from distant lands such as Syria and Yemen,
abandoned their posts in India and refused to go back. Blankinship admits the possibility that the
Indians must have revolted, but thinks it more likely that the problems were internal to the Arab
forces.

Governor Tamim is said to have fled Sindh and died en route. The Caliphate appointed al-Hakam ibn
Awana al-Kalbi (Al-Hakam) in 731 who governed till 740.
Al-Hakam restored order to Sindh and Kutch and built secure fortifications at Al-Mahfuzah and AlMansur. He then proceeded to retake Indian kingdoms previously conquered by Al-Junayd. The Arab
sources are silent on the details of the campaigns. However, several Indian sources record victories
over the Arab forces.
The Gurjara king of Nandipuri, Jayabhata IV, documented, in an inscription dated to 736 CE, that he
went to the aid of the king of Vallabhi and inflicted a crushing defeat on a Tājika (Arab) army. The
Arabs then overran the kingdom of Jayabhata himself and proceeded on to Navsari in southern
Gujarat. The Arab intention might have been to make inroads into South India. However, to the
south of the Mahi River lay the powerful Chalukyan Empire. The Chalukyan viceroy at Navsari,
Avanijanashraya Pulakeshin, decisively defeated the invading Arab forces as documented in a Navsari
grant of 739 CE. The Tājika (Arab) army defeated was, according to the grant, one that had attacked
"Kacchella, Saindhava, Saurashtra, Cavotaka, Maurya and Gurjara" kings. Pulakesi subsequently
received the titles "Solid Pillar of Deccan" (Dakshināpatha-sādhāra) and the "Repeller of the

Unrepellable" (Anivartaka-nivartayitr). The Rashtrakuta prince Dantidurga, who was subsidiary to
Chalukyas at this time, also played an important role in the battle.

The kingdoms recorded in the Navsari grant are interpreted as follows: Kacchelas were the people of
Kutch. The Saindhavas are thought to have been emigrants from Sindh, who presumably moved to
Kathiawar after the Arab occupation of Sindh in 712 CE. Settling down in the norther tip of
Kathiawar, they had a ruler by the name of Pushyadeva. The Cavotakas (also called Capotaka or
Capa) were also associated with Kathiawar, with their capital at Anahilapataka. Saurashtra is south
Kathiawar. The Mauryas and Gurjaras are open to interpretation. Blankinship takes them to be the
Mauryas of Chittor and Gurjaras of Bhinmal whereas Baij Nath Puri takes them to be a subsidiary line
of Mauryas based in Vallabhi and the Gurjaras of Bharuch under Jayabhata IV. In Puri's
interpretation, this invasion of the Arab forces was limited to the southern parts of modern Gujarat
with several small kingdoms, which got terminated when it reached the Chalukya Empire.

Indications are that Al-Hakam was overstretched. An appeal for reinforcements from the Caliphate in
737 is recorded, with 600 men being sent, a surprisingly small contingent. Even this force was
absorbed in its passage through Iraq for quelling a local rebellion. The defeat at the hands of
Chalukyas is believed to have been a blow to the Arab forces with large costs in men and arms.
The weakened Arab forces were driven out by the subsidiaries of the erstwhile kings. The Guhilot
prince Bappa Rawal (r. 734–753) drove out the Arabs who had put an end to the Maurya dynasty at
Chittor. A Jain prabandha mentions a king Nahada, who is said to have been the first ruler of his
family at Jalore, near Bhinmal, and who came into conflict with a Muslim ruler whom he defeated.
Nahada is identified with Nagabhata I (r. 730–760), the founder of the Gurjara-Pratihara dynasty,
which is believed to have started from the Jalore-Bhinmal area and spread to Avanti at Ujjain. The
Gwalior inscription of the king Bhoja I, says that Nagabhata, the founder of the dynasty, defeated a
powerful army of Valacha Mlecchas (foreigners called "Baluchs") around 738 CE. Even though many
historians believe that Nagabhata repulsed Arab forces at Ujjain.

Baij Nath Puri states that the Arab campaigns to the east of Indus proved ineffective. However, they
had the unintended effect of integrating the Indian kingdoms in Rajasthan and Gujarat. The
Chalukyas extended their empire to the north after fighting off the Arabs successfully. Nagabhata I
secured a firm position and laid the foundation for a new dynasty, which would rise to become the
principal deterrent against Arab expansion.

Blankinship also notes that Hakam's campaigns caused the creation of larger, more powerful
kingdoms, which was inimical to the caliphate's interests. Al-Hakam died in battle in 740 CE while
fighting the Meds of north Saurashtra (Maitrakas, probably under the control of Chalukyas at this
time).
Following Hakam's death, the Muslim presence had effectively ended in the Indian subcontinent
excluding Sindh. Al-Hakam's successor 'Amr bin Muhammad bin al-Qasim al-Thaqafi (740-43) didn't
have the opportunity to undertake any offensive. The Sindhis revolted perhaps with the help of
Indian kingdoms, elected a king and besieged 'Amr in the capital al-Mansura. He wrote to Yusub bin
Umar, governor of Iraq, for assistance and was provided with 4,000 men to subdue the revolt which
he was able to do. The next governor is said to have undertaken eighteen campaigns. If so, they were
probably insignificant because the only source that reports about them gives no details and the
Muslims never expanded beyond Sindh again.

The death of Al-Hakam effectively ended the Arab presence to the east of Sindh. In the following
years, the Arabs were preoccupied with controlling Sindh. They made occasional raids to the sea
ports of Kathiawar to protect their trading routes but did not venture inland into Indian kingdoms.
Dantidurga, the Rashtrakuta chief of Berar turned against his Chalukya overlords in 753 and became
independent. The Gurjara-Pratiharas immediately to his north became his foes and the Arabs
became his allies, due to the geographic logic as well as the economic interests of sea trade. The

Pratiharas extended their influence throughout Gujarat and Rajasthan almost to the edge of the
Indus river, but their push to become the central power of north India was repeatedly thwarted by
the Rashtrakutas. This uneasy balance of power between the three powers lasted till the end of the
caliphate.

Later in 776 CE, a naval expedition by the Arabs was defeated by the Saindhava naval fleet under
Agguka I.
Mularaja (r. 1175 – 1178 CE), also known as Bala Mularaja ("Child Mularaja"), was an Indian king
from the Chaulukya dynasty of Gujarat. He ruled the present-day Gujarat and surrounding areas from
his capital Anahilapataka (modern Patan). He ascended the throne as a child, and his mother
Naikidevi acted as the regent during his short reign. The Chaulukyas repulsed a Ghurid invasion
during his reign. The Paramara king Vindhyavarman made attempts to evict the Chaulukyas from
Malwa during his reign, and succeeded in regaining control of Malwa either during Mularaja's
lieftime or shortly after his death.
Mularaja succeeded his father Ajayapala on the Chaulukya throne.

His mother Naikidevi was the daughter of one Paramardin. According to one theory, this Paramardin
was the Goa Kadamba chief Shivachitta Paramadideva (1148–1179 CE). Another theory identifies him
with the Chandela king Paramardi. The second theory is based on the identification of "Kakaḍādaha"
with similar-sounding "Gāḍāraghaṭṭa". The Chandela-era Garra inscription mentions that a Chandela
warrior named Rauta Pape lost his life in a battle at Kakaḍādaha. According to the 14th century
chronicler Merutunga, Naikidevi fought the Muslims at Gāḍāraghaṭṭa. This appears to be same as
Kasahrada, where a Chaulukya army defeated the Ghurids in 1178 CE.
Mularaja ascended the throne as a young child after his father's death. His mother Naikidevi acted as
the regent during his short reign.
The most notable event of Mularaja's short reign was the Battle of Kasahrada, which took place in
1178 CE at modern Kyara (in Sirohi district; also called Kayadara or Kayadram in some records). In
this battle, the Chaulukya forces defeated the Muslim Ghurid invaders led by Muhammad of Ghor.

The Chaulukya forces included the armies of their feudatories such as the Naddula Chahamana ruler
Kelhanadeva, the Jalor Chahamana ruler Kirtipala, and the Arbuda Paramara ruler Dharavarsha.

The later Chaulukya inscriptions as well as the chroniclers of Gujarat greatly praise Mularaja for this
victory:
The poet Someshvara boasts that Mularaja defeated the lord of Turushkas (Turkic people), and
crushed the mlechchha (foreign) army.
Balachandra mentions that Mularaja defeated the mlechchha king despite being an infant
Udayaprabha Suri, in his Sukrita-Kirti-Kallolini, states that Naikidevi gave Mularaja an army to play
with. With this army, Mularaja defeated the Hammira (Sanskrit form of Emir) and his mlechchha
army, whose soldiers were covered from head to toe in order to protect themselves.
Arisimha also mentions that Mularaja defeated the Muslims.
An inscription of Bhima II states that even a woman could defeat Hammira during the reign of
Mularaja.

The 14th century chronicler Merutunga credits the victory to Mularaja's mother Naikidevi,
introducing supernatural elements in his account of the battle. According to Merutunga, Naikidevi
fought with the mlechchhas at Gāḍāraghaṭṭa, and conquered their king. Massive unseasonal rain
clouds came to support her, attracted by her virtuous character.
The Sundha Hill inscription of the Jalor Chahamanas boasts that Kirtipala routed the Turushka army
at Kasahrada. It also states that his brother Kelhanadeva erected a golden gateway (torana) at the
shrine of the deity Somesha after destroying the Turushkas. Kelhanadeva was the ruler of Naddula;
according to the legendary chronicle Prithviraja Vijaya, Muhammad of Ghor had captured Naddula
during his invasion of India. Kelhanadeva managed to regain control of Naddula after the victory at
Kasahrada.
According to the 13th century Persian chronicler Minhaj-i-Siraj, Muhammad of Ghor marched
towards Nahrwala (the Chaulukya capital Anahilavada) via Uchchha and Multan. The "Rae of
Nahrwala" (the Chaulukya king) was young, but commanded a huge army with elephants. In the
ensuing battle, "the army of Islam was defeated and put to rout", and the invading ruler had to
return to without any accomplishment.

Nizam-ud-din gives a similar account, and states that Muhammad of Ghor marched to Gujarat via
desert. The 16th century writer Badauni also mentions the invader's defeat, and states that he
retreated to Ghazni with great difficulty. Firishta also states that the ruler of Gujarat defeated the
Muslim army "with great slaughter", and the remnant of the defeated army faced many hardships
during its return journey to Ghazni.
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None of the Chaulukya inscriptions and chroniclers mention the invading king's name, simply
describing him as a mlechchha, Turushka or Hammira. However, modern historians identify him with
Muhammad of Ghor.
According to an alternative theory, the Battle of Kasahrada took place during the reign of Mularaja's
successor Bhima II. This theory is based on some Muslim chronicles, which state that "Bhim Dev" was
the one who defeated Muhammad of Ghor. Moreover, an 1178 Kiradu inscription, issued during
Bhima's reign, records repairs to a temple damaged by the Turushkas. The proponents of this theory
argue that Mularaja's forces defeated another king, or that Muhammad of Ghor invaded the
Chaulukya territory twice around 1178 CE. For example, H. C. Ray suggests the following alternative
identifications of the invaders during Mularaja's reign:
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Mularaja has been described as the conqueror of "Garjanaka" in some records. The term
"Garjanaka" refers to the Ghaznavids in some other Sanskrit records, and therefore, the invaders
during Mularaja's reign may have been the Ghazanvids. However, Ray himself points out that the
Ghaznavid ruler Khusrau Malik was not strong enough to launch an expedition against the
Chaulukyas in the mid-1170s. Therefore, this identification is unlikely to be accurate.
The Sumras ruled the neighbouring region of Sindh of during this time. However, this identification
is also doubtful. A. K. Majumdar points out that the Sumras may not have been Muslims during the
1170s, and were not called "Turushkas". Moreover, they were petty chiefs at this time, and their own
kingdom was threatened by the rising Ghurid power.

According to this theory, Muhammad of Ghor sent a reconnaissance mission to the Chaulukya
territory, sometime during 1176-1178 CE, in preparation of his later invasion in 1178 CE during
Bhima's reign: The reconnaissance army was defeated during Mularaja's reign, while the main Ghurid
army was defeated at Kasahrada during Bhima's reign. This theory is also unlikely to be accurate.
None of the Muslim chronicles mention an earlier Ghurid expedition to the Chaulukya territory.

Most notably, none of the Chaulukya (or other Indian) accounts mention that Bhima achieved a
victory against the Ghurids. Such a significant victory would not have been overlooked by the native
chroniclers. It is more likely that Mularaja died shortly after the battle, and the Muslim chroniclers
wrongly mentioned his successor Bhima as the king who was reigning at the time of the battle
The Paramara kingdom of Malwa had come under Chaulukya control during the reign of Mularaja's
predecessors. During Mularaja's reign, a famine occurred in Gujarat. Taking advantage of this, the
Paramara king Vindhyavarman made attempts to regain control of Malwa.

The Chaulukya general Kumara was in-charge of the operations against Vindhyavarman. According to
Surathotsava, written by Kumara's son Someshvara, Kumara defeated Vindhyavarman. After his
victory, Kumara destroyed Vindhyavarman's town Gogasthana, sank a well where the Paramara
palace once stood, and plundered Malwa.
Vindhyavarman was ultimately successful in regaining control of Malwa. According to historian R. C.
Majumdar, he accomplished this during the reign of Mularaja. However, A. K. Majumdar believes
that Malwa remained under Chaululkya control during Mularaja's reign.
Mularaja died at a very young age in 1178 CE, and was succeeded by his brother Bhima II.

In 1301 Alauddin Khalji, the ruler of the Delhi Sultanate in India, conquered the neighbouring
kingdom of Ranastambhapura (modern Ranthambore).
Hammira, the Chahamana (Chauhan) king of Ranthambore, had granted asylum to some Mongol
rebels from Delhi in 1299. He refused requests to either kill these rebels or hand them over to
Alauddin, resulting in an invasion from Delhi. Hammira lost his general Bhimasimha to an army led by
Alauddin's general Ulugh Khan, and his brother Bhoja defected to Alauddin some days later.

After recovering from these initial reverses, Hammira's generals (including the Mongol rebels)
defeated Ulugh Khan's army at a mountain pass near Ranthambore. Alauddin then dispatched his
general Nusrat Khan to reinforce Ulugh Khan's army, but Nusrat Khan was killed while besieging the
fort.
Alauddin then took control of the operations at Ranthambore. He ordered the construction of a
mound to scale its walls. After a long siege, the defenders suffered from a famine and defections.
Facing a desperate situation, in July 1301, Hammira and his loyal companions came out of the fort,
and fought to death. His wives, daughters and other female relatives committed Jauhar (mass selfimmolation). Alauddin captured the fort, and appointed Ulugh Khan as its governor

Ranthambore was reputed to be an impregnable fort, and Alauddin's predecessor Jalaluddin had
made an unsuccessful attempt to capture it in 1291.
In 1299, Alauddin Khalji sent his generals Nusrat Khan and Ulugh Khan to capture Gujarat. This army
included several Mongol soldiers (also called Mughals or neo-Muslims), who had converted to Islam
recently. When the army was returning to Delhi after its successful campaign, some of the Mongols
staged a mutiny against the generals, near Jalore. The mutiny was crushed, and the army returned to
Delhi. Two rebel Mongol leaders — Muhammad Shah and Kabhru — managed to escape with some
of their followers. Hammira of Ranthambore (called Hamir Dev in Muslim chronicles) granted asylum
to these Mongol fugitives.

Ulugh Khan was the governor of Bayana near Ranthambore. After returning to Bayana from Delhi, he
sent messengers to Hammira, urging him to kill the Mongol fugitives as a friendly ruler. He also
threatened to wage a war against Hammira, if this request was not complied with. Hammira's
counsellors advised him not to endanger his kingdom, and comply. However, Hammira refused to do
so. He replied to Ulugh Khan that he had no desire to start a conflict, but he would not give up the
refugees who had sought his asylum. He added that he was not afraid of a war, and had enough
money and soldiers to participate in a war.

When Alauddin learned about Hammira's reply, he dispatched an army led by Ulugh Khan to capture
Ranthambore. According to Hammira Mahakavya and Surjana-Charita, Hammira was engaged in a
religious ceremony at the time of this invasion. Ulugh Khan's army marched unopposed up to the
Banas River. There, Hammira's general Bhimasimha stopped his advance. Bhimasimha
underestimated the strength of the Delhi, and launched a direct attack on them, instead of keeping
his army stationed at the top of the mountain pass leading to Ranthambore. The Delhi army
retreated temporarily, possibly deliberately to fool the Chahamanas into dropping their guard. This
led Bhimasimha to believe that he had foiled the invasion. However, while Bhimasimha was returning
to Ranthambore, Ulugh Khan's forces re-assembled and attacked his contingent. The defenders were
defeated, and Bhimasimha was killed in the battle.

According to the Hammira Mahakavya, Bhimasimha had abandoned his strong position at the top of
the mountain pass on the advice of the minister Dharmasimha. As a punishment, Hammira ordered
Dharmasimha to be blinded and castrated, declaring that only a blind man would have failed to see
the true strength of the invading army, and only an impotent man would have allowed Bhimasimha
to die on the battlefield unsupported. After Dharmasimha's dismissal, Hammira's brother Bhoja
became the chief royal counsellor. However, Bhoja was unable to arrange sufficient money for
raising an army that could defeat Alauddin's invasion. In the past, the Chahamanas had raised money
by raiding their neighbours, but this was not possible as they were under siege.
Dharmasimha, who now maintained a grudge against Hammira, took advantage of this financial
crunch. He contacted the king through a court dancer named Dhara, and offered to arrange horses

for Hammira's cavalry from Malwa. Hammira took Dharmasimha back into service. Dharmasimha
raised money by imposing heavy taxes, which made Hammira very unpopular among his subjects.
Dharmasimha also sidelined Bhoja: on his advice, Hammira ordered Bhoja to provide a full account of
the ministry during his tenure.

The Hammira Mahakavya further states that Bhoja and his brother Pithasimha decided to leave
Ranthambore as a result of Dharmasimha's scheming. Hammira did not try to stop his brothers, and
instead, gave Bhoja's post of danda-nayaka to his general Ratipala. Feeling insulted, Bhoja defected
to Alauddin, who received him with honour. Alauddin gave him the jagir (fief) of Jagara, which was
earlier held by the rebel Mongol leader Muhammad Shah. Bhoja advised Hammira to attack
Ranthambore before the harvest season. Alauddin dispatched a large army (100,000-strong,
according to Hammira Mahakavya) to conquer Ranthambore.
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According to the Hammira Mahakavya, the Delhi army marched to Ranthambore, ransacking the
Hindu territories on their way. At a mountain pass called Hinduvata, the Chahamana army inflicted a
heavy defeat on the Delhi forces. This army was led by Hammira's own generals as well as the
Mongol leaders who had taken asylum at Ranthambore. Hammira's own generals included Virama
(his brother), Ratipala, Jaja and Ranamalla. The Mongol leaders included Muhammad Shah (called
Mahimashahi in Hammira Mahakavya), his brother Garbharuka, Tichara and Vaichara (the last three
are Sanskritized names given in Hammira Mahakavya: the original names are not certain).
The Chahamana army captured much of the Delhi army's equipment as a result of this victory. The
Hammira Mahakavya states that the Chahamanas also captured a large number of Muslim women
after this victory. These women were forced to sell sour buttermilk in the villages of Hammira's
kingdom, in order to spread the news of the Chahamana victory.
Hammira's Mongol allies then attacked Jagara, the former jagir of Muhammad Shah that Alauddin
had granted to Bhoja. They captured Bhoja's family members, and brought them to Ranthambore as
prisoners. Bhoja survived the attack, as he was at Delhi. The 14th century Pakrta-Paingalam claims

that Hammira's officer Jaja marched towards Delhi, striking fear into the hearts of its Muslim citizens,
although the text does not mention what was the result of this march.
After these initial reverses, Alauddin asked Nusrat Khan, the governor of Awadh, to lead an army in
Ulugh Khan's support. The joint armies of Nusrat Khan and Ulugh Khan invaded Hammira's territory.

The Hammira Mahakavya claims that this time, Ulugh Khan pretended that he was coming to
negotiate a truce with Hammira. As a result, Hammira did not resist the invaders' entry into his
territory, and the Delhi army crossed the Hinduvata mountain pass easily. The Delhi army captured
Jhain, and renamed it as Shahr-i Nau ("new town").
Finally, the Delhi army reached Ranthambore, and encamped near the fort walls. According to the
Hammira Mahakavya, a messenger from Alauddin offered two alternatives to Hammira:
Present 400,000 mohurs (gold coins), 4 elephants and Hammira's daughter in marriage to Alauddin
Surrender the Mongol rebels who had taken refuge at Ranthambore

Hammira scornfully rejected the demands, and replied that Alauddin could have 400,000 sword
wounds instead. The Delhi army then besieged the fort, and tried to scale its walls. One day, Nusrat
Khan was hit by a manjaniq stone; he died after 2-3 days. Taking advantage of the mourning in the
invaders' camp, Hammira came out of the fort with a strong army, and forced Ulugh Khan to retreat
to Jhain. According to the 16th century writer Firishta, Hammira's force was 200,000-strong, but this
appears to be an exaggeration. Another chronicler Yahya states that Hammira had less than 12,000
cavalry, several elephants and "innumerable" infantry. Amir Khusrau estimates the strength of
Hammira's cavalry as 10,000.
When Alauddin learned about Ulugh Khan's defeat, he decided to personally lead a stronger force to
Ranthambore. He ordered his other officers from various provinces to bring their armies to Tilpat
near Delhi. While these armies were on their way to Tilpat, he spent his time hunting. During one
such hunting expedition, his nephew Sulaiman Shah Akat Khan conspired to kill him. However, the
conspiracy was not successful, and Akat Khan and his companions were executed.

Es erschüttert mich immer wieder: Eine Kultur wie die indische, mit derartigen Stadt-Tempel-Festungsbauten, einer derartigen Kultur, wird
von einem Staat geschlagen, der sich aus bellenden Leibeigenen zusammensetzt. Was ist da bloß geschehen? Und es erinnert an den
Untergang der Donaumonarchie, bewirkt durch stinkende Cowboys und eine besondere Art des „Nationalsozialismus“. Als Europäer,
erinnern wir uns doch an den Einbruch kulturloser Mongolenhorden. Kulturlosigkeitt ist nicht nur aus dem Osten gekommen. Die westliche
ist viel schlimmer.

When Alauddin reached Ranthambore, the fort was already surrounded by the Delhi army. He
realized that a direct attack on the fort was not feasible: the advantage lay with the defenders.
Alauddin's camp was located on a hillock called Ran, which faced the Ranthambore Fort's hill.
Alauddin ordered the construction of a pasheb, an inclined mound built to fill the ditch separating his
camp and the fort. Weavers from the neighbouring areas were brought, and asked to sew a large
number of bags. Alauddin's soldiers then filled these bags with soil, and used them to build the
pasheb mound.

The construction of the pasheb was a long and difficult process for the invading army. But none of
Alauddin's soldiers deserted him, because he demanded three years' pay from any deserter. The
Delhi army used the siege engines called maghrabis to shoot stones at the defending garrison. But
the defenders kept destroying the under-construction pasheb with fire and stones. Alauddin's army
also tried to construct a tunnel, but the defenders destroyed it and killed those involved in its
construction by throwing a mixture of oil and resin on them. There was heavy loss of lives on both
the sides. During this time, Alauddin's army also plundered the neighbouring region, going as far as
Dhar in the Paramara territory.
While Alauddin was at Ranthambore, there were two attempts to usurp the power in Delhi. In the
first attempt, his nephews Malik Umar and Mangu Khan started recruiting soldiers to overthrow his
rule. But Alauddin sent his officers to subdue him. The two brothers were brought to Ranthambore,
and killed. Sometime later, an officer named Haji Maula took control of Delhi and appointed one
Alavi as the puppet Sultan. Alauddin first sent Malik Hamiduddin, who killed Haji Maula and Alavi.
Some days later, he also sent Ulugh Khan, who had the other rebels executed. Despite these
rebellions, Alauddin did not abandon his campaign to conquer Ranthambore.

The Hammira Mahakavya states that during the siege, Alauddin once offered to negotiate a peace
treaty. As a result, Hammira sent his general Ratipala (or Ratanpal) to Alauddin's camp. Alauddin
received Ratipala with great honour, and treated him good food and drinks. Alauddin then won
Ratipala over to his side, by promising him the governship of Ranthambore after Hammira's defeat.

After returning to Ranthambore, Ratipala did not inform Hammira about what had actually
transpired at the meeting. Instead, he told Hammira that Alauddin was willing to establish peace in
return for marriage to Hammira's daughter. Later, he also turned another general named Ranamalla
(or Ranmal) against Hammira. One evening, Ratipala and Ranamalla led their forces out of the fort,
and joined Alauddin's army.
The construction of the pasheb, which started in March-April (Rajab), seems to have finished around
the beginning of the rainy season in July. By this time, the defenders had exhausted their provisions.
According to Amir Khusrau, the fort had become a "desert of thorns" due to scarcity of water and
green leaves: the people were willing to purchase "one grain of corn for two grains of gold", but still
could not get it. The Rajput bardic chronicles claim that the scarcity of food resulted from a
conspiracy by Sarjan Shah, a Buddhist merchant (bania) belonging to the Sharaoji sect. Sarjan Shah's
father had been killed by Hammira. To avenge his father's death, he polluted the provisions stored in
the fort with animal hides, thus rendering them unusable for the Hindus.

Having been betrayed by his trusted generals, and under the famine-like circumstances in the fort,
Hammira realized that Alauddin would capture the fort sooner or later. Hammira decided to fight to
death with his loyal men, while the ladies of the fort prepared for suicide by jauhar (mass selfimmolation to avoid falling into the enemy hands). According to the Hammira Mahakavya, Hammira
offered to escort the Mongol refugees to a safe place. However, the Mongol leader Muhammad Shah
refused the offer: he killed his wife and children, and declared that he would join Hammira's last
stand. Hammira asked his brother Virama to be his successor, but Virama too decided to accompany
Hammira in his last fight.

Hammira had all his valuables thrown into the Padmasara lake, and appointed his minister Jaja (also
Jajala or Jajadeva) as his successor. Like other loyalists, Jaja had also been offered a safe passage out
of the fort, but decided to stay behind. He supervised the organization of the jauhar, in which
Hammira's queens, daughters and other female relatives committed suicide. This jauhar has been
described by Alauddin's courtier Amir Khusrau, which makes it the first jauhar to be described in a
Persian language text.

Hammira and his loyal companions marched to the top of the pasheb mound, where they fought to
death with Alauddin's army. Some Rajput-era bards claim that Hammira severed his own head and
offered it to the god Mahadeva when faced with a certain defeat.
According to the 16th century historian Firishta, Alauddin's army captured the fort on 10 July 1301.
However, the Jain author Nayachandra dates this conquest to two days later in his Hammira
Mahakavya. According to Nayachandra, Jaja continued to offer resistance for two more days after
Hammira's death, which may explain this discrepancy.

In the fort, Alauddin found the Mongol rebel Muhammad Shah lying wounded. Alauddin asked
Muhammad Shah what he would do if pardoned and saved. Muhammad Shah replied that he would
kill Alauddin and appoint Hammira's son as the new king. An angry Alauddin ordered Muhammad
Shah to be trampled by an elephant. However, later he ordered Muhammad Shah to be buried with
honour because of he appreciated the dead man's courage and loyalty.
Alauddin ordered punishments for Ratipala and Ranamalla, who had deserted Hammira to join him.
Ratipala was flayed alive, while Ranamalla and his followers were killed. Alauddin argued that these
people had not been loyal to their earlier master, so he did not expect them to be loyal to him.
The victors destroyed the Vaghabhatta (Bahar Deo) temple and other buildings in the fort premises.
Before returning to Delhi, Alauddin gave the control of the fort to Ulugh Khan. However, the local
public hated Ulugh Khan so much, that he decided not to go beyond the suburbs of Ranthambore.
In 1303, the Delhi Sultanate ruler Alauddin Khalji captured the Chittor Fort from the Guhila king
Ratnasimha, after an eight month long siege. The conflict has been described in several legendary

accounts, including the historically unreliable Padmavat, which claims that Alauddin's motive was to
obtain Ratnasimha's beautiful wife Padmavati.

The Mewar region in north-western India was ruled by the Guhila dynasty, whose seat was located at
the Chittor Fort (Chittorgarh). In 1299, Alauddin's general Ulugh Khan had raided the Mewar region
on his way to Gujarat. However, this appears to have been a light raid rather than a serious invasion,
and the Guhila king Samarasimha protected his country from the raiders, possibly by paying a tribute.
In 1301, Alauddin conquered Ranthambore, which was located between Delhi and Chittor, and then
returned to Delhi. The same year, Ratnasimha ascended the throne of Chittor. The later legends
based on Malik Mohammad Jaisi's epic poem Padmavat state that Alauddin invaded Chittor to obtain
Padmini, the queen of Ratnasimha (called Ratan Sen or Ratan Singh in these legends).
According to these legends, a man named Raghava told Alauddin about the extraordinary beauty of
Padmini. However, Padmini does not find a mention in the earliest records of Alauddin's conquest of
Chittor, such as the chronicles by Amir Khusrau, Barani and Isami. Most modern historians have
rejected the authenticity of the Padmini legend.

On 28 January 1303, Alauddin started his march to Chittor with a large army. After arriving near the
fort, he set up a camp between the Berach and Gambhiri rivers. His army then surrounded the fort
from all the sides.
Alauddin stationed himself at Chitori hillock located to the north of the fort.
The siege went on for nearly 8 months, which suggests that the defenders put up a strong resistance.
Amir Khusrau, who accompanied Alauddin to Chittor, has described the siege in brief, in his Khaza'in
ul-Futuh. However, no detailed account of the siege operations is available.
Khusrau implies that the frontal attacks by the invaders failed twice. He states that during the two
months of the rainy season, the defenders managed to reach the "waist" of the hill, but could not
advance further. Alauddin ordered the fort to be pelted with stones from siege engines (munjaniqs),
while his armoured soldiers attacked it from all sides.

The fort garrison may have suffered from a famine or an epidemic. On 26 August 1303, Alauddin
entered the fort. After his victory, Alauddin ordered a general massacre of Chittor's population.
According to Amir Khusrau, 30,000 Hindus were "cut down like dry grass" as a result of this order.
Fate of Ratnasimha

Accounts vary about what happened to Ratnasimha, the ruler of Chittor. The early Muslim
chroniclers such as Amir Khusrau, Ziauddin Barani and Isami, state that the unnamed ruler ("Rai") of
Chittor surrendered to Alauddin, and was pardoned. The Jain writer Kakka Suri (1336) states that
Alauddin took away his wealth, and "made him move like a monkey from one city to another".
The Kumbhalgarh prashasti (eulogistic inscription) of 1460 CE, which is the earliest Hindu record of
the siege, states that Ratnasimha "departed" from the battlefield, after which Lakshmasimha died
defending the fort because only the cowards forsake "the established traditions of the family", while
"those who are valorous and steady do not give up their pursuit." Modern historians have
interpreted the word "departed" (tasmin gate in Sanskrit) variously, either to mean that Ratnasimha
died fighting on the battlefield, or to mean that he deserted the defenders and surrendered.

The Padmavat legend claims that Ratnasimha ("Ratan Sen") died in a combat with the ruler of
Kumbhalner, before Alauddin's conquest of the fort. The 17th century chronicler Muhnot Nainsi, who
wrote under Rajput patronage, states that Ratnasimha died on the battlefield.
The 16th century legendary poem Padmavat states that Ratnasimha's queen Padmini and other
women committed suicide by jauhar (mass self-immolation) to avoid being captured by Alauddin.
This claim is also repeated in several later texts. Historian Kishori Saran Lal dismisses the Padmavat as
a non-historical text, but believes that a jauhar did happen at Chittor following Alauddin's conquest.
On the other hand, Banarsi Prasad Saksena notes that contemporary writer Amir Khusrau does not
mention any jauhar at Chittor, although he has referred to the jauhar during the earlier conquest of
Ranthambore. Therefore, Saksena believes that the story of jauhar at Chittor is a fabrication of the
later writers.

As Khizr Khan was only a child, the actual administration was handed over to a slave named Malik
Shahin, who held the office of naib-i barbek, and whom Alauddin called his son. According to the
14th century chronicler Isami, Malik Shahin fled the fort sometime later, because he was afraid of the
Vaghela king Karna, who had managed to recapture the neighbouring Gujarat region after Alauddin's
1299 invasion.

.
Later, Alauddin seems to have decided that it was best to govern Chittor indirectly through a Hindu
ruler. He transferred the governance of Chittor from Khizr Khan to the Chahamana chief Maladeva
(Maldeo), who was supported by the locals. Maladeva was a brother of the Kanhadadeva, and had
saved Alauddin's life from an accident during Alauddin's siege of Kanhadadeva's Jalore fort. He
contributed 5,000 horsemen and 10,000 infantrymen to Alauddin's campaigns, whenever ordered.
He used to bring gifts for Alauddin during his annual visit to the imperial court, where he was
honoured in return. Alauddin maintained an imperial garrison at Chittor, and one of his inscriptions
(dated May 1310) has been discovered there.

According to the 16th century chronicler Firishta, when Alauddin was at his deathbed, the ruler of
Chittor rebelled, and executed the imperial soldiers stationed in the fort. After the death of
Maladeva around 1321, the fort came under the control of Hammir Singh, a ruler of the Sisodia
branch of the Guhilas. However, historian Peter Jackson believes that the fort remained under the
control of the governors dispatched from Delhi, even during the reigns of the first two Tughluq rulers
(1321-1350), as suggested by epigraphic evidence. According to Jackson, the accounts about
Maladeva and Sisodias originated from a Sanskrit epic, and seem to be inaccurate.
In 1311 Delhi Sultanate ruler Alauddin Khalji dispatched an army to capture the Jalore Fort in
present-day Rajasthan, India. Jalore was ruled by the Chahamana ruler Kanhadadeva, whose armies
had earlier fought several skirmishes with the Delhi forces, especially since Alauddin's conquest of
the neighboring Siwana fort.

Kanhadadeva's army achieved some initial successes against the invaders, but the Jalore fort
ultimately fell to an army led by Alauddin's general Malik Kamal al-Din. Kanhadadeva and his son
Viramadeva were killed, thus ending the Chahamana dynasty of Jalore.

The kingdom of Jalore was ruled by a branch of the Chahamanas. In 1291-92 Alauddin's predecessor
Jalaluddin Khalji invaded Jalore, but was forced to retreat after the Vaghelas came to the rescue of
the Jalore king Samantasimha.
From at least 1296-1305, Samantasimha's son and successor Kanhadadeva jointly ran the
administration with his father. During this period, in 1299, Alauddin dispatched an army to Gujarat,
and defeated the Vaghelas. During the army's return to Delhi, some of its soldiers staged an
unsuccessful mutiny. The 17th-century chronicler Nainsi states that the Jalore army supported this
mutiny, although this is doubtful.

The 16th-century chronicler Firishta claims that Kanhadadeva ("Nahar Deo") accepted Alauddin's
suzerainty around 1305. Some years later Kanhadadeva heard Alauddin boasting that no Hindu ruler
could challenge him.
This rekindled Kanhadadeva's sense of pride, and he decided to attack Alauddin, resulting in an
invasion of JaloreAlauddin assigned Chittor to his son Khizr Khan (or Khidr Khan), who was 7 or 8
years old at the time. The Chittor fort was renamed "Khizrabad" after the prince. Khizr Khan was
given a gold-embroidered robe and a red canopy, which was usually bestowed upon an heir
apparent.
Alauddin stayed at Chittor for 7 more days, and then left for Delhi, probably after learning about the
Mongol invasion. An important inscription at Chittor dated 13 May 1310, recording Alauddin as the
ruler, indicates that the place had not been evacuated by the Khaljis till that period. This narrative is
also repeated by 17th-century historian Hajiuddabir.
According to legends in Padmanābha's Kanhadade Prabandha (15th century) and Munhot Nainsi's
Khyat (17th century), one of Alauddin's daughters fell in love with Kanhadadeva's son Virama.

However, Virama did not want to marry a Turkic girl, which led to tensions between the two
kingdoms, and ultimately resulted in Alauddin's invasion of Jalore.
These narratives by Nainsi, Firishta and Hajiuddabir are historically unreliable. By 1310 Alauddin had
subjugated the kingdoms surrounding Jalore, including Gujarat, Malwa, Chittor, Ranthambore and
Siwana. It appears that he attacked Jalore simply because he wanted to put an end to Jalore's
independent status.

Alauddin's courtier Amir Khusrau states that after conquering Siwana, Alauddin returned to Delhi,
ordering his generals to subjugate other parts of the Marwar region. According to Jinaprabha Suri's
Vividha Tirtha Kalpa, the Delhi army desecrated a Mahavira temple at Satyapura (modern Sanchor) in
1310. The 15th-century epic romance Kanhadade Prabandha, which presents Kanhadadeva as a hero,
states that Alauddin's forces also captured and sacked Barmer and Bhinmal. At Bhinmal the invaders
took away a large number of Brahmins as captives.

According to Kanhadadeva Prabandha, these disturbances prompted Kanhadadeva to dispatch an
army to counter the Delhi forces. This army was led by Devada chiefs Jaita and Mahipa, who were
supported by three other generals: Lakhana Sevata (or Sebhata), Salha Sobhita and Ajayasi Molhana.
Kanhadadeva's army defeated one of the Delhi contingents left behind by Alauddin and recovered
the plunder that the invaders had obtained during their raids of Bhinmal, Satyapura and other places.
After this victory Jaita and Mahipa returned to Jalore with the war spoils. The three other generals
remained near the battlefield with a portion of the army, and celebrated the new moon day
(Amavasya) by taking their armor off and bathing in a river. During these celebrations they started
beating a drum captured from the Delhi army. The drum was heard by Delhi Gen. Malik Naib, who
was leading another contingent on a hunting expedition. Assuming that the drum beats were a
summon for him, Malik Naib rushed to the battlefield. His army inflicted a crushing defeat upon
Kanhadadeva's remaining forces. The Kanhadade Prabandha states that the defenders lost 4,000
soldiers, including the three generals, in this battle.
After the initial setbacks faced by the Delhi forces, Alauddin sent an army to launch a direct attack on
Jalore. According to the Kanhadade Prabandha, the Delhi forces made several attempts to breach the

fort during the first seven days of the ensuing siege. However, these attacks were foiled by sorties led
by Kanhadadeva's brother Maladeva and his son Viramadeva

Schloss Schönbrunn, indische Miniaturen

. On the eighth day a severe thunderstorm forced the besiegers to retreat. The Jalore forces launched
an eight-pronged attack on one of the retreating detachments at Moklana. The eight Jalore generals
who led this attack were Maladeva, Viramadeva, Ananta Sisodia, Jaita Vaghela, Jaita Devada,
Lunakarna Malhana, Jayamala and Sahajapala. The detachment's commander Shams Khan was
captured along with his harem, while the rest of his soldiers fled.
The 16th-century chronicler Firishta claims that the Delhi army was commanded by Alauddin's
concubine Gul Bihisht. During the war she died after a short illness. After her death the army was led
by her son Shahin, who was killed in a battle soon after his mother's death. Firishta's claim is
dubious, as it is not found in any contemporary accounts. Moreover, it seems absurd that Alauddin
appointed a concubine as the commander of his army or that his soldiers would accept this
appointment. The story of Gul Bihisht appears to be a late invention, designed to cover up the
disgraceful retreat of the Delhi army. Firishta also inaccurately dates the invasion of Jalore to 1308
instead of 1311.
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Next, Alauddin dispatched a stronger army led by Malik Kamal al-Din Gurg, one of his best generals.
The Kanhadade Prabandha mentions that Kanhadadeva sent two contingents to check the advance
of Malik Kamalauddin. One of these contingents was commanded by Maladeva and was stationed at
Vadi. The other was led by Viramadeva and was stationed at Bhadrajun. The two contingents
engaged the Delhi army on alternate days, leading to heavy losses on both sides. They managed to
slow down the Delhi army but were unable to prevent Kamal al-Din's gradual advance towards
Jalore. Ultimately, Kanhadadeva decided to recall both his contingents to Jalore for consultation.
When Kamal al-Din got close to Jalore, Maladeva was sent to fight him while Viramadeva stayed
behind to help his father prepare for the impending siege.
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Kamal al-Din besieged the fort and tried to impose a blockade, most likely intending to starve the
defenders. According to Kanhadade Prabandha, this strategy was thwarted by timely rains and
cooperation from money lenders (mahajans) who helped replenish the fort's stores. The text also
suggests that Maladeva briefly harassed Kamalauddin's forces, but an army dispatched by Alauddin
forced Maladeva's forces to retreat to Vandara. Another Jalore contingent led by Lunakarna
destroyed an enemy outpost at Udalapura, a suburb of Jalore, defeating Malik Nizamuddin.
The Kanhadade Prabandha as well as Nainsi's Khyat attribute the fall of Jalore to treachery by a
Dahiya Rajput named Bika. After the invaders promised to make Bika the new ruler of Jalore, he led
them to an unfrequented and unprotected entrance to the fort. When Bika's wife Hiradevi learned
about his betrayal, she killed him and reported the matter to Kanhadadeva. However, by this time
the defenders were no longer in a position to achieve a victory. Consequently, the men of the fort
prepared for a last stand, and Kanhadadeva's son Viramadeva was crowned king. The women
decided to die in jauhar (mass suicide by self-immolation). The Kanhadade Prabandha states that
1584 jauhar fires were lit in Jalore. Women of all castes died in this fire, including Kanhadadeva's
queens Jaitalde, Bhavalde, Umade and Kamalade. The Delhi forces breached the fort, and thousands
of Kanhadadeva's soldiers died in the ensuing fighting. Several of his samantas (feudal chiefs) were
also killed in the battle, including Kandhala, Kanha Uhcha, Jaita Devada, Lunakarna Malhana, Arjuna,
Jaita Vaghela.
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According to the Kanhadade Prabandha, after breaching the fort the invaders took five days to reach
the temple of Kanhasvami inside it. When they threatened to destroy the temple, Kanhadadeva and
the last 50 of his surviving soldiers died defending it. Nainsi's Khyat suggests that many people
believed that Kanhadadeva managed to survive and disappeared. His son Viramadeva is said to have
died about three days after the coronation.
Alauddin commissioned a mosque on the fort premises to commemorate this victory. Jalore
remained under Muslim rule well into the Tughluq era.

Ragmala or Ragamala is the title of a composition of twelve verses, running into sixty lines that names various ragas which
appears in most copies of the Guru Granth Sahib after the compositions of Guru Arjun Dev entitled "Mundaavani" (The
Royal Seal). In many of the older copies of the Guru Granth Sahib, Ragmala appears at the end after other compositions
which added by various scribes but later deemed unauthorised by Sikh Panth (nation).

Fotomontage aus dem linken Bild.

The title literally means a 'garland of Ragas, or musical melodies'. "Mala" means "garland", while "Raga" is a "musical
composition or mode", which has also given rise to the series of Ragamala paintings. This list differs according to the author
and the music school it is based upon. Thus there exists a number of such lists in the music text books of India.
Each Raga has five wives, and eight sons, who emit distinctive notes. In the first place is Raag Bhairao. It is accompanied by
the voices of its five Raaginis: First come Bhairavee, and Bilaavalee; then the songs of Punni-aakee and Bangalee; and then
Asalaykhee. These are the five consorts of Bhairao. The sounds of Pancham, Harakh and Disaakh; the songs of Bangaalam,
Madh and Maadhav. ||1|| Lalat and Bilaaval - each gives out its own melody. when these eight sons of Bhairao are sung by
accomplished musicians. ||1|| In the second family is Maalakausak, who brings his five Raaginis: Gondakaree and Dayv
Gandhaaree, the voices of Gandhaaree and Seehutee, and the fifth song of Dhanaasaree.

This chain of Maalakausak brings along: Maaroo, Masta-ang and Mayvaaraa, Prabal, Chandakausak, Khau, Khat and
Bauraanad singing. These are the eight sons of Maalakausak. ||1|| then comes Hindol with his five wives and eight sons; it
rises in waves when the sweet-voiced chorus sings. ||1|| there come Taylangee and Darvakaree; Basantee and Sandoor
follow; then Aheeree, the finest of women. These five wives come together.
The sons: Surmaanand and Bhaaskar come, Chandrabinb and Mangalan follow. Sarasbaan and Binodaa then come, and the
thrilling songs of Basant and Kamodaa. These are the eight sons I have listed. Then comes the turn of Deepak. ||1||
Kachhaylee, Patamanjaree and Todee are sung; Kaamodee and Goojaree accompany Deepak. ||1|| Kaalankaa, Kuntal and
Raamaa, Kamalakusam and Champak are their names; Gauraa, Kaanaraa and Kalyaanaa; these are the eight sons of
Deepak. ||1|| All join together and sing Siree Raag, which is accompanied by its five wives: Bairaaree and Karnaatee, the
songs of Gawree and Aasaavaree; then follows Sindhavee. These are the five wives of Siree Raag.
||1|| Saaloo, Saarang, Saagaraa, Gond and Gambheer - the eight sons of Siree Raag include Gund, Kumb and Hameer.
||1|| In the sixth place, Maygh Raag is sung, with its five wives in accompaniment: Sorat'h, Gond, and the melody of
Malaaree; then the harmonies of Aasaa are sung. And finally comes the high tone Soohau. These are the five with Maygh
Raag. ||1|| Bairaadhar, Gajadhar, Kaydaaraa, Jabaleedhar, Nat and Jaladhaaraa. Then come the songs of Shankar and Shiaamaa. These are the names of the sons of Maygh Raag. ||1|| so all together, they sing the six Raagas and the thirty
Raaginis, and all the forty-eight sons of the Raagas. ||1||1||"

In the course of the evolution of Indian music, many systems came into effect, prominent among them being the Saiv Mat,
said to have been imparted by Lord Shiva, who is accepted as the innovator of music; the Kalinath Mat, also called the
Krishan Mat, which has its predominance in Braj and Panjab and is said to have been introduced by Kalinath, a revered
teacher of music; the Bharat Mat which has its vogue in Western India and was propounded by Bharat Muni; the Hanuman
Mat; the Siddh Sarsut Mat; and the Ragaranava Mat. A large number of ragmalas pertaining to these and other systems
that developed are, with some variations, traceable in such well known works on Indian musicology as Gobind Sangeet Sdr,
Qanun Mausiki, Budh Parkas Darpan, Sangeet Rinod and Raag Deepak.

With the exception of the Sarsut Mat which subscribes to seven chief raags, all other systems acknowledge six chief raags,
thirty (in some cases thirty-six also) "wives" and forty-eight "sons" or sub-raags, each raag having eight "sons." Thus each
system includes eighty-four measures which itself is a mystic number in the Indian tradition, symbolizing such entities as
the 84 siddhs or the 8.4 million species of life.
Though the details concerning the names of "wives" and "sons" differ in each raagmala, the chief systems, broadly
speaking, have only two sets; one including Siri, Basant, Bhairav, Pancham, Megh and Nat Narayan, as in the Saiv and
Kalinath systems; and the other including Bhairav, Malkauris, Hindol, Deepak, Siri and Megh as in Bharat and Hanuman
systems. In some systems, the raags have, besides "wives" and "sons", "daughters" and "daughters-inlaw" as well. The chief
raags are shudh, i.e. complete and perfect, while the "wives" and "sons" are sanktrna, i.e. mixed, incomplete and
adulterated. Each of the six principal raags relates itself by its nature to a corresponding season.
Ragmala and Guru Granth Sahib's musical system

The raagmala appended to Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji is not much different from the others, and, by itself, does not set up a
new system. This raagmala is nearest to the Hanuman Mat, but the arrangement of raags in Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji is
nearer to the Saiv Mala and the Kalinath Mat which give primacy to Siri Raag. The only system wherein occur all the raags
and sub-raags employed in Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji is Bharat Mat.
In Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji no distinction has been made between raags and rdgims and all the measures employed have
been given the status of raags, each one of them recognized in its own right and not as “wife” or “son” to another raag. In
practice over a long stretch of time, Gurmat Sangeet, i.e. Sikh music, has evolved its own style and conventions which make
it a system distinct from other Indian systems.
There are 8 raags that are utilised in Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji that have not been mentioned in the Raagmala. These are:
Bihagara, Wadahans, Manjh, Jaitsri, Ramkali, Tukhari, Prabhati and Jaijawanti. Mali-Gaura is not included in Raagmala but
Gaura is.

The raagmala appended to Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji is not much different from the others, and, by itself, does not set up a
new system. This raagmala is nearest to the Hanuman Mat, but the arrangement of raags in Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji is
nearer to the Saiv Mala and the Kalinath Mat which give primacy to Siri Raag. The only system wherein occur all the raags
and sub-raags employed in Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji is Bharat Mat.

In Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji no distinction has been made between raags and rdgims and all the measures employed have
been given the status of raags, each one of them recognized in its own right and not as “wife” or “son” to another raag. In
practice over a long stretch of time, Gurmat Sangeet, i.e. Sikh music, has evolved its own style and conventions which make
it a system distinct from other Indian systems.
There are 8 raags that are utilised in Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji that have not been mentioned in the Raagmala. These are:
Bihagara, Wadahans, Manjh, Jaitsri, Ramkali, Tukhari, Prabhati and Jaijawanti. Mali-Gaura is not included in Raagmala but
Gaura is.
The puraatan (old) saroops that did or do include Raagmala (like Bhai Banno Beerh) also included other compositions after
Mundaavni (but before Raagmala), such as: (i) Jit Dar Lakh Mohammada, (ii) Siahi Di Bhidhi, (iii) Ratanmala, (iv) Hakeekatrah
mukam, (v) Praan Sangli, (vi) Rab Mukam Ki Sabk, (vii) Baye Atisb (16 saloks) etc. All seven of these compositions that
existed after Mundaavni (but before Raagmala) were all unanimously discredited by the Panth and it was acknowledged
that mischievous individuals had over time included these compositions at the end of Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji but had no
standing against Gurbani.

Maha-Kavi Santokh Singh (1787-1843), the famous historian that is most quoted by Kathavachiks (preachers), writes in ‘Sri
Gur Partaap Sooraj Granth :
“Then Guru Ji wrote all the Svaiyye in Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji. In the end (Guru Ji) wrote Mundavani as a seal indicating
that Gurbani is no longer after this seal. One cannot measure the great spiritual benefit of reading a complete reading of
whole of Baani. Siri Guru Granth Sahib Ji is the ship to get across this ocean of world. By the great grace of God this ship has
been sent to this world and by his grace alone one can get onto this ship. "
“Raagmala is not Baani of Guru Sahib. Only up to Mundaavni is Gurbani; don’t doubt this statement and don’t let any cloud
of doubt come in front of your eyes. A book named Maadhavaanal was written by Poet Aalam, this Raagmala is part of that
book (the Niratkaari chapter of it. Niratkaari means dance. Raagmala appears in the scene when Kaam Kandhala the dancer
dances and sings a song in front of the king while Madhavnal watches and plays instruments). Aalam Kavi has written the
names of Raags and Raagnis that were sung at that time. Therefore, this baani is not the work of Siri Guru Arjan Dev Ji.”
Kavi Santokh Singh writes that “Ragmala is not authored by the Guru” and that the author of the composition is “Aalam.”
Based on Sanskrit and Praakrit books, poet Aalam is a contemporary of Emperor Akbar, in 1640 Bk. He wrote the book
Maadhavaanal Katha in Hindi. This has 353 verses and most of it is Chaupai style. This story was first very famous in Gujarat

and so, after Akbar had conquered Gujarat, he had it translated into Hindi. Aalam has hinted at this in the start of his work.
Although Giani Dit Singh produced research and photographs of Saroops of Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji that end with
Mundavani and the Salok in his book entintled “Mundavani”, some scholars strongly claim that pro-Raagmala supporters
mischievously unnecessarily cremated volumes of Saroops that didn’t contain Raagmala and other disputed compositions.

Similarly Giani Gian Singh (1822-1921), infamous Sikh historian, writes in Tavareekh Guru Khalsa:
“Writing all the Bani, Guru Ji completed it with ending with ‘Mundaavunee’ because ‘Mundaavunee’ means seal, just like
after writing a letter you seal a letter with a stamp, similarly nothing (in Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji) comes after.”
According to Giani Gian Singh (1822-1921), infamous Sikh historian, a Sarbat Khalsa gathering was held in 1853. In this
gathering it was declared that Raag Mala is not Gurbani. He writes: “In Samvat 1906 Bikrami (1853 AD), during the month of
Katak, at the Dera of Sant Dyaal Singh, a large Panthic gathering took place. On the Diwali day, after detailed exchange of
ideas and considerations, it was concluded that Raag Mala is not Gurbani.”

In 1900, at the time of the founding of the Chief Khalsa Diwan, Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji was printed without containing
Raagmala. One such Bir is reported to be present now at Gujarwal in Ludhiana District. Again another printing of Sri Guru
Granth Sahib Ji took place in 1915 without Raagmala in Gurmat Press at Amritsar – one of which is also present in Singh
Sabha Gurdwara at Gujarwal. At that time the two main Sikh organizations, Tat Khalsa and Chief Khalsa Diwan, propagated
zealously against reading Raag Mala.
According to Dr. S. S. Kapoor, the Sikh scholars differ in their opinion about its inclusion in the Granth. The traditional school
thinks it to be a part of Sri Granth Sahib Ji and asserts that it is an index of the raags used in Sri Granth Sahib Ji. This
argument can be challenged on the grounds that a number of raags mentioned Raagmala are not in Sri Granth Sahib Ji and
a number of raags used in Sri Granth Sahib Ji are not in the Raagmala.
Another argument of the traditional schools that it is a part of the original copy and is written in the same ink and with the
same pen as was used for the other parts of the Granth. This plea also does not carry any weight as in those days all the
scribes used almost the same ink and the same type of pen. As the writing of the Gurmukhi characters was also the same so
it becomes rather difficult to identify the handwriting.
It is said by the modern scholars that it was Bhai Banno who might have been instrumental in its inclusion (along with other
compositions that are considered ‘kachi bani’) in the Granth as he had the possession of the original copy of the Granth
when he took it to Lahore for binding
Scholars and Saints for Ragmala: Bhai Vir Singh, Sant Jarnail Singh Bhindranwale, Dr. Jodh Singh, Akali Kaur Singh, Sant Giani
Gurbachan Singh Ji (Jatha Bhindran), Sant Giani Kartar Singh Ji, Sant Baba Bishan Singh Ji (Murale Wale), Baba Deep Singh Ji,
Bhai Mani Singh Ji, Sant Baba Makhan Singh Ji (Sato Gali Wale), Sant Giani Kirpal Singh Ji (Sato Gali Wale), Sant Attar Singh Ji
(Mastuana), Sant Baba Nand Singh Ji (Kaleran Wale), Sant Baba Isher Singh Ji (Kaleran Wale), Sant Baba Isher Singh Ji (Rara

Sahib) and the rest of Bhai Daya Singh Ji Samparda, Sant Samaj (Society of Saints), Shaheed Gurbachan Singh Manochahal,
Sant Kartar Singh Bhindranwale, Baba Thakur Singh Bhindranwale, Baba Nihal Singh Tarna Dal, Sant Harnam Singh
Rampurkherewale, Giani Sant Singh Maskeen, Giani Pinderpal Singh, Nihang Giani Sher Singh (Ambala wale), Dr. Harbhajan
Singh Professor Punjabi University Patiala , Dr Anurag Singh, Director 'Sikh Itihas Board' SGPC, Udasis, Nirmalas, Sewa
Panthis, Akali Nihang Singh Khalsa, Khalsa Panth, Shaheed Bhai Avtar Singh Brahma, Shaheed Bhai Gurjant Singh
Budhsinghwala, Shaheed Sukhdev Singh Sukha, Shaheed Harjinder Singh Jinda, etc.

Scholars and Saints against Ragmala: Famous Sikh historian Giani Gian Singh, Â Giani Ditt Singh, Prof. Gurmukh Singh
(founders of Singh Sabha Movement); Pandit Tara Singh Nirotam; ; Sant Arjun Singh Vaid; Sadhu Gobind Singh Nirmala;
Prof. Hazara Singh; Bhai Sahib Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha, the author of Mahan Kosh; Master Mota Singh; Master Mehtab
Singh; Master Tara Singh; Babu Teja Singh; Giani Nahar Singh; Principal Dharmanant Singh; Giani Bishan Singh Teeka-kar;
Principal Ganga Singh; Dr. Ganda Singh; Prof. Sahib Singh; S. Shamsher Singh Ashok Research Scholar of S.G.P.C.; Babu Teja
Singh Bhasaur, Bhai Randhir Singh, research scholar; Pandit Kartar Singh Daakhaa; Principal Bawa Harkishan Singh; Principal
Narinjan Singh; Prof. Gurbachan Singh Talib; Principal Gurmukhnihal Singh; Shaheed Bhai Fauja Singh; Shaheed Bhai
Sukhdev Singh Babbar; Shaheed Bhai Anokh Singh Babbar, etc.
Article XI (a) of the Sikh Rehat Maryada (SRM): "The reading of the whole Guru Granth Sahib (intermittent or non-stop) may
be concluded with the reading of Mundawani alone or the Rag Mala according to the convention traditionally observed at
all the concerned places. (Since there is a difference of opinion within the Panth on this issue, nobody should dare to write
or print a copy of Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji excluding the Raag Mala)."
Six are male (parent) ragas; the thirty raginis are their wives and the remaining forty-eight are their sons.

Ragamala paintings are a series of illustrative paintings from medieval India based on Ragamala or the "Garland of Ragas",
depicting various Indian musical modes called Ragas. They stand as a classical example of the amalgamation of art, poetry
and classical music in medieval India.
Ragamala paintings were created in most schools of Indian painting, starting in the 16th and 17th centuries, and are today
named accordingly as Pahari Ragamala, Rajasthan or Rajput Ragamala, Deccan Ragamala, and Mughal Ragamala.
In these painting each raga is personified by a color, mood, a verse describing a story of a hero and heroine (nayaka and
nayika), it also elucidates the season and the time of day and night in which a particular raga is to be sung; and finally most
paintings also demarcate the specific Hindu deities attached with the raga, like Bhairava or Bhairavi to Shiva, Sri to Devi etc.
The paintings depict not just the Ragas, but also their wives, (raginis), their numerous sons (ragaputra) and daughters
(ragaputri).

The six principal ragas present in the Ragamala are Bhairava, Dipika, Sri, Malkaunsa, Megha and Hindola and these are
meant to be sung during the six seasons of the year – summer, monsoon, autumn, early winter, winter and spring.
Sangeeta Ratnakara is an important 12th century CE treatise on the classification of Indian Ragas, which for the first time
mentions the presiding deity of each raga. From the 14th century onwards, they were described in short verses in Sanskrit,
for Dhyana, 'contemplation', and later depicted in a series of paintings, called the Ragamala paintings. Some of the best
available works of Ragamala are from the 16th and 17th centuries, when the form flourished under royal patronage, though
by the 19th century, it gradually faded.
In 1570, Kshemakarna, a priest of Rewa in Central India, compiled a poetic text on the Ragamala in Sanskrit, which describes
six principal Ragas—Bhairava, Malakoshika, Hindola, Deepak, Shri, and Megha—each having five Raginis and eight
Ragaputras, except Raga Shri, which has six Raginis and nine Ragaputras, thus making a Ragamala family of 86 members
Most of the extant works of Ragamala are from Deccan style, where Ibrahim Adil Shah II of Bijapur, was himself also a fine
painter and illustrator, though some Rajput style also exist of which the work of an artist of the 'Chawand' (a part of Mewar)
school of painting, Sahibdin, whose Ragamala (musical modes) series dated 1628, are now in National Museum of India

Gurumukh Nihal Singh was appointed as first governor of Rajasthan. Hiralal Shastri was the first
nominated chief minister of the state, taking office on 7 April 1949. He was succeeded by two other
nominated holders of the office before Tika Ram Paliwal became the first elected chief minister from
3 March 1951.
In November 1956, under the provisions of the States Re-organisation Act, the erstwhile part 'C' state
of Ajmer, Abu Road Taluka, former part of Sirohi princely state (which were merged in former
Bombay), State and Sunel-Tappa region of the former Madhya Bharat merged with Rajasthan and
Sirohi sub district of Jhalawar was transferred to Madhya Pradesh. Thus giving the existing boundary
Rajasthan. Today with further reorganisation of the states of Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and
Bihar. Rajasthan has become the largest state of the Indian Republic.
The princes of the former kingdoms were constitutionally granted handsome remuneration in the
form of privy purses and privileges to assist them in the discharge of their financial obligations. In
1970, Indira Gandhi, who was then the Prime Minister of India, commenced under-takings to
discontinue the privy purses, which were abolished in 1971. Many of the former princes still continue
to use the title of Maharaja, but the title has little power other than status symbol. Many of the
Maharajas still hold their palaces and have converted them into profitable hotels, while some have
made good in politics.

